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Abstract
Spatially distributed soil information is essential for environmental management
and research. In order to obtain continuous soil data from limited point measure-
ments, digital soil mapping (DSM) techniques are recognised as effective inter-
polation tools for a wide range of spatial scales and different types of landscape.
This thesis aims at creating DSM approaches to model soil textural fractions at
the field and catchment scale in Mediterranean soil types. It intends to improve
the prediction accuracy of soil spatial interpolation models by focusing on (i) the
combination of traditional kriging methods with more complex, data-driven ma-
chine learning algorithms, and (ii) the integration of environmental covariates
from geophysical sensor data. In addition, model outputs are delivered by a web-
based dissemination platform (geoportal) as well as in form of a Web Map Service
(WMS) to advance the long-term visibility and access to DSM data.
These enhanced DSM approaches are used to predict clay, silt and sand content
of the topsoil at test sites in southern Sardinia (Italy). With regard to the catch-
ment scale, results indicate that the proposed neural network residual cokriging
model outperforms common DSM techniques such as ordinary kriging or kriging
with external drift. Thus, the results of this thesis suggest that machine learning
algorithms such as artificial neural networks are an efficient tool for multivariate,
non-linear trend analysis in soil spatial interpolation models. At the field scale,
regression-based soil texture mapping using electro-magnetical and gamma radio-
metric data as covariates shows good model performance, except for case studies
characterised by great soil heterogeneities, and particularly in the presence of
highly calcareous parent material. By presenting a flexible digital soil mapping
framework, and by producing accurate soil property maps, this dissertation sets
the stage for the determination of more complex soil parameters as required, for
instance, in hydrological modelling and precision agriculture.
i

Zusammenfassung
Ra¨umlich differenzierte Bodeninformationen sind wesentliche Einflussfaktoren fu¨r
ein nachhaltiges Umweltmanagement und integraler Bestandteil geographischer
Forschung. Um diese kontinuierlichen Bodendaten aus punktuellen Messwerten
abzuleiten, sind in der Vergangenheit diverse Techniken des Digital Soil Map-
ping (DSM) erfolgreich auf verschiedenen Raumskalen und in unterschiedlichen
Landschaften angewendet worden. Das Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, geeignete
DSM-Ansa¨tze zu entwickeln, um Korngro¨ßenfraktionen mediterraner Bo¨den auf
der Feld- und Landschaftsskala zu modellieren. Dabei geht es prima¨r um eine
verbesserte Vorhersagegenauigkeit ra¨umlicher Interpolationsverfahren (i) durch
Kombinieren traditioneller Kriging-Methoden mit komplexeren, datengetriebe-
nen Modellen des Maschinellen Lernens sowie (ii) durch die Beru¨cksichtigung
geophysikalischer Pra¨diktoren. Daru¨ber hinaus werden die erstellten Karten u¨ber
ein Geoportal und in Form eines WMS-Dienstes verbreitet, um eine langfristige
und breite Erreichbarkeit der DSM-Daten zu gewa¨hrleisten.
Die entwickelten DSM-Ansa¨tze werden zur ra¨umlichen Vorhersage der Haupt-
fraktionen Ton, Schluff und Sand im Oberboden zweier Testgebiete im Su¨den
Sardiniens (Italien) verwendet. Auf der Landschaftsskala zeigen die Ergebnisse,
dass das erweiterte Modell (“neural network residual cokriging”) anderen DSM-
Techniken u¨berlegen ist. Verfahren des Maschinellen Lernens wie die hier einge-
setzten neuronalen Netzwerke eignen sich daher besonders zur Trendanalyse in
ra¨umlichen Interpolationsmethoden. Auf der Feldskala fu¨hrt die Anwendung
regressions-basierter Modelle unter Einbezug geophysikalischer Kovariablen zu
guten Vorhersageergebnissen. Dies gilt jedoch nur eingeschra¨nkt fu¨r untersuchte
Gebiete mit besonders heterogenen Bodenverha¨ltnissen und fu¨r Standorte mit
stark kalkhaltigem Ausgangssubstrat. Durch das Bereitstellen eines flexiblen
DSM-Frameworks und angesichts der Produktion pra¨ziser Karten, liefert diese
Dissertation die Grundlage fu¨r die Berechnung komplexerer Bodenparameter,
die beispielsweise in der hydrologischen Modellierung oder in der Pra¨zisionsland-
wirtschaft beno¨tigt werden.
ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Spatially distributed soil data of adequate quality is essential for environmental
management and research. This is particularly true in the light of changing cli-
mate conditions and rising demands for agricultural space due to an increasing
global population. In their recent Science paper, Amundson et al. (2015) relate
soil to food security emphasising the great relevance that soils will have for human
prosperity and survival in the future. With similar motivation the United Nations
declared 2015 as the International Year of Soils (IYS). Under the patronage of the
IYS, numerous projects at national and international level are being launched to
raise awareness about soils as major contributors to ecosystem services like food
production or carbon sequestration. Besides educational objectives, IYS-claims
also stress the need for massive soil data collection and monitoring programmes
ranging from local to global scale. These data requirements apply in particular
to semi-arid areas such as the Mediterranean region, where soil degradation and
water resource shortages are already major concerns for sustainable land man-
agement (see Vacca 2012; La Jeunesse et al. 2015). This is aggravated by the fact
that Mediterranean ecosystems will be largely affected through changing climate
conditions and impact of global warming (Giorgi and Lionello 2008; Navarra and
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Tubiana 2013; IPCC 2014). However, to establish appropriate regional soil and
water protection strategies, governing factors that, for example, control both ver-
tical and lateral movement of water need to be known. This includes appropriate
quantification of the current state of the soil and requires high-resolution map-
ping of the spatial distribution of key soil attributes such as texture. The great
importance of soil texture results from its strong influence on many physical and
chemical characteristics of the soil including conductivity, nutrient and water re-
tention capacity, organic carbon dynamics and mechanical properties (see Greve
et al. 2012; Akpa et al. 2014). In addition, soil textural fractions are essential in-
put factors for a great variety of environmental models and risk assessment tools
(Ließ et al. 2012).
The increasing demand for high-quality soil data coincides with advances in com-
puting and rapid technological developments providing geographically continuous
auxiliary information on soil forming factors. Prominent sources of such readily
available secondary data are proximal and remote sensing images as well as dig-
ital elevation models. In combination with observations from conventional soil
surveys, these ancillary variables provide a promising basis for modelling the
spatial distribution of functional soil properties. Modern techniques to produce
soil maps considering both, soil measurements and secondary data, are gener-
ally associated with the term “digital soil mapping” (DSM). The spectra of DSM
methods is dominated by standard geostatistical tools like the widespread kriging
techniques. Moreover, they include novel approaches based on machine learning
concepts which are usually data-driven, non-spatial and highly flexible.
Regardless of the methods used, plenty of DSM projects have been carried out
successfully on different scales and in different types of landscape. On a global
scale, important ongoing quantitative soil inventories are the GlobalSoilMap ini-
tiative (Arrouays et al. 2014) as well as the SoilGrids1km product of the ISRIC
– World Soil Information foundation (Hengl et al. 2014). At continental level,
spatial prediction of soil properties has been strongly focused on Africa for the
past few years, leading to continuous 250 m resolution maps compiled by the
AfSIS project (Hengl et al. 2015). With respect to the Mediterranean region,
for instance, Vaysse and Lagacherie (2015) applied and compared several DSM
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techniques to create soil attribute maps from legacy data. Vacca et al. (2014) de-
scribed an intended geomatic approach for soil mapping across the isle of Sardinia
(Italy) highlighting the need for modern soil inventories to support sustainable
land use planning in a highly vulnerable region.
This thesis focuses on digital mapping of soil textural fractions at the field and
landscape (or catchment) scales. It is closely linked to the international research
project CLIMB (Climate Induced Changes on the Hydrology of Mediterranean
Basins) financed by the Seventh Framework Programme of the European Union
and coordinated at the University of Munich (Germany). The CLIMB collab-
oration ran for slightly more than four years until February 2014 investigating
the impact of climate change on catchment hydrology at seven Mediterranean
test sites (Ludwig et al. 2010). The Rio di Costara catchment, as part of the
Rio di San Sperate basin in southern Sardinia, is one of the investigated areas of
CLIMB and represents the regional focus of this research. It represents a typical
Mediterranean basin experiencing strong climatic variability and intensive agri-
cultural activity. Moreover, the selected catchment is characterised by scarcity of
soil data. In response, this work provides mapped soil attributes to serve as input
data in hydrological modelling projects within that particular CLIMB test site.
In addition to the provision of input data for hydrological modelling at the catch-
ment scale, a second set of geographically continuous soil maps is produced for
two agricultural fields located at the Azienda San Michele, an agronomic research
farm managed by the Agricultural Research Agency of Sardinia (AGRIS). Field-
related texture mapping is part of a cross-cooperation of the CLIMB consortium
and the iSOIL (Interactions between soil related sciences – Linking geophysics,
soil science and digital soil mapping, Werban et al. 2010) project.
1.2 Objectives and outline of the thesis
The overall objective of this work is to present a comprehensive approach for
digital soil mapping at multiple spatial scales in an assigned Mediterranean study
area. Producing accurate soil property maps is related to a variety of relevant
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methodological research topics including soil sampling and laboratory analysis,
co-variable selection, (geo)statistical modelling as well as web-based data delivery.
These requirements result in a number of specific objectives, which are:
 to provide geographically continuous spatial information on soil textural
fractions at two different spatial scales considering limited point measure-
ments and ancillary co-variables,
 to assess the efficiency of using log-ratio transformations prior to spatial
distribution modelling of clay, silt and sand content, and thus taking into
account their compositional (sum-to-100) character,
 to test and evaluate the ability of primarily non-spatial artificial neural net-
works for improving the predictive power of digital soil mapping frameworks
in comparison with frequently used traditional (kriging) techniques,
 to determine whether novel sets of covariates from geophysical data fusion
support regression-based soil spatial interpolation approaches, and
 to advance the long-term visibility and access to soil mapping products by
deploying a web-based dissemination platform using free and open-source
software and following common international standards.
Following this introduction, chapter 2 describes the concepts of digital soil map-
ping and reviews the state-of-the-art in this particular field of research.
Chapter 3 introduces the study area of this work focusing on details of climatic,
pedological and geological conditions within the Rio di Costara catchment in
southern Sardinia. In addition to literature reviews, this study site characterisa-
tion is partly based on own soil profile analysis and recorded meteorological data
such as temperature, precipitation and wind speed.
Chapter 4 presents the datasets and illustrates the methodology used in this
thesis to achieve the objectives listed above. Following a general overview of
the substantial steps in (geo)statistical data processing, chapter 4 explains the
sampling strategies and laboratory work related to soil data collection. It sub-
sequently derives the covariates serving as possible predictors in the digital soil
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mapping approaches applied to this work. Special attention is also given to geo-
physical measurements. Afterwards, exploratory (spatial) data analysis steps are
described including correlation and factor analysis as well as global trend detec-
tion and exploratory variography. The data preparation section then focuses on
the theory of log-ratio transforms to account for the compositional character of
the target variables and data splitting techniques used for proper model selec-
tion during neural network training. The latter is of particular interest in the
frame of this thesis and thoroughly described in the section on spatial interpo-
lation. Additionally, the concepts behind multiple linear regression and inverse
distance weighting are introduced, followed by a detailed derivation of the classical
approach to multi-variate geostatistics in matrix notation. Next, the promoted
hybrid spatial prediction methods at the field (regression cokriging) and the land-
scape (neural network residual cokriging) scale are laid out. In the last section
of chapter 4 the validation procedures used to test and compare model perfor-
mances are presented, as well as the technical implementation details regarding
the web-based delivery and documentation of soil mapping products.
Chapter 5 illustrates the results of spatial prediction. It distinguishes between
approaches applied at the field scale (fields 21 and 33 located at the San Michele
farm) and the landscape scale (the entire Rio di Costara catchment).
Chapter 6 discusses the results in coherence with the formulated objectives and
places them into scientific context. Moreover, it focuses on the applicability of
geophysical measurements as covariates in field-level digital soil mapping and
evaluates the potential of combined neural network and cokriging approaches for
spatial interpolation.
The thesis concludes with an overview of the main achievements and identifies
possible ways forward in chapter 7.
Appendix A lists important software and applications as well as commented
screenshots concerning the final geoportal solution disseminating the produced
soil property maps. Appendix B shows R-packages and -scripts used in the frame
of this thesis. Appendix C provides all recorded data regarding clay, silt and sand
content of the top 30 cm soil layer at both the field and the landscape scale.

Chapter 2
Current state of research
Since the mid-1990s, spatial prediction or interpolation of soil properties is closely
linked to the research fields of pedometrics and digital soil mapping (DSM). The
scientific discipline of pedometrics officially aims at “the application of math-
ematical and statistical methods for the study of the distribution and genesis
of soils” (see Heuvelink 2003, p. 11). It operates as an interdisciplinary subject
combining elements from soil science, applied statistics and mathematics as well
as geoinformation science (Hengl 2003). By contrast, digital soil mapping can
be seen as a particular application within the branch of pedometrics, focusing on
the development of methods for an automated production of soil (property) maps
(Lagacherie and McBratney 2006).
Both, pedometrics and digital soil mapping, evolved rapidly during the past
decades and occupied important positions in the organisational network of the
International Union of Soil Sciences (IUSS). In 2002 pedometrics became a com-
mission of the IUSS (1.5) which subsequently established, along with the com-
mission on Soil Geography (1.2), an “International Working Group on Digital
Soil Mapping”. This DSM task force started its work by organising the first of a
series of biennial meetings, which was held in Montpellier (France) in 2004. The
proceedings of that meeting and the ones associated with its follow-up workshops
provide an excellent introduction into the topic of DSM (Lagacherie et al. 2006;
Hartemink et al. 2008; Boettinger et al. 2010; Minasny et al. 2012). Apart from
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those collections, one of the most important and comprehensive formalisation of
digital soil mapping is given by McBratney et al. (2003). Gessler et al. (1995) and
Scull et al. (2003) describe the concepts of soil-landscape modelling and predic-
tive soil mapping, respectively, which are very similar to DSM but specified in a
slightly different manner. For details about the concepts and early developments
in pedometrics refer to Webster (1994) and Burrough et al. (1994). Lark (2005)
provides a more recent review of pedometrics. A detailed presentation of spe-
cific DSM (or pedometric mapping) techniques can be found in Grunwald (2006),
Minasny et al. (2008) and Grunwald (2009). In an influential paper McBratney
et al. (2000) classified the techniques of digital soil mapping into (i) geostatistics,
(ii) the so-called clorpt or scorpan models and (iii) hybrid methods that combine
central elements of the first two groups.
The field of geostatistics as used in present-day practice has its origin in the min-
ing industry and was most importantly defined by G. Matheron in the early 1960s
(see Journel and Huijbregts 1978). Its key concept is based on stochastic consid-
erations which Matheron (1971) developed and summarised under the theory of
regionalised variables. In honour of earlier work by D. G. Krige, the procedure of
geostatistical prediction is commonly referred to as “kriging” (see Cressie 1990).
Standard (ordinary) kriging basically operates on auto-correlation evaluated from
spatially distributed measurements of some target variable. It is therefore an in-
terpolation technique that strongly depends on the number and arrangement of
available observations (Hengl 2009). Starting with ore reserve estimation (Jour-
nel and Huijbregts 1978), numerous uni- and multivariate variants of the krige
interpolator have been applied to date within different scientific fields including
hydrogeology (Kitanidis 1997), epidemiology (Lawson 2013) and ecology (Dale
and Fortin 2014).
Focusing on soil science, Webster (2000) provided a noteworthy framework for
geostatistical modelling that considers the specific characteristics of spatial soil
variation. More recent developments in soil-related geostatistics are described,
for instance, by Lark (2012b), who discusses the advantages of linear mixed
model theory as an alternative framework for geostatistical prediction accord-
ing to the concepts developed by Stein (1999) and Diggle and Ribeiro Jr. (2007).
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In the presence of compositional data such as soil separates, (geo)statistical mod-
elling requires some data transformation prior to interpolation (Aitchison 1982;
Pawlowsky et al. 1995). Odeh et al. (2003), Lark and Bishop (2007) and Buchanan
et al. (2012) provide successful examples of performing such additive log-ratio
transformations prior to digital mapping of soil particle-size fractions. Alterna-
tive ways of dealing with constant-sum constraints in kriging applications were
suggested by De Gruijter et al. (1997) and Walvoort and de Gruijter (2001), who
modified the kriging equations rather than transforming the target quantities.
A major assumption of the standard kriging model is mean and (co)variance
stationarity, which is hardly realistic in soil-scientific applications due to usually
large spatial heterogeneities (Webster and Oliver 2007). In response to a vary-
ing spatial mean, also referred to as trend or drift, ancillary data is often used
to separately approximate any possible trend component. By contrast to the
stochastic kriging system, these clorpt (Jenny 1941) or scorpan (McBratney et
al. 2003) models rely on known deterministic relationships between environmental
variables and the soil property of interest:
Sa = f(s, c, o, r, p, a, n) +  (2.1)
where any soil attribute Sa is a function of other soil-related factors (s), climate
(c), organisms including human activities (o), relief (r), parent material (p), the
time factor (a), spatial position (n), and  being the spatially correlated errors
(Minasny et al. 2013; following McBratney et al. 2003). Note that the scorpan
function for spatial prediction of soil properties is strongly linked to the concept
of environmental correlation introduced by McKenzie and Ryan (1999). Starting
from simple regression (Moore et al. 1993; Gessler et al. 1995), numerous scorpan
models have been applied differing in the method used to formalise the relation-
ship between measured soil quantities and available predictors. These methods
are nowadays often based on machine learning algorithms (Brungard et al. 2015).
The term machine learning refers to a broad variety of models meant for pattern
analysis in data, also known as data mining, and making data-driven predictions
(Witten and Frank 2005). These learning algorithms are extremely powerful with
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respect to soil properties, because often little is known about the complex rela-
tionship between the studied soil attributes and available scorpan factors. Recent
applications of machine learning algorithms in soil science included the use of gen-
eralized additive models (Poggio et al. 2013), support vector machines (Kovacˇevic´
et al. 2010), Bayes networks (Taalab et al. 2015), Cubist (Lacoste et al. 2014),
classification trees (Scull et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2012), random forests (Grimm
et al. 2008; Wiesmeier et al. 2011; Barthold et al. 2013) and neural networks
(Behrens et al. 2005; Malone et al. 2009; Ozturk et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2013).
The statistical theory related to many of these techniques is comprehensively
outlined in the textbooks by Hastie et al. (2009) and Abu-Mostafa et al. (2012).
Focusing on soil textural fractions, Greve et al. (2012) applied regression trees on
a national scale (Denmark) to map clay, silt and sand contents of the top 30 cm
soil layer using different environmental covariates including continuous terrain at-
tributes and categorical information on parent material. Akpa et al. (2014) used
legacy soil profile data in combination with various scorpan factors to predict the
spatial distribution of soil particle-size fractions across Nigeria using a random
forest model. Both, regression trees and random forest models were applied and
compared by Ließ et al. (2012). They focused on terrain attributes as covariates
for soil texture mapping in a meso-scale catchment of the southern Ecuadorian
Andes. Digital mapping of soil textural fractions based on neural networks has
been done, for instance, by Zhao et al. (2009) and Priori et al. (2014). Zhao et al.
(2009) predicted spatial distribution of soil texture from hydrographic parameters
obtained from a digital elevation model in a Canadian catchment. By contrast,
Priori et al. (2014) focused on agricultural fields comparing the performance of
support vector machines and neural networks on the basis of gamma radiometric
data to model the variation of clay and sand content in seven vineyards of a Tus-
cany farm (Italy). A major advantage of all outlined machine learning algorithms
is their flexibility to adequately address the usually non-linear and complex de-
pendencies between soil properties and environmental covariates. However, these
kinds of prediction methods are non-spatial and thus ignore any possible similar-
ities due to geographical proximity. In addition, they show weak performances
in case studies where only little correlations occur between the target quantities
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and available environmental predictors. Moreover, common machine learning al-
gorithms do not consider any random variation. As a consequence, and in order
to combine the benefits from geostatistics with the advantages of scorpan-based
modelling, McBratney et al. (2000) promoted another group of spatial interpola-
tion techniques often referred to as hybrid methods.
Hybrid methods are spatial interpolation techniques that consider both deter-
ministic and stochastic elements. Important examples of combined models are
universal kriging (Matheron 1969), regression kriging (Odeh et al. 1995; Hengl
et al. 2004; Hengl et al. 2007) and kriging with external drift (Goovaerts 1997).
Although being very similar, these spatial prediction tools exhibit some subtle
differences which are broadly discussed by Hengl et al. (2004). Regression krig-
ing (RK) is a univariate digital soil mapping technique coined by Odeh et al.
(1995) that additively combines the regression of some target quantity on a set
of scorpan factors with (ordinary) kriging of the regression residuals. Exam-
ples of applications of this approach in soil sciences are provided by Sumfleth
and Duttmann (2008), Zhang et al. (2012) and Piccini et al. (2014). Gobin et
al. (2001) and Hengl et al. (2004) substituted original predictors by principal
components (PCs) resulting in better prediction performances of the RK model.
Instead of using linear models, McBratney et al. (2000) and Minasny et al. (2008)
expanded the list of hybrid interpolation techniques by more flexible and partic-
ularly non-linear methods for scorpan-based trend estimation such as regression
trees or neural networks. The latter was coupled with a multivariate cokriging
approach by Kanevski et al. (1997) in order to map soil contamination due to
Chernobyl fallouts. They later substituted the kriging component of their spa-
tial prediction model by sequential Gaussian simulations providing a measure of
uncertainty related to radioactive soil contamination mapping (Kanevski et al.
2004). A recent example of combining neural networks with residual estimation
using ordinary kriging is given by Dai et al. (2014) who mapped soil organic
matter contents in the Tibetan highlands.
Spatial interpolation techniques based on explanatory factors such as the above
mentioned scorpan or hybrid models require geographically continuous maps of
environmental covariates. These maps have been extensively derived from digital
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elevation models or scanned copies of geological representations. However, during
the past decades other sources have become relevant, focusing primarily on non- or
minimal-invasive observation methods. Mulder et al. (2011) provide a very recent
review of applications using remote sensing images for soil mapping projects at
regional and coarser scales. Case studies that focus on the field scale more often
rely on proximal sensing techniques such as electromagnetic induction (Triantafilis
and Lesch 2005; Cockx et al. 2009) and gamma-ray spectrometry (Dierke and
Werban 2013; Priori et al. 2014). Very few soil mapping projects combine the
different kinds of sensor data. For instance, Castrignano` et al. (2012) successfully
used PCs of raw covariates from GPS heights, electromagnetic induction and
gamma-ray spectrometry for the delineation of homogeneous soil zones. Piikki et
al. (2013) presented an application for mapping topsoil clay content on the basis
of ancillary data from electromagnetic induction measurements and gamma-ray
spectrometry at an agricultural field in Sweden. Contrasting soils were studied
by Rodrigues et al. (2015) who made spatial predictions of clay, silt and sand
contents based on stepwise regression procedures and sensor data fusion using
principal component analysis.
Chapter 3
Study site characterisation
The Rio di Costara test site is located in the province of Cagliari in southern
Sardinia (Italy). It is a river catchment of 16.44 km2 size, divided between the
municipalities of Ussana (W), Serdiana (E), Donori (N) and Dolianova (S) ac-
cording to the GADM database of Global Administrative Areas (Hijmans et al.
2012). The Rio di Costara catchment ranges in elevation from 85 to 271 metres
with an average of 148 metres above sea level (m. a. s. l.). It has a gently undu-
lating topography and is part of the border area between the eastern edge of the
Campidano plain and the western foothills of the mountainous Sarrabus-Gerrei
sub-region.
The study area includes main parts of the Azienda San Michele, an agronomic re-
search farm managed by the Agricultural Research Agency of Sardinia (AGRIS).
The San Michele farm enabled and greatly supported the extended field cam-
paigns related to this thesis. Figure 3.1c on page 14 shows the exact position
of the farm in respect to the Rio di Costara catchment boundaries. It covers an
area of 4.36 km2 with central coordinates of 9◦6’ E, 39◦25’ N. Two adjacent fields
in the area of the Azienda San Michele, marked in figure 3.6 on page 22, are of
particular interest to this work. Both, field 21 (4.86 ha) and field 33 (10.74 ha)
were investigated within various past research projects such as iSOIL (Werban
et al. 2010) and CLIMB (Ludwig et al. 2010). To ensure comparability with the
previous surveys, former field labels were maintained.
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Figure 3.1: Study area in southern Sardinia (Italy) – a) Sardinia in its Mediter-
ranean context, b) Provinces of Sardinia, c) Digital elevation model of the Rio di
Costara catchment
3.1 Climate conditions
The climate of Sardinia is typically Mediterranean with dry summer months and
cool but rainy winter days. It can be classified as Csa according to the modified
Ko¨ppen system (Chessa and Delitala 1997; following Critchfield 1983). Benzi et
al. (1997) recognised April and September as transition months between the two
dominant seasons with regard to temperature (Chessa and Delitala 1997). Mean
monthly temperatures within the region of interest in southern Sardinia range
from 9 ◦C in January to 25 ◦C in July and August. Average annual precipitation
is 680 mm (Mascaro et al. 2013, p. 4145). By contrast, Vacca et al. (2002) defines
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a slightly lower precipitation value of below 500 mm for the southern Sardinian
region and an average annual rainfall of 700–900 mm for the inner, hilly areas
of the island. Regardless of differing average values, several authors consistently
emphasise that overall occurrence of rainfall is almost limited to the cold season
(e.g. Delitala et al. 2000; Mascaro et al. 2013). Furthermore, annual precipitation
varies significantly between years (Delitala et al. 2000; Vacca et al. 2002). The
prevailing wind on Sardinia is the Maestrale reaching the island from north-west
direction. It is characterised by dry, cold breezes, stable air and clear sky (Dalu
and Cima 1983). The second important, but less frequent wind on Sardinia is
the Scirocco. Especially in winter, this south-easterly wind gives complete cloud
coverage and is responsible for continuous rainfall (Dalu and Cima 1983).
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Figure 3.2: Walter and Lieth diagrams for southern Sardinia (Italy). Data in
(a) calculated from own measurements, while data in (b) is taken from Tutiempo
Network, S.L. (2014)
Figure 3.2a illustrates the temperature and precipitation conditions during cam-
paign periods between 2010 and 2013 in form of Walter and Lieth diagrams. The
presented values were collected at a weather station located close to the main
building at the San Michele farm (see figure 3.6 on page 22). It was installed in
cooperation with LMU Munich and AGRIS Sardegna during an extended field
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campaign in early October 2010. The weather station ran until late March 2013
to support the hydrological modelling within the CLIMB project by estimating
evapotranspiration from meteorological measurements. Accordingly, the follow-
ing parameters were constantly recorded from different heights in a time interval
of ten minutes: relative humidity in %, air temperature in ◦C, global radiation
in W/m2, radiation balance in W/m2, wind direction at a height of 5 m, wind
speed in m/s, soil temperature in ◦C and soil moisture in %. Figure 3.2b dis-
plays the climate conditions for a thirty-year time frame from 1981 to 2010 at
Cagliari/Elmas located approximately 30 km south of the San Michele farm. It
again emphasises the semi-arid character of the southern Sardinian climate and
strongly resembles the conditions recorded for the field campaign period by own
sensors. Figure 3.3 represents the wind system at the CAU/LMU weather station
during the recording period. It verifies the dominant role of the north-western
Maestrale and the secondary wind direction of the Scirocco blowing from south-
easterly direction (see Dalu and Cima 1983). The presented wind rose also shows
wind speed depending on the given directions. It is interesting to note that light
air and light breezes in 5 m height are more likely to occur from the North. Very
calm winds with wind speeds below 0.1 m/s were excluded from image processing.
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Figure 3.3: Wind direction and wind speed at the San Michele farm. Annual
wind rose in a height of 5 m above ground. Circulating winds: 22.9 %.
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3.2 Geological setting
The geological setting on Sardinia is rather complex and even today quite a few
rock formations of different age outcrop throughout the island. The most ancient
sediments are Cambro-Ordovician and were deformed under metamorphic con-
ditions during the Variscan (or Hercynian) orogeny of the Early Carboniferous
period (Boni et al. 2009; following Conti et al. 2001). In addition to the Paleozoic
metamorphic basement, the Variscan collision between the northern Armorican
and the southern Gondwana continents also produced the Late Hercynian mag-
matic complex. Predominant formations are granites in the northern Gallura
and south-eastern Sarrabus-Gerrei regions of Sardinia (Carmignani et al. 1994).
During the Mesozoic, long periods of marine sedimentation led to carbonate for-
mation. Today these can be found, for instance, in the vicinity of the east-central
gulf of Orosei as well as in the north-western Nurra region (Carmignani et al.
1994). After this rather calm era Sardinia (and Corsica) featured higher tectonic
activities during the Cenozoic with phases of stretching, shortening, rifting and
volcanism (Casula et al. 2001). In addition, Sardinia became an island at that
time and drifted counterclockwise into its current position within the Burdigalian
age approximately 16 to 20 million years ago (Casula et al. 2001). Deposits from
two Oligo-Miocene sedimentary cycles are mainly present in south-central de-
pressions of the Sardinian island (Vacca 2012). The most recent sediments from
quaternary deposits are largely concentrated on the Pliocene Campidano graben
located in the south-western region of Sardinia between the cities of Oristano and
Cagliari (Casula et al. 2001).
In exception of the Mesozoic carbonates all described lithological complexes are
relevant for the study area of this thesis. Figure 3.4 displays the main geological
units of the Rio di Costara catchment according to a 1:25,000 map published by
the geoportal of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia. There is also another image
of an official 1:50,000 geological map available from the CARG project realised
by ISPRA (http://www.isprambiente.gov.it). This larger scale map basically
reveals the same entities as shown in figure 3.4. However, it provides an extensive
description used to explain the given geological units (Funedda et al. 2013).
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Figure 3.4: Geological overview of the Rio di Costara catchment
The more mountainous northern part of the Rio di Costara catchment largely con-
sists of the Variscan metamorphic basement formation. To be exact, it belongs to
the Sarrabus tectonic unit. Its prevalent San Vito formation is characterised by
micaceous and quartz-rich metasandstones (Accornero and Marini 2007). West
of this very ancient metamorphic material, a relatively small area of the test site
is associated with intrusive granitoids of the Barrali unit. These Late Paleozoic
rocks are mainly made of equigranular biotite monzogranites that might occur
in grey to pinkish colour after alteration (Funedda et al. 2013). The Nurallao
formation, dominating the central and eastern areas of the catchment, is part
of the Cenozoic volcanic sedimentary cover. Deposited in shallow water during
the Late Oligocene to Burdigalian, it belongs to the first sedimentary cycle of
that era and is chiefly constituted by sandy-conglomerate alternations (Mancosu
2012). The second Miocene marine sedimentary cycle, represented by Gesturi
Marls, is of minor interest related to the Rio di Costara catchment following
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the classification of available geological maps. Nevertheless, it plays an impor-
tant role in the adjacent Ussana area right at the southern border of the study
site (Mancosu 2012). In addition, several soil surveys concerning the San Michele
farm are claiming these Miocene marls as an important and widespread parent
material. Recent quaternary deposits inside the lowlands of the study area are
subdivided into three different classes. Most important in terms of surface area,
especially in the western region, are pebbly terraced alluvial deposits with in-
terbedded sand (Vacca 2012). A second group of alluvial sediments deposited in
active rivers includes gravels of coarse to medium size (Funedda et al. 2013). The
final present geological unit summarises deposits originating from gravitational
transport and concentrating on footslope areas throughout the catchment.
Considering the geological complexity, as described up to this point, recent (south-
ern) Sardinian landscapes are morphologically distinct. Inside the Rio di Costara
catchment, a combination of weathering, erosion and intensive farming activity
formed an undulating topography with small, rounded hills especially on Miocene
and Holocene sedimentary successions. A slightly more rough relief developed on
the metamorphic and granitic Paleozoic basement, located in the northern parts
of the study area. For a visual impression on the given landscape, see figure 3.5 on
page 20. The left photo was taken from the mountainous part of the San Michele
farm in March 2010 in south-east direction. The right picture was taken from a
more north-central position inside the Rio di Costara catchment in October 2010
and is oriented south.
3.3 Soil types
Current soil formation in the Mediterranean region is strongly influenced by the
specific climate conditions described in chapter 3.1 with two well-distinguished
seasons per year. Having most of the annual rainfall during wintertime followed by
a dry and hot summer period of several months defines a xeric soil moisture regime
according to Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff 1999) and its latest update (Soil
Survey Staff 2010). In addition, Sardinia features a thermic temperature regime.
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(a) San Michele farm (b) Rio di Costara catchment
Figure 3.5: Test site impressions from March/October 2010
This is confirmed by an annual soil temperature of approximately 19 ◦C measured
in 50 cm depth at the Azienda San Michele from March 2011 to November 2012.
Both regimes define the background for the most important formation processes
in Mediterranean soil landscapes: the migration of clay and the redistribution of
calcium carbonate during the rainy winter months, as well as the (red) oxidisation
of iron compounds in the summer (Yaalon 1997). All these processes are highly
dependent on the second important soil forming factor which is parent material.
Based on the geological complexity of Sardinia discussed in chapter 3.2 existing
parent material is rather diverse. Nevertheless, calcareous rocks are said to be
predominant throughout the Mediterranean – which also holds true for the study
area of this thesis – and do usually weather into a clayey texture (Verheye and
de la Rosa 2006). Another important source of fine soil material affecting all
terrestrial soils in the area of interest is Sahara dust (Yaalon 1997). Further
relevant soil forming factors are topography and human influences. On the one
hand, a calm relief allows for undisturbed soil development. This, for instance,
might end in a well-differentiated Red Mediterranean Soil (Terra rossa) which is
supposed to be the regional soil climax on hard limestone (Verheye and de la Rosa
2006). On the other hand, more hilly landscapes are prone to erosional processes
leading to rejuvenated soils on slopes and accumulation of soil material at lower
positions. In general, erosion is a severe problem in undulating landscapes that is
often initiated or accompanied by human activities. Thus, a long history of crop
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production, grazing and deforestation heavily influenced the recent distribution
of soils on Sardinia (Aru 1985).
From the brief summary on soils in Sardinia presented by Aru (1985), regosols
(Xerorthents) and cambisols (Xerochrepts) are the most widespread soils related
to the study area of this thesis. (Categorical) information on the spatial varia-
tion of soils in the Rio di Costara catchment can be taken from a 1:200,000 soil
map published by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission (JRC)
through the European Digital Archive on Soil Maps of the World (EuDASM).
This soil map of southern Sardinia was originally created by Angelo Aru and
Paolo Baldaccini in 1962 to 1964 and can be freely downloaded as PDF-document
from http://eusoils.jrc.ec.europa.eu. Following the map and its inherent nomen-
clature, predominant soils in the western and southern parts of the catchment
are reddish brown soils with carbonate accumulation. Their spatial distribution
strongly corresponds to the location of quaternary deposits as indicated by the
previously discussed geological map (see figure 3.4 on page 18). In contrast,
metamorphic and granitic Paleozoic basement in the northern area developed
into brown earths and lithosols. Small portions of the catchment especially at
the eastern margin are covered by hydromorphic vertisols and the group of brown
earths, regosols and vertisols on marls, sandstones and conglomerates.
For the Azienda San Michele a more detailed soil description on a 1:10,000 scale
is available which was digitised in a former project by Oppo (2010) after a survey
from Aru (1966). It is displayed in figure 3.6 and at a higher resolution focusing
on the surveyed fields 21 and 33 in figure 4.3 on page 35. Taking everything
into conclusion, both fields are dominated by soils derived from subrecent allu-
vial deposits which differ from each other due to erosion influences of varying
intensity. Aru (1966) also observed the presence of brown soils and regosols from
Miocenic marls and sandstones in significant parts of the San Michele farm.
On the following pages selected soil profiles from own field trips in March 2011
and 2013 are shown (see figure 3.6 for exact profile locations). Related field soil
descriptions and laboratory analysis were done in accordance with the German
soil classification system and its manual of soil mapping (AG Boden 2005). The
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Figure 3.6: Soil map of the San Michele farm (after Aru 1966) and geographic
location of the weather station, analysed soil profiles, and studied agricultural
fields 21 and 33
final soil and horizon naming follows the World Reference Base for Soils (WRB)
in its latest version (IUSS Working Group WRB 2006). Thus, using relatively
recent guidelines, deviations from former surveys might occur since different clas-
sification and naming schemes were on hand. For instance, previously declared
brown soils, surveyed in the 1960s at locations that are strongly influenced by
erosional processes, might be classified as anthrosols today. Anthrosols, however,
entered the FAO and later the WRB system only in the 1990s, long after the ini-
tial surveys from Aru and others. The decision upon location of soil profiles based
on access constraints due to present crop arrangements. Additionally, different
positions of the given morphological setting should be covered. Soil profile 3 was
intentionally placed close to the weather station and represents soils developed
from Miocene marls as indicated by the survey of Aru (1966).
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Soil profile 1 – Calcaric Regosol
Location: Municipality of Ussana, Province of Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Easting: 508853, Northing: 4362630 (UTM 32 N, WGS 84)
Height: 122 m. a. s. l., Slope: 1◦, Aspect: 140◦, Land use: rape
Located on top of a small hill, profile 1 is strongly affected by loss of material due
to erosion processes. This leads to a relatively small ploughed A horizon of about
Figure 3.7: Soil profile no. 1
40 cm thickness. It is followed by four Ck hori-
zons where ”k” describes the accumulation of
secondary carbonates. Below the Ck4 horizon,
the bedrock material consists of calcareous sand-
stone. The texture class of the first three hori-
zons is clay and changes over clay loam in Ck3
to loam in the Ck4 horizon. The skeleton frac-
tion of the soil is lower than 4 % throughout the
whole profile. Bulk density is continuously low
and ranges from 1.4 to 1.5 g/cm3. Measured pH-
values are consistently higher than 7 characteris-
ing the soil as slightly alkaline. The content of
calcium carbonate is high varying between 21.9
and 51.8 %, while soil organic carbon never ex-
ceeds 0.6 %. The C/N-ratio of the Ap horizon is
11 rising to 139 in the Ck4 horizon.
Table 3.1: Selected characteristics of soil profile no. 1
Horiz. Depth Sand Silt Clay CaCO3 Carbon BD1 pH
cm % g/cm3 (CaCl2)
Ap 40 34.11 18.16 47.73 37.3 5.06 1.42 7.45
Ck1 70 30.89 19.62 49.49 51.8 6.76 1.47 7.56
Ck2 100 31.06 24.61 44.32 42.0 5.01 1.52 7.57
Ck3 130 34.69 30.71 34.60 21.9 3.18 1.41 7.65
Ck4 >130 49.65 32.11 18.25 33.2 3.96 - 7.68
1 BD = Soil bulk density
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Soil profile 2 – Calcaric Regosol
Location: Municipality of Ussana, Province of Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Easting: 508814, Northing: 4362690 (UTM 32 N, WGS 84)
Height: 121 m. a. s. l., Slope: 1◦, Aspect: 250◦, Land use: rape
Located only slightly lower than profile 1, soil profile 2 is also characterised by
material loss due to erosional processes. The ploughed A horizon is approxi-
mately 45 cm thick and followed by three Ck horizons over calcareous sandstone.
Figure 3.8: Soil profile no. 2
The texture class in the surface layer is clay and
changes to clay loam in the first two Ck hori-
zons and sandy loam in the Ck3 horizon. The
soil skeleton content is relatively high in the Ap
horizon with 8.3 %, but lower than 0.5 % in the
subsequent horizons. Clay content significantly
decreases from 46.89 % at the top to 18.44 % at
the bottom of the profile. Bulk density is contin-
uously low and ranges from 1.23 to 1.35 g/cm3.
Measured pH-values are consistently higher than
7 characterizing the soil as slightly alkaline. The
content of calcium carbonate is highly variable
between 15.1 and 72.6 %, while soil organic car-
bon never exceeds 0.7 %. The C/N-ratio of the
Ap horizon is 11 and rises up to 115 in the Ck1
horizon.
Table 3.2: Selected characteristics of soil profile no. 2
Horiz. Depth Sand Silt Clay CaCO3 Carbon BD1 pH
cm % g/cm3 (CaCl2)
Ap 45 30.67 22.44 46.89 22.1 3.28 1.23 7.51
Ck1 70 43.52 22.36 36.09 72.6 8.79 1.23 7.56
Ck2 120 42.15 22.55 32.46 50.4 6.53 1.35 7.62
Ck3 >120 67.80 13.76 18.44 15.1 1.91 - 7.69
1 BD = Soil bulk density
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Soil profile 3 – Regic Anthrosol
Location: Municipality of Ussana, Province of Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Easting: 508554, Northing: 4362869 (UTM 32 N, WGS 84)
Height: 114 m. a. s. l., Slope: 2◦, Aspect: 285◦, Land use: grassland
Soil profile 3 is located slightly separated from the other profiles on the same field
as the weather station and is strongly influenced by colluvic material (Ap1, Ap2).
Figure 3.9: Soil profile no. 3
The two upper horizons are followed by a well-
developed Bw1 horizon and a thin Bw2 horizon
with high content of calcium carbonate that orig-
inates from the underlying high porous calcareous
sandstone right below 85 cm. The texture class of
all horizons is clay loam with a clay content be-
tween 32 and 43 %. Skeletal components are contin-
uously below 3 %, while bulk density exhibits values
around 1.5 g/cm3. Measured pH-values are consis-
tently higher than 7 indicating the influence of car-
bonate. Soil organic carbon content never exceeds
0.8 %. C/N-ratios from 8 to 9 in the upper horizons
indicate good conditions for microbial activity un-
til 80 cm depth. An overall Ap-thickness of 60 cm
qualifies the whole profile as Anthrosol. The prefix
regic- results from the fact that no buried horizons
were identified.
Table 3.3: Selected characteristics of soil profile no. 3
Horiz. Depth Sand Silt Clay CaCO3 Carbon BD1 pH
cm % g/cm3 (CaCl2)
Ap1 30 43.13 24.56 32.31 1.8 0.99 1.51 7.38
Ap2 60 42.07 24.74 33.19 1.6 0.87 1.46 7.38
Bw1 80 34.80 23.06 42.14 0.5 0.54 1.56 7.35
Bw2 >80 33.99 26.08 39.93 31.5 4.23 1.53 7.50
1 BD = Soil bulk density
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Soil profile 4 – Chromic Cambisol
Location: Municipality of Ussana, Province of Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Easting: 508952, Northing: 4362737 (UTM 32 N, WGS 84)
Height: 127 m. a. s. l., Slope: 2◦, Aspect: 210◦, Land use: clover
Located inside a very small depression, profile 4 is more or less protected from
erosion-induced loss of soil material and initial soil development took place.
Figure 3.10: Soil profile no. 4
Two Ap horizons are followed by Bw1 and Bw2
horizons that show no clear migration of clay,
but significant changes in colour and bulk den-
sity. The latter increases downwards along the
profile from 1.4 to 1.7 g/cm3. Clay content varies
around 35 % with sand content between 40 and
46 % classifying most of the profile’s texture as
(sandy) clay loam. Measured pH-values are con-
sistently higher than 7 indicating the influence
of carbonate. The content of calcium carbonate
starts slightly below 4 % in the surface horizon
and continuously decreases with depth. Strong
reddening (rubefication) of the Bw horizons from
iron oxidisation is documented by changes from
10 YR to 7.5 YR 4/4 following the Munsell colour
system and helps classifying the given soil profile
as chromic cambisol.
Table 3.4: Selected characteristics of soil profile no. 4
Horiz. Depth Sand Silt Clay CaCO3 Carbon BD1 pH
cm % g/cm3 (CaCl2)
Ap1 40 40.90 24.66 34.44 3.8 1.28 1.43 7.21
Ap2 50 40.64 24.43 34.93 1.7 0.82 1.43 7.29
Bw1 75 46.23 21.21 32.56 0.29 0.25 1.71 7.22
Bw2 >75 43.39 17.86 38.75 0.21 0.20 1.67 7.15
1 BD = Soil bulk density
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Soil profile 5 – Haplic Luvisol
Location: Municipality of Ussana, Province of Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy
Easting: 509093, Northing: 4362891 (UTM 32 N, WGS 84)
Height: 135 m. a. s. l., Slope: 2◦, Aspect: 180◦, Land use: wheat
Located at the northern edge of field 33, profile 5 reveals a mature soil which
Figure 3.11: Soil profile no. 5
is characterised by strong clay illuviation into three
Bt horizons. The third Bt horizon also exhibits
high content of calcium carbonate (56 %), whereas
the rest of the profile is almost carbonate-free.
The texture class in the upper horizon is sandy
clay loam and changes into clay in the Bt2 and
Btk horizons. Bulk density is highest inside the
Bt1 horizon (1.83 g/cm3). Measured pH-values are
consistently higher than 7 indicating slightly alka-
line conditions. Soil organic carbon never exceeds
0.7 %, the C/N-ratio of the Ap horizon is 9. Soil
profile 5 has been finally classified as haplic luvi-
sol developed from alluvial deposits which show at
a depth of approximately 160 cm. The sandy ma-
terial contains pebbly components from the sur-
rounding metamorphic and granitic Paleozoic hills
that are only slightly rounded.
Table 3.5: Selected characteristics of soil profile no. 5
Horiz. Depth Sand Silt Clay CaCO3 Carbon BD1 pH
cm % g/cm3 (CaCl2)
Ap 35 51.25 23.59 25.15 0.45 0.71 1.66 7.08
E 55 46.44 27.68 25.88 0.15 0.25 1.77 7.02
Bt1 90 37.71 23.63 38.67 0.08 0.26 1.83 7.00
Bt2 120 21.18 25.10 53.72 0.31 0.26 1.53 7.35
Btk 160 9.54 26.35 64.12 55.9 7.13 1.45 7.45
C >160 65.68 10.68 23.64 1.3 0.23 1.57 7.37
1 BD = Soil bulk density
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3.4 Land use
Open forests and interrupted woodlands are the natural vegetation in the Mediter-
ranean region including holm and cork oak, wild olive, lentisk and pine trees
(Yaalon 1997). However, in recent days these kind of forests are scarce especially
with respect to the Rio di Costara catchment which is mainly covered by agricul-
tural fields and grassland. The more mountainous northern part of the basin is
dominated by maquis shrubland (macchia) after intense deforestation and degra-
dation. Macchia – widespread throughout the Sardinian island – is characterised
by prickly and thorny vegetation in combination with stunted evergreen oaks and
aromatic species such as lavender, myrtle and oleander (Verheye and de la Rosa
2006). The left picture in figure 3.12 from March 2010 shows some shrubs and
plants of the macchia located in the northern region of the San Michele farm.
(a) Maquis shrubland (b) Rape – Field 21
Figure 3.12: Macchia vegetation photograph and agricultural land cover picture
of field 21 at the San Michele farm
Regarding the fields of interest at the San Michele farm land use has been moni-
tored during sporadic field campaigns from 2005. Being classified as fallow land
until 2010, field 21 was covered in March 2011 by maize (in its southern parts)
and rape as shown in figure 3.12b. In March 2013 it was partly cultivated with
wheat. Field 33 remained completely bare during March 2011. However, it was
subdivided into seven horizontal pieces during the last survey in March 2013
either raising field beans and wheat or being slightly covered with clover.
Chapter 4
Materials and methods
This chapter introduces all datasets that are relevant in the frame of this thesis
and explains the methodology used to achieve the objectives described in chapter
1.2. In particular, a comprehensive summary is given with respect to the inter-
polation techniques applied for mapping of soil properties at two different scales
at the Sardinian test sites described in chapter 3.
4.1 Workflow
Substantial steps of the (geo)statistical data processing are summarised in figure
4.1. The interpolation approaches used at the field and landscape scale are based
on sets of sampled topsoil data and different predictor maps. Covariates support-
ing the spatial prediction at the entire Rio di Costara test site are derived from
a digital elevation model and a geological map, whereas ancillary information at
field level comes primarily from geophysical sensor data. After an extensive ex-
ploratory data analysis, important preprocessing steps include data splitting and
(co-)variable selection. The interpolation procedure itself is divided into trend
estimation and multivariate geostatistical modelling of the trend residuals. The
final model is validated either based on leave-one-out cross-validation (field scale)
or using an independent dataset (landscape scale) that has not been used at any
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart showing the interpolation data processing scheme
stage of the model calibration. At the landscape scale, the developed neural
network residual cokriging model is compared to common digital soil mapping
techniques such as ordinary (co)kriging or regression (co)kriging. Finally, each
soil property map is visualised and documented inside a web-based geoportal.
4.2 Soil sampling and laboratory work
Soil sampling is meant for collecting data in order to estimate some statistical
parameter of an entire region (population) or to allow the prediction of soil prop-
erties at unvisited locations. A sampling strategy is defined by the primary goal
of a soil survey, i.e. the estimation or prediction criterion, and its sampling de-
sign (Brus and de Gruijter 1997). The latter describes the procedure to select
designated sample locations and basically follows two fundamental approaches:
design-based or model-based sampling. The design-based approach relates to
classical sampling theory and is regarded as ideal with respect to unbiased esti-
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mation of global quantities such as the spatial mean (De Gruijter et al. 2006).
It is also sometimes referred to as probability sampling with randomness be-
ing introduced by the design itself, whereas model-based or purposive sampling
treats the values at any given location as random (De Gruijter and ter Braak
1990). Thus, model-based sampling is strongly connected to geostatistical the-
ory and generally more efficient for spatial prediction purposes than probability
sampling (Brus and Heuvelink 2007). However, model-based sampling requires
prior knowledge of the underlying model (variogram), which is rarely the case
in general-purpose surveys. For a more detailed discussion on design-based and
model-based sampling philosophies refer to Brus and de Gruijter (1997), De Grui-
jter et al. (2006) or Allen et al. (2010). During the past two decades, several con-
cepts of sampling strategy optimisation have been reported in soil science. Some
methods aimed at well-dispersed samples in geographical space such as spatial
coverage sampling (Royle and Nychka 1998). Other techniques focused on numer-
ical optimisation, e.g. using simulated annealing, to obtain best sample locations
with respect to minimised prediction variances in geostatistical applications (Van
Groenigen et al. 1999). In the presence of secondary information, Gessler et al.
(1995) and McKenzie and Ryan (1999) were among the first who stratified their
sampling based on the values of correlated environmental variables. Hengl et al.
(2003) suggested to use an equal range design on principal components of ancil-
lary variables. Minasny and McBratney (2006) introduced a conditioned Latin
hypercube method for optimal sampling using explanatory variables. However,
optimisation in feature space only reflects the estimation of regression coefficients
or neural network weights, while a good coverage of the investigation area is not
accomplished. In order to balance these two conflicting requirements, Brus and
Heuvelink (2007) proposed to incorporate secondary variables and to provide an
optimal geographical spread by minimising the universal kriging variance. This
procedure was later extended to the multivariate case by Vasˇa´t et al. (2010).
Once the decision on the sampling strategy is made, the number of desired sam-
ple points needs to be determined. In general, the final sample size for spatial
prediction purposes depends on requirements regarding accuracy and spatial res-
olution of the target maps (Hengl 2009). The finer and more accurate resulting
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soil property maps are supposed to be, the more samples are needed. How-
ever, soil surveys are expensive and time-consuming which in turn strongly limits
the effective number of soil samples. In the context of this thesis, determina-
tion of sample size was guided by recommendations from literature regarding the
minimum number of samples needed to adequately apply digital soil mapping
techniques. Independent from scale, for instance, in kriging approaches proper
(isotropic) variogram estimation requires between 100 and 150 samples (Webster
and Oliver 1992; Kerry and Oliver 2008). Neural networks being data-driven tech-
niques also strongly benefit from larger (training) set size depending in numbers,
however, on the network complexity. As a rule of thumb, the amount of training
cases should be 10 times the number of weights inside the network (Abu-Mostafa
et al. 2012). Minasny et al. (2008) point out that data-mining tools such as neural
networks usually relate to datasets ranging from 200 to over 1000 samples.
4.2.1 Soil sampling at the landscape scale
Corresponding to the preliminary considerations, a design-based, stratified, two-
stage sampling design was used at the landscape scale aiming at the spatial pre-
diction of target quantities at individual locations. This strategy follows the
procedure of McKenzie and Ryan (1999) which has also been adopted recently,
for instance, by Wiesmeier et al. (2011).
A first stratifying variable was chosen from the geological map described in chap-
ter 3.2 by summarising the given units into four main categories: Quaternary
deposits, Oligo-Miocene sedimentary deposits, Paleozoic intrusive rocks and Pa-
leozoic metamorphic rocks. Two more stratifying variables – topographic wet-
ness index (TWI) and potential incoming solar radiation (INSOLAT) – were
derived from an SAR based digital elevation model (DEM) of ten metre reso-
lution published through the geoportal of the Autonomous Region of Sardinia
(http://www.sardegnageoportale.it). The parameter TWI was selected from a
range of possible terrain attributes because of its proven value to the predic-
tion of soil properties reported in numerous studies during the past decades (e.g.
Moore et al. 1993; McKenzie and Ryan 1999; Hengl et al. 2003; Minasny and
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McBratney 2006). While TWI is related to soil moisture, INSOLAT helps to re-
veal small-scale variation of climatic indicators such as air and soil temperature
based on topographic position. Both selected relief parameter are almost uncorre-
lated to each other at the present study site and thus redundant dependencies to
target variables are probably avoided. In order to classify the selected continuous
DEM derivatives for stratification purposes, their density functions were used to
calculate quantiles. Each pixel of the DEM raster was then grouped into one of
three (INSOLAT) or one of four quantile classes (TWI). Combined with the four
geological units this procedure led to an array of 30 different classes in the Rio
di Costara catchment.
Up to six polygons of each available class were selected randomly, excluding
areas smaller than 1 ha to avoid incorrect location of the points in the field.
Further exclusion rules were applied before polygon selection masking out roads
and buildings using a 20 m buffer. The selection procedure was repeated ten times
and the set of polygons with the best geographical spread were chosen. In a final
step, exact point locations were selected randomly from inside the chosen polygon
features. At the same time, a second selection based on the same stratification
and following the same procedure (selecting one polygon instead of six) was done
in order to create an appropriate test set. Taking all this into consideration,
the field trip in the autumn of 2010 produced an initial interpolation set of 121
samples and a test set of 24 points with locations as shown in figure 4.2 on page 34.
Supplementary sets of purposive samples were obtained during a second survey in
late spring 2011. This second sampling focused on polygons that have either not
been considered during the first phase at all or were not adequately represented
with respect to feature size. A total of 35 additional samples were collected for
interpolation purposes, while the test set was enlarged by 17 more points.
The selection of sample point locations was done using Esri software (ArcGIS)
extended by Hawth’s Tools and later on its replacement the Geospatial Modelling
Environment (GME) (Beyer 2011). At the landscape scale, 88 % of all desired
points could actually be reached in the field and have been successfully sampled.
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Figure 4.2: Location of sampling points in the Rio di Costara catchment
4.2.2 Soil sampling at the field scale
Both studied fields at the San Michele farm were sampled using a combination of
systematic, regular sampling plans and design-based, stratified components. At
field 21, a total of 43 soil samples were collected during two field campaigns. In
early October 2010 the first 23 locations were sampled both from a triangular grid
and along a transect running parallel to the maximum slope gradient. Additional
20 soil samples were taken in March 2011 following a stratified random sampling
design (De Gruijter et al. 2006). The stratification based on three soil types
according to Aru (1966) and two higher geological units which correspond to the
field boundaries indicated in figure 4.3. Depending on the size of the stratifying
polygons, three to seven points were chosen randomly from each strata with a
minimum distance of 10 m between possible sample locations using GME (Beyer
2011). Field 33 was investigated mainly during a single field campaign in March
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2013. In order to base any analysis on a data collection as similar as possible
compared to field 21, a regular sampling scheme was supplemented by additional
samples from five different soil units shown in figure 4.3. A total of 64 samples
was available at field 33 after the final field campaign in spring 2013 including 7
points from the very first survey in 2010.
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Figure 4.3: Location of sampling points at field sites
To collect enough soil material from up to three standard depths (0–30, 30–60,
and 60–90 cm), each location was sampled at least three times using a gouge
auger of the type Pu¨rckhauer. Composite samples of the top 30 cm soil layer are
of particular interest regarding the digital soil mapping projects of this thesis.
Their horizontal support size, i.e. the area associated with measurements that
form the composite sample at one single site, is approximately 1 m2. All sample
point locations were georeferenced using the Trimble Juno SB handheld device
with a positional accuracy of about 2–5 m.
4.2.3 Laboratory analysis
Apart from soil bulk density, the complete laboratory analysis was performed at
the Department of Geography in Kiel (Germany). The most relevant analysis
with respect to the target variables of this thesis was the grain size distribution
analysis. Following the sieve-pipette method in accordance with Ko¨hn required
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manifold pretreatment of soil samples (see Gee and Or 2002; Hartge and Horn
2009). In a first step, dried soil material (at 30 ◦C) was sieved to separate coarse
particles from fine earth fractions (< 2 mm). The latter were subsequently treated
with several chemical solutions to remove coatings that bind particles together.
For instance, organic matter was removed by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and car-
bonates were eliminated by acidifying the sample using hydrogen chloride (HCl).
The succeeding removal of iron oxides was done using a bicarbonate-buffered,
sodium dithionite-citrate system after Mehra and Jackson (1960). Finally, the re-
maining material was dispersed in a sodium pyrophosphate (Na4P2O7) solution.
Following these preparation steps, wet sieving was applied for measuring sand
fractions (2,000–630, 630–200 and 200–63µm) and a sedimentation analysis after
Ko¨hn was used to determine silt (63–20, 20–6.3 and 6.3–2 µm) and clay (< 2 µm)
contents (in weight percentages).
Besides soil texture, other parameters were measured, such as calcium carbonate
content (CaCO3) using Scheibler equiqment (DIN ISO 10693), and total carbon
and nitrogen (C/N-Analyser EURO EA, Hekatech). Soil organic carbon (SOC)
was calculated as the difference between measured total carbon and the inorganic
C content of the quantified CaCO3. Soil pH values were determined in 0.01 M
calcium chloride (CaCl2) at a soil/solution ratio of 1 to 2.5 (pH 330, WTW). In
addition, soil bulk density (BD) was measured at a subset of sample locations
(N = 49) based on soil sample rings with an inner volume of 100 cm3. Three
undisturbed soil samples per point were analysed using the lab facilities at the
Azienda San Michele in October 2010. Each sample was dried at 105 ◦C for
approximately 24 hours and the remaining mass of the oven-dry soil was divided
by its core volume (Hartge and Horn 2009). Final BD was then obtained by
averaging the three independent replicates.
Material from soil profiles were also analysed for exchangeable cations (Ca, K,
Mg, Na) using flame atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) (4100, PerkinElmer).
Moreover, available phosphorus and potassium content was measured in calcium
lactate solution at a spectral photometer (LAMBDA 2 S UV/Vis, PerkinElmer)
or AAS, respectively. Free iron oxides (FeD) were determined through sodium
dithionite as proposed by Mehra and Jackson (1960). Amorphous iron oxides
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(FeO) were measured using the acid ammonium oxalate method of Tamm (1932)
modified by Schwertmann (1964). Results regarding the soil profiles are partly
shown in chapter 3.3. Although measurements of soil textural classes were based
on seven particle size fractions, further analysis refers to the summarised main
fractions of clay, silt and sand.
4.3 Derivation of covariates
In the previous section, interpolation and test sets of soil data at two different
scales were introduced. These datasets form the group of target variables in
the modelling frame of this thesis. On the following pages, several environmental
variables are described serving as predictors in the digital soil mapping approaches
applied to this work. At the landscape scale, explanatory variables correspond
to the soil forming factors topography and parent material. These variables were
derived from a digital elevation model (DEM) and a geological map, respectively.
However, regarding field scale, available geological maps were inaccurate in terms
of spatial resolution. Hence, geophysical measurements from two different sources
(gamma-ray spectrometry and electromagnetic induction) are used to support
spatial predictions at fields 21 and 33.
4.3.1 DEM data and digital terrain analysis
Topography is an important soil forming factor according to early concepts of soil
development (e.g. Jenny 1941), as well as more recent theories on environmental
correlation (McBratney et al. 2003). It strongly influences small-scale meteorologi-
cal conditions resulting in local soil moisture and temperature regimes. Moreover,
topography determines the way water moves through the landscape and, there-
fore, affects the lateral transport of (soil) material (Florinsky 2011). In order
to represent topography, a set of land-surface parameter is usually derived from
DEMs using digital terrain analysis (Wilson and Gallant 2000). Digital terrain
analysis (DTA) involves numerous calculation methods which are equivalent to
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quantification techniques used in the fields of digital terrain modelling (Florinsky
2011) or geomorphometry (Pike et al. 2009).
Inside the Rio di Costara catchment, an SAR based DEM of originally 10 m res-
olution is used as source of information concerning topography. The given DEM
originates from 2011 and is freely available at the geoportal of the Autonomous
Region of Sardinia (http://www.sardegnageoportale.it). It is published under
the Italian Open Data License in version 2.0 which is compatible with the Cre-
ative Commons Attribution Share-Alike License (CC BY-SA). The vertical and
horizontal accuracy is reported with 2.5 m (Vacca et al. 2014). After resampling
the DEM into grids with scale-specific target pixel size, digital terrain analysis
provided 13 land-surface parameter listed in table 4.1. The calculation of ter-
rain attributes was done in R using RSAGA (Brenning 2008) and SAGA GIS in
version 2.0.8 (SAGA User Group Association 2011).
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(b) Rio di Costara catchment
Figure 4.4: Elevation grids used for digital terrain analysis: a) at the field scale,
b) at the landscape scale. DEM of originally 10 m resolution was resampled to
2.5 m and 20 m, respectively. Black dots represent soil sample locations.
Morphological variables are commonly classified into primary and secondary at-
tributes (Wilson and Gallant 2000). Primary attributes are usually calculated
straight from a DEM, whereas secondary parameters require additional com-
putation steps that are often built upon the primary ones. A slightly different
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Table 4.1: Land-surface parameter from quantitative terrain analysis
Land-surface parameter Abbreviation Dimension
- Primary attributes -
Elevation ELEV m. a. s. l.
Slope SLOPE m/m
Plan curvature PLANC 1/100 m
Profile curvature PROFC 1/100 m
Aspect ASPECT degrees clockwise from North
Divergence/convergence index CONVG -
- Secondary attributes -
SAGA wetness index SAGAWI -
Topographic wetness index1 TWI -
Stream power index STREAMP -
Length-slope factor LS -
Potential incoming solar radiation INSOLAT kWh/m2, annual
Direct solar radiation DIRECT kWh/m2, annual
Diffuse solar radiation DIFFUS kWh/m2, annual
1 TWI following Beven and Kirkby (1979)
classification scheme circulates among the geomorphometry community, however,
distinguishing local morphology, hydrographic parameters and quantities related
to climate (Pike et al. 2009).
Local morphology includes slope gradient and aspect as well as curvatures. In
the frame of this thesis, local morphological variables are calculated following
Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987). Accordingly, slope, aspect and curvature are
functions of partial derivatives of a second-degree polynomial (Z) representing
the land surface in a 3 x 3 moving window. Its first derivative, slope, is defined as
the tangential plane to the central pixel of the 3 x 3 sub-matrix. The slope gradi-
ent reflects the angle of that plane with regard to a horizontal surface (in radian)
and essentially influences gravity-driven mass transport. Aspect gives informa-
tion on the maximum-slope direction (in degrees clockwise from north) revealing,
for instance, differences related to incoming radiation. The second derivative of
Z is curvature documenting the rate of which slope changes (Zevenbergen and
Thorne 1987). There are basically two main directions of curvature considered
in practice: First, following the maximum-slope direction (profile curvature) to
detect prevailing water flow and mass transport processes. Second, perpendicular
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to the slope (plan curvature) to measure convergence or divergence and, thus, the
concentration of water in a local neighbourhood (see Moore et al. 1993). Whereas
positive values are associated to convex curvature indicating dispersion, negative
values correspond to concave curvature highlighting flow accumulation (Olaya
2004). As curvature values were usually small, they have been multiplied by 100
prior to any statistical analysis (after Zevenbergen and Thorne 1987). However,
another way to represent convergence (positive values) and divergence (negative
values) behaviour rather than using curvature values is based on a separate index,
which is calculated from gradients.
Hydrological parameters or topographic indices are more sophisticated, process-
based indicators of sediment transport in landscapes. Flow-accumulation param-
eters calculated in this work are topographic and SAGA wetness index, stream
power index as well as length-slope factor. The latter is known from the universal
soil loss equation (USLE) and helps to identify erosion and deposition processes
(Moore et al. 1993). Moreover, stream power index stands for the strength of
overland flow causing net erosion (Olaya 2004). The topographic wetness index
(TWI) goes back to Beven and Kirkby (1979) and is one of the most widely used
terrain attributes in digital soil mapping. The TWI is strongly related to soil
moisture and reveals how much a given pixel contributes to overland flow. The
analogous SAGA wetness index, however, varies from the traditional TWI by
using a slightly different algorithm for catchment area calculation. It is supposed
to perform better, if pixels are located in valley floors in vertical proximity to a
channel (see Brenning 2008). Despite the differences, all four compound indices
are variants from mathematical combinations of slope and specific catchment area
(see Moore et al. 1993).
Potential incoming solar radiation and its direct and diffuse components are com-
puted from the group of land-surface influenced climatic quantities. Each radia-
tion grid is calculated on an annual basis using the SAGA lighting module with
a lumped atmospheric transmittance of 70 %.
More detailed information regarding the exact terrain analysis procedure of SAGA
GIS can be found in Olaya (2004), Conrad (2006) and Cimmery (2007). Among
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others, Moore et al. (1993), Florinsky et al. (2002) and Duttmann and Sumfleth
(2007) provide an extensive description of terrain attributes for spatial prediction
purposes in soil science.
4.3.2 Geological categories
The complex geological setting of the Rio di Costara catchment has already been
discussed in chapter 3.2. Figure 3.4 on page 18 shows the distribution of the main
lithostratigraphic units at the given test site. The resource behind this map –
originally created by the local geological agency PROGEMISA – was downloaded
from the Regional Administration of Sardinia (http://www.sardegnageoportale.it,
IODL 2.0). A total of six geological categories were considered as explanatory
variables for digital soil mapping at the landscape scale.
Table 4.2: Main geological units of the Rio di Costara catchment
Description Period/Epoch Abbreviations/Legends
GEOPPR1 GERARCHIA2
Eluvial-colluvial deposits Holocene 12 A221
Alluvial deposits Holocene 18 A222
Terraced alluvial deposits Holocene 22 A222
Sandstones of Serra Longa Oligo-Miocene 470 B232
Granites of Gerrei Carboniferous-Perm 1233 D231
Sandstones of San Vito Cambrian-Ordovician 1465 E222
1 PPR = Piano Paesaggistico Regionale (regional landscape plan), attribute key to associated legend file
2 GERARCHIA = Hierarchy, from the corresponding final report at http://www.sardegnageoportale.it
Note that unlike in soil sampling (see chapter 4.2) quaternary deposits are not
summarised for modelling purposes but treated as three distinct categories.
4.3.3 Geophysical measurements
Geological maps, as well as electro-magnetical or gamma radiometric data are
often incorporated into digital soil mapping projects as a proxy for parent material
or lithology (see Gray et al. 2014). Being one of the five (or seven) factors of soil
formation as described by the clorpt (or scorpan) model (Jenny 1941; McBratney
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et al. 2003), parent material basically provides the raw components of any soil
development and, thus, strongly determines the recent distribution of physical
and chemical soil properties such as texture.
Table 4.3: Covariates from geophysical measurements
Geophysical parameter Abbreviation Dimension
- Electromagnetic induction -
ECa in horizontal coil orientation EMIH mS/m
ECa in vertical dipole mode EMIV mS/m
- Gamma-ray spectrometry -
Potassium 40K GAMMAK %
Thorium 232Th GAMMATH ppm
Uranium 238U GAMMAU ppm
Dose rate GAMMADR nGy/h
Th/K ratio THKratio -
Th/U ratio THUratio -
U/K ratio UKratio -
ECa = apparent electrical conductivity
While geological units are considered at the landscape scale as listed in table
4.2, lithology of field 21 and 33 is represented by numerical data from two differ-
ent proximal sensing information sources: electromagnetic induction (EMI) and
gamma-ray (γ-ray) spectrometry. All geophysical measurements were performed
by Dr. Ulrike Werban and her team from the Department Monitoring and Ex-
ploration Technologies (MET) of the UFZ Helmholtz Centre for Environmental
Research. Their field experiments at the Azienda San Michele were carried out
from 29 September to 2 October 2010 as part of a cross-cooperation between the
EU-FP7 research projects iSOIL (Werban et al. 2010) and CLIMB (Ludwig et al.
2010). Results from this collaboration are published, for instance, by Cassiani
et al. (2012) focusing on soil-vegetation interactions and their effect on soil water
balances.
4.3.3.1 Electromagnetic induction
Electromagnetic induction techniques applied in soil science measure apparent
electrical conductivity (ECa) of a certain soil volume in mS/m (Corwin and
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Lesch 2005). Recorded ECa values are related to a variety of soil properties in-
cluding salinity, clay content and mineralogy, cation exchange capacity, bulk den-
sity, organic matter, as well as water content and temperature (Clay et al. 2001;
Sudduth et al. 2005). Thus, ECa measurements serve as a promising covariate for
spatial prediction of manifold soil-related variables, especially, if the relationship
between ECa and the desired property is predominant in a given case study (see
De Benedetto et al. 2012). However, due to the complexity of influencing factors,
reliable interpretation of collected ECa data is difficult and usually non-unique
and site-specific. Successful applications of EMI data in soil scientific projects are
listed, for instance, in the review of Kuang et al. (2012). Details on how to work
with common EM equipment can be found in McNeill (1980), while theoretical
aspects of ECa measurements are summarised by Corwin and Lesch (2005).
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Figure 4.5: Maps of apparent soil electrical conductivity. ECa measured with an
EM38-DD sensor in horizontal (left) and vertical (right) mode. Interpolated to
a grid with a pixel size of 2.5 m using ordinary kriging. Dots represent sample
locations. Rhombuses indicate the position of surveyed soil profiles.
In the frame of this thesis, soil ECa measurements at fields 21 and 33 were ob-
tained by a Geonics EM38-DD (Geonics Ltd., Mississauga, ON, Canada) sensor.
This particular instrument simultaneously measures in horizontal (EMIH) and
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vertical (EMIV) modes of operation with exploration depths of up to 0.75 m and
1.5 m, respectively (see Callegary et al. 2007). As a consequence, it provides two
measurements at all times: the horizontal coil orientation focusing on response
from the topsoil and the vertical mode being dominated by subsoil properties
(Cockx et al. 2009). The EM38-DD sensor was used in a mobile configuration
(see Lausch et al. 2013), measuring within-line approximately every 0.3 m. The
gap between two adjacent lines of measurements was about 10 m on average. A
GPS device was connected to georeference any ECa observations as well as a field
computer for data-logging purposes. The survey took place in early October 2010
on bare fields under dry weather conditions.
The collected ECa data was subsequently post-corrected by the UFZ Helmholtz
Centre for Environmental Research. Preprocessing steps included noise removal,
elimination of external influences like temperature, deletion of outliers caused by
power supply lines as well as correction for instrumental drift and spatial offset.
Finally, delivered ECa values were then interpolated to continuous predictors with
a pixel size of 2.5 m using ordinary kriging (see 4.6.4). Resulting conductivity
maps and corresponding variogram characteristics are presented in figure 4.5 and
table 4.4, respectively.
4.3.3.2 Gamma-ray spectrometry
Gamma-ray spectrometry is another non-invasive as well as time and cost-effective
geophysical method for measuring (co)variates that are associated with different
physical and chemical soil properties. A γ-detector indirectly determines the
concentrations of potassium (GAMMAK), uranium (GAMMAU) and thorium
(GAMMATH) of an underlying soil volume. More precisely, it counts the decay
rate of emitting nuclides 40K and the decay series of 238U and 232Th (Dierke and
Werban 2013). These intensities can then be converted into concentrations (%
for K, ppm for U and Th) or dose rate (nGy/h), which is defined as a sum of
GAMMAK, U and Th in the present study (see IAEA 2003). Varying concen-
trations of gamma-ray nuclides in a surveyed soil result from differences in the
mineralogy and geochemistry of parent material, clay content and type of clay
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Figure 4.6: Spatial estimates of gamma-ray nuclides and total dose rate. Inter-
polated to a grid with a pixel size of 2.5 m using ordinary kriging. Dots represent
sample locations. Rhombuses indicate the position of surveyed soil profiles.
minerals, as well as organic matter content (see Taylor et al. 2002; Dierke and
Werban 2013). Additionally, radiation measurements are influenced by soil water
content and active biomass (roots or plant cover), which significantly weaken the
measured signal (Dierke and Werban 2013). With respect to soil texture, Megumi
and Mamuro (1977) already concluded from their laboratory experiments that an
increase in nuclide concentration corresponds with decreasing particle size. Note
that 90 % of the gamma-ray signal originates from the top 30 cm of the surveyed
soil volume (Cook et al. 1996). Unlike soil ECa measured by EMI devices, ob-
served gamma-ray concentrations are therefore limited to the surface layer and
cannot be sensibly used for predictions of subsoil quantities. For details on the
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basic principles of gamma-ray spectrometry refer to the IAEA guidelines (IAEA
2003) or the textbook by Gilmore (2008).
In the present case study, radioactive elements at fields 21 and 33 were mea-
sured using a portable 512-channel gamma-ray spectrometer (4 l NaI(Tl)-crystal,
automatic peak-stabilization) by GF Instruments with an energy range between
100 keV and 3 MeV. The detector was mounted on a GPS-positioned sledge and
pulled by a four-wheel vehicle at a speed of 5 km/h. Its footprint was about 3 m
in diameter and each individual counting interval lasted 5 s. The survey was con-
ducted in the same period as the EMI measurements and, thus, under the same
climate and land use conditions.
All three gamma-ray nuclides and the dose rate were interpolated to continuous
maps with a grid resolution of 2.5 m using ordinary kriging (see 4.6.4). Final
predictor maps and associated variogram characteristics are shown in figure 4.6
and table 4.4, respectively. Due to the fact that each radiant exhibits slightly
different relationships with soil properties, pairwise nuclide ratios were calculated
after interpolation.
Table 4.4: Interpolation of covariates from geophysical sensor data: variogram
characteristics and accuracy measures
Parameter Model Fit.method Nugget Sill Range R2 RMSE
- for field 21 -
EMIH Sph WLS 21.22 50.3 103.6 0.55 4.53
EMIV Sph WLS 7.34 69.4 104.2 0.89 2.43
GAMMATH Sph WLS 1.04 4.4 140.8 0.63 1.05
GAMMAK Sph WLS 0.02 0.3 143.4 0.83 0.18
GAMMAU Sph OLS 0.37 0.6 156.3 0.30 0.64
GAMMADR Sph WLS 5.11 209.3 145.0 0.88 4.03
- for field 33 -
EMIH Sph + Sph OLS 4.72 66.4 229.3 0.98 0.92
EMIV Sph + Sph OLS 2.52 162.5 202.2 0.99 0.79
GAMMATH Sph WLS 1.11 2.1 81.9 0.44 1.06
GAMMAK Sph WLS 0.03 0.1 83.3 0.70 0.20
GAMMAU Sph WLS 0.33 0.5 60.8 0.16 0.64
GAMMADR Sph WLS 7.21 69.5 80.3 0.80 3.89
Sph = Spherical model, OLS / WLS = Ordinary / Weighted least squares
R2 = Coefficient of determination, RMSE = Root mean squared error: based on hold-out sample validation (1/3)
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4.4 Exploratory data analysis
This section describes an approach to data analysis that is meant for characteri-
sation of datasets prior to any (geo)statistical modelling. Kanevski and Maignan
(2004) emphasise the importance of a priori understanding of data especially if
data-driven techniques like artificial neural networks are involved in subsequent
modelling steps. Introduced by John W. Tukey, exploratory data analysis (EDA)
provides insight into a given dataset through a variety of numerical and graphical
techniques (Tukey 1977). In the frame of this thesis, these methods are subdi-
vided into univariate (one variable at a time) assessments regarding the target
variables, bivariate analysis based on the concept of correlation as well as tech-
niques to account for the spatial aspect of data.
A detailed introduction into EDA, focusing on environmental data, can be found
in Goovaerts (1997) and Kanevski and Maignan (2004). Plant (2012) provides
comprehensive examples regarding EDA in the fields of ecology and agriculture
including reproducible R code.
4.4.1 Exploratory graphics and summary statistics
The univariate distributions of raw target variables are visualised in terms of his-
tograms and box-and-whisker plots (see Tukey 1977; Dalgaard 2008; Burt et al.
2009). Probability densities are used instead of frequencies whenever histograms
from datasets with varying numbers of observations are compared. The selection
of histogram bin widths is guided by Scott’s rule, depending only on the sample
size and an estimate of the standard deviation (Scott 1979). For visual inspec-
tion of normality, curves of corresponding Gaussian distributions are fitted to
every density plot. In order to numerically support this graphical evaluation, a
Shapiro-Wilk test for normality is performed (Shapiro and Wilk 1965). The box-
and-whisker plots, used at the landscape scale, show conditional distributions
based on subsets according to categorical attributes. This procedure allows to
investigate the relation between continuous target soil properties and potential
categorical covariates considered for spatial interpolation such as geological units.
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Outliers are specially marked and represent values outside one and a half times
the interquartile range as proposed by Tukey (1977) and replicated, for instance,
in Sachs and Hedderich (2006) or Burt et al. (2009).
Descriptive statistics of target variables are computed according to Tukey’s five-
number summary including the extremes (minimum and maximum value), a mid-
dle value (median) and the quartiles (“hinges”) (Tukey 1977). For completeness,
mean and standard deviation are also calculated as measures of central tendency
and spread, respectively. The shape of distributions is expressed by the standard-
ised moments skewness and kurtosis.
In order to investigate whether two samples such as validation and calibration
sets at the landscape scale are representative for each other, two (simultaneous)
statistical tests were conducted. The Hotelling T 2-test checks for the difference
in multivariate means of two samples, while Bartlett’s test examines to which
extent the (two) datasets have common variance-covariance matrices. Refer to
the papers by Jouan-Rimbaud et al. (1997) or Borovicka et al. (2012) for details
on calculation and interpretation.
4.4.2 Correlation and factor analysis
Joint distributions of pairwise attributes are modelled taking into account all
continuous potential covariates at a given scale. Numerically, bivariate relation is
expressed by the covariance σ12 and its standardised form, the Pearson correlation
coefficient ρ12
σ12 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(z1(i)− µ1) · (z2(i)− µ2) (4.1)
ρ12 =
σ12
σ1 · σ2 ∈ [−1, 1] (4.2)
with µ1, σ1 and µ2, σ2 being arithmetic mean values and standard deviations of
variables Z1 and Z2, respectively (Goovaerts 1997). Useful graphics to examine
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the relation between two variables are bivariate scatterplots. Both, correlation
coefficients and scatterplots of target variables and continuous covariates are sum-
marised in the lower and upper panels of a scatterplot matrix.
To account for multicollinearity among continuous explanatory variables at field
scale, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed prior to regression
modelling. Being a technique that basically transforms interrelated variables into
uncorrelated, standardised principal components (PCs), PCA has a considerable
tradition in digital soil mapping projects (e.g. Hengl et al. 2004). Besides eliminat-
ing multicollinearity, PCA is frequently used for dimensionality reduction (Jolliffe
2002), which is particularly important in case studies with relatively small sample
sizes but an extensive amount of (co-)variables. In the frame of this thesis, PCA
was implemented in R as a singular value decomposition on the mean centred
data matrix. In addition, variables were scaled to have unit variance (see .4.13).
Biplots are presented to examine the first two PCs of each analysis, who retain the
largest part of the variation among all considered predictors. In order to identify
the most influential variables for each selected PC, loading coefficients are listed.
The right number of factors to be considered for further analysis is determined
by those eigenvalues that exceed a critical value, calculated after Karlis et al.
(2003). This selection is additionally verified by scree plots visualising explained
variances corresponding to ordered principal components. For mathematical in-
sights and geometrical interpretations related to PCA refer to the textbook by
Jolliffe (2002). Greenacre (2010) provides a comprehensive introduction into bi-
plots, while Gabriel (1971) focuses on biplots with application to PCA.
A factor analysis for mixed data (FAMD) was considered to reduce dimension-
ality and to avoid multicollinearity among the predictors at the landscape scale.
FAMD combines elements of principal component and correspondence analysis for
analysing quantitative and qualitative variables at the same time (Page`s 2014).
However, the resulting factors were found to be inadequate to be used as covari-
ates in spatial prediction (results not shown, see .4.13 for calculation using the
FactoMineR package in R). Thus, variable selection for spatial interpolation at
that particular scale was instead based on correlation analysis results. Only (ter-
rain) attributes, which are significantly (P < 0.05) related to the (transformed)
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target variables, are considered as covariates. To control multicollinearity, (land-
surface) parameters are excluded if they exceed a critical correlation level of 0.65
among each other (see .4.13 for implementation details).
4.4.3 Trend detection and variography
Spatial aspects are crucial in environmental modelling and several exploratory
techniques exist to inspect the spatial features of a dataset. For global trend
evaluation and the detection of spatial outliers, proportional symbol postplots
are created. Each observation is plotted according to its coordinates with circle
sizes representing the proportion of the particular target variable.
Local spatial dependence among raw and transformed target variables is analysed
through exploratory variography. The variogram 2γ(·) is a measure of spatial
relation defined as
2γ(h) = var[Z(s)− Z(s + h)] (4.3)
where Z(s) and Z(s + h) are regionalised random variables at locations s and
s + h. For interpolation purposes such as kriging, it is sufficient to know γ(·),
often referred to as semivariogram. The term “semi” points to the fact that
half of the variance of differences is all that is needed, because each point pair
is considered twice during calculation (Webster and Oliver 2007). However, the
notions of variogram and semivariogram are frequently mixed up in the geosta-
tistical literature. Bachmaier and Backes (2011) discussed this confusion and
recommended to interpret the values of a variogram as “entire variances of obser-
vations at a given spatial separation (lag)”. Following their suggestion to avoid
the term “semi”, empirical variances γˆ(h) are estimated under the constant-mean
assumption based on the method-of-moments after Matheron (1971),
γˆ(h) =
1
2
· 1
N(h)
N(h)∑
i=1
[z(si)− z(si + h)]2 (4.4)
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where z(s) and z(s + h) are measured values of Z at locations s and s + h with
N(h) being the number of point pairs separated by a particular lag h. In practice
the calculation of averaged squared differences requires choices about the set of
lags similar to the binning in a histogram. Journel and Huijbregts (1978) provided
two practical rules regarding the grouping of individual distances for variogram
estimation: First, the distance of reliability (cutoff), i. e. the separation distance
up to which point pairs are considered for calculation, is restricted to a value
smaller than approximately half of the maximum distance between point pairs in
the area of interest. Second, the bin width is defined in a way that the number
of point pairs for each individual lag is greater than 30–50. In accordance with
these recommendations, a maximum cutoff distance of 3625 m and a constant bin
width of 125 m are chosen for variogram estimation in the frame of this thesis.
For visual inspection, the resulting variances are finally plotted against the lag
distances.
The sample variogram uncovers spatial variation in the given dataset, but is, for
instance, not sufficient for the prediction at unknown locations. Thus, theoretical
functions, that continuously reflect variances for all distances and fulfil certain
mathematical conditions such as being conditionally negative-definite (Cressie
1993), need to be fitted. Since this constraint is relatively difficult to prove, the
user is prone to choose among authorised models for which non-zero variances are
ensured. In practice the most commonly used variogram function is the spherical
model, which is characterised by an increase in the region of small distances and
a constant development after reaching a threshold value
γ(h) =
c ·
(
3
2
h
a
− 1
2
h3
a3
)
for h ≤ a
c for h > a
(4.5)
where c is the sill variance and a is the range (Clark 1979). Other variogram
models used in this work, are the exponential model
γ(h) = c ·
(
1− exp
(
−h
r
))
(4.6)
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with practical range r as well as the linear model
γ(h) = whα for α = 1 (4.7)
with gradient w describing the intensity of variation (Webster and Oliver 2007).
As evident from equations 4.5 to 4.7 variogram models are defined by several
parameters, namely the nugget, sill and range. The nugget variance refers to
an infinitesimally small separation distance representing measurement error or
small-scale variability that is not covered by the given sampling intervals. The
range parameter (if it exists) denotes the distance at which the variogram model
flattens out and point pairs beyond this separation distance are said to be spatially
uncorrelated. The variance corresponding to the range parameter is called the
sill, which is also the total variance of the underlying process. Note that the
exponential model does not have a constant range, unlike the spherical model, for
instance. However, an effective range of approximately 3r is commonly reported
for this type of model, representing the distance where 95 % of the sill variance
are reached (see Cressie 1993; Webster and Oliver 2007).
Fitting a variogram model following the classical approach requires an initial
guess on the parameters taken from the sample variogram (Hengl 2009, p. 130).
Afterwards, more “optimal” parameters are obtained by model-fitting based on
weighted least squares using a method which is proportional to the number of
point-pairs in each lag and inversely proportional to the square of distance. Al-
ternative fitting procedures that, for instance, avoid the rather subjective initial
guess are based on maximum likelihood estimation (Lark 2000).
It is also common practice to combine theoretical models to account for more
complex structures in the sample variogram (Webster and Oliver 2007). Such a
nested variogram was used, for instance, with regard to clay content in the Rio di
Costara test site. Up to three components were considered, resulting in a model
with equation
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γ(h) =

c0 for h = 0
c0 + c1 ·
(
3
2
h
a1
− 1
2
h3
a31
)
+ c2 ·
(
3
2
h
a2
− 1
2
h3
a32
)
for 0 < h ≤ a1
c0 + c1 + c2 ·
(
3
2
h
a2
− 1
2
h3
a32
)
for a1 < h ≤ a2
c0 + c1 + c2 for h > a2
(4.8)
where c1 and a1 are the sill and range of a component representing short-range
variability, while c2 and a2 are the parameters associated to the long-range part
of variation and c0 accounts for some nugget variance.
Due to the fact that variogram modelling is based on a separation vector, direction
of spatial dependence is important, as well. However, sample size was limited
and not significantly greater than 100 to 150 samples that are needed to properly
estimate a variogram according to Webster and Oliver (1992) and Kerry and
Oliver (2008). Thus, only isotropic variograms are considered in the frame of this
thesis and anisotropy issues are neglected. Consequently, authorised variogram
models 4.5 to 4.8 are shown in terms of a scalar measure h representing distance
only instead of the full lag vector h.
For mathematical details with regard to variogram theory refer to Christensen
(1991) or Cressie (1993). Webster and Oliver (2007) provide a detailed description
and interpretation of different authorised variogram models.
4.5 Data preparation
Working with (spatial) environmental data from different sources usually requires
considerable preprocessing before (geo)statistical analysis can be carried out. In
the frame of this thesis, early data processing included conversion from file-based
formats such as spreadsheets, Esri shapefiles and GeoTIFFs into R-objects. After
detecting and eliminating irregularities among those objects and performing an
exploratory data analysis, three preparation steps were of particular interest:
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First, transformations were performed to meet certain assumptions about the
model and the underlying data. Second, data splitting methods were applied for
the production of representative samples with respect to model selection. Third,
the pixel size of the target grids was determined.
R packages used regarding data import and handling are rgdal (Bivand et al.
2014) and sp (Pebesma and Bivand 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), respectively. The
coordinate reference system of all spatial data applied or produced in the frame
of this thesis is WGS84/UTM Zone 32 N (EPSG: 32632).
4.5.1 Data transformation
Compositional (or closed) data like soil texture usually quantify parts of some
whole, carrying only relative information (Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue 2006)
and resulting in additional constraints with respect to statistical modelling. Tak-
ing into account point locations si from a spatial region D, a regionalised com-
position is formally defined as a vector random function P(si) with realisation
p(si) = [p1(si), p2(si), . . . , pk(si)]
> (4.9)
where superscript > stands for transposition (Pawlowsky et al. 1995). The k
elements of any composition are positive
pj(si) > 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , k (4.10)
and sum to a constant that is 100 (%) in the context of soil textural fractions:
k∑
j=1
pj(si) = 100. (4.11)
Both constraints strongly work against the assumption of an underlying un-
bounded random process such as the multivariate Gaussian, since the elements
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of compositions are not free to vary in real space Rk. In addition, the latter
constraint on the constant sum also causes spatial dependence between the com-
ponents of a regionalised composition which is referred to as spurious spatial
correlation (Pawlowsky et al. 1995). As a consequence, the results obtained from
standard (spatial) prediction methods, applied to raw compositional data, must
be interpreted with care and are not necessarily prime. To overcome these is-
sues Aitchison (1982) introduced alternative approaches for statistical analysis
of compositions based on log-ratio transformations. Pawlowsky et al. (1995) ap-
plied this idea to spatial prediction problems. Formally, the additive log-ratio
(alr) transformation of p(si) leads to variate w(si):
w(si) = alr(p(si)) =
(
ln
p1(si)
pk(si)
, ln
p2(si)
pk(si)
, . . . , ln
pk−1(si)
pk(si)
)
. (4.12)
Its inverse, the additive generalised logistic (agl) transform is then defined as
p(si) = alr
−1(w(si)) = agl(w(si)) =
100 · [exp(w(si)), 1]
1 +
∑k−1
j=1 exp(wj(si))
(4.13)
with 100 being the constant of the composition at hand (Pawlowsky et al. 1995).
Regarding the soil textural fractions of this thesis, sand was chosen as divisor
in equation 4.12. Additive log-ratios were preferred to other possible variants
suggested, for instance, by Aitchison (1986) and Egozcue et al. (2003), because
they are relatively simple to interpret. Additionally, alr coordinates have some
beneficial characteristics with respect to (geo)statistical modelling such as non-
singular covariance matrices (see Pawlowsky-Glahn and Olea 2004).
To summarise, alr transformation allows for the use of standard (geo)statistical
techniques, since it basically transfers compositions from k-dimensional, restricted
space Sk (known as the simplex) to unconstrained real space Rk−1. One common
way to visualise and explore a three-part simplex in soil sciences, is by plot-
ting a triangular ternary diagram. In the context of particle size fractions Lark
and Bishop (2007) suggest to add contours of equal compositional Mahalanobis
distances to the ternary plot. Assuming the alr coordinates to be multivariate
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normally distributed, these contour lines are ellipses in real plane representing
equal probability. Projected onto the simplex, however, they exhibit distortion
especially near the edges and vertices caused by the distributional constraints
of the data. Here, the Mahalanobis distance δm at any composition p on the
simplex is calculated from the mean vector x¯ and covariance matrix Σ of the
alr-transformed data
δm(p, x¯) =
(
[alr(p)− x¯]>Σ−1[alr(p)− x¯]) 12 . (4.14)
Lark and Bishop (2007) propose using a ternary plot superimposed on contours of
δm as a diagnostic tool to investigate to which extent single compositions statisti-
cally suffer from inherent constraints. It, therefore, provides a general impression
whether (geo)statistical analysis based on alr coordinates is not only theoretically
sound, but also practically more promising compared to standard procedures on
raw data. Several functions summarised in the R-soiltexture package (Moeys
2014) are used to plot the ternary diagrams and corresponding Mahalanobis dis-
tances within this work (see .4.12).
For further insights into compositional theory, characteristics and operations, con-
sider the monographs by Aitchison (1986) or Pawlowsky-Glahn and Olea (2004).
Van den Boogaart and Tolosana-Delgado (2013) provide comprehensive exam-
ples of statistical calculations in the presence of compositional data using R. In
the frame of this thesis, functions from the R-compositions package are used to
transform between soil textural fractions and alr coordinates (van den Boogaart
et al. 2014).
4.5.2 Data splitting
Before building a network-based model that is meant to accurately predict at
unknown locations inside the Rio di Costara catchment, calibration data is sub-
divided into training and validation sets. These two distinct sets are required for
model selection purposes including parameter estimation and the determination
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of an appropriate network architecture. The independent test set mentioned in
section 4.2 is reserved for assessing the generalisation ability of the final, fully-
trained model.
A common technique to subset a given data collection is random sampling. How-
ever, this very simple approach does not account for the data itself and, thus,
neither ensures representative sets, nor produces unique results. It is, therefore,
often preferred to use subset selection methods that uniformly cover the multi-
dimensional space among a combination of variables (Daszykowski et al. 2002).
Such a uniform design has been introduced by Kennard and Stone (1969) who
based their sequential algorithm (KS) on Euclidean distances between the in-
dependent variables of an experimental region. Galva˜o et al. (2005) eventually
extended the KS algorithm to cover not only the response vector but also the
dependent variable of a particular sample. In the context of neural network mod-
elling, Saptoro et al. (2012) recently based their dataset partitioning on a KS
version that uses Mahalanobis distances instead of the Euclidean ones.
According to this methodological progress, the Matlab code published by Galva˜o
et al. (2005) was implemented in R, replacing Euclidean by Mahalanobis distances
as multivariate measure of variability among continuous variables in the given
sample (see .4.21). As suggested by Saptoro et al. (2012), 20 % of the calibration
data were selected for validation. Note, however, that the outlined procedure is
only relevant at the landscape scale, since model building and evaluation at field
level is based on resampling techniques (see section 4.7). For formal descriptions
of the partitioning procedure, refer to Kennard and Stone (1969), Galva˜o et al.
(2005) and Saptoro et al. (2012).
4.5.3 Defining target grid size
Mapping projects in soil science usually end in raster images of some desired
property. An important decision prior to spatial prediction is, therefore, related
to the pixel size of the output maps if not specified by subsequent applications.
In a much-noticed paper, Hengl (2006) based the selection of an appropriate grid
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resolution on simple cartographic and statistical concepts. Considering inspection
density and working scale aspects, output grid size px was determined by
px =
√
obs · A · 10
6
n
· 100 · 0.0005 (4.15)
where A is the study site area in km2, n the given sample size and obs equals 2.5
observations per cm2 on the map (Hengl 2006). The latter value balances the rela-
tionship between grid size and observation density, while the term 0.0005 relates
grid resolution with scale number. Both values are recommendations following
certain cartographic rules of thumb which are discussed in detail by Hengl (2006).
Applied to the Rio di Costara catchment with an area of 16.44 km2 and 197 sam-
ples, representing a working scale of approximately 1:50,000, a target grid size of
20 m was deemed optimal. This choice is also coherent with both, the resolution
or scale of considered covariates (10 m DEM and 1:25,000 geological map) and
the positional accuracy of the point measurements (Trimble Juno SB handheld
device, 2–5 m). In the scope of field-related mapping, calculations according to
equation 4.15 led to a recommended grid resolution of 2.5 m.
4.6 Spatial interpolation
Spatial interpolation or mapping outlines the procedure of estimating one or more
target quantities at unknown locations in an entire region of interest. For this
purpose, various deterministic and (geo)statistical methods have been applied
successfully on different scales and in different types of landscape (see chapter
2 from page 7). This section explains the principles behind those techniques
considered for soil texture mapping at the Sardinian test sites. First, multi-
ple linear regression and artificial neural networks are introduced for modelling
trends and large scale structures among the target variables. Both non-spatial
prediction techniques build upon auxiliary information about soil forming factors
derived and described in section 4.3. Second, inverse distance weighting is briefly
sketched, representing a simple deterministic interpolation technique used as a
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benchmark model in the frame of this thesis. Third, (multivariate) geostatistical
kriging variants are portrayed providing stochastic solutions to model spatial vari-
ation based on auto-correlation functions. Finally, hybrid methods are described.
These combine the benefits of a flexible, non-spatial representation of the trend
and a geostatistical model by jointly using multiple linear regression (field scale)
or artificial neural networks (landscape scale) with kriging techniques.
All calculations with respect to spatial prediction were done focusing on functions
from the R-gstat package (Pebesma 2004). In addition, RSNNS (Bergmeir and
Ben´ıtez 2012) was used for neural network modelling.
4.6.1 Multiple linear regression
Multiple linear regression (MLR) is recognised as the most widespread statistical
tool for predicting a certain target variable Z, for instance, at a location in
space with coordinates vector s0 that depends in a linear way on q independent
covariates X
Z(s0) = β0 + β1X1(s0) + · · ·+ βqXq(s0) +  (4.16)
where β0 is the intercept, β1,...,q are the regression coefficients for the explanatory
factors and  represents an error term. For a set of n (observation) points and a
considerably high number of covariates, matrix notation is more convenient and
the multiple linear regression model can be written as
Z = Xβ +  (4.17)
with X being the design matrix, β representing the regression coefficients includ-
ing the intercept and error  ∼iid N(0, σ2In×n). The latter expression summarises
three important prerequisites for a successful application of MLR, namely sta-
tistical independence and homoscedasticity (constant variance) of the errors as
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well as normality of the error distribution. A common approach to estimate the
regression coefficients is the method of ordinary least squares (OLS)
βˆOLS = (X
>X)−1X>z (4.18)
where βˆOLS is the vector of estimated regression coefficients, X is a matrix of
explanatory factors at known locations and z is the vector of measured target
values. In spatial prediction problems, regression coefficients are often fitted by
using generalised least squares (GLS)
βˆGLS = (X
>Σ−1X)−1X>Σ−1z (4.19)
with Σ being the covariance matrix of the residuals usually estimated from an
initial OLS regression. The big advantage of using GLS instead of OLS is that
it formally allows the regression residuals to be (spatially) correlated and, thus,
accounts for one of the major assumptions of MLR often violated by natural
phenomena. Another issue which is frequently found in mapping case studies
based on environmental correlation is related to multicollinearity, that is, severe
direct relationships between explanatory variables potentially leading to unstable
estimates of the regression coefficients (see Neter et al. 1996, ch. 7.6). In the frame
of this thesis, multicollinearity effects are avoided by using principal components
instead of raw covariates. These factors are orthogonal to each other, and thus,
uncorrelated by definition. The number of initially selected principal components
is then reduced through stepwise regression in order to identify models which are
both effective and parsimonious (see Hastie et al. 2009). Effectiveness is thereby
judged in terms of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), which is a goodness-
of-fit measure that considers the number of involved parameters (Akaike 1998).
The model with the lowest AIC is finally used for prediction.
All linear models fitted by OLS are examined using several accepted summary
statistics and regression diagnostics. The statistical significance of every model
and each single regression coefficient is analysed through traditional F- and t-
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statistics, respectively. Coefficients of (multiple) determination are used to assess
the overall performance of final regressions. A few hypothesis tests are applied
to evaluate, whether important MLR assumptions are actually met by the cho-
sen models. These numerical quantities include Shapiro-Wilk normality tests
(Shapiro and Wilk 1965), Breusch-Pagan tests for equal variance (Breusch and
Pagan 1979; Cook and Weisberg 1983) and the calculation of Moran’s I in a global
setting to check for remaining spatial auto-correlation among the MLR-residuals
(Moran 1950). The latter has been performed using the R-spdep package (Bivand
2014) and requires the determination of a spatial weights matrix. In the context
of field 21 and 33, a binary weighting strategy without row standardisation was
implemented using a fixed set of four nearest neighbours to properly depict any
spatial relationships. For each hypothesis test, p-values are calculated to interpret
the test results. If a certain probability value falls below the common significance
level of 0.05, the null hypothesis of the given test is rejected. In addition to sta-
tistical significance tests to assess MLR assumptions, diagnostic methods for the
detection of influential observations are applied. Identifying anomalies among the
regression residuals is referred to as outlier detection and based on (externally)
studentized residuals. On the contrary, leverage points are solely limited to ex-
treme observations of explanatory factors commonly indicated by unusually high
hat values. Points that affect both the coefficient estimates and fitted values are
finally classified with respect to the concept of Cook’s distance (Cook 1977).
For more details on statistical inference including hypothesis testing refer to any
standard textbook (e.g. Rao 2002; Sachs and Hedderich 2006). A comprehensive
introduction into linear regression is given, for instance, by Kutner et al. (2004)
or Weisberg (2014), while Faraway (2004) and Fox and Weisberg (2011) focus on
the implementation of linear models with R.
4.6.2 Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks, NNs for short, are an extensive collection of rather
flexible, non-linear tools for data analysis (Sarle 1994). Originally developed to
simulate the human brain (McCulloch and Pitts 1943), NNs became relevant as
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a powerful statistical modelling alternative in the 1980s and 1990s due to rapidly
growing computational resources. With regards to (spatial) prediction, the most
widely used NN model is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) (Bishop 1995). This
particular network type is characterised by a specific set-up and learning routine
described in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 4.7: The structure of a multi-layer perceptron
Regarding structure, a perceptron basically denotes the key feature of any net-
work, that is, the elementary processing unit also known as node or neuron. These
units are grouped into layers that are linked together with (synaptic) weights as-
signed to each connection reflecting its importance (Warner and Misra 1996).
In particular, any MLP comprises exactly one input and one output layer with
one or more so-called hidden layers in between. All units of a specific layer
are, thereby, fully connected to those of the next layer, while no direct links are
established between input and output nodes. Thus, MLPs are feed-forward net-
works where information only propagates into one direction, starting with the
independent variables as input unit values and finishing with the predicted tar-
get quantities as network output. In the given case study, attention is paid to
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MLPs with only a single hidden layer. This is sufficient, since NNs are here in-
tended as a de-trending method and do not need to capture any variation detail.
Consequently, an increased model complexity through another hidden layer was
considered unnecessary. The described structure of a typical multi-layer percep-
tron is additionally shown in figure 4.7.
Focusing on computation, the net input neti of any unit i is calculated as a
weighted average of the response from no preceding nodes j
neti = θi +
no∑
j=1
wijoj (4.20)
where wij denotes the weight of the corresponding connection and θi represents
some node-specific bias term that may be interpreted as an intercept in linear
regression. For convenience, θi is treated as an additional weight to a bias node
with output value 1 and is henceforth included into the weight vector. The
determined net input is subsequently transformed using a so-called activation
function, for instance, the hyperbolic tangent (tanh):
oi = ftanh(neti) =
eneti − e−neti
eneti + e−neti
(4.21)
Applying sigmoidal activation functions such as the tanh eventually introduces
non-linearity into the chosen MLP network. These functions are favoured among
a variety of unit transformation options and have positive influences on common
training algorithms such as fast convergence and differentiability (Bishop 1995).
In this study, all hidden units are activated by tanh, whereas input and output
units remain untransformed. Using the identity function for activation of output
units ensures that the prediction values can freely vary in real space R. This
is highly desirable, since alr-transformed clay and silt contents are continuous-
valued target quantities with both, positive and negative expected output.
The number of hidden layers and units, their degree of connectivity through
weighted links as well as the choice of appropriate activation functions are key
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elements of the network architecture that must be defined by the user with re-
spect to the studied problem. Once the structure is determined, the learning
or training phase follows, being simply a gradual adaptation of the connection
weights, which are often randomly chosen at the beginning. MLP-related learning
is usually supervised referring to the presence of a training set with measured tar-
get quantities. Changing the weights is then based on differences between these
known values and predicted network output measured by some error function
(Riedmiller 1994). Minimising this error function to find the best NN parameter
set is a non-linear optimisation problem for which several algorithms are at hand,
such as gradient descent, (scaled) conjugate gradients, quasi-Newton methods or
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Bishop 1995).
In the frame of this thesis, MLPs are trained using resilient back-propagation
(Rprop) as proposed by Riedmiller and Braun (1993). The Rprop algorithm has
been used in many soil-scientific applications (see Behrens et al. 2005; Zhao et al.
2009) and is said to be one of the most successful learning rules that are available
in the area of NN modelling (Igel and Hu¨sken 2000). It is declared as a local
adaptive learning scheme working in a supervised batch training mode. Local
adaptation means that weight updates are exclusively based on weight-specific
information. Batch training (or learning by epoch) refers to the decision that
weights are adjusted only once per iteration, i. e. after the complete training set
is processed (Rojas 1996).
From a computational point of view, the first stage of (resilient) back-propagation
is to determine the derivative of an error function E with respect to each indi-
vidual weight in the network (Riedmiller and Braun 1993). This can be achieved
by applying the chain rule for partial derivatives leading to
∂E
∂wij
=
∂E
∂oi
∂oi
∂wij
(4.22)
For mathematical details on how to proceed from equation 4.22 refer to Rumel-
hart et al. (1986), Riedmiller (1994) or Bishop (1995). Once the partial derivative
is known for each network parameter (weights and biases), it can be used to fi-
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nally minimise the error function by updating the weights. In its original version
of error back-propagation, Rumelhart et al. (1986) minimised a sum-of-squares
error function using the gradient descent method. Riedmiller and Braun (1993)
improved this procedure by proposing to rely on the sign of the gradient informa-
tion rather than on its absolute value for adjusting any weight. Formally, they
introduced a parameter-specific update-value ∆ij
∆
(t)
ij =

η+ ·∆(t−1)ij if ∂E∂wij
(t−1) · ∂E
∂wij
(t)
> 0
η− ·∆(t−1)ij if ∂E∂wij
(t−1) · ∂E
∂wij
(t)
< 0
∆
(t−1)
ij else
(4.23)
where 0 < η− < 1 < η+, index t tags the current iteration step and ∂E
∂wij
(t)
denotes
the gradient information summed over all observations of the training set. The in-
crease (η+) and decrease factor (η−) are constantly set to 1.2 and 0.5, respectively,
following recommendations given by Riedmiller and Braun (1993). Knowing the
magnitude of the update-value, the actual weight change is computed from:
∆w
(t)
ij =

−∆(t)ij if ∂E∂wij
(t)
> 0
+∆
(t)
ij if
∂E
∂wij
(t)
< 0
0 else
(4.24)
wij(t+ 1) = w
(t)
ij + ∆w
(t)
ij (4.25)
Applying the Rprop algorithm to a real-world problem using the mlp-function
from the R-package RSNNS (Bergmeir and Ben´ıtez 2012), requires some choice
with respect to three arbitrary parameters. The initial update-value ∆0 at the
beginning of the MLP training was set to 0.1, while the maximum weight-step
size ∆max was limited to 30. Note, however, that both selections usually have
only little influence on the training quality (Riedmiller 1994). The third quantity
refers to some weight-decay term intended to prevent the MLP system from over-
fitting to peculiarities (noise) in the training data (see Bishop 1995). The latter is
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harmful, because the over-trained network looses its generalisation (interpolation)
ability, which is the actual aim of NNs/MLPs used in prediction problems. In the
given implementation, the common sum-of-squares error function is augmented
by another sum-of-squares regarding all weights and biases wij of the network
E =
∑
n
∑
i
(zni − oni )2 + 10−α
∑
w2ij (4.26)
where indices n and i range over the set of patterns (observations) and output
units, respectively. Variable zni is the measured target quantity for a certain
pattern and oni represents the output calculated from trained weights with regards
to the input vector of the same particular pattern. The exponent α defines to what
extent the size of the weights are reduced by the penalty (for complexity) term
and is set to 5 in the present application (Zell et al. 1998). Possible alternatives to
regularisation using simple weight-decay are pruning algorithms or early stopping
techniques (Bishop 1995).
Besides defining these Rprop-specific parameters, an exhaustive MLP application
requires a few more decisions to make. One important practical issue is related
to the network architecture and deals with the determination of an appropriate
number of hidden units in each hidden layer. This decision considerably influences
the complexity of the modelled MLP and must be taken with care to neither
over-fit to the noise of the training data nor substantially miss any underlying
process. As mentioned earlier, only one hidden layer is considered from start
and its optimal number of units is then identified by trial and error. Another
crucial concern that is tackled by testing addresses the question, when to stop
the applied iterative Rprop training procedure. Thus, a set of MLPs with 5, 7,
9, 11, 13 and 15 hidden units was repeatedly (10 times) trained with 20, 40 or 60
iterations. Based on prediction errors calculated from an independent validation
set, the network with the best performance was finally selected for prediction.
Repeating the MLP training for each unit and iteration number combination is
strongly advised, because the weight set in the network is randomly initialised
between -2 and 2 prior to any training run.
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The determination of a proper network architecture and a suitable iteration num-
ber based on trial and error depends on two distinct datasets. Thus, splitting
the calibration data into training and validation sets (see chapter 4.5.2) is an
important prerequisite to NN modelling. Another important pre-processing step
is the (co-)variable selection, which is based here on correlation analysis as out-
lined in the exploratory data analysis section 4.4.2. Once the final set of network
input data is identified, all continuous-valued predictors are standardised, i. e.
re-calculated to have zero mean and unit variance. Normalising the independent
variables is especially helpful in cases where initial weights are randomly set, since
it eliminates the difficulties arising from different variable ranges. Note that mean
and standard deviation used for normalisation are determined from training data
and must be used as well to standardise validation and test data. Categorical
input is transferred to the NN system as dummy variables using 1-of-c coding,
whereas target quantities entered the network without any changes.
Although being a data-driven approach that almost entirely focuses on prediction,
the fully trained network is also briefly analysed from an explanatory perspective.
In order to study the contribution of each independent variable on the network
outputs, MLP weights are examined in two different ways. First, a neural inter-
pretation diagram (NID) is constructed in which the line width of any connection
is proportional to its associated weight, while color denotes the direction of the
weights (O¨zesmi and O¨zesmi 1999). Second, the relative importance of any input
variable is computed by partitioning the connection weights according to Garson’s
algorithm (Garson 1991). Olden and Jackson (2002) and Gevrey et al. (2003) pro-
vide some comprehensive reviews on methods to gain insight into neural network
models applied to ecological problems.
More comprehensive descriptions of the theory behind neural networks can be
found, for instance, in the textbooks by Bishop (1995) or Rojas (1996). For
practical tips with respect to application refer to the online FAQ-collection by
Sarle (2002). Implementation details are provided by the manual related to the
Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS) (Zell et al. 1998), which has been
used here in its R-adaptation (Bergmeir and Ben´ıtez 2012). Note, however, that
the presented neural network terminology can also be expressed in statistical
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terms. Sarle (1994) provides the translations and shows that multi-layer percep-
trons are equivalent to multivariate, multiple non-linear regressions. Moreover,
traditional back-propagation methods can also be seen as variations of maximum
likelihood estimation.
4.6.3 Inverse distance weighting
Since its application is comparatively simple, inverse distance weighting (IDW) is
a very popular and traditional spatial interpolation technique (Shepard 1968). It
is exact and strictly reflects the idea of Tobler’s first law of geography that “every-
thing is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant
things” (Tobler 1970, p. 236) by inversely relating the similarity of attribute values
to the distance between point pairs. As with many (spatial) prediction methods,
IDW is based on a weighted average of measured values z(si)
zˆ(s0) =
n∑
i=1
λIDWi (s0)z(si) (4.27)
with λIDWi being the weight for an adjacent point at location i and n representing
the number of samples involved. All weights together necessarily sum to one,
while each individual coefficient is determined by
λIDWi (s0) =
1/dβ(s0, si)∑n
i=1 (1/d
β(s0, si))
(4.28)
where d(s0, si) is the distance between an unknown point and a surveyed location
(Hengl 2009). The calculation of weights does not depend on stochastic deter-
minants but only on the arbitrary choice of power coefficient b and considered
neighbouring radius. In the present thesis, interpolation using IDW is based on all
observations and weighting by inverse squared distances (β = 2), which is a com-
mon choice in environmental modelling reported, for instance, in the textbooks
by Kanevski and Maignan (2004, p. 54) or Webster and Oliver (2007, p. 40).
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4.6.4 Geostatistical techniques
Due to inaccurate measurements and limited process knowledge the modelling
of spatial data is often based on stochastic considerations. Within the field of
geostatistics, estimation, therefore, follows the idea that the value of a variable z
at location with coordinates vector s is a realisation of a random function Z(s)
Z(s) = m(s) + e(s) (4.29)
which can be decomposed as a deterministic mean structure m(s) and a spatially
correlated error process e(s). The latter term denotes a random field with zero
mean and covariance function σ(h) or variogram 2γ(h) depending only on the
lag vector h between two points si and sj (Christensen 1991; Cressie 1993). Since
second-order properties of e(s) are rarely known a priori, they have to be modelled
in terms of some characteristic parameters during interpolation. This essential
step of estimating a continuous variogram can only be achieved, if the stochastic
process under study satisfies Matheron’s intrinsic hypothesis (Matheron 1973). It
is a relief from more restrictive second-order (or weak) stationarity assuming the
mean to be constant for small increments |h| only, which is more realistic with
regards to most environmental applications. Additionally, Matheron introduced
the variogram as a substitute for the covariance function to mathematically de-
scribe the spatial dependence between point pairs (Webster and Oliver 2007).
If the intrinsic hypothesis holds, variogram parameter estimates are determined
from the one available realisation of Z(s), that is, the given set of spatially in-
dexed measurement values. Matheron (1971) calls the sample of observations a
regionalized variable and very similar to IDW it is this set of actual quantities
that geostatistical prediction is greatly based upon.
Geostatistical prediction is concerned with the estimation at unknown locations,
a procedure known as kriging in the setting discussed below. Rising from ore
reserve estimation, kriging was developed rather in isolation from mainstream
statistics starting with D. G. Krige and G. Matheron in the 1950s and 1960s (see
Cressie 1990). Nevertheless, several authors (e.g. Christensen 1991; Stein 1999)
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have shown that kriging provides identical estimates for intrinsically stationary
Gaussian processes as best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP), a well-defined
statistical concept derived from linear (mixed) model theory by Goldberger (1962)
and Robinson (1991). Assuming model 4.29, the kriging estimate or BLUP at
some unobserved point s0 is
zˆ(s0) =
n∑
i=1
λiz(si) = λ
>z (4.30)
with λi being the kriging weight, z(si) representing the measured target quantity
of a neighbouring site i and mean squared prediction error (kriging variance)
σ2k(s0) = 2λ
>γ0 − λ>Γλ (4.31)
where γ0 = (γ(s0 − s1), γ(s0 − s2), . . . , γ(s0 − sn))> and Γ is a symmetric n× n
matrix with (semi)variances between any two points γ(si − sj), i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Minimising 4.31 subject to the unbiasedness constraint, i.e. to ensure the ex-
pected error to be zero, requires the introduction of Lagrange multipliers ψ and
the optimisation criterion 4.31 changes to:
σ2k(s0) = 2λ
>γ0 − λ>Γλ− 2ψ>(X>λ− x0) (4.32)
Differentiating 4.32 with respect to Lagrange multipliers ψ and kriging weights
λ yields the general formulation of the kriging system in matrix notation after
equating to zero
[
Γ X
X> 0
][
λ
ψ
]
=
[
γ0
x0
]
(4.33)
with design matrix X and zero matrix 0 (see Christensen 1991; Minasny and
McBratney 2007). Inverting the left-hand side of equation 4.33 and solving for
λ gives the optimal set of weights required for the BLUP (4.30). The exact
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formula to obtain λ changes according to the kriging variant used for spatial
prediction. However, all kriging approaches have in common that calculations
are heavily dependent on variogram models that are usually unknown. Thus,
the key practical issue applying kriging techniques in its traditional sense is to
estimate the parameters of any variogram model from sample values. Go back
to chapter 4.4.3 on page 50 for details on variogram analysis in the univariate
case. The following sections describe the specific kriging variants that are relevant
in the frame of this dissertation. Note that their presentation consistently uses
variogram terminology and focuses on prediction based on point-support. In
addition, only isotropic processes are considered, i. e. the second-order properties
are assumed to solely depend on distance, denoted by h, omitting any possible
directional influences.
For a detailed derivation of the kriging equations refer to the textbooks by Web-
ster and Oliver (2007), Chiles and Delfiner (2012) or the more mathematically
demanding reference work from Cressie (1993). Christensen (1991) gives insight
into spatial data modelling by explicitly relating the kriging system to the con-
cept of linear mixed models and BLUP theory. Alternative textbooks that focus
on linear mixed model frameworks for geostatistical prediction are provided by
Stein (1999) and Diggle and Ribeiro Jr. (2007).
4.6.4.1 Ordinary kriging
Ordinary kriging (OK) is the most frequently used member of the kriging family
and a special case of the random function decomposition defined in 4.29. Follow-
ing the notation introduced in section 4.6.4, the OK model is
Z(s) = µ+ e(s) (4.34)
where µ represents an unknown spatial mean that is assumed to be constant
throughout the entire study area or some local neighbourhood. With respect
to the kriging system (4.33), X reduces to a vector of ones and x0 to 1:
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[
Γ 1
1> 0
][
λ
ψ
]
=
[
γ0
1
]
(4.35)
Solving equations 4.35 for λ yields the best linear unbiased predictor of Z(s0)
zˆ(s0) = λ
>z = γ>0 Γ
−1z + [1− γ>0 Γ−11](1>Γ−11)−11>Γ−1z (4.36)
satisfying
∑n
i=1 λi = 1 to guarantee unbiasedness. The corresponding OK pre-
diction variance is estimated using:
σ2ok(s0) = γ
>
0 Γ
−1γ0 − [1− γ>0 Γ−11](1>Γ−11)−1[1− γ>0 Γ−11]> (4.37)
The possibility to calculate prediction variances at each unsampled location pro-
vides a rough measure of uncertainty related to every particular estimate or
grid cell, respectively. This is one of the major advantages of (ordinary) kriging
over deterministic interpolation techniques. Linear regression or inverse distance
weighting, which were formerly discussed, do not come with such an internal
quantification of model quality.
The given derivation of kriging weights and prediction variance again underlines
the outstanding importance of the variogram in geostatistics. In the frame of this
thesis, OK prediction of soil textural fractions at the landscape scale make use of
variogram models obtained from variography as part of the exploratory spatial
data analysis described in chapter 4.4.3.
4.6.4.2 Cokriging
Cokriging is an interpolation technique that extends the kriging methods to the
multivariate case. In most applications cokriging aims at predicting just a single
target quantity, called the principal or primary variable, which is modelled using a
set of more densely sampled, but not continuously available, correlated attributes
(Goovaerts 1997; Webster and Oliver 2007). However, in the frame of this thesis,
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cokriging is considered in a slightly different way to simultaneously predict a
vector of two variables which are equally sampled. The corresponding linear
model in its ordinary form is
Z(s) = µ+ e(s) (4.38)
where µ represents a vector of unknown, overall spatial means and e(s) is an
intrinsic random vector with zero mean. Following the nonnegative-definiteness
criterion given by Ver Hoef and Cressie (1993) and using the matrix formulation
from section 4.6.4, the ordinary cokriging system for the bivariate case can be
derived as

Γ11 Γ12 11 0
Γ21 Γ22 0 12
1>1 0
> 0 0
0> 1>2 0 0


λ1
λ2
ψ1
ψ2
 =

b11 b12
b21 b22
1 0
0 1
 (4.39)
where b11 = (γ11(s0−s1), γ11(s0−s2), . . . , γ11(s0−sn))>, b22 = (γ22(s0−s1), γ22(s0−
s2), . . . , γ22(s0 − sn))>, b12 = b21 = (γ12(s0 − s1), γ12(s0 − s2), . . . , γ12(s0 − sn))>
and Γuv are symmetric n×n matrices representing direct (u = v = 1, u = v = 2)
or cross (u 6= v) semivariances between any two points γuv(si−sj), i, j = 1, . . . , n.
More concisely, the cokriging equations (4.39) in terms of the cross-variogram are
written as
[
G X
X> 0
][
Λ
Ψ
]
=
[
b
xc
]
(4.40)
from which the best linear unbiased predictor is received assuming G to be in-
vertible and solving for the weights Λ:
zˆ(s0) = Λ
>z = b>G−1z + [xc − b>G−1X](X>G−1X)−1X>G−1z (4.41)
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The 2× 2 mean squared prediction error (kriging variance) matrix is accordingly
defined as:
σ2ck(s0) = b
>G−1b− [xc − b>G−1X](X>G−1X)−1[xc − b>G−1X]> (4.42)
The interpolation algorithm of the cokriging predictor requires not only direct
variograms of all involved target quantities but also cross-(semi)variances between
each variable pair for any lag distance h. These continuous direct and cross-
variogram models reflecting the spatial dependence within and between two or
more regionalised variables are commonly addressed by assuming a linear model
of coregionalisation (LMC). Formally, the LMC is a linear combination of one
particular set of L authorised variogram functions gl(h)
G(h) =
L∑
l=1
Blgl(h) (4.43)
with Bl being the 2×2 (in the bivariate case) coregionalisation matrix that sum-
marises the partial sills of some corresponding variogram model gl(h) (Goovaerts
1997). In this thesis, only spherical variogram models (4.5) are considered as
introduced in chapter 4.4.3 including a nugget effect.
From a practical point of view, as the LMC is unknown, it is established from
multivariate spatial data. Whereas experimental direct variograms are obtained
from sample data following Matheron’s method-of-moments estimator (4.4), cal-
culating empirical cross-variograms is more difficult as discussed, for instance,
by Papritz et al. (1993) or Cressie and Wikle (1998). Different estimators are
proposed, from which the classic (covariance-based) cross-variogram is used
γˆuv(h) =
1
2
· 1
N(h)
N(h)∑
i=1
[zu(si)− zu(si + h)][zv(si)− zv(si + h)] (4.44)
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for u 6= v where zu(s), zv(s) and zu(s + h), zv(s + h) are measured values of Z
at locations s and s + h with N(h) being the number of point pairs separated
by a particular lag h. Restricting to isotropic processes and the bivariate case, h
reduces to a scalar and u, v = 1, 2. Note that this type of estimator can only be
used if the target quantities are measured at coincident sites.
The fitting procedure to end up with continuous variogram functions to calculate
G and b in equation 4.41 for prediction purposes is divided into three steps. First,
empirical direct and cross-variograms are inspected for identical range and model
structure as well as an initial guess on the nugget and partial sill coefficients.
Second, optimal estimates of the nugget and partial sills are calculated based on
a weighted least squares (N/h2) approach. Third, the eigenvalues of the result-
ing sill matrices are checked for being non-negative. The latter step is adequate
to verify, whether the built LMC is permissible and, thus, ensures the positive
definiteness of the cokriging system. Note, however, that the described proce-
dure is often considered as being sub-optimal (see Goovaerts 1997) and can easily
become cumbersome if the number of coregionalised variables increases. Thus,
more sophisticated ways of fitting a LMC directly addressing the positive defi-
niteness condition are available. For instance, Goulard and Voltz (1992) suggest
an iterative least-squares like technique, Pelletier et al. (2004) compares differ-
ent weighted and generalised least squares procedures and Marchant and Lark
(2007) proposes a restricted maximum likelihood based approach. However, the
simple three-step strategy appeared sufficient in the given bivariate case studies
and more advanced fitting methods were disregarded.
Ordinary cokriging as previously presented was applied merely on alr-transformed
soil textural fractions and their residuals. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were
considered to justify the appropriateness of using this multivariate extension of
kriging. In cases where equally sampled variables are hardly correlated, the dif-
ferences between kriging and cokriging results are likely to be negligible (Webster
and Oliver 2007).
For an exhaustive matrix formulation of cokriging, refer to Myers (1982) or Ver
Hoef and Cressie (1993). Goovaerts (1997) comprehensively presents the theory
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on LMC. A very recent review written by Fanshawe and Diggle (2012) focuses on
bivariate models, discussing alternative strategies to the common LMC approach
such as kernel convolution techniques, latent dimensions or copulas.
4.6.5 Hybrid methods
The previous chapters introduced linear regression (4.6.1) and neural networks
(4.6.2) as non-spatial tools for predictions based on explanatory factors corre-
lated with the target variables and available for each pixel of the entire study
area. However, possible auto- and cross-correlations among the modelled quanti-
ties are neglected by these techniques. On the contrary, (ordinary) geostatistical
methods (4.6.4) were described that explicitly focus on spatial dependence within
and between regionalised variables, while omitting any deterministic structure by
assuming unknown and fixed spatial means. Since soil variation often cannot be
fully addressed by either deterministic or stochastic components, hybrid methods
are applied, combining the benefits of those two groups of interpolation tech-
niques. Note that ordinary cokriging is not classified as hybrid, as it is used for
simultaneous kriging of two target variables rather than modelling an undersam-
pled single quantity in terms of other correlated properties.
4.6.5.1 Regression (co)kriging
Regression kriging (RK) is an univariate interpolation technique that additively
mixes the regression of some target quantity on a set of independent variables
with (ordinary) kriging of the regression residuals (Odeh et al. 1995; Hengl et al.
2004). Accordingly, some RK point estimate at s0 is formally described by
zˆ(s0) = mˆ(s0) + eˆ(s0) (4.45)
with mˆ(s0) being the fitted trend estimate and eˆ(s0) representing the kriged
regression residuals. Note the similarity between equation 4.45 and the general
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decomposition of the stochastic process (4.29) leading to the BLUP derivation
from linear mixed model theory. This is the reason why some authors state that
spatial prediction based on MLR and the kriging variants are nothing but special
cases of the BLUP (see Christensen 1991; Stein 1999), which is in matrix notation
formulated as
zˆ(s0) = x
>
0 βˆGLS + λ
>
0 (z−XβˆGLS) (4.46)
where X is the design matrix of predictors at measured locations, x0 is the vector
of predictors at the new point s0 and (z−XβˆGLS) representing the column vector
of GLS residuals. The regression coefficients βˆGLS and kriging weights λ0 are es-
timated independently following the principles outlined in section 4.6.1 and 4.6.4,
respectively. Alternatively, predictions can be made directly by solving for fixed
and random effects in conjunction following methods known as universal kriging
(UK) or kriging with external drift (KED) that are mathematically equivalent to
RK (see Hengl et al. 2007).
Extending RK formally to the multivariate case is straight forward. Instead of
repeating mathematical derivations, required practical steps to perform regression
cokriging (RCOK) as applied in the context of this thesis are summarised in 4.8.
Practical issues related to stepwise regression modelling and ordinary cokriging
can be understood from sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.4.2, respectively. Note, however,
that GLS estimates only occur in the regression part or rather trend analysis. No
recalculations of the auto- and cross-variogram parameters were considered based
on GLS residuals. Such an iteratively re-weighted GLS procedure was suggested
by Schabenberger and Gotway (2004) to overcome the RK drawback that esti-
mated empirical variances from OLS residuals are biased especially with regard
to larger lags (Cressie 1993; Lark et al. 2006). However, among others, Kitanidis
(1993) found out that there is often not a big difference in practice between the
iterative procedure and OLS-based estimation of second-order properties (Hengl
2009). Accordingly, any iteratively re-weighting was disregarded in the RK and
RCOK applications of this dissertation.
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the regression cokriging framework
With respect to digital soil mapping at the field scale, regression cokriging is
applied in a global setting. RCOK was favoured over other hybrid techniques,
because it allows for separate investigation of the regression modelling part and
the geostatistical interpolation component. At the landscape scale, uni- and mul-
tivariate versions of RK were used as a benchmark model to evaluate potentially
more accurate neural network approaches for substituting the regression part of
the analysis as described in the subsequent section.
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4.6.5.2 Neural network residual cokriging
A big advantage of the hybrid regression (co)kriging method is the independent
treatment of deterministic and random components. This flexibility also allows
for the incorporation of more complex techniques that open up the spatial mod-
elling procedures beyond the traditional linear case. Such an approach is shown
in figure 4.9 illustrating the steps needed to combine an artificial neural network
(multi-layer perceptron) with cokriging for soil-related mapping. Remarkable
issues of the neural network training phase are shown in gray with individual
decisions added in brackets. For practical details on the neural network part con-
sider section 4.6.2, while subsection 4.6.4.2 refers to cokriging theory. Since the
required amount of measured data from which to train any multi-layer perceptron
is rather large, neural network residual cokriging (NNRCK) is only applied to the
Rio di Costara catchment.
4.7 Validation and model comparison
Validation provides information on how well a particular model performed in
practice and is a crucial task associated with any digital soil mapping project.
This quality check can be based on either graphical analysis or numerical in-
dices quantifying the error of the evaluated model. A frequently used measure of
prediction accuracy is the root mean squared error (RMSE) given by
RMSE =
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
(zˆ(si)− z(si))2
] 1
2
(4.47)
with n being the number of observations in the test set, zˆ(si) representing the
model estimate at position si and z(si) denoting the corresponding true value.
In contrast to many other deviation-based statistics often considered for valida-
tion purposes (Bellocchi et al. 2010), RMSE equally judges positive and negative
model errors. By taking the square root, it remains in the same dimension as the
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Figure 4.9: Overview of the neural network residual cokriging framework
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studied target variable, which makes interpretation quite intuitive. Representing
a measure of distance between predictions and measurements, it is inferred that
smaller RMSE values point to better model performances. Similarly widespread
association-based validation measures like coefficients of determination from re-
gressions between estimated and observed values are also considered in the frame
of this thesis. Note, however, that several authors discussed the drawbacks of
model assessment with regards to this particular category (e.g. Mayer et al. 1994;
Kobayashi and Salam 2000; Gauch et al. 2003). As a third numerical evaluation
quantity, model efficiency (EF) is computed
EF = 1−
∑n
i=1(z(si)− zˆ(si))2∑n
i=1(z(si)− z¯(si))2
(4.48)
where z¯(si) is the mean of the measurement values considered for validation. EF
can be interpreted as the explained variance level of the inspected model and is
also known as Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient from hydrological modelling applications.
RMSE, EF as well as univariate summary statistics of model residuals basically
treat the target variables as independent quantities. However, soil textural classes
are compositional data and were modelled in a multivariate log-ratio approach.
To be consistent, a combined quality estimate is added to the model evaluation
procedure of this work. The standardised residual sum-of-squares (STRESS) as
described by Mart´ın-Ferna´ndez et al. (2001) and applied, for instance, in Lark
and Bishop (2007) and Ward and Mueller (2012) is defined as
STRESS =
[∑
i<j(δij − δ∗ij)2∑
i<j(δij)
2
] 1
2
(4.49)
where δij and δ
∗
ij are Aitchison distances of two compositions i and j regarding
observed and estimated (∗) particle-size fractions, respectively. From this defini-
tion, STRESS can be interpreted as the overall similarity between multivariate
predictions and measurements. Accordingly, lower STRESS values refer to more
accurate prediction models (Lark and Bishop 2007).
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In addition to common average error metrics, Shapiro-Wilk tests for normality
and global Moran’s I statistics to verify the absence of remaining spatial corre-
lation are calculated based on the model residuals. To investigate model perfor-
mances with respect to individual samples, bubble plots are created to unravel
any systematic over- and underestimation in the study area. Note that hypothe-
sis testing and the detection of (spatial) error clustering and outliers is only done
for the final, hybrid interpolation techniques, not for applied reference methods.
In order to successfully validate any model, it is at best tested against data not
used at any stage of the model calibration process (Snee 1977; McBratney et al.
2003; Esbensen and Geladi 2010). Such an independent set of reference data was
collected at the landscape scale, but was not available for fields 21 and 33 due to
time and budget limitations. As a consequence, the generalisation ability of any
field-related prediction methods is examined using leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV). Following the LOOCV procedure, one sample at a time is removed
from the model and the target quantities are estimated for this particular point.
The leave-one-out re-sampling approach is proceeded until each measured location
was omitted once and average validation measures can finally be determined (see
Davis 1987; Hengl 2009).
Up to this point, performances of spatial prediction methods were evaluated indi-
vidually. However, often more than one interpolation technique is applied to the
same problem and the user is supposed to find a way to choose between competing
methods. In this thesis, model comparison starts with simple visual inspection of
selected prediction maps presenting the output of each model built in the corre-
sponding case studies. This rather qualitative approach is then supplemented by
measurements of spatial agreement between (soil texture) maps which are com-
puted based on Cohen’s κ statistics (see Sterlacchini et al. 2011). In addition,
distributions of the residuals from the various methods are compared and overall
error measures as defined for validation purposes are considered to select the best
model at hand. In a last step, all sites are visited one by one simply counting
best predictions in terms of absolute errors. A likewise procedure is applied, for
instance, by Vasˇa´t et al. (2013).
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4.8 Web-based delivery of digital soil mapping
data
This section provides a brief introduction into the free and open-source based
geoportal solution deployed with regards to the international research project
CLIMB. As a major outcome of work package 2, the CLIMB Geoportal is pri-
marily intended for storing and providing spatially distributed data about the
current state and future changes of the hydrological conditions within the seven
CLIMB test sites around the Mediterranean (see http://www.climb-fp7.eu). Be-
sides, it also disseminates the final soil maps produced in the frame of this thesis
in forms of GIS-related web services. Thus, the presented web-platform can be
seen as the final step of the methodological workflow of this thesis providing
long-term visibility and access to the produced soil mapping outputs.
The above-mentioned (geo)services are supposed to meet certain standards and
specifications in order to properly operate inside a significant number of clients.
Well-established standards and GIS-related specifications on spatial data, services
and their describing meta information are defined by the Open Geospatial Con-
sortium (OGC) and the ISO Technical Committee 211 (see Mitchell 2005; Nolde
et al. 2010). In Europe, another important framework is given by the INSPIRE
directive 2007/2/EC of the European Parliament aiming at a continental spatial
data infrastructure (EC 2007). As a major component, this directive explicitly
claims the dissemination of spatial information in forms of standardised web ser-
vices that are mainly grouped into view, download and discovery services. The
latter are meant for searching and querying spatial resources, while view services
provide an image of some mapped geographic layer and download services grant
access to its underlying data. The steps required to create INSPIRE-compliant
(view) services are defined more precisely in the corresponding regulation docu-
ment (EC 2009) and its technical guidance for implementation (EC 2011). There
are also additional guidance documents on national level, e.g. the ones from
the GDI-DE coordination unit in Germany (GDI-DE 2011). The same applies to
the standard-compliant collection of metadata which is thoroughly specified, for
instance, in EC (2008), EC (2013) and GDI-DE (2008).
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Figure 4.10: Architecture of the CLIMB-specific SDI with geoportal solution
Geoportals and their consolidated web services are key elements of spatial data
infrastructures (SDIs), since they virtually represent their connection to the out-
side world. The CLIMB-SDI clearly focuses on the technical implementation
issues of any SDI definition (see GSDI 2004), namely the distribution, documen-
tation and visualisation of spatial data, whereas legal and organisational aspects
are of minor interest. Figure 4.10 provides an overview of the central (software)
components used to set-up the CLIMB-SDI and informs about their interactions.
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The implementation of the CLIMB Geoportal is based on version 2.0c5 of the
open-source geospatial content management system GeoNode (for details refer to
http://geonode.org). It mainly consists of the Python web development frame-
work Django and includes a GeoServer instance for providing OGC-compliant
web services. In addition, GeoNode comes with an OGC CSW server implemen-
tation (pycsw) as well as a built-in WebGIS-client (GeoExplorer). PostgreSQL
enhanced by PostGIS in versions 9.2.1/2.0.1 serves as database backend for rele-
vant information on maps, layers and other elements of the final portal product.
Note that soil mapping results in raster-format are stored file-based as GeoTIFFs,
since the used GeoServer instance could not by default work on PostGIS raster.
Nevertheless, GeoServer is an essential SDI component responsible for the cre-
ation of view and download services. In the context of view services, the OGC
Web Map Service (WMS) standard, eventually defined in ISO 19128, is used in
its current version 1.3.0. A download option is provided by means of a Web
Coverage Service (WCS) which is, however, only available to registered users.
Once the portal has been successfully configured, adding a new resource requires
the preparation and upload of up to three different files. Alongside the im-
age itself, describing information can be provided through an additional XML-
document containing metadata elements that follow the ISO 19115/19139 stan-
dards. Furthermore, graphical rendering instructions associated to each pre-
rendered map need to be defined in accordance with the OGC Styled Layer De-
scriptor (SLD) standard. All supplementary files must have the same name as
the desired image so that GeoNode identifies them correctly during the upload
process. The creation of metadata records (XML) and styling information (SLD)
was done using functions from the R-package plotKML (Hengl 2014).
The presented web-platform is described in greater detail within corresponding
deliverable reports related to work package 2 (geospatial data management) of
the EU-FP7-project CLIMB. Most of these reports can be freely downloaded, for
instance, from the project’s website at http://www.climb-fp7.eu. The CLIMB
Geoportal itself is available under http://lgi-climbsrv.geographie.uni-kiel.de. Ap-
pendix .2 at page 204 provides some portal screenshots focusing on resources
related to soil mapping outputs produced in this work.

Chapter 5
Results
This chapter presents the results of soil spatial prediction at the Sardinian test
sites, based upon the data and methods introduced in the previous sections.
Part 5.1 distinguishes between the field 21 and field 33, and mapping focuses
on the integration of covariates from geophysical measurements into regression-
based interpolation techniques. Part 5.2 elaborates the potential of a hybrid soil
mapping approach combining an artificial neural network model with bivariate
kriging at the landscape scale.
5.1 Interpolation results at the field scale:
San Michele farm
The current section starts with an extensive exploratory data analysis of fields 21
and 33 located at the San Michele farm. Subsequently, spatial prediction results
are presented following a hybrid interpolation technique based on regression and
cokriging. In particular, digital soil mapping at the field scale focuses on the in-
tegration of relatively novel predictors from geophysical measurements combined
with traditional land-surface parameters and point coordinates. Model efficiency
is quantified by validation measures based on leave-one-out cross-validation.
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5.1.1 Exploratory data analysis
Exploratory data analysis is helpful to familiarise with any new dataset. For this
purpose, basic statistical parameters, as summarised in table 5.1, provide a first
impression on raw target variables and their distribution. Focusing on field 21,
sand content is predominant on average among the three soil textural fractions
with a mean value of 40.5 %. Its variation portrayed by a standard deviation
of 7.3 % is also slightly higher compared to clay and silt content. In addition, a
positive skewness value of 0.6 indicates some small right-skewed behaviour for that
particular variable. On the contrary, clay and silt content are rather symmetric
and normally distributed. With respect to field 33, clay and sand content are
almost of the same size on average, each having a mean value of about 39 %. Both
fractions also vary to a similar extent with standard deviations of approximately
6.5 %. Note, however, that they differ in symmetry as evidenced by a negative
skewness value of 0.6 for clay and a positive one of 0.4 for sand.
Table 5.1: Summary statistics of soil textural fractions, San Michele farm
Targets1 Min Max 1st2 2nd2 3rd2 Mean Std.3 Skewness Kurtosis
- for field 21 (N = 43) -
CLAY 21.43 44.52 28.26 34.43 37.90 33.50 5.76 −0.19 −0.84
SILT 19.08 34.87 23.25 25.55 28.36 26.00 3.89 0.35 −0.35
SAND 31.02 55.31 35.36 36.70 46.61 40.51 7.26 0.62 −1.06
- for field 33 (N = 64) -
CLAY 20.94 51.63 36.09 40.62 43.92 39.69 6.49 −0.64 −0.01
SILT 10.79 35.86 18.30 21.95 23.72 21.27 4.91 0.33 0.56
SAND 26.35 55.31 34.20 37.24 43.57 39.04 6.62 0.40 −0.70
1 Clay, silt and sand content in %, 2 Quartiles (2nd = Median), 3 Standard deviation
Referring to field 21, own measured mean values are compared to previous surveys
by AGRIS Sardegna and UFZ Leipzig. Table 5.2 enumerates the centre of each
measured composition and roughly underlines the similarity of the different case
studies. Both, UFZ and CAU/LMU found an average clay loam texture, whereas
a more sandy soil type was observed by AGRIS. This slight discrepancy in sand
content between the AGRIS results and own measurements might be due to
different limits used to distinguish silt and sand particles (50µm instead of 63 µm).
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Note, however, that exact field and laboratory conditions of the previous surveys
are unknown. In addition, sample sizes are significantly smaller for the two former
case studies.
Table 5.2: Mean values of soil textural fractions of different surveys at field 21
Survey Clay Silt Sand Sample size
AGRIS 2005 by M. Melis 32.6 20.7 46.7 9
UFZ 2010 by U. Werban 27.9 29.3 42.8 5
CAU/LMU 2010/2011 by M. Blaschek and S. Meyer 33.4 26.1 40.5 43
Clay, silt and sand content in %
Linking the numerical summaries from both investigated fields uncovers some
shift concerning clay and silt contents. Regarding the mean value, field 21 exhibits
a lower clay content than field 33, but is on average enriched in silty material.
The impression of soil textural differences between the two adjacent fields is
further confirmed taking the complete composition into account by performing a
Hotelling T 2-test. Its F-statistic of 15.3 (df1 = 3, df2 = 103) with an associated
p-value close to zero (2.6e-08) clearly implies that the null hypothesis of equal
multivariate means must be rejected for the two samples. Thus, with regard to
obvious differences in summary statistics and the significant statistical test result,
both fields are not representative for each other in terms of soil texture. Mixing
the two datasets to proceed with one larger sample is, therefore, unjustified.
Graphical representations of the distributions of the target variables are presented
in form of histograms (see figure 5.1) and box-and-whisker-plots (see figure 5.2).
These visualisations basically acknowledge the findings from descriptive statistics,
highlighting the clay and silt differences between field 21 and 33. It is also striking
that clay content of field 33 is slightly skewed to the left with one potential
outlier. Furthermore, clay and silt measurements of field 21 spread less compared
to observations from field 33.
Figure 5.3 displays the three-part simplex of (compositional) soil textural frac-
tions in form of an equilateral triangle. It incorporates all sample locations from
the two surveyed fields of the San Michele farm. The centres of both compositions
are located inside the clay loam class according to the USDA soil taxonomy and
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Figure 5.1: Density histograms of soil textural fractions at the San Michele farm.
Figures a) – c) refer to field 21, while the graphs in d) – f) are determined from
field 33. The dashed lines represent the corresponding normal distribution based
on sample mean values and standard deviations.
FAO guidelines. In terms of absolute counts, clay loam remains the predominant
class with regards to field 21, while field 33 is also characterised by a high number
of points belonging to the clay texture class.
Until now, univariate analysis steps were examined, focusing on distributional
concerns of each single target variable. However, knowledge about the target
variables is not sufficient for subsequent modelling procedures, since exhaustive
auxiliary information is available for the two fields of interest serving as potential
explanatory factors. In order to investigate the bivariate relations between target
variables and continuous covariates, scatterplot matrices are prepared (see figures
5.4 and 5.5 on pages 93–94, respectively). In the lower panel of each scatterplot
matrix, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (ρ) are shown.
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Figure 5.2: Contents of soil textural fractions by agricultural fields at the San
Michele farm. The number of observations at field 21 and 33 are 43 and 64,
respectively. Potential outliers are marked by an asterisk and represent values
outside 1.5 times the interquartile range.
With respect to field 21, soil textural fractions are significantly related to gamma-
ray nuclides. The highest correlation coefficient of 0.58 is measured between sand
and uranium, while finer texture classes exhibit a slightly weaker and negative
correlation with nuclide concentrations. Opposed signs are observed for ratios of
pairwise nuclides such as Th/K, being positively related to clay and silt content,
but negatively in case of sand. However, these correlations are not statistically sig-
nificant (P < 0.05) for field 21. Slightly different correlations between soil textural
fractions and radiometric data emerge for field 33. While clay content correlates
to a higher extent compared to field 21, silt is not significantly related to nuclide
concentrations. Again the sign is negative for the finer particle size fractions and
positive for sand content. Apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) measures from
electromagnetic induction are only significantly related to silt (ρ = 0.38) at field
21, no matter which operation mode is considered. At field 33, no significant
correlations exist between ECa observations and soil textural fractions. Terrain
attributes such as elevation, slope and wetness index show partly significant, yet
diverse relations to soil texture in terms of direction, comparing the two fields.
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Figure 5.3: Ternary diagram of sampled soil texture classes at the field scale,
San Michele farm. Grey lines indicate the transition between different textural
classes in accordance with the USDA soil taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff 1999). The
red-coloured symbols are related to field 21, whereas blue asterisks refer to field
33. The rhombuses represent the centre of the given compositions.
Both scatterplot matrices shown in figure 5.4 and 5.5, present merely selections
of all available covariates. For example, the additional dose rate parameter only
represents a combination of all three gamma-ray nuclides and does not reveal
any new relations between radiometric data and soil texture. It is, therefore,
excluded from further analysis steps. Th/U and U/K ratios exhibit very similar,
yet not identical, correlations with the target variables as already introduced by
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Figure 5.4: Scatterplot matrix related to field 21 at the San Michele farm. The
lower triangle displays Pearson’s correlation coefficients of each pairwise variable
combination. Statistical significance is indicated as follows: * P < 0.05, ** P <
0.01, *** P < 0.001. Diagonal boxes show the histograms of each parameter and
bivariate scatterplots are drawn in the upper panel.
Th/K. For the sake of clarity, these parameters are not shown in the scatterplot
matrices, but are still considered for subsequent modelling. The same applies
to additional land-surface parameters such as topographic wetness index and
length-slope factor. By contrast, aspect (or exposition) contains several no-data
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Figure 5.5: Scatterplot matrix related to field 33 at the San Michele farm
pixels and is omitted from the group of possible covariates for numerical reasons,
although being significantly related to soil texture at field 21.
Focusing on Pearson’s correlation coefficients between independent variables as
shown in the lower triangle of figures 5.4 and 5.5, clearly indicates that most of
the given covariates are strongly correlated with each other. Considering this
high level of multicollinearity and the relatively small sample sizes at both sites,
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Figure 5.6: Covariance biplots at the field scale. Both biplots present scores of
the observations (black dots) and coefficients of the variables (red vectors) on the
first two PCs. Note that the red plus-signs actually represent the length of the
vectors and not the arrow heads. Scree plots are shown in the right-upper corner,
indicating the considered number of factors as red points.
a principal component analysis (PCA) is highly beneficial for reducing the di-
mensions among the numerous explanatory factors prior to statistical modelling.
PCA results for both investigated fields are illustrated in form of biplots in figure
5.6. They basically consider the first two principal components (PCs) of each
analysis and focus on inter-variable covariance structure. The latter implies that
the cosines of apparent angles between vectors roughly reflect the correlations be-
tween the corresponding covariates. Since all co-variables were normalised prior to
decomposition, the lengths of the vectors again approximate their representation
by the two considered PCs (see Greenacre 2010, ch. 6). Thus, for instance, ECa
from electromagnetic induction (EMI) seems to have more influence on the first
two PCs at field 21 compared to field 33. In addition, vectors of EMI measures
and gamma-ray nuclides are almost orthogonal in figure 5.6b and the involved
variables, therefore, be treated as uncorrelated. This observation implies that the
two geophysical sensors seem to be affected by different soil properties at that
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particular field, and thus may complement each other for soil (texture) mapping.
At field 21, by contrast, these two groups of covariates exhibit some negative
correlation expressed by opposed vector directions.
Table 5.3: Loading coefficients of selected principal components at the field scale
Covariate Abbreviation Field 21 Field 33
PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2 PC3
Elevation ELEV 0.00 −0.23 −0.11 −0.40 0.15
SAGA wetness index SAGAWI −0.18 0.47 −0.36 0.21 −0.12
Slope SLOPE 0.30 −0.23 0.40 −0.20 0.00
Profile curvature PROFC 0.02 −0.09 −0.01 −0.04 0.33
Plan curvature PLANC −0.02 −0.25 0.07 −0.08 0.35
Topographic wetness index TWI −0.11 0.50 −0.32 0.28 −0.27
Stream power index STREAMP 0.12 0.34 0.08 0.07 −0.37
Length-slope factor LS 0.29 −0.03 0.39 −0.16 −0.09
ECa in horizontal mode EMIH −0.34 0.14 0.25 −0.09 −0.12
ECa in vertical mode EMIV −0.34 0.15 0.22 −0.13 −0.13
Potassium 40K GAMMAK 0.40 0.17 −0.32 −0.40 −0.04
Thorium 232Th GAMMATH 0.39 0.15 −0.34 −0.22 −0.07
Uranium 238U GAMMAU 0.37 0.10 −0.24 −0.38 −0.33
Th/K ratio THKratio −0.19 −0.16 0.06 0.43 −0.07
Th/U ratio THUratio 0.09 0.17 −0.11 0.25 0.40
U/K ratio UKratio −0.22 −0.27 0.17 0.08 −0.45
Eigenvalue - 5.03 3.17 4.37 2.81 2.01
Explained variance - 31.46 19.79 27.34 17.56 12.56
To identify the most influencing variables of the principal components, loading
coefficients are analysed. Table 5.3 summarises the loading values of those PCs
that cumulatively account for more than 50 % of the total spatial variation. With
regard to field 21, gamma-ray nuclides and ECa measurements from electromag-
netic induction produce the largest loading values and are considered as most
influencing in the context of PC1. The second PC is better represented by the
two wetness indices. Land-surface parameter are the dominant covariate class
for the first PC at field 33, whereas ratios of nuclide concentrations influence
the second and third PCs. EMI measures are only relevant with respect to PC4
accounting for 11.3 % of the total spatial variation. Selecting the optimal set of
factors utilised as predictors in further (geo)statistical modelling based on the
eigenvalues, i. e. the squared singular values of the decomposition. PCs, whose
eigenvalues exceed 1.05 and 1.03 at field 21 and 33, respectively (calculated after
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Karlis et al. 2003), remain in the analysis. Thus, the first five PCs are deemed
relevant for field 21, while the first six PCs are chosen at field 33 according to the
given critical values. These selections are supported by visual inspection of scree
plots shown in the upper right corner of figure 5.6, where the so-called elbow of
the curve roughly indicates the number of factors to keep.
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Figure 5.7: Postplots of measured clay, silt and sand content by soil unit after
Aru (1966) at field 21 and 33. The size of the circles represents the proportion of
the respective textural fractions.
After focusing on the values of involved datasets, proportional symbol postplots
are examined to familiarise with spatial peculiarities among the target variables
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at both fields. Figure 5.7 shows the measurement locations and proportions of
the textural fractions, and highlights possible differences due to certain soil units
as defined by Aru (1966). It can be seen in the maps that the previously surveyed
soil zones do not explain much of the current spatial variation among clay, silt
and sand content. This resource is, therefore, inappropriate to address any global
trend of the target soil properties and no longer considered for spatial modelling.
Focusing on global spatial structures, silt exhibits some tendency towards higher
percentages in the central part of field 21. Another apparent clustering of high
values occurs for sand contents sampled close to the southern edge of field 21.
In contrast to global trend observations from field 21, spatial distribution of
measured soil textural fractions is more subtle regarding field 33 with higher and
lower values being rather dispersed.
Local spatial dependence representing the second key factor of spatial structure is
best examined by plotting empirical variances against distance. From variograms
shown in figure 5.8 it is recognisable that there is spatial auto-correlation for all
three particle size fractions at both fields. Differences between two points located
close to each other are on average lower than those for more widely spaced point
pairs. Focusing on field 33, distinctions for clay content show an almost ideal
spherical curve shape with a linear increase in dissimilarity up to 111 m and
a nugget variance of 13 %2. Silt exhibits a longer range of 151 m and a closer
nugget-to-sill ratio of 62 % indicating a larger amount of micro-scale variability
and measurement error components. In addition, clay is overall more variable,
expressed by a higher total sill variance of 43 %2 compared to 25 %2 regarding
silt. Unlike clay and silt content, where spherical curves have been fitted, spatial
variation of sand is better addressed by an exponential model (c0 = 8, c1 = 55,
a = 3r = 405). Note the existence of an eye-catching outlier in the sand variogram
at field 33 with an exceptional high variance for very short distances. However,
only two point pairs contribute to that particular lag, neglecting its influence
to the fitting procedure. Looking at variogram analysis results with respect to
textural fractions at field 21 strong unbounded behaviour is revealed, starting
from 135 m for clay and sand content. This observation clearly underlines the
presence of a global trend already discussed in the paragraph related to postplot
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analysis. In contrast to clay and sand content, only very little spatial auto-
correlation could be detected for silt content at field 21.
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Figure 5.8: Variograms of soil textural fractions at field sites. Empirical variances
are estimated by the method-of-moments and fitted using (weighted) least squares
(N/h2) or adjusted by eye (sand).
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5.1.2 Regression modelling
Exploratory data analysis revealed high correlations among the covariates de-
rived from three different sources of auxiliary information. In order to overcome
multicollinearity effects and to simultaneously reduce the number of explanatory
factors in the final (regression) models, principal components were used rather
than raw covariates. Figure 5.9 shows the spatial distribution of the first four
principal components at both fields 21 and 33. Focusing on the first PC at field
33, high values are predominant at hillside positions which corresponds to a rela-
tively high positive loading value for slope in table 5.3 at page 96. At field 21, the
map of PC1 appears very similar to the spatial estimates of gamma-ray nuclides
and the total dose rate shown in figure 4.6 at page 45 due to a strong positive
weighting of these variables. On the contrary, the second PC exhibits increased
values in zones characterised by low gamma-ray emission and small heights at
field 33 according to negative loading coefficients for nuclide concentrations and
elevation, respectively. PC3 at field 33 is dominated by ratios of pairwise nuclides,
but does not reveal a remarkable spatial pattern.
The number of initially selected principal components was based on critical
(eigen)values calculated in accordance with Karlis et al. (2003). For effective-
ness and parsimony, these initial subsets of predictors are further reduced using
stepwise regression. In case of field 21, PC1 as well as the x- and y-coordinates
remain in the final regression model for alr-transformed clay and silt content. The
best subset of predictors in terms of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) at
field 33 comprises the first three PCs in respect of clay content, whereas silt is
most accurately modelled considering PC1 and PC2 only. Backward-elimination
and forward-selection procedures led to the same final models.
Table 5.4 and 5.5 summarise the parameter estimates from ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression at field 21 and 33, respectively. In addition, common summary
statistics are provided to roughly evaluate the quality of the given models. With
respect to field 21, all coefficients can be considered as highly significant follow-
ing the F- and t-statistics results. Thus, each single predictor is likely to be a
reasonable completion of the examined models. The only exception is PC1 for
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Figure 5.9: Spatial distribution of the first four principal components at the field
scale, San Michele farm. The points represent sample locations and the rhombuses
indicate the position of surveyed soil profiles.
alr-transformed clay content which is slightly less significant (P< 0.05) than the
other parameters (P< 0.001). In terms of coefficients of (multiple) determination,
both models reach comparatively high accuracy rates with explained variance lev-
els of 67 % for clay and 74 % for silt content. The conspicuously large intercept
values of both regressions are irrelevant with regards to interpretation and can
be traced back to the metrics of incorporated x- and y-coordinates.
Referring to field 33, most coefficients are significant at the 0.05 significance level
except for PC1 for alr Clay (P< 0.001). As with field 21, each chosen predictor
proved to be meaningful for modelling alr-transformed clay and silt content at
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Table 5.4: Regression parameter estimates and summary statistics at field 21
alr Clay alr Silt
Variable Estimate Std. error1 t-value2 Estimate Std. error1 t-value2
- Regression coefficients -
Intercept −9443.0720 1944.5050 −4.86*** −7739.3890 1484.9620 −5.21***
PC1 −0.0364 0.0137 −2.66* −0.0506 0.0105 −4.83***
X −0.0021 0.0005 −3.86*** −0.0016 0.0004 −3.80***
Y 0.0024 0.0004 5.65*** 0.0020 0.0003 6.01***
- Summary statistics -
R-squared 0.67 0.74
F-statistic 26.654 36.718
p-value 1.513× 10−9 1.921× 10−11
1 Standard error, 2 Statistical significance is indicated as follows: * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001
the given test sites. However, R-squared values are much less compared to those
of field 21, indicating a considerably weaker overall prediction performance at
field 33. Explained variance levels of 32 % and 17 % are reached by the regression
models for clay and silt, respectively.
Table 5.5: Regression parameter estimates and summary statistics at field 33
alr Clay alr Silt
Variable Estimate Std. error1 t-value2 Estimate Std. error1 t-value2
- Regression coefficients -
Intercept −0.0206 0.0357 −0.58 −0.6630 0.0418 −15.87***
PC1 0.0649 0.0162 4.01*** 0.0480 0.0191 2.51*
PC2 0.0439 0.0195 2.25* 0.0562 0.0228 2.46*
PC3 0.0434 0.0204 2.13* - - -
- Summary statistics -
R-squared 0.32 0.17
F-statistic 9.57 6.12
p-value 2.95× 10−5 3.79× 10−3
1 Standard error, 2 Statistical significance is indicated as follows: * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001
A proper (OLS) regression analysis requires the critical assessment of the model
residuals. On the one hand, particular hypothesis tests are evaluated to approve
important assumptions of the applied linear models such as normality, variance
homogeneity and independence of the errors. On the other hand, outliers and
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influential observations are examined through different diagnostic methods. The
quantitative results of both analysis are outlined in table 5.6 and 5.7.
Focusing on field 21, the distributions of the residuals for both, alr-transformed
clay and silt content, pass the Shapiro-Wilk normality tests with p-values of 0.42
and 0.13, respectively. Even higher p-values of 0.49 (alr Clay) and 0.73 (alr Silt)
are obtained from Breusch-Pagan tests, clearly confirming a valid assumption of
constant error variance for both regression models. Moran’s I test statistics re-
sults additionally suggest the absence of spatial correlation among the alr Clay
residuals (p-value = 0.23), whereas spatially uncorrelated errors are less likely but
still significant for alr Silt (p-value = 0.08). Taking all testing results into con-
sideration, it follows that major OLS regression assumptions are met. Thus, the
outcome of the underlying linear models for field 21 seem trustworthy. In a sec-
ond step, several influence measures are analysed to identify unusual observations
that might disproportionately affect the OLS estimates. Starting with regression
outliers, no studentized residual with a Bonferroni adjusted p-value less than 0.05
was found. Critical leverage points are judged by hat values exceeding three times
the average hat value, that is, the number of parameters including the intercept
divided by the sample size (Belsley et al. 2005). With regard to field 21, no such
unusually high hat value exists. Thus, regression diagnostics at field 21 suggest
that OLS estimates do not suffer from any outstanding measured response nor
are they severely influenced by odd values among the predictors. Nevertheless,
investigating both effects together using Cook’s distance measure reveals at least
two points (IDs 3 and 17) that exceed the common cut-off rule of thumb with
a numerical threshold of 4/(N − k − 1). Hence, these two samples are possibly
influential on the least squares fit for alr-transformed clay and silt content. This
should be kept in mind while interpreting final prediction results. However, since
there are no evident reasons that allow the exclusion of those points, the setting
of discussed regression models remains unchanged.
Concerning field 33, Shapiro-Wilk normality tests with p-values of 0.93 and 0.75
for alr-transformed clay and silt, respectively, clearly confirm normally distributed
residuals. In contrast to field 21, the Breusch-Pagan test results for alr Clay (p-
value = 0.03) imply that the null hypothesis of constant error variance should
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Table 5.6: Regression diagnostics and test statistics at field 21
alr Clay alr Silt
Min Max Mean Std.1 Min Max Mean Std.1
- Residual summary statistics -
Residuals −0.34 0.57 0.00 0.19 −0.33 0.26 0.00 0.15
Studentized residuals −1.84 3.27 0.00 1.04 −2.33 1.77 −0.01 1.03
- Leverage points -
Maximum hat value 0.1692 0.1692
- Shapiro-Wilk normality test -
W 0.9738 0.9588
p-value 0.4247 0.1258
- Breusch-Pagan test -
χ2 0.4735 0.1211
p-value 0.4914 0.7278
- Global Moran’s I 2 -
Moran I 0.0923 −0.1909
z-score 1.2090 −1.7390
p-value 0.2267 0.0820
1 Standard deviation, 2 based on k-nearest neighbour weights with k = 4
be rejected on the 0.05 significance level. Consequently, OLS estimates are not
necessarily efficient and related F- and t-statistics might be inappropriate due to
biased standard errors of the coefficients. With respect to Moran’s I test results,
alr Silt residuals seem to be spatially correlated as indicated by a p-value slightly
below the 0.05 threshold. Thus, instead of assuming variance homogeneity and
independence of the errors in an OLS regression framework, coefficients for final
prediction are fitted using generalised least squares (GLS). In addition to the weak
assumption violations, analysing influence measures also reveals a higher number
of possible complications compared to regression modelling at field 21. Whereas
no measured response values are suspicious, based on the Bonferroni outlier test,
sample point 6 has leverage as evidenced by a noteworthy hat value. However,
this particular point is associated with low studentized residuals and, therefore, is
not seen as problematic. Following the more sensitive Cook’s distance measure,
samples 68, 69, 1, 92 and 37 are marked as potentially influential for the regression
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Table 5.7: Regression diagnostics and test statistics at field 33
alr Clay alr Silt
Min Max Mean Std.1 Min Max Mean Std.1
- Residual summary statistics -
Residuals −0.68 0.64 0.00 0.26 −0.82 0.83 0.00 0.31
Studentized residuals −2.70 2.54 0.00 1.02 −2.73 2.80 0.00 1.03
- Leverage points -
Maximum hat value 0.1538 0.1450
- Shapiro-Wilk normality test -
W 0.9912 0.9871
p-value 0.9309 0.7466
- Breusch-Pagan test -
χ2 4.6729 0.0001
p-value 0.0306 0.9927
- Global Moran’s I 2 -
Moran I 0.0838 0.1510
z-score 1.2364 2.0707
p-value 0.2163 0.0384
1 Standard deviation, 2 based on k-nearest neighbour weights with k = 4
fit of alr-transformed clay content. With respect to linear modelling of alr Silt,
points 68, 3, 77 and 92 exceed the critical threshold value. The order of listing
reflects the magnitude of the respective Cook’s distance values. Considering the
relevant field records, point 68 was especially difficult to sample due to highly
porous soil material, so that observational errors are likely in this particular case.
The same applies to points 77 and 92, where a high amount of soil skeleton
severely hampered the sampling. Moreover, repeated OLS regression analysis for
field 33 without the influential samples 68, 77 and 92 remarkably improved model
performance. Increased R-squared values of 0.41 for alr Clay and 0.28 for alr Silt
are obtained after point removal compared to accuracy measures of 0.32 and 0.17
observed regarding the complete set of measured locations. As a consequence,
samples 68, 77 and 92 are omitted from final regression modelling at field 33.
It follows from regression diagnostics discussed in the previous paragraphs that
final coefficients used for linear modelling of the trend at the field scale are fitted
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using generalised least squares. However, due to the fact that true covariance
matrices of the errors are unknown in the present case studies, OLS estimates
are used to derive regression residuals from which correlation structures are de-
termined. These are then used again to recalculate the regression coefficients
leading to the following final linear trend models:
- field 21 -
alr Clay = −10392.3− 0.0287(PC1)− 0.0019(X) + 0.0026(Y) + 
alr Silt = −7906.9− 0.0492(PC1)− 0.0016(X) + 0.0020(Y) + 
- field 33 -
alr Clay = −0.0407 + 0.0510(PC1) + 0.0562(PC2) + 0.0396(PC3) + 
alr Silt = −0.6270 + 0.0181(PC1) + 0.0640(PC2) + 
5.1.3 Geostatistical analysis of regression residuals
Regression modelling is meant to address any trend components among the alr-
transformed target quantities using ancillary data (land-surface parameters, geo-
physical sensor data as well as x- and y-coordinates). In a next step, regression
residuals are analysed for remaining auto- and cross-correlation. This section fo-
cuses on the (cross-)variogram modelling results based on ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression residuals and the linear model of coregionalisation (LMC).
Obtained parameter estimates are then used to calculate the auto- and cross-
variogram matrices for cokriging-based interpolation of residuals from final GLS
trend models.
As outlined in chapter 4.6.4.2 on page 72, an LMC is basically a linear combina-
tion of authorised variogram functions. Inspecting the residual auto- and cross-
variograms shown in figure 5.10, reveals that only two basic structures are practi-
cally relevant at the given test sites at field level: pure nugget effects and spherical
models. With respect to field 21, residuals from regressed alr-transformed clay
content exhibit some auto-correlation, whereas no spatial dependence is observed
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Figure 5.10: Residual (cross-)variograms of alr-transformed target quantities at
the San Michele farm. The auto- and cross-(semi)variances come from method-of-
moments estimation with a linear model of coregionalisation fitted by (weighted)
least squares including a subsequent check for positive-definiteness. Note that
cross-variogram estimates can be negative.
among the alr Silt residuals. Modelled overall range values of 56 m are relatively
small indicating the presence of fine-scale variability, while no long-range struc-
ture can be detected. The latter observation implies that the preceding regression
part successfully modelled large-scale variation among the log-ratio transformed
target variables. At field 33, the LMC fits the empirical estimates fairly well.
However, a linear increase in dissimilarity up to 240 m suggests some remarkable
long-range variability among both, the alr-transformed clay and silt residuals.
Obviously, removing any trend component through linear regression with sec-
ondary data was less successful compared to field 21. This confirms regression
summary statistics shown in the previous section (see tables 5.4 and 5.5). Poor
regression results were reported for alr Silt at field 33 and, accordingly, highest
absolute variances occur among their residuals. Or, put another way, only very
little variation in alr Silt at field 33 could actually be addressed by linear regres-
sion and most of it is still apparent in the corresponding residuals.
Table 5.8 emphasises the implications drawn from graphical representations by
listing any important parameters of the fitted variogram functions. An Nugget-
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Table 5.8: Residual (cross-)variogram characteristics at the San Michele farm
Parameter Model Fit. method Nugget p. sill Range np[1] NSR
- for field 21 -
alr Clay Sph LMC by WLS 0.0051 0.0366 55.7 10 12.3
alr Silt Sph LMC by WLS 0.0267 0.0011 55.7 10 95.9
Cross Sph LMC by WLS 0.0021 0.0065 55.7 20 -
- for field 33 -
alr Clay Sph LMC by WLS 0.0398 0.0281 240.0 30 58.7
alr Silt Sph LMC by WLS 0.0589 0.0309 240.0 30 65.6
Cross Sph LMC by WLS 0.0078 −0.0022 240.0 60 -
Sph = Spherical model, LMC = Linear model of coregionalization, WLS = Weighted least squares
p. sill = partial sill, np[1] = number of point pairs within the first lag bin, NSR = Nugget-to-Sill-Ratio in %
to-Sill-Ratio (NSR) of 96 % indicates almost no spatial dependency among the
alr-transformed silt residuals at field 21. By contrast, a strong auto-correlation
behaviour is shown for alr Clay with a NSR of 12 %. However, taking into account
the non-significant Moran’s I test statistics obtained from regression diagnostics
and considering that only 10 point pairs are available for lag one calculation, the
true variogram function for alr Clay at field 21 could easily be different. Thus,
the LMC fitted at field 21 is not as reliable as the one found for field 33, where
NSR values jointly suggest the presence of moderate spatial dependencies.
5.1.4 Final prediction and model validation
Adding up the linear regression results and their cokriged residuals presented
in the previous sections, yields the final estimates of soil textural fractions at
unknown locations in respect of the studied agricultural fields 21 and 33.
Figure 5.11 shows modelled clay, silt and sand content after back-transformation.
Resulting spatial patterns appear preponderantly plausible with regard to obser-
vations from site-specific exploratory (spatial) data analysis. In particular, this
becomes obvious in the south-eastern part of field 21 where high sand (and low
clay) contents are estimated. The slight increase of sandy material corresponds
to the course of a former creek bed (see Cassiani et al. 2012) and also reflects
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Figure 5.11: Regression cokriging estimates of soil textural fractions at the field
scale. The prediction results are shown after additive generalised logistic back-
transform. Hollow data points represent sample locations, blue-coloured dots are
surveyed points omitted from final prediction. The black rhombuses indicate the
position of analysed soil profiles.
the extraordinary significance of this particular part of field 21 as evidenced by
different farming activities recorded during field campaigns. Focusing on field 33,
higher and lower values of particle-size fractions occur rather dispersed. Instead
of x- and y-coordinates, the first three PCs involved in the regression analysis part
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dominate the look of resulting prediction maps. Since PC1 and PC2 were essen-
tially influenced by land-surface parameters, high clay (and low sand) contents
are primarily estimated at hillside positions and in lower elevated zones charac-
terised by wetter conditions. Ratios of pairwise nuclides strongly contribute to
PC3 causing band-shaped features especially easy to see in the clay content map.
Since PC3 was irrelevant for modelling the alr-transformed silt target variable,
stripes do not occur in silt-related outputs.
Although regression-induced appearances stand out, typical geostatistical fea-
tures can be found in the prediction maps, as well. For instance, in the context
of field 21, very short spatial correlation ranges fitted during residual auto- and
cross-variogram modelling result in gentle bull’s eye effects. On the contrary, a
very strong smoothing impact occur with regard to silt content, and particularly
at field 33. Despite the visually influencing equal colour scheme, this impression
is in line with lower spreading of that particular fraction known from exploratory
summary statistics.
Table 5.9: Summary statistics, normality tests and checks for remaining spatial
correlation of model residuals at the field scale
Min Max Mean Std. Skew W p I z p
- field 21 -
Clay −11.63 10.17 −0.12 4.47 −0.28 0.99 0.960 −0.20 −1.85 0.064
Silt −6.99 8.15 −0.01 3.30 0.00 0.99 0.888 −0.27 −2.55 0.011
Sand −8.62 10.43 0.13 3.43 0.11 0.97 0.461 −0.12 −0.95 0.340
- field 33 -
Clay −14.51 14.06 −0.02 6.14 −0.06 0.99 0.744 −0.01 0.14 0.890
Silt −15.07 8.91 −0.20 4.68 −0.34 0.96 0.077 −0.06 −0.58 0.563
Sand −16.19 10.04 0.22 5.00 −0.53 0.98 0.270 −0.12 −1.22 0.223
Std. = standard deviation, W = Shapiro-Wilk W, I = Global Moran’s I based on 4-nearest neighbour weights, z = z-score
Due to the relatively small number of samples available at each field, model eval-
uation was done on the basis of leave-one-out cross-validation instead of some
split-sample method. Summary statistics and hypothesis test results computed
from cross-validation residuals are summarised in table 5.9. It follows from ab-
solute mean errors ranging between 0.01 and 0.22 that achieved clay, silt and
sand predictions can be considered as unbiased estimates. Low-valued skewness
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and significant Shapiro-Wilk test results (P> 0.05) also imply nicely symmetric
cross-validation residual distributions. Comparing simple error metrics of both
neighbouring sites, largest absolute discrepancies as well as average spreading are
slightly higher for field 33 compared to field 21. With regard to remaining spatial
correlation, global Moran’s I test results are clearly negative for the target vari-
ables at field 33. A random spatial distribution is also observed for cross-validated
sand residuals at field 21, but less likely regarding clay and silt content. Thus,
spatial variation might still exist with respect to these two particle-size fractions
and cannot be determined by the constructed RCOK model.
Following the given error analysis, predictions are found fairly adequate regard-
ing both studied fields. This impression slightly weakens considering common
validation measures listed in table 5.10. While satisfactory model efficiencies
are reported from field 21, only 13 % and 9 % explained variance levels could be
reached at field 33 for clay and silt content, respectively.
Table 5.10: Validation measures of soil spatial interpolation at the field scale
Clay Silt Sand
RMSE EF RMSE EF RMSE EF STRESS
- field 21 -
Regression cokriging 4.440 0.39 3.263 0.28 3.389 0.78 0.82
- field 33 -
Regression cokriging 6.093 0.13 4.643 0.09 4.965 0.41 0.89
RMSE = root mean squared error, EF = model efficiency, STRESS = standardized residual sum of squares
Taking a closer look at individual estimates, scatterplots of actual versus pre-
dicted values are examined from figure 5.12. Focusing on field 21, sand content
appears well-predicted as indicated by a regression line that is almost perfectly
congruent with the desired 1:1 line and an associated determination coefficient of
0.78. Clay content regression reveals a slightly weaker performance with an R-
squared value of 0.41, while silt content exhibits the worst model quality among
the investigated target variables. In particular, the range of true silt contents is
not really matched by the estimated values. This becomes even more obvious at
field 33, where silt-related predictions are by far too smooth with an R-squared
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Figure 5.12: Scatterplots of actual versus predicted values at the San Michele
farm. The solid lines represent linear regression models of actual measurements
on back-transformed regression cokriging estimates based on leave-one-out cross-
validation. The dashed lines are the (desired) 1:1 lines.
value of 0.11, indicating a weak statistical model. The interpolation of clay con-
tent performed just slightly better, whereas the sand fraction is moderately well-
estimated with an R-squared value of 0.42. Thus, in terms of association-based
error metrics, visual inspection from scatterplots and model efficiencies, predic-
tions at field 21 are much more accurate than those achieved from field 33.
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Figure 5.13: Bubble plots of regression cokriging residuals at the field scale
The latter finding corresponds to implications drawn from bubble plots, reflect-
ing absolute residual contents by the size of the circles, and highlighting the
direction of mismatch by colour. Figure 5.13 presents on average higher absolute
cross-validation residuals for clay and silt content at field 33. Nevertheless, no
systematic (spatial) misprediction can be observed from either map of the field
and target variable combinations. Over- and underestimation seems independent
from exact sample positions and, thus, no unpleasant spatial error clustering
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exists. However, remarkably large oppositely coloured adjacent cross-validation
results occur, for instance, close to the eastern corner of field 33. Since these
two points are also rather isolated in space, their direct vicinity should be con-
sidered for any possible supplementary survey. The influential points 3 and 17
as identified based on Cook’s distance measures from regression diagnostics at
field 21 exhibit the largest absolute residual contents in the sand-related bubble
plot. Regression cokriging models would certainly benefit from excluding these
samples from calculation. However, this is not justified by any evident reason for
incorrect sampling or erroneous lab-analysis.
5.1.5 Interim conclusion
Exploratory (spatial) data analysis revealed remarkable differences between the
spatial distribution of soil textural fractions at fields 21 and 33. Regardless of
geographical proximity, a fusion of both datasets was not advisable and the two
adjacent fields were treated independently during subsequent modelling steps.
Covariates from three different sources were considered as auxiliary information
in field-scale soil texture mapping. However, due to significant multicollinearity,
final predictors were derived from principal component analysis. Global spa-
tial structures regarding clay, silt and sand content were tackled by stepwise
linear regression procedures. In case of field 21, PC1 as well as the x- and y-
coordinates remained in the final regression model. The best subset of predictors
for modelling alr-transformed clay content at field 33 contained the first three
PCs, whereas alr Silt was most accurately addressed considering PC1 and PC2
only. Examination of regression diagnostics led to the removal of three highly in-
fluential samples from interpolation data at field 33. Final regression parameter
estimates were then developed using GLS regression. After trend removal, re-
maining spatial variation among the stationary regression residuals was modelled
using cokriging, based on linear models of coregionalisation. Cross-validation of
finally summed results suggest that the regression cokriging model predicts soil
textural fractions well at field 21, but exhibit comparatively low performance
values with regards to clay and silt content at field 33.
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5.2 Interpolation results at the landscape scale:
Rio di Costara catchment
Following an exploratory data analysis, results from neural network training and
subsequent geostatistical modelling of residuals are of particular interest in this
section. Unlike at the field scale, spatial prediction in the Rio di Costara catch-
ment centres on methodological innovations. For this reason, different soil spa-
tial interpolation models are compared to each other after mapping results from
neural network residual cokriging (NNRCK) are shown. Model evaluation and
comparison uses validation measures calculated from an independent test set.
5.2.1 Exploratory data analysis
Exploratory data analysis at the landscape scale investigates not only the com-
plete sample of 197 point measurements but also the interpolation and validation
subsets. Furthermore, it takes into account peculiarities due to different geologi-
cal formations that are predominant at the given sample locations.
Table 5.11: Summary statistics of soil textural fractions, Rio di Costara
Targets1 Min Max 1st2 2nd2 3rd2 Mean Std.3 Skewness Kurtosis
- for all samples (N = 197) -
Clay 5.20 63.19 23.79 33.12 39.78 32.33 10.60 −0.05 −0.34
Silt 6.16 50.23 22.19 26.62 30.64 26.35 6.68 0.10 1.17
Sand 8.73 88.64 33.35 39.60 49.21 41.32 12.22 0.86 1.65
- for interpolation data (N = 156) -
Clay 7.03 63.19 24.59 33.13 39.72 32.46 10.13 −0.02 −0.23
Silt 8.51 50.23 22.77 26.92 30.73 26.68 6.45 0.25 1.41
Sand 8.73 84.46 33.27 39.63 47.49 40.86 11.33 0.73 1.40
- for test data (N = 41) -
Clay 5.20 57.33 21.82 33.12 42.01 31.84 12.35 −0.09 −0.87
Silt 6.16 42.59 20.87 25.70 28.57 25.09 7.46 −0.13 0.12
Sand 14.72 88.64 34.61 39.13 51.78 43.07 15.15 0.85 0.87
1 Clay, silt and sand content in %, 2 Quartiles (2nd = Median), 3 Standard deviation
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Table 5.11 summarises statistical properties of raw target variables for all samples,
calibration and test data. Taking the whole dataset into account, sand content
ranges up to 88.6 %, which is by far the highest percentage among the three
particle-size fractions that occur in the data. Sand is also predominant on average
with a mean value of 41.3 % and a median of 39.6 %. It varies more than the other
fractions with a standard deviation of 12.2 % and exhibits some slightly right-
skewed behaviour indicated by a positive skewness value close to 1. By contrast,
the distributions of clay and silt content are rather symmetric. Silt content varies
much less in the given catchment than clay and sand content with a standard
deviation of 6.7 %.
Comparing the summary statistics for interpolation and test data reveals very
similar proportions among the two datasets. Regarding the mean, test data is
slightly lower on average for clay and silt content compared to the interpolation
set, but a little higher with respect to sand. All three target variables tend to vary
slightly stronger among the test points indicated by higher standard deviations.
Note, however, the different numbers of observations in the two distinct samples.
A Hotelling T 2-test statistic of 2.3 (df1 = 3, df2 = 193) and an associated p-value
of 0.08 imply that the null hypothesis of equal multivariate means should not
be rejected on the 0.05 significance level for the two samples. With regards to
the variance-covariance matrices, Bartlett’s test statistic of 6.4 (df = 6) with a
p-value of 0.38 clearly indicates variance homogeneity among the two datasets.
Thus, considering the relatively small differences in summary statistics and the
results from two statistical tests it can be said that the sampling design described
in section 4.2 led to representative calibration and test sets.
Similar conclusions about the distributions of the target variables, previously dis-
cussed in terms of numerical summaries, can be drawn from histograms displayed
in figure 5.14. The sand content is slightly skewed towards higher values, whereas
clay exhibits some bimodal behaviour especially in the test dataset. There are
basically two peaks in the clay data at around 20 % and just below 40 %, both of
which strongly correspond to median values of clay samples taken from Paleozoic
basement areas (19.8 %) and quaternary deposits (36.9 %), respectively. Thus,
the bimodal behaviour in clay can be explained to a large extent by different
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Figure 5.14: Density histograms of soil textural fractions, Rio di Costara catch-
ment: a) – c) for all soil samples, d) – f) for interpolation data, g) – i) for test
data. The dashed lines represent the corresponding normal distribution based on
sample mean values and standard deviations.
geological units inside the given catchment. With regard to statistical modelling,
however, this bimodal distribution is not relevant, as it diminishes after additive
log-ratio (alr) transformation. Figure 5.15 illustrates the distributions of these
alr coordinates focusing on the calibration data.
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Figure 5.15: Histograms of alr-transformed clay and silt content
The grouped boxplots shown in figure 5.16 reveal considerable discrepancies be-
tween geological units with regard to clay and sand content. The highest sand
values with a median of 51.1 % are found in soils developed from Paleozoic rocks,
which are mainly characterised by micaceous and quartz-rich metasandstones (re-
fer to section 3.2 for details on the geological setting of Sardinia). The lowest
sand values with a median value of 36.8 % occur among the more recent alluvial
deposits. It is also noteworthy that asymmetry in sand changes between Oligo-
Miocene sediments, on the one hand, as well as Paleozoic rocks and quaternary
deposits, on the other. The first is right-skewed with skewness of 1, whereas the
latter two are more oriented to lower sand contents with skewness parameter of
-0.8 and -0.13, respectively. Regarding potential outliers, sample point 735 is
strikingly suspicious. At that particular site, the highest clay percentage as well
as the lowest sand content value are measured from quaternary deposits. As a
whole, the given observations indicate an apparent influence of geological differ-
ences on variations of soil texture in the Rio di Costara catchment. It seems,
therefore, reasonable to incorporate geology as an explaining factor into spatial
interpolation procedures discussed further on. Note, however, that silt content is
not greatly affected by geological differences.
So far, each (target) variable is presented individually, ignoring the fact that
they are parts of a whole or more precisely fractions of the soil texture. The
ternary plot in figure 5.17 represents the three-part simplex of (compositional)
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Figure 5.16: Contents of soil textural fractions by main geological units in the
Rio di Costara catchment. For convenience, metamorphic and granitic rocks are
grouped into Paleozoic basement. The number of observations per group are 77,
28 and 92 from left to right. Potential outliers are marked by an asterisk and
represent values outside 1.5 times the interquartile range.
soil separates in form of an equilateral triangle visualising fine earth fractions
at all 197 sample locations. The centre of the given composition, with clay, silt
and sand contents of 31.8 %, 26.7 % and 41.5 %, respectively, is located inside the
clay loam class as defined by the USDA soil taxonomy and FAO guidelines. Clay
loam also dominates the investigated sites with respect to absolute frequency. 68
points of the given sample lie within that particular texture class. Interesting
with regard to spatial interpolation, however, are implications drawn from the
contours of compositional Mahalanobis distances added to the given ternary plot.
The majority of data points are cumulated near the centre of the simplex and,
thus, are far away from the vertices where distortion is most severe. Consequently,
only a few observations of this specific sample (those with high sand content) are
considerably affected by the compositional constraints.
After focusing on the distribution of single target variables, bivariate relations
between soil textural fractions and terrain attributes are discussed. With respect
to Pearson’s correlation coefficients (ρ) listed in the lower panel of figure 5.18,
clay content of the Rio di Costara test site is significantly (P< 0.001) related to
elevation (ρ = −0.41), slope (ρ = −0.28) and SAGA wetness index (ρ = 0.30).
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Figure 5.17: Ternary diagram of sampled soil texture classes at the landscape
scale, Rio di Costara. The grey lines indicate the transition between different
textural classes in accordance with the USDA soil taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff
1999) and the FAO guidelines for soil description (FAO 2006). The red-coloured
point represents the centre of the given composition. Contours of equal composi-
tional Mahalanobis distance (up to 32) from the mean are added as blue-coloured
dashed lines.
The opposed signs for elevation and wetness index may be explained by erosional
processes. Finer particles are moved downslope by surface runoff and accumulate
at lower positions where soil moisture is usually higher. This observation corre-
sponds to reverse conditions found for sand content being the textural fraction
that remains at higher elevation after removal of finer particles. Silt content,
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however, is markedly less related to terrain attributes in the present study. At
least slight correlations are obtained between soil textural fractions and potential
incoming solar radiation. It was, therefore, reasonable to choose solar radiation
and wetness index as stratifying variables for soil sampling (see section 4.2 on
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Figure 5.18: Scatterplot matrix, Rio di Costara. The lower triangle displays
Pearson’s correlation coefficients of each pairwise variable combination. Statisti-
cal significance is indicated as follows: * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001.
Diagonal boxes show histograms of each parameter (for full names, see table 4.1
on page 39) and bivariate scatterplots are drawn in the upper panel.
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page 30). However, from originally 13 land-surface parameters listed in table
4.1 on page 39, length-slope factor, direct and diffuse solar radiation are omit-
ted from figure 5.18 because they almost perfectly correlated to slope, potential
incoming solar radiation and elevation, respectively. Additionally, stream power
index exhibits a statistically inconvenient distribution and is excluded from fur-
ther analysis due to extremal values.
For variable selection with regard to spatial prediction of soil textural fractions
at the landscape scale, correlation analysis was repeated using alr-transformed
clay and silt content. Land-surface parameters are excluded if they exceed an
arbitrarily chosen critical correlation level of 0.65 among each other. Thus, for
instance, slope is selected for removal due to its proximity to wetness indices.
Elevation, SAGA wetness index and potential incoming solar radiation are finally
selected as continuous predictors.
Until now, data analysis focused on feature space and geographic location played
no role in the tools that were used. Nevertheless, knowledge about the spatial
structure of a dataset is of utmost importance for decision making in the context
of (geo)statistical modelling. Proportional symbol postplots are particular use-
ful to examine global trends in the variables of interest across an entire region.
Figure 5.19 exhibits some clear tendency towards lower clay contents in the very
North of the Rio di Costara catchment. These low values occur almost entirely
inside an area dominated by Paleozoic rocks and, thus, correspond to implica-
tions drawn from the boxplots in figure 5.16 on page 119. Very high sand content
is concentrated in the north-eastern boundary region which is associated with
Oligo-Miocene sediments. The spatial distribution of silt content is more even,
but shows some clustering of high values at the very south where quaternary de-
posits are located. It is obvious from figure 5.19 that the assumption of a constant
(spatial) mean, inherent in most (geo)statistical techniques, is implausible in the
given case study. However, the examined regional trend is strongly associated
with geological distinctions. Next to global issues, proportional symbol postplots
allow for the visual detection of local anomalies. The labelled points (IDs = 735
and 511) in the clay content plot of figure 5.19 are such outliers compared to their
nearest neighbours.
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Figure 5.19: Postplots of measured clay, silt and sand content by geological unit
in the Rio di Costara catchment. The size of the circles represents the proportion
of the respective textural fractions.
Another important aspect of spatial structure is local spatial dependence which
is independent from absolute locations and best investigated using variograms.
Empirical variances plotted against distance, as done in figure 5.20, prove the
existence of spatial auto-correlation for all three textural fractions in the given
test site. Differences between point pairs close to each other are on average lower
than those for higher separation distances. For clay content, two spherical models
are fitted to lags 465 m and 4620 m, respectively. There are obviously two scales
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Figure 5.20: Variograms of soil textural fractions at the landscape scale. Empiri-
cal variances are estimated by the method-of-moments and fitted using weighted
least squares (N/h2). The sample size is 197, the number of point pairs inside lag
1 are 53 and the length of the diagonal of the box spanning the data is 7337 m.
of spatial variation, a short-range component with rapid increase of variance up to
a (partial) sill of approximately 75 %2 and a gradual long-range trend converging
to a total sill of about 140 %2. The nugget variance is 7 %2. Sand content exhibits
a very similar nested structure as seen for clay, but with a more sharp increase
after reaching a partial sill of 76 %2 at 450 m and a slightly higher nugget effect
(20 %2). The third component is also clearly unbounded and better represented
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by a linear model. Silt, however, is much more difficult to model especially at
small distances. Variance moderately increases up to 50 %2 (of which the nugget
value is 23 %2) at a distance of 3260 m. Note that the overall sill variance derived
from variogram modelling is almost three times higher for clay compared to silt,
which also roughly corresponds to their observed variances.
Figure 5.21 displays variograms for alr-transformed clay and silt content of the
calibration data from which spatial prediction models are developed. They ap-
pear clearly unbounded, indicating a non-stationary process. As a consequence,
some de-trending is required before traditional (geo)statistical techniques can be
applied in a reasonable manner.
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Figure 5.21: Variograms of alr-transformed clay and silt content at the landscape
scale. Empirical variances are estimated by the method-of-moments. Nugget and
spherical models are fitted using a) weighted least squares (N/h2) or b) adjusted
by eye. The number of point pairs inside lag 1 are 34.
5.2.2 Neural network training and estimation
The exploratory (spatial) data analysis section closed with the result that the pro-
cess under study is clearly non-stationary. As a consequence, some de-trending
component must be integrated into the spatial prediction procedure to produce
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high-resolution maps of clay, silt and sand content in the Rio di Costara catch-
ment. From correlation analysis, three land-surface parameter (elevation, SAGA
wetness index and potential incoming solar radiation) were identified as useful
explanatory factors for the given interpolation problem. Nevertheless, bivariate
scatterplots revealed fairly non-linear relationships between target quantities and
relevant environmental predictors. This non-linearity rather motivated the use of
a neural network (NN), instead of common multiple linear regressions (MLRs) to
address any large-scale variability among the dependent variables. A multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) is modelled using the resilient back-propagation (Rprop) learn-
ing rule, applied to a sum-of-squares error function including some weight-decay
term. The subsequent paragraphs present the results with regards to NN/MLP
training and estimation.
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Figure 5.22: Soil spatial interpolation data and selected predictor maps at the
Rio di Costara test site. Sample locations are subdivided into training, validation
and test data (left) and maps of finally selected input variables for neural network
modelling (right).
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In addition to three selected terrain-related continuous predictors, encoded geo-
logical units were considered as neural network input. From originally six dummy
variables, two (18 and 1233) were excluded as they consist of very few samples
that actually fall into the corresponding geological classes leading to near-zero
variance predictors. Together with measured alr-transformed clay and silt con-
tent, this set of (standardised) predictors sets the stage for MLP prediction in the
present study. However, training the MLP model requires some more selections
that need to be based on extra data. For this reason, three distinct data sets were
produced in advance: a training set (N = 125) for finding the optimal network
weights, a validation set (N = 31) to determine appropriate numbers of iteration
and hidden units, and test data (N = 41) to later on evaluate the generalisation
ability of the neural network residual cokriging model (see figure 5.22).
Table 5.12: Model performance of different neural network architectures
Number of hidden units
Number of training cycles 5 7 9 11 13 15
20 35.45 34.75 41.92 35.75 43.44 45.14
40 31.28 32.75 30.83 32.58 35.16 42.31
60 31.28 32.06 34.04 32.61 36.01 42.73
Average sum-of-squares errors (SSE) calculated from independent validation data (N = 31)
Table 5.12 summarises the average prediction errors of the validation set with re-
gards to different combinations of iteration and hidden unit number. The latter
is an important parameter to adjust, since it substantially defines the complexity
of the resulting MLP model. Several networks are trained with varying numbers
of hidden units selecting the best ones in terms of a prediction accuracy mea-
sure. The lowest rated, and thus, most promising models were obtained using 40
training cycles and nine hidden units. From ten models trained with this partic-
ular combination, the one with the minimum sum-of-squares error is considered
for prediction purposes. Similarly, few hidden units were used, for instance, in
climatic data applications by Demyanov et al. (1998), radioactive soil contami-
nation studies by Kanevski et al. (2004) and wind speed estimation problems by
Cellura et al. (2008) who created neural network models with 8, 5 and up to 15
hidden units, respectively.
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Figure 5.23: Neural interpretation diagram of data-driven trend estimation for
soil spatial prediction at the landscape scale. Line width is proportional to the
magnitude of each individual connection weight. Black-coloured connections have
a positive sign and gray-coloured links are negative. Bias units are not shown.
The predominant objective of neural network applications to real-world problems
is prediction. Due to their complex structure and demanding computation, NNs
are often regarded as black box models (Rojas 1996). In other words, NNs are very
flexible approximators that do not necessarily rely on restrictive assumptions, but
provide little insight into the underlying system as, for instance, linear regression
does in form of well-established summary statistics and diagnostics. Nevertheless,
it is sometimes desirable to take a look behind the scenes of the trained NN/MLP
network. This is done here by studying the MLP connection weights.
Figure 5.23 displays the final MLP architecture with seven input, nine hidden and
two output layers fully connected from left to right. In addition, the shown neural
interpretation diagram (NID) provides some qualitative information about the
strength and direction of any connection weight. Focusing on the sign of the links
roughly indicates, whether a certain input variable affects an output in a positive
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Figure 5.24: Bar plots of relative importance of input variables on neural network
model output according to Garson’s algorithm (Garson 1991)
or negative way. If both, input-hidden and hidden-output layer connections are
of the same sign, the overall effect of a single input on the output is said to be
positive. This is true, for instance, regarding the majority of hidden units related
to alr Clay and SAGA wetness index. The interpreted positive relationship seems
reasonable, since fine-earth particles more likely accumulate at lower positions
where soil moisture is often higher. On the contrary, in cases with opposing signs
between input-hidden and hidden-output layer connections, a negative influence
of the studied input on the corresponding output is deduced. An example for
such a relationship is given by elevation and alr Clay. Again, this observation
from the trained network is in accordance with natural process understanding,
since higher clay contents are usually expected at lower positions where fine soil
material is accumulated by erosional processes. Additionally, interactions among
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predictors can be detected from the NID, when two inputs are connected to the
same hidden unit with opposing signs as observed here for elevation and SAGA
wetness index.
The interpretation of the NID is particularly demanding in case studies with nu-
merous connections. Besides network complexity, implications from figure 5.23
are hampered by the fact that input variables entered the network after stan-
dardisation and target quantities were considered as alr coordinates. Garson
(1991) suggests an alternative method to determine a more convenient measure
for demonstrating the relative importance of input variables on each individual
network output. The degree of relative importance is determined in percent and
its computation based on partitioning the connection weights (see Gevrey et al.
2003, Appx. 1). Figure 5.24 visualises the resulting numbers in terms of simple
bar plots. Obviously, eluvial-colluvial deposits (GEOPPR12) contribute most in-
tensively to alr-transformed clay and silt contents in the given MLP model with
relative importance values of 30 % and 40 %, respectively. In addition, elevation
is highly influential on both studied outputs. Geological units play an important
role especially regarding alr-transformed clay content. However, they appear less
relevant for alr Silt. This observation corresponds to results from exploratory
data analysis (refer to the grouped boxplots in figure 5.16 on page 119). Note
that Garson’s algorithm operates on absolute weight values and, thus, provides
no information on the direction of relationships. Nevertheless, in conjunction
with NIDs, relative importance bar plots provide some basic impressions about
the inherent mechanisms of neural networks used for prediction.
5.2.3 Geostatistical analysis of neural network residuals
The successfully trained neural network focuses on modelling long-range vari-
ability among the alr-transformed target quantities using secondary information
(land-surface parameters, geological map). Following the MLP estimation, model
residuals are analysed for remaining spatial auto-correlation. This is done by
computing Moran’s I test statistics from a spatial weights matrix based on eight
nearest neighbours. Resulting p-values of 0.049 for alr-transformed clay content
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Figure 5.25: Residual (cross-)variograms of alr-transformed target quantities in
the Rio di Costara catchment. The auto- and cross-(semi)variances come from
method-of-moments estimation with a linear model of coregionalisation fitted by
(weighted) least squares including a subsequent check for positive-definiteness.
and 0.032 regarding alr Silt are just below the 0.05 significance level indicating
that there is still a certain amount of local spatial dependence among the MLP
residuals. Thus, subsequent kriging-interpolation seems reasonable. A Pearson’s
correlation coefficient of 0.62 between the two fitted NN outputs motivate the
use of cokriging rather than kriging each residual set individually. Consequently,
this section presents the (cross-)variogram modelling results based on the lin-
ear model of coregionalisation (LMC). Note that the geostatistical analysis of
NN/MLP residuals operates on the reunited calibration set (156 samples).
The empirical auto- and cross-variograms computed from MLP residuals shown
in figure 5.25 strongly suggest to choose a spherical model with nugget effect
for characterising any present local spatial dependence. The estimated variances
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linearly increase up to 435 m and clearly converge to a sill. The fact, that the
residual (cross-)variograms are bounded contradicts to observations taken from
variography based on the original targets (see figure 5.21 on page 125). This is
a strong indication that the trend-removal strategy using neural network models
was successful in the given case study.
Table 5.13: Residual (cross-)variogram characteristics, Rio di Costara test site
Parameter Model Fit. method Nugget p. sill Range np[1] NSR
alr Clay Sph LMC by WLS 0.0718 0.1155 435.2 34 38.3
alr Silt Sph LMC by WLS 0.0806 0.0542 435.2 34 59.8
Cross Sph LMC by WLS 0.0446 0.0503 435.2 68 -
Sph = Spherical model, LMC = Linear model of coregionalization, WLS = Weighted least squares
p. sill = partial sill, np[1] = number of point pairs within the first lag bin, NSR = Nugget-to-Sill-Ratio in %
Table 5.13 numerically underlines the graphical interpretations by listing impor-
tant (cross-)variogram characteristics. Nugget-to-Sill-Ratios of 38 % and 60 %
indicate some moderate auto-correlation behaviour for both NN output residu-
als. However, there is less spatial dependence observed in the silt-related variable.
Thus, the LMC fits well the empirical variances and clearly reflects some short-
range variability among the alr-transformed target residuals, while any large-scale
variation is already addressed by the previously fitted MLP model.
5.2.4 Final prediction and model validation
After modelling the long-range component of spatial variation among the studied
soil textural fractions using a neural network and geostatistically interpolating
the residuals, final predictions at unvisited locations are obtained from simply
adding up both parts. Back-transformed results of estimated clay, silt and sand
content are presented in figure 5.26 and appear plausible with regards to both,
general process knowledge and case-specific conclusions drawn from exploratory
(spatial) data analysis. For instance, consistently less clay content is predicted
within in the mountainous northern part of the Rio di Costara catchment. In
addition to erosional processes, these Paleozoic hills are made of micaceous and
quartz-rich metasandstones which likely weather into more sandy soil material.
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Figure 5.26: Neural network residual cokriging estimates of soil textural fractions
at the landscape scale. The prediction results are shown after additive generalised
logistic back-transform. Black-coloured dots represent sample locations used for
calibration, while hollow data points refer to independent test data.
Even higher predicted sand contents occur in the very north-eastern corner of the
study area, where sandy-conglomerate alternations from the Nurallao formation
combined with higher elevations are predominant. Again, greater sand content is
estimated for the relatively small intercalation of granitic material in the north-
western edge of the catchment. Another remarkable feature is that more clay
content, and contrarily, less sandy material occur in the eluvial-colluvial belt
between the (northern) mountains and the adjacent inner-catchment part of the
Campidano plain. Note that this geological unit has also been identified as the
most contributing factor during neural network modelling. However, while clay
and sand content are well-distinguished and often opposed in magnitude due to
the compositional character of the three soil textural fractions, the silt prediction
map appears far more homogeneous. This impression is not entirely owed to the
equal colour scheme used for visualisation, but is consistent with the lower range
of that particular fraction reported from initial summary statistics.
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Table 5.14: Summary statistics, normality tests and checks for remaining spatial
correlation of model residuals at the landscape scale
Min Max Mean Std. Skew W p I z p
Clay −18.53 22.96 −1.59 8.28 0.38 0.98 0.566 0.10 1.27 0.203
Silt −11.33 10.20 0.93 5.43 −0.30 0.97 0.400 0.24 2.69 0.007
Sand −31.51 21.38 0.66 9.71 −0.52 0.96 0.119 0.00 0.24 0.812
W = Shapiro-Wilk W, I = Global Moran’s I based on 4-nearest neighbour weights, Std. = standard deviation, z = z-score
Residual statistics, calculated from a hold-out sample of 41 points, reveals some
initial impressions on the overall model quality. A mean error, also known as
(statistical) bias, of -1.59 indicates some slight under-estimation of the clay con-
tent, provided that the measured value is subtracted from the prediction result
during error calculation. On the contrary, silt and sand content are slightly over-
estimated on average with mean errors of 0.93 and 0.66, respectively. In addition
to rather small biases, the error distributions are mostly symmetric as desired,
reported in terms of skewness and significant (P> 0.05) Shapiro-Wilk test results.
Nevertheless, the largest absolute discrepancy between predicted and measured
values is 32 % with regards to sand representing some rather severe mismatch in
the context of soil textural fractions.
Moving from average error metrics to individual estimates, scatterplots of actual
versus NNRCK-predicted values are shown in figure 5.27. All three slopes of
the displayed regressions are greater than 1 indicating that high measured values
are (slightly) under-predicted, while low actual clay, silt and sand contents are
over-predicted by tendency. This consistent behaviour at the margins of the value
ranges basically results from the smoothing property of the krige interpolator and
appears to be comparatively weak in the given case study. In fact, the majority
of test data points are well-packed around the desired 1:1 lines, suggesting that
the NNRCK model effectively predicts the observed target quantities. This is
numerically underlined by R-squared values of 0.57, 0.49 and 0.63 for clay, silt
and sand content, respectively.
A few individual samples are very poorly matched, of which point 511 is most
strikingly incorrect with regards to clay and sand estimations. This becomes
particularly obvious within the context of bubble plots, where absolute residual
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Figure 5.27: Scatterplots of actual versus predicted values in the Rio di Costara
catchment. The solid lines represent linear regression models of actual measure-
ments on back-transformed NNRCK estimates at test data locations. The dashed
lines are the (desired) 1:1 lines.
contents are reflected by the size of the circles and the direction of mismatch is
highlighted by colour. It can be seen in figure 5.28 that the ID-labelled sample
511 shows not only very large absolute errors, but is also contradictory to any
neighbouring validation points regarding the sign of the misprediction. In other
words, this particular sample is either corrupted or the only representative of a
local soil textural anomaly. The latter interpretation is supported by the fact
that exploratory data analysis (see postplots in figure 5.19 on page 123) already
highlighted the serious combination of unusual observations with rather isolated
spatial position for point 511. EDA also identified another unfortunate sample
(735) with similar features assigned to the calibration data. Due to the exact
nature of the krige interpolator, this calibration sample 735 strongly influences
the mismatch-direction of closest validation data points. This can be easily un-
derstood, for instance, from the clay-related map of figure 5.28, focusing on two
adjacent red-coloured test points located slightly south-east from point 511. The
overestimation of these two clay-samples is directly related to calibration point
735 and unusual with respect to the mismatch-sign of their superior neighbour-
hood. Consequently, it is strongly advised to revisit both sites during any possible
subsequent soil surveys in the same region.
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Figure 5.28: Bubble plot of NNRCK test residuals at the landscape scale
Besides analysing hotspots or residual outliers, bubble plots are useful graphical
tools to detect systematic (spatial) misprediction. Equally coloured adjacent val-
idation points occur, for instance, close to the southern boundary of the study
area and at the vicinity of the Azienda San Michele in the western part of the
catchment. In these regions, clay content seems systematically underestimated.
A possible explanation might be the nearby Rio di Costara which only indirectly
entered the NNRCK model through parent material encodings. In addition, only
very little contributions were found for the corresponding input GEOPPR22 dur-
ing NN modelling (see Garson’s plots in figure 5.24 on page 129). Expected high
clay contents at locations associated with alluvial deposits such as the one close
to the river course are, therefore, likely under-predicted by the given model, be-
cause the influence of this particular geological unit on the resulting output is
down-weighted through the trained NN model.
Thus, unfortunate spatial error clustering and one hotspot of distinct mispredic-
tion slightly weaken the positive overall impression of the ability of the NNRCK
model to reliably map soil textural fractions at the Rio di Costara test site.
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5.2.5 Model comparison
Neural network residual cokriging (NNRCK) combines the common krige interpo-
lator with a universal approximator from the group of machine learning models.
It implies a possible methodological improvement and needs to be assessed against
standard spatial prediction techniques. This section compares the performance of
NNRCK with inverse distance weighting (IDW), ordinary kriging (OK), regres-
sion kriging (RK), ordinary cokriging (COK) and regression cokriging (RCOK).
The latter two models were built upon alr-transformed soil textural fractions,
whereas IDW, OK and RK were applied to original target quantities. For details
on each interpolation procedure refer to the corresponding R-script (.4.17).
Focusing on the presentation of clay estimates, IDW interpolation as shown in
figure 5.29 appears fairly local with distinct hotspots at calibration points where
high clay contents have been measured. These undesirable bull’s eyes around
known sample locations are a direct consequence of the exactness property of the
IDW technique. Bull’s eyes also emerge to a lesser extent from OK, which is,
again, classified as an exact interpolator, if no nugget effect contributes to the
utilised variogram model. In addition to local hotspots, all kriging outputs show
a characteristic smoothing effect. Nevertheless, due to the application of a nested
variogram model (refer to the original clay variogram in figure 5.20 on page 124),
both local and regional variation is well-modelled by the given OK method.
Moving towards regression-based kriging variants, the RK clay prediction map
reveals little difference by visual inspection compared to OK or IDW results. This
observation is due to a weak regression performance with an associated coefficient
of determination of 0.17 using elevation and the indicator-valued formation of San
Vito sandstones as independent variables. Thus, only little variation is addressed
by linear regression, so that trend residuals stay close to original clay content
values. This eventually reduces the RK method to simple ordinary kriging.
Mapping products from bivariate COK and RCOK models are pretty similar to
OK and RK results, respectively. This is in line with remarks given in the context
of ternary diagram interpretation. It has been demonstrated that most sample
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Figure 5.29: Estimates of clay content from different soil spatial interpolation
methods in the Rio di Costara catchment. NNRCK, COK and RCOK are applied
to alr-transformed soil textural fractions with prediction maps shown after agl-
backtransform. The points refer to the 41 test samples.
points of the given test site are clustered in an area of the simplex where distor-
tion of equal Mahalanobis distances, and thus, the influence of the compositional
constraints is relatively small. However, the few data points near the vertices
(particularly for large sand contents) benefit from using alr coordinates as inter-
polation input. For instance, COK sand content estimations of 72.2 % (ID = 513)
and 66.9 % (ID = 816) are closer to the actual observations of 88.6 % and 80.7 %,
respectively, than OK-based predictions accounting for 67.7 % and 63.2 % sand
content. In addition, the differences between COK- and OK-estimates for these
two samples (4.4 % and 3.6 %) are greater than the average absolute difference of
1.4 % computed from the remaining 39 validation points.
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NNRCK-related spatial patterns were already thoroughly analysed in the previous
section. The most obvious difference of the NNRCK clay prediction map with
respect to all other applied models is its heterogeneous appearance, which clearly
resembles the maps of key contributors identified from NN modelling.
Table 5.15: Cohen’s κ statistic of agreement among soil texture maps
INTERPOLATION MODEL NNRCK IDW OK RK COK RCOK
NNRCK 1 0.468 0.482 0.565 0.502 0.582
IDW - 1 0.700 0.671 0.635 0.618
OK - - 1 0.681 0.796 0.644
RK - - - 1 0.629 0.824
COK - - - - 1 0.645
RCOK - - - - - 1
Soil texture classes determined in accordance with the USDA Soil taxonomy
In addition to evaluating prediction maps rather subjectively by means of visual
inspection, Cohen’s κ statistic of agreement, which jointly considers all three
compositions, is supplemented. Table 5.15 summarises the results based on soil
texture maps computed from the corresponding estimates of particle-size frac-
tions in accordance with the USDA Soil taxonomy. The highest match between
soil texture maps occurs for RCOK- and RK-results with a κ value of 0.82, indi-
cating almost perfect agreement following the interpretation proposal of Landis
and Koch (1977), cited in Sterlacchini et al. (2011). Substantial agreement exists
between outputs from OK and COK expressed by a κ value of 0.80. Similarity
between NNRCK predictions and all other model outputs is less obvious, but still
classified as moderate agreement. Therefore, quantitative assessment of confor-
mity between categorical soil texture maps certainly highlights former findings
from visual comparisons of predicted clay content maps. To summarise, all six
considered interpolation techniques yield rather similar prediction results with
NNRCK being the model that deviates most from the others, offering the highest
degree of heterogeneity.
After comparing model output either by visual inspection or by some numerical
measure of agreement, attention is shifted to prediction performance in terms of
common error metrics. Table 5.16 provides validation measures computed from
clay, silt and sand content of an independent hold-out sample. Both, root mean
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Table 5.16: Validation measures of soil spatial interpolation at landscape scale
Clay Silt Sand
RMSE EF RMSE EF RMSE EF STRESS
NN residual cokriging 8.329 0.53 5.441 0.45 9.617 0.59 0.737
Inverse distance weighting 8.922 0.47 5.350 0.47 10.049 0.55 0.827
Ordinary kriging 8.521 0.51 5.744 0.39 10.035 0.55 0.835
Regression kriging 8.290 0.54 5.773 0.39 10.062 0.55 0.863
Ordinary cokriging 8.564 0.51 5.645 0.41 9.566 0.59 0.797
Regression cokriging 8.227 0.55 5.943 0.35 9.980 0.56 0.837
RMSE = root mean squared error, EF = model efficiency, STRESS = standardized residual sum of squares
squared errors (RMSE) and model efficiencies (EF, Nash and Sutcliffe (1970))
emphasise an overall similarity regarding prediction performances of the used
interpolation techniques. The most promising model in terms of RMSE and EF
for clay content is RCOK with values of 8.2 and 0.55, respectively. IDW performs
best with regards to silt content reaching a RMSE of 5.4 and an EF of 0.47. Sand
content exhibits its lowest RMSE of 9.6 and its highest EF of 0.59 by applying
the NNRCK and COK models. For completeness, error histograms of all involved
interpolation techniques are shown in figure 5.30.
Table 5.17: Percentage number of best prediction counts
NNRCK IDW OK RK COK RCOK
Clay 29.2 14.6 14.6 7.3 19.5 14.6
Silt 36.6 17.1 17.1 9.8 14.6 4.9
Sand 24.4 17.1 24.4 9.8 14.6 9.8
Counts calculated from independent test data (N = 41)
However, when taking into account that soil textural fractions are compositional,
model performance can be accordingly examined by more appropriate Aitchison
distances. Doing so, significantly rearranges the rank of best prediction models.
A STRESS value of 0.74 clearly favours the NNRCK model, which is also verified
by counting the cases where each considered model produces the lowest absolute
error. The percentage number of these best prediction counts are summarised
in table 5.17. In 29 %, 37 % and 24 % of all independent test samples, NNRCK
yields the lowest absolute error and, thus, performs best more often than any
reference model for either soil textural fraction.
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Figure 5.30: Histograms of validation residuals at the Rio di Costara test site,
calculated from a hold-out sample of 41 points. The parameter µ and σ are the
arithmetic mean values and standard deviations of the distributions.
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5.2.6 Interim conclusion
From correlation analysis, three land-surface parameter (elevation, SAGA wetness
index and potential incoming solar radiation) were identified as useful explanatory
factors in the given interpolation problem. In addition, exploratory data analysis
revealed an apparent influence of geological categories on variations of soil texture
in the Rio di Costara catchment. In combination with 197 point measurements,
these two groups of environmental covariates set the stage for training of a neural
network to address large-scale variability among the dependent variables. Eventu-
ally, a multi-layer perceptron with nine hidden units was modelled using resilient
back-propagation in 40 training cycles. After de-trending, remaining small-scale
variation among the stationary neural network residuals were tackled by cokrig-
ing based on a fitted linear model of coregionalisation. Validation of final results
from independent test data suggests that the neural network residual cokriging
model predicts well on average. In a last step, the promoted NNRCK model
is found to be superior to common interpolation techniques, particularly in the
context of multivariate distance measures, best prediction counts and plausibility
considerations from visual inspection.
Chapter 6
Discussion
The previous chapter provided a wide selection of interpreted figures and tables
to demonstrate the interesting findings related to this thesis. The following chap-
ter carefully discusses the various results by placing them in scientific context.
In addition, it revisits unexpected observations and highlights limitations of the
conducted studies. The discussion is, thereby, structured according to the specific
objectives formulated in chapter 1.2 on page 3. It begins with the provision of
geographically continuous information on soil textural fractions at two different
spatial scales, followed by an evaluation of neural network performances in hybrid
digital soil mapping frameworks. Subsequently, the applicability of geophysical
measurements as covariates in small-scale digital soil mapping is discussed, exem-
plified by the two investigated Mediterranean fields. The final section highlights
the merits of web-based distribution of soil mapping products.
6.1 Digital mapping of soil textural fractions
Referring to the first specific objective of this dissertation accurate maps of clay,
silt and sand content were provided at different levels of spatial extent at an as-
signed Mediterranean basin. The creation of these geographically continuous soil
property maps from limited sets of point data was conducted following the con-
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cepts of hybrid spatial interpolation techniques. Consequently, the resulting maps
strongly reflect the empirical correlations found between the target quantities and
available scorpan factors. In addition to this external drift component, they show
patterns modelled from residual auto- and cross-variograms representing random
spatial variation.
The use of ancillary (co)variables
For the entire Rio di Costara catchment, continuous environmental covariates
were derived from a digital elevation model. In accordance with the results of
a correlation analysis, three land-surface parameter (elevation, SAGA wetness
index and potential incoming solar radiation) were selected as input for soil tex-
tural trend estimation. Among these considered covariates, elevation showed the
highest absolute association with sand content (ρ = 0.45). Additionally, ele-
vation was recognised as the most influencing terrain attribute with regard to
alr-transformed clay and silt contents in the final neural network architecture,
showing relative importance values of 15 % and 25 %, respectively. This signif-
icant impact of altitude on soil spatial variability in undulating landscapes is
well-known from early studies quantifying soil-environment relationships (Moore
et al. 1993; McKenzie et al. 2000). More recently, Ließ et al. (2012) identified
altitude as most relevant predictor for soil texture mapping in a machine learning
application (random forests) at the landscape scale.
In addition to DEM derivatives, exploratory data analysis also revealed an ap-
parent impact of geological categories on soil textural variability at the given test
site. Focusing on log-ratio transformed target variables, eluvial-colluvial deposits
played the most important role in the given neural network model with relative
importance values of 30 % and 40 %, respectively. This generally corresponds
to the results by Gobin et al. (2001) and Ließ et al. (2012) who successfully
used elevation-based covariates, but also acknowledged the remarkable influence
of parent material on the spatial variability of soil texture. Greve et al. (2012)
even found that parent material was more influential than terrain attributes using
regression-trees in a national-scale soil (texture) survey.
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In contrast to soil texture interpolation at the landscape scale, dummy variables
of geological categories were omitted from the set of possible predictors regarding
the two agricultural fields, because their original reference scale of 1:25,000 was
too coarse to support fine-scale mapping. Instead, geophysical measurements
were used to represent parent material in the scorpan-based model framework
at the San Michele farm. Ignoring minor differences between field 21 and 33,
on the one hand, as well as clay, silt and sand content, on the other, the highest
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were generally related to gamma-ray nuclides. A
maximum value of 0.58 was measured between topsoil sand content and uranium
concentration. This absolute number lies in a similar range of what has been
reported by Buchanan et al. (2012). However, the signs of coefficients and, thus,
the direction of inter-relations observed in this thesis are unusual with respect
to observations from other case studies (e.g. Megumi and Mamuro 1977; Taylor
et al. 2002). A detailed discussion of these differences will follow in section 6.3.
Aside from gamma-ray nuclides, other covariates were considered at the field scale
including x- and y-coordinates, apparent electrical conductivity (ECa) measures
from electromagnetic induction and a set of land-surface parameters (elevation,
slope and SAGA wetness index). Here, focusing on the latter attributes, up
to moderate correlations with soil textural fractions were found (see figures 5.4
and 5.5 at pages 93 and 94, respectively). Yet more importantly, rather diverse
relations to clay, silt and sand content occurred in terms of direction comparing
the two studied fields. For example, this is evidenced by an unusual correlation
between sand and elevation (ρ = −0.38) at field 21 as opposed to an expected
positive relationship between the same variables at field 33 (ρ = 0.33). The latter
is slightly lower, but otherwise in line with observations from landscape scale. The
opposed correlation signs at field 21 are likely due to a former river course, which
has led to higher sand contents in the lower south-eastern part of field 21. This
local cause generally confirms Sumfleth and Duttmann (2008) and Lennartz et al.
(2009) who found that the explanatory power of relief-based covariates for soil
mapping decreases with finer spatial scales due to growing site-specific influences.
In addition, lower measurements and partly unusual soil-landscape relationships
at the field scale may arise from the fact that the used DEM with an original
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resolution of 10 m may possibly be too coarse to properly reflect terrain details
at that particular level of spatial extent. Furthermore, the conventional 3 x 3
moving window used to calculate many of the land-surface parameters might
be undersized and better adjusted to match the true topographic features of
the San Michele farm. Cavazzi et al. (2013) and Maynard and Johnson (2014)
recently emphasised the importance of scale and neighbourhood size regarding
the calculation of DEM derivatives used as environmental covariates in digital
soil mapping. Apart from possible issues related to grid resolution or analysis
scale, elevation errors and positional uncertainties in the DEM data source affect
the quality of derived terrain attributes. Vacca et al. (2014) reported a vertical
and horizontal accuracy of 2.5 m for the given DEM, which is negligible at the
landscape scale, but likely influential regarding field level terrain analysis.
Shortcomings concerning observed relationships between single covariates and
target quantities were particularly apparent in respect to field 33. As a conse-
quence, this led to relatively poor regression performances with explained vari-
ance levels of 41 % for alr Clay and 28 % for alr Silt. On the contrary, regression
modelling at field 21 was much more successful in terms of R-squared values of
0.67 (alr Clay) and 0.74 (alr Silt). This difference in performance is largely due
to additionally considering x- and y-coordinates which were useful to address
global spatial structure at field 21, but had no apparent influence with regard to
field 33. Triantafilis and Lesch (2005) also combined EMI-based ECa measures
with point coordinates to map topsoil clay content, but reached a slightly higher
explained variance level of 79 %, because of more distinct relationships between
clay and EMI-signals. On the other hand, van der Klooster et al. (2011) relied on
gamma-ray nuclides (K and Th) for topsoil clay mapping at multiple fields and
found coefficients of determination ranging from 0.78 to 0.95. However, both men-
tioned studies only investigated clay content and did not simultaneously model
other members of the composition. Taking this into consideration, and with re-
gard to back-transformed predictions, clay mapping at field 21 has led to a lower
error (4.4 %) compared to the 4.9 % of Triantafilis and Lesch (2005) and was al-
most as accurate as the results by van der Klooster et al. (2011) with reported
RMSE values of 3 % to 4 % depending on the different fields.
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Spatial auto- and cross-correlations
Ancillary (co)variables were meant to support any global trend estimation among
the alr-transformed target quantities using either neural networks or linear regres-
sion. Subsequently, model residuals were analysed for remaining spatial auto-
and cross-correlations. At the landscape scale, a linear model of coregionalisation
(LMC) was fitted, showing significant local spatial dependence up to 435 m. Very
similar spherical curve shapes, but with slightly shorter ranges (approx. 300 m)
corresponding to a smaller study area, have been found by Lark and Bishop
(2007). At field 33, Nugget-to-Sill-Ratios of about 60 % clearly indicate the pres-
ence of only moderate spatial dependencies up until 240 m. By contrast, the LMC
fit was less uniformly structured (different partial sills) at field 21 exhibiting lin-
ear increases in dissimilarity only up to 56 m. An identical range for clay content
was reported, for instance, by De Benedetto et al. (2012).
While residual (cross-)variograms were the ones that entered the final prediction
models, versions related to raw and alr-transformed response variables helped to
detect their level of spatial complexity prior to mapping. With regard to land-
scape scale and at field 21, most raw and alr-transformed variograms revealed two
different structures defining the spatial variation of soil textural fractions. Var-
iograms related to field 21 were characterised by ranges of approximately 135 m
until a second unbounded structure appeared with larger distances. The two
ranges of spatial dependence for the entire Rio di Costara catchment were 465 m
and 4620 m, respectively. This two-fold spatial structure is common and has been
reported, for instance, by Piccini et al. (2014). At the landscape scale, the long-
range part of soil texture variation is largely controlled by regional influences of
geology and topography. Short-range variability is more difficult to explain, but
might be attributed to more localised influences from (past) erosional processes,
land use and soil management practices or depositional peculiarities due to for-
mer river channels. Such an ancient creek bed crosses the San Michele farm in
a south-easterly direction strongly affecting parts of field 21 and is, therefore,
likely responsible for the global structure observed from clay and sand content
measurements at that particular field (see Cassiani et al. 2012).
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To statistically summarise the results from raw, alr-transformed and residual var-
iogram analysis, it can be stated that at field 21 and particularly at the landscape
scale, obvious trends were successfully removed by the GLS regression and neural
network models, respectively. This was not true for field 33, where long-range
variability clearly persisted among the residuals.
Validation of the prediction methods
Both, soil-landscape relationships as well as spatial auto- and cross-correlations
strongly define the plausibility of resulting soil maps. This also implies that re-
lated findings directly affect the overall accuracy of the hybrid prediction models.
With respect to the entire Rio di Costara catchment, the multivariate prediction
of clay, silt and sand content reached an explained variance level of 57 %, 49 % and
63 %, respectively. The corresponding root mean squared errors (RMSE) from
independent testing were 8.3 %, 5.4 % and 9.6 %. These errors appear relatively
high compared to other large-scale mapping applications regarding soil textural
fractions. For example, Piccini et al. (2014) reported RMSE values of 4.7 % and
8.2 % for mapped clay and sand content, respectively, using regression kriging in
an Italian region (100 km2) which is also dominated by clay loam texture. Neural
networks trained by Zhao et al. (2009) also using the resilient back-propagation
algorithm have led to very similar errors of 4.8 % (clay) and 7.6 % (sand). How-
ever, being a dimensioned measure, RMSEs are generally difficult to compare
between regions or variables. This is particularly true, if no standard deviations
of the target quantities are provided, as in the case of Zhao et al. (2009). Using
the standard deviations reported by Piccini et al. (2014) for normalisation of their
RMSE values and subsequent re-calculation as proposed by Hengl et al. (2004)
leads to a rough guess on explained variability in the order of 50 %. This is less
accurate compared to what has been obtained for the Rio di Costara catchment
and may be explained by the more simplified regression kriging method applied
by Piccini et al. (2014). Other machine learning models based on random forests
were used by Ließ et al. (2012) or Akpa et al. (2014) resulting in slightly lower
proportions of explained topsoil texture variability compared to this work.
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At field 21, multivariate mapping of clay, silt and sand content led to explained
variance levels of 41 %, 29 % and 78 %, respectively. The deviation-based error
metrics were in the range of 3.3 % (silt) to 4.4 % (clay). Thus, RMSE values
were remarkably lower compared to landscape scale which is mainly due to the
smaller study area, but also likely influenced by the different validation basis.
Unlike at landscape level where an extra test dataset has been used to validate
the model, leave-one-out cross-validation was performed at the field scale due to
significantly less available soil samples. Cross-validation techniques in general,
and its leave-one-out version in particular, are known to underestimate the true
error, as outlined, for instance, by Bengio and Grandvalet (2004).
Focusing on relative validation measures, several other studies which compare well
with the results obtained at field 21 have been published. For instance, Priori
et al. (2014) have determined equally high R-squared values of 0.65 and 0.74
regarding sand content using gamma radiometric data in either neural network
or support vector machine approaches. Focusing on the clay fraction, Rodrigues
et al. (2015) found a moderate coefficient of determination of 0.46 relying on
multiple soil sensors in a principal component stepwise regression framework.
The latter procedure, but without an explicit mapping objective, was also used
by Mahmood et al. (2012) resulting in rather diverse R-squared values of 0.34
and 0.87 for clay and sand contents, respectively. This is not only in line with the
magnitude of values obtained here, but also resembles the performance differences
by fraction. Note, however, that both, Mahmood et al. (2012) and Rodrigues et
al. (2015) studied contrasting soils. The results of this work are only compared
to the outcome of those sites (or samples) that provide similar texture conditions
as judged from reported descriptive statistics and soil type delineations.
As opposed to field 21, models at field 33 with corresponding R-squared values of
0.16 (clay), 0.11 (silt) and 0.42 (sand) must be rejected with regards to fine-soil
fractions. Moreover, these very low prediction performances cannot compete with
results from other field-level case studies. One major reason for comparatively
inaccurate interpolation results at field 33 lies in the weak empirical correlations
between covariates and target quantities. In addition, sample size (N = 64) and/or
point distribution were obviously not sufficient to properly address spatial topsoil
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texture variability through auto- and cross-correlation analysis. On the one hand,
these unfortunate observations are caused by poor quality predictors. Discussing
the (co)variables already revealed some shortcomings of the derived land-surface
parameters (coarse DEM) and geophysical attributes (signal predominated by
other soil properties). Thus, new information, particularly regarding the parent
material, is required to significantly improve the scorpan-based part of the given
prediction model. On the other hand, finding an appropriate model for field 33
is hampered by great spatial heterogeneities among the target variables. Large
soil variability at the San Michele farm is generally known from previous surveys
(Aru 1966) and particularly apparent at field 33 as further demonstrated by
observations from own soil profiles (see pages 23 to 27). Moreover, additional
evidence is provided by distinct soil colour differences visible from satellite images
(see Cassiani et al. 2012).
Taking all the (estimation) results of this thesis into consideration, different pro-
cesses of soil formation are responsible for the current spatial distribution of clay,
silt and sand content at the field and catchment scale. It follows that individual
soil spatial prediction models are generally required to properly address the scale-
dependent peculiarities of soil variation. Moreover, unintended and unexpected
differences observed between adjacent agricultural fields call for individual spa-
tial interpolation strategies even at the same scale, if great soil heterogeneities
characterise the study area. This includes a site-specific selection of environ-
mental covariates and, thus, strongly emphasises the importance of an extensive
exploratory data analysis prior to (geo)statistical data processing.
In each soil texture mapping application of this work – i.e. independent of spatial
scale – silt content was the most difficult fraction to predict. Although equally
oriented performance ratios have been reported elsewhere (Kru¨ger 2007; Akpa
et al. 2014; Wetterlind et al. 2015), their explanation remains difficult and site-
specific. One possible reason might be that significant accumulations of silty
material due to aeolian processes occur in the given test sites. Accordingly,
Yaalon (1997) mentioned Sahara dust as an important source of fine soil material
in Mediterranean soils. Such an apparent clustering of high silt content values was
observed in the central part of field 21. However, particularly with regard to the
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entire Rio di Costara catchment, such wind-induced tendencies towards higher
silt percentages are not quantified and, consequently, not part of the prediction
model. This is a distinct shortcoming, since accumulation of wind-borne material
occurs rather spatially diffuse and can be quite significant. For example, Sevink
and Kummer (1984) found silt-size deposits of up to 200 t/ha in the top 10 cm
layer of depression soils on the near-by Giara plateau in central Sardinia. Another
factor that might help to explain the difficulties observed from silt mapping is
concerned with the laboratory methods. Incorrect measurements are more likely
to occur between clay and silt fractions during sedimentary analysis than by
sieving to determine sand percentages. Therefore, the interpolation basis for silt
content mapping is possibly more erroneous than for any other of the modelled
textural classes.
Meeting the compositional requirements of soil textural fractions
Among others, Odeh et al. (2003) repeatedly stated that untransformed com-
ponents of compositional soil data should never be mapped one by one. In ac-
cordance with this recommendation and following the suggestions by Pawlowsky
et al. (1995) and Lark and Bishop (2007), trend residuals of alr coordinates were
cokriged, as illustrated in the methodological framework of this thesis.
Independent from spatial scale, ternary diagram interpretations have shown that
most sample points of the considered test sites are barely affected by the addi-
tional model requirements of compositional data. Similar results were found by
Lark and Bishop (2007) in regard to their East Creek case study. Additionally,
Cohen’s κ statistic revealed substantial agreement among soil texture maps from
ordinary kriging (raw values) and cokriging (alr coordinates), on the one hand,
and regression kriging (raw) and regression cokriging (alr), on the other. From
this, it follows that by ignoring the compositional restrictions and using raw val-
ues for prediction is, on average, sufficiently accurate from a practical point of
view. However, at the landscape scale a few test data estimations (for those
points with large measured sand contents) were considerably more realistic using
alr coordinates as model input.
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The strong observed similarity between univariate and bivariate kriging models
also raises the question, whether it is reasonable to use the more complex cokriging
technique rather than estimating the alr-transformed target variables in isolation.
Webster and Oliver (2007) discussed this issue in detail concluding that differences
between kriging and cokriging results likely diminish, if equally sampled variables
are hardly correlated. This is not true at the landscape scale, where the two
fitted neural network outputs were significantly correlated (ρ = 0.62). However,
considering cross-correlations at the field scale is less likely of any value as judged
from non-significant correlation coefficients of 0.18 (field 33) and 0.28 (field 21).
Taking everything into consideration, using alr coordinates is advised when deal-
ing with compositions to meet additional model requirements caused by the non-
negativity and constant sum constraints (e.g. 100 %) of particle-size fractions.
Moreover, cokriging should be used for geostatistical modelling if interdependen-
cies between the (transformed) response variables are documented. In doing so,
spatial interpolation is statistically sound and, thus, generally more likely to pro-
duce accurate soil property maps. However, less experienced practitioners might
as well disregard this additional complex procedure. In any case, following Lark
and Bishop (2007) a thorough investigation of the ternary diagram is mandatory
during exploratory data analysis to check for data points that are likely affected
by compositional constraints.
To further improve the accuracy of the proposed methodology particularly in sci-
entific applications, the biased agl-(back)transformation of final estimates should
be replaced by a more sophisticated procedure. Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue
(2006) proposed an unbiased back-transform using Gauss-Hermite quadrature
applied, for instance, by Ward and Mueller (2012). Moreover, Menafoglio et al.
(2014) recently introduced a new functional compositional kriging approach to
spatially predict from particle-size curves rather than classes. This seems es-
pecially useful for better support of soil-related process modelling, but assumes
more advanced lab-analyse techniques to provide an adequate interpolation set
of high-dimensional particle-size data.
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The practical usefulness of the results
First and foremost, geographically continuous maps of soil textural fractions at
the catchment scale can serve as valuable base data for more complex soil param-
eters as required, e.g. in hydrological modelling. For example, the estimation of
groundwater recharge strongly depends on soil characteristics such as moisture
content at field capacity which can be deduced from texture using pedo-transfer
functions (see Ehlers et al. 2015; Herrmann et al. 2015, for recently published
applications in the Mediterranean region). In addition to the provision of input
data for hydrological modelling purposes, the produced soil property maps might
be considered as decision making support for sustainable agricultural irrigation
management, which is an essential requirement for (future) farming activities in
the Mediterranean area. Moreover, detailed maps of clay, silt and sand content
can contribute to better-adapted prevention and mitigation of soil degradation,
particularly useful regarding the island of Sardinia. The accuracy of the maps
created in the frame of this dissertation are generally sufficient for these pur-
poses, considering the great soil heterogeneities and relatively large extent of the
catchment area.
As part of an agricultural research farm, soil maps presented at field 21 are likely
to be used for studying the textural influences on soil fertility, water-holding
capacity and other soil functions related to the optimisation of site-specific crop
management. However, results obtained for fine-soil fractions at field 33 should
be used with caution, if at all, due to poor prediction performances.
6.2 Performance of neural networks in soil spa-
tial interpolation
In the frame of soil texture mapping at the landscape scale, another more specific
objective of this dissertation was related to the usefulness of artificial neural
networks as de-trending method in hybrid spatial interpolation. In response,
the performance of neural network residual cokriging (NNRCK) was compared
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to inverse distance weighting (IDW), ordinary kriging (OK), regression kriging
(RK), ordinary cokriging (COK) and regression cokriging (RCOK). This part of
the discussion focuses on NNRCK and its distinct evaluation in view of the other
methods. For a detailed description and interpretation of differences among all
involved models return to section 5.2.5 on page 137.
Prediction performances of the NNRCK method and all benchmark models were
listed in table 5.16 on page 140. Comparing univariate validation measures (root
mean squared errors and model efficiencies) showed that the promoted NNRCK
approach is always among the top-three methods. It is also the model that
predicts the three target quantities (clay, silt and sand content) in the most
balanced way. However, the differences between the considered methods are
relatively small in total. For instance, model efficiencies of sand content only
differ by a magnitude of 0.04, ranging from 0.55 to 0.59. This is consistent with
model comparison results described by Padarian et al. (2012) and Guo et al.
(2013) and can partly be explained by comparatively low correlations between
the input and output variables. Moreover, 125 calibration samples might not be
enough to fully exhaust the potential of a data-driven, machine-based learning
technique such as neural networks. For example, Minasny et al. (2008) related
the usefulness of data-mining tools to training sets of at least 200 cases.
Nevertheless, particularly by including multivariate distance measures and best
prediction counts, NNRCK was found markedly superior to common interpola-
tion techniques. For example, the NNRCK model reached a standardised residual
sum-of-squares value of 0.74 as calculated from the 41 independent test samples.
This is clearly more favourable than the same measure of 0.8 found for the sec-
ond best performing model (ordinary cokriging). Moreover, percentage numbers
of test cases where NNRCK produced the lowest absolute error were constantly
higher than for any reference model and independent from soil textural fraction
(see table 5.17 on page 140). In addition, this overall impression of a prefer-
able NNRCK model is supplemented with plausibility considerations from visual
inspection. Contour maps from NNRCK offer a desirable, higher degree of soil
spatial heterogeneity than standard kriging does. Similarly obvious differences
occur, for example, in the prediction maps (soil organic matter content) provided
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by Dai et al. (2014) comparing ANN-kriging results with estimates from univer-
sal kriging and IDW. Padarian et al. (2012) also reached more detailed spatial
distributions of soil organic carbon content modelled by a coupled neural network
and kriging technique as compared to other (co)kriging variants.
Focusing on the chosen network architecture, its complexity can be considered as
adequate for capturing long-range variability among the target quantities. The
best illustration of this is given by comparison of theoretical variograms fitted to
alr-transformed variables (see figure 5.21 at page 125) with the linear model of
coregionalisation derived from neural network residuals (see fig. 5.25 at p. 131).
The formerly unbounded spatial structure reduced to a single component of lo-
cal spatial dependence indicating that the trend has been successfully modelled
by the three-layer perceptron. This de-trending ability of small-sized networks
corresponds to findings from Kanevski et al. (1997) or Cellura et al. (2008).
While assessing the generalisation ability of the final models, it should be noted
that neural network training relies on less points than the competitive methods.
This possibly weakens the overall NNRCK performance to some extent, but is
unavoidable, since finding the optimal net architecture required further splitting
of the calibration sample. This dataset partitioning based on a modified Kennard-
Stone algorithm and is in line with Galva˜o et al. (2005) and Saptoro et al. (2012)
who emphasised the great importance of a fortunate data division in modelling
a neural network. In combination with the efforts made during soil sampling to
receive calibration and test datasets that proved to be representative for each
other, the resulting three datasets can be considered as a rather comfortable set-
up. However though, a few individual points turned out to be very badly predicted
during validation (see section 5.2.4 on page 132). Thus, to further increase the
NNRCK performance in the Rio di Costara catchment, the surrounding area of
these conspicuous samples should be considered for supplementary survey.
To summarise, comparison of the proposed NNRCK method with traditional
digital soil mapping techniques revealed a better ability of NNRCK to provide
accurate soil spatial predictions. At the same time, it has been demonstrated
that machine learning based on the multi-layer perceptron can efficiently model
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long-range soil variation and, thus, is a promising tool to address the trend com-
ponent in hybrid interpolation methods. In addition, the counter-argument of
many other studies (e.g. Ließ et al. 2012; Greve et al. 2012; Brungard et al. 2015)
that neural networks are black box models could be invalidated. Instead, several
methods were presented to evaluate the covariate contributions to the final net-
work. Altogether and with regard to the Rio di Costara catchment, data-driven
learning improved soil texture mapping at the landscape scale, but was not an
option at both, fields 21 and 33 due to significantly smaller sample sizes.
6.3 Integration of geophysical sensor data
Field-scale mapping of soil textural fractions was closely linked to the question
whether minimal-invasive geophysical measurements can provide useful predic-
tors for regression-based interpolation techniques. Results from (linear) model
testing indicated that gamma-ray nuclides and ECa measured by EMI devices
significantly contributed to the successful estimation of clay, silt and sand con-
tent at field 21. By contrast, only modest prediction performances were achieved
with regard to field 33. Moreover, in view of a more process-based understanding
issues remain to be resolved as will become apparent from a detailed discussion
on bivariate empirical correlations.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the highest absolute inter-relations between
soil textural fractions and geophysical sensor data were found for gamma-ray
nuclides. However, the signs of Pearson’s correlation coefficients, as experienced
from the considered field sites of the San Michele farm, correspond to observations
by Priori et al. (2014) found in soils developed from similarly heterogeneous parent
material, but are contrary to what is known from most other case studies (e.g.
Megumi and Mamuro 1977; Taylor et al. 2002; Buchanan et al. 2012). This finding
indicates that the received gamma-signal is likely superimposed by some other
soil property than texture. In fact, there is a very high negative correlation up to
0.9 between gamma-ray nuclides and calcium carbonate content at both studied
fields. Thus, calcium carbonate strongly attenuates measured gamma-ray counts
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which is more remarkable in areas with higher percentages of fine-soil fractions.
In addition to obvious carbonate influences, observed gamma-ray measurements
proved to be sensitive to gravel content at field 33, where dose rate, for instance,
showed significant positive correlation of 0.37 with the amount of coarser soil
particles. In contrast to this, gravel content had no apparent influence on the
relationships between textural fractions and radio-nuclide concentrations at field
21, because its measured percentages were on average considerably lower and also
spatially much less variable. Focusing on ratios of pairwise nuclides instead of
pure gamma-ray counts led to lower, but commonly directed associations with
the amount of clay, silt and sand particles (see Petersen et al. 2012).
As a second source of geophysical predictors, apparent electrical conductivity
(ECa) measures from electromagnetic induction were considered, but found only
significantly related to silt content (ρ = 0.38) at field 21. This obviously lower in-
fluence on topsoil properties compared to gamma-ray spectrometry is mainly due
to the different depth-response curves of the two sensing methods. Whereas about
90 % of the gamma-ray signal originates from the top 30 cm of the surveyed soil
volume (Cook et al. 1996), EMI devices cover the first 75 cm to 150 cm in depth
depending on operation mode. In mapping practice, Taylor et al. (2010) and
Piikki et al. (2013) both concluded from their multi-sensor studies that gamma
radiometric data is more likely to be promising regarding topsoil properties, while
EMI measurements better suit subsoil interpolation. Unlike with pure gamma-
ray signals, relationships between ECa measures and soil textural fractions were
not greatly disturbed by other soil attributes. For instance, well-known influences
by soil moisture have been found negligible at the time of the measurements as
indicated by observed volumetric water contents below 10 %. Moreover, ratios of
(lab-analysed) ECa to clay content of 0.5, on average, clearly point to non-saline
conditions in the given test sites (see McBratney et al. 2005).
Altogether, significant correlations were found for both, electrical conductivity
and gamma radiometric data with at least one measured soil textural fraction.
Thus, either sensing method provided potentially relevant secondary variables
for soil mapping at the studied agricultural fields of the San Michele farm. How-
ever, severe empirical correlations between the sensor values themselves required
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additional processing to avoid any negative effects of multicollinearity in the fi-
nal regression model. Consequently, the multi-source (sensor) data were fused by
principal component analysis to provide effective and efficient predictor sets. This
procedure is in accordance with De Benedetto et al. (2012) and Castrignano` et al.
(2012) who also concluded that principal components derived from multi-source
data are more suitable for soil property interpolation than single sensor values. In
this work, model validation at field 21 revealed comparatively high performances
as evidenced by R-squared values of 0.41, 0.29 and 0.78 for clay, silt and sand con-
tent, respectively. This was partly due to integrated x- and y-coordinates, but
analysing the loadings of the PCs selected from stepwise regression procedure
showed that gamma-ray counts, nuclide ratios and ECa measures significantly
contributed to the created prediction maps. In addition, comparing estimations
of clay, silt and sand content with corresponding ordinary kriging results, leads to
relative model improvements of 4 % (silt) to 11 % (sand) as calculated from root
mean squared errors. However, poor model performance was achieved in regard
to field 33 for reasons discussed in section 6.1.
To conclude, multi-source geophysical sensor data were found potentially useful to
support and improve field-scale soil texture mapping. However, their integration
as covariates has also revealed some severe limitations, particularly with regard to
process-based interpretation and when applied to field sites characterised by great
soil heterogeneity. Thus, further research is required to better resolve the signals
from gamma-ray spectrometry and EMI devices, particularly in the presence of
highly calcareous soils. Moreover, an advanced functional understanding of the
relationships between certain soil properties and sensor-based (co)variables is
essential to accept the additional costs that these on-the-go techniques entail, if
applied, for instance, in precision agriculture. With regards to the San Michele
farm, this requires additional knowledge to quantify the spatial distribution of
soil parent material, and more importantly, to properly reflect mineralogy.
As a final remark on geophysical covariates, it should be noted that observations
from proximal soil sensors themselves are point measurements. To serve as pre-
dictors in regression-based soil spatial interpolation models, these datasets need
to be mapped as well. Due to the very high number of points – sample sizes rang-
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ing from 1478 (gamma-ray spectrometry) to 40710 (electromagnetic induction) –
available in the frame of this thesis, ordinary kriging was sufficiently adequate to
create geographically continuous sensor data maps. However, in regard to future
applications, other processing techniques might be used, for instance, based on
multiple-point simulations as suggested by Meerschman et al. (2014) who used
EMI sensing to detect cryogenic features in the subsoil.
6.4 Online dissemination of final soil maps
The final step of the methodological framework and the last specific objective of
this dissertation was related to the delivery of achieved mapping results. This
task is of great importance, particularly in times of rapidly growing amounts of
geographically continuous soil information and ever increasing numbers of appli-
cations that rely on these datasets. Among others, Wilson et al. (2012) stressed
the need for online, on-demand information systems to provide long-term visibil-
ity and access to mapped soil data.
The online platform, described in section 4.8 on page 83, was originally deployed
in association with the international research project CLIMB and primarily fo-
cuses on hydrological modelling output. As another thematic priority, it success-
fully disseminates and documents the final soil maps of this thesis in terms of
geospatial web services (CSW, WMS, WCS). In distributing the spatial resources
using interoperable access formats and describing them in a standards-based man-
ner, a sustainable storage of digital soil mapping products could be established.
The implementation of this system totally relies on free and open-source software
(FOSS) and made use of the geospatial content management system GeoNode.
Focusing on FOSS in general, and the GeoNode suite in particular, was highly
beneficial in the sense that software could be easily adapted to meet project-
specific requirements, e.g. regarding an additional time series application (re-
lated to hydrological indicators). Moreover, maintaining the geoportal solution
is much easier due to lower costs, since no license fees need to be paid. At the
time of writing this dissertation, other geospatial web-platforms using GeoNode
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include the WFPGeoNode – a data sharing application of the United Nations
World Food Programme – as well as the information system (PaRIS) of the Pa-
cific Catastrophe Risk Assessment and Financing Initiative. Regarding European
soil data, a recent example of a standard-compliant soil information portal has
been provided by the GS Soil project (Feiden et al. 2010), based on the software
bundle InGrid (Kruse and Konstantinidis 2010).
Once operational, GeoNode turned out to be a good choice for deploying the de-
sired web-platform. However, full INSPIRE-compliance could not be realised, for
instance, regarding the use of harmonised layer names or additional supported
languages in the context of view services. This is partly due to limitations of the
current GeoServer instance and its specific behaviour of adding the workspace as
a prefix to each layer name. Yet more importantly than slight violations of inter-
national standards, response times grew rapidly serving a huge amount of spatial
layers. This issue might be solved by increasing the number of map servers admin-
istrating the GIS-related web services and feeding GeoNode’s Django-based web
interface. Lately, such an approach has been presented by Arias et al. (2015), who
as well used GeoNode components to create their distributed water information
systems. Following this option also offers the possibility to separate soil-related
layers from hydrological resources and, thus, avoiding to provide them in one
single service.
To conclude, the platform presented in the frame of this thesis stands as an ex-
ample that digital soil mapping data can be effectively delivered to a broader
community using free and open-source software. It allows access and use of
valuable input variables for own specific environmental workflows. Moreover, its
metadata documentation is not only of use to experts in soil science, but also to
stakeholders, policy makers and other users interested in the available resources
long after the project has ended. In addition to deployment and extension of an
own portal solution, an increased exchange with other existing soil information
infrastructures is intended. Depending on the kind of data eventually consid-
ered for disclosure, this includes large-scale international initiatives such as Glob-
alSoilMap (IUSS), or World Soil Profiles (ISRIC), but also applies to regional
projects like the newly established Database Soil Sardinia (AGRIS Sardegna).
Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
Despite the strong anthropogenic influences and great soil heterogeneities that
characterise the Mediterranean region, appropriate procedures have been created
to map soil textural fractions of the topsoil at the field and catchment scale in
southern Sardinia (Italy).
With regards to the entire Rio di Costara catchment, 197 soil observations and
two groups of environmental covariates (land-surface parameters and geological
categories) were adequate to train a multi-layer perceptron and, thus, to address
large-scale variability among the target quantities. Remaining short-range varia-
tion was successfully estimated by fitting a linear model of coregionalisation and
subsequent cokriging of the residuals. Testing showed that the proposed neural
network residual cokriging approach outperforms common digital soil mapping
techniques. This suggests that machine learning algorithms such as artificial
neural networks are an effective and efficient tool for multivariate, non-linear
trend analysis in soil spatial prediction.
Focusing on two agricultural fields at the San Michele farm, spatial interpolation
of clay, silt and sand content was performed with regression-based hybrid methods
using explanatory variables derived from geophysical measurements and digital
terrain analysis. In response to severe multicollinearity and to avoid possible is-
sues due to spurious correlations, principal components of multi-source data were
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used as predictors in the GLS regression part instead of raw covariates. Results
from leave-one-out cross-validation at field 21 indicated that the regression cok-
riging model predicts soil textural fractions fairly well. Contrasting this, rather
weak model performances were obtained with regards to clay and silt content at
field 33. To conclude, the use of electro-magnetical and gamma radiometric data
as ancillary information for digital mapping of soil textural fractions at the field
scale were found difficult when dealing with heterogeneous and partly calcareous
parent material.
To further increase the quality of soil spatial interpolation models, other data
sources might be considered to cover additional factors of soil formation as well
as to provide better predictor sets in terms of accuracy and resolution. Such extra
information can be obtained, for instance, from remote sensing data recorded by
spaceborne sensors or instruments mounted on airborne platforms like unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV). Among others, Sumfleth and Duttmann (2008) used vege-
tation indices from various satellite scenes to predict clay, silt and sand content at
the landscape scale. In contrast to optical imagery, Singh and Kathpalia (2007)
introduced an approach for the direct retrieval of soil texture along with soil
moisture and surface roughness from radar data. Compared to satellite imagery,
UAV systems are more operationally flexible, which makes them particularly rel-
evant with regard to field-level surveys. Depending on the sensors used, common
UAV data acquisition comprises multi- or hyper-spectral and thermal imaging,
LiDAR scanning and the creation of photogrammetric digital terrain models. In
addition, repeated overflights facilitate the set-up of soil monitoring systems and,
thus, allow for the detection of changes in soil properties over time or season
(see Archer et al. 2015, and references therein). Assuming another visit to the
Sardinian test sites, a recently acquired UAV system could be used to derive new
high-resolution elevation models for both investigated agricultural fields. In doing
so, a better basis would be created for scorpan-based DSM as well as for general
future research activities at the San Michele farm.
Focusing on data-driven learning algorithms such as neural networks, an increased
number of input variables is likely to have positive implications for the overall
model performance. However, the relationships between observations of a specific
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soil property and its associated factors of soil formation often vary with spatial
scale. Therefore, further research is required to properly dissect available covari-
ates, for instance, using wavelet functions (Mendonc¸a-Santos et al. 2006) and to
create multi-scale modelling frameworks. The latter has been done by Behrens
et al. (2014) by developing a hyper-scale terrain analysis approach (ConStat) to
support DSM applications. Miller et al. (2015) recently extended this concept
to a broader range of covariates including remote sensing predictor variables and
geological categories. With regard to this work, both strategies appear attractive
for soil mapping concerning the entire Rio di Costara catchment. The multi-layer
perceptron used as data mining tool to exploit available covariates will likely be
able to handle much larger predictor sets. Yet more importantly, it would be in-
teresting to see whether modelled soil-landscape relationships become even more
realistic by integrating terrain attributes from across multiple spatial scales rather
than relying on one single subset of land-surface parameters.
In addition to ongoing developments to increase the number and quality of
scorpan-based predictors, better analysis tools are required for the provision of
reliable soil observations. This applies to the methods used to collect and analyse
soil material, but also affects the prior definition of representative samples with
regard to location and number. Moreover, for digital soil mapping in data-sparse
regions and for general soil inventories at coarser spatial scales, the use of legacy
soil data – historical maps and soil profile descriptions – is strongly advised. Su-
laeman et al. (2013) described essential steps of legacy soil data harmonisation
and database development for digital mapping purposes in Indonesia. As re-
peatedly indicated in this thesis, available soil information in the study area was
generally scarce and of little value for spatial interpolation issues. By now, official
authorities have started to process and store legacy soil data in an island-wide
database (Database Soil Sardinia, DBSS, see Vacca et al. 2014). If this database
eventually becomes accessible to the public, it might help to improve at least
large-scale digital soil mapping activities on Sardinia.
Although it is commonly accepted that data quality has a higher impact on soil
spatial prediction accuracy (Minasny et al. 2008), methodological progress remain
a factor to advance the predictive power in digital soil mapping applications.
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Regardless of specific improvements with respect to neural network modelling,
recent trends in (soil) geostatistics indicate the use of multiple-point simulations
(MPS). Relying on the determination of training images, MPS basically provides
a more natural way to incorporate soil process knowledge into the description
of spatial auto-correlation compared to common two-point statistics such as the
variogram. Thus, in contrast to scorpan-based approaches, MPS tools attempt to
improve the random model component rather than to look for more sophisticated
functional representations of soil formation in the fixed effects. By replacing the
variogram and its simplifying assumption of an underlying Gaussian process, this
approach is especially promising for mapping spatially complex soil properties
such as bulk density or soil moisture content. As a continuation of this work,
MPS might be considered to better address the complex patterns of soil separates
at field 33, where regression- and variogram-based mapping have led to relatively
poor prediction results. One of the first multivariate examples of MPS in soil
science is given by Meerschman et al. (2014), who simultaneously detected fossil
ice-wedges and interpolated sensor data from EMI measurements. Lark (2012a)
emphasized the difficulty of generating adequate training images and proposed
stochastic geometric models for different modes of soil spatial variation.
Particularly at the catchment scale, this thesis has succeeded in creating digital
soil maps of adequate quality and resolution. Subsequent research projects are
highly appreciated to use these results, for instance, as input data in hydrological
modelling or to assess soil functions and degradation risks. Carre´ et al. (2007) and
Finke (2012) have raised the importance of converting the increasing amount of
geographically continuous soil information into spatial soil functional understand-
ing. To fulfil the needs of a digital soil assessment rather than mapping, infor-
mation on the uncertainty of estimated soil property values is needed as much as
three-dimensional representations of the investigated soil body. Goovaerts (2001)
discussed some approaches to quantify uncertainty in geostatistical applications
focusing on either prediction variances or simulation-based methods. Recently,
Taalab et al. (2015) emphasized the ability of Bayesian models to formalise un-
certainty. Case studies that investigate soil variation with depth are provided by
Kempen et al. (2011), Lacoste et al. (2014) and Poggio and Gimona (2014).
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As a final remark, it should be noted that the branch of digital soil mapping has
developed in recent years from merely a research field to an operational stage.
This dissertation contributes by presenting a comprehensive approach for the
digital mapping and online dissemination of soil textural fractions. It, thereby,
increases the data availability in the Sardinian test sites. Moreover, it provides
a methodological option for a statistically sound determination of (top)soil in-
formation in cases where intensive conventional soil surveys are not feasible due
to time and/or budget limitations. The proposed concept seems especially use-
ful in times of climate-induced shortages of water resource and growing land
degradation risks where modelling requires precise and spatially continuous soil
knowledge. It is important to stress that all observations and results presented
in this thesis primarily apply to Mediterranean landscapes. In a next step, its
underlying methodology will be adapted to other regions like the loess covered
hills bordering the North German Lowlands. Furthermore, it will be tested at
coarser spatial scales and with respect to other environmental target quantities
including meteorological variables in order to improve the modelling of soil and
landscape processes.
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Appendix A
.1 Software and applications
Table 1 specifies the software components that were used for both, the creation of
this document and the implementation of the web-based dissemination platform.
The latter was briefly introduced in chapter 4.8 at page 83. Its technical details
are thoroughly documented within the corresponding deliverable reports related
to work package 2 of the EU-FP7 project CLIMB (Climate Induced Changes on
the Hydrology of Mediterranean Basins). These reports are partly public and can
be downloaded from the project’s website at http://www.climb-fp7.eu. GeoNode
is running on a virtual machine with 2.8 GHz processor, 6 GB of memory (RAM)
and an Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bit operating system.
Table 1: Main software and applications used in the frame of this thesis
Name Title / Purpose Version
ArcPad Esri’s mobile field mapping and data collection software 8
ArcMap Main component of Esri’s ArcGIS used here for map creation 10.1
CUED PhD PhD thesis LaTeX template (Harish Bhanderi) 1.1
Dia GTK+ based diagram creation program 0.97.2
GeoExplorer WebGIS-client based on GeoExt 3.0.5
GeoNode Open source geospatial content management system 2.0c5
GeoServer Open source server for geospatial data sharing 2.4
GME Geospatial Modelling Environment used for soil sampling tasks 0.5.3
PostgreSQL Database back-end, enhanced by PostGIS 2.0.1 9.2.1
pycsw CSW server implementation, written in Python 1.6.0
TeX Live Comprehensive TeX system used for setting this thesis document 20130722-1
Texmaker Cross-platform LaTeX editor used for thesis writing 4.0.3
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.2 Functionality of the geoportal solution
This section illustrates the functionality of the CLIMB Geoportal with respect to
digital soil mapping products in form of selected screenshots. The portal’s design
was customised in accordance with CLIMB-specific needs by editing the CSS and
HTML files of the used GeoNode-based content management system.
Figure 1: Home page of the dissemination web-platform (geoportal)
Source: http://lgi-climbsrv.geographie.uni-kiel.de
Inside the header section, the navigation tab represents the key element to switch
from one topic covered by the CLIMB Geoportal to another highlighting the
current subject by bold letters. Furthermore, it connects to the sign-in window
in the right upper corner and provides direct access to the help page, meant to
inform the user how to operate the portal in an efficient manner.
Following the Explore Layers button of the portal’s home page, provides a list
of all available spatial resources of the CLIMB Geoportal as shown in figure
2. Due to the fact that more than 3000 layers are available at the given web-
platform, it is particularly useful to reduce the amount of resources listed at
the Explore Layers page, for instance, by selecting the study site of interest.
Refer to the Rio di Costara sub-category for digital soil mapping outputs of the
Sardinian test site. The Upload Layers page is reserved for registered users only.
Registration is granted upon request and requires the approval of the scientific
project coordinator.
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Figure 2: Layers section of the customised GeoNode interface
To get more information about a particular spatial resource, a click on its name
in the layers list opens the layer details page showing a map preview and listing
key metadata elements (see figures 3 and 4).
The upper part of the Layer details page shows a preview of the chosen resource
in a map window that provides simple (GIS) functionality to interact with the
given image. The button in the upper left hand corner, allows to change the
underlying base map, for instance, from the default OpenStreetMap background
to some satellite image. The following two buttons are meant to print the map
or to move around inside the map area. To receive information on certain grid
values, the Identify-button is used.
Below the map window, key metadata elements of the selected layer are presented
including title, abstract, owner of the resource and supplemental information on
the computation of the given parameter. The active layer can be utilised for map
creation using GeoNode’s built-in WebGIS-client (GeoExplorer).
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Figure 3: Upper part of the layer details page – Map window
The third element of the navigation tab connects to the Maps section of the
given web-portal. This part of the CLIMB Geoportal is particularly meant for
combining different layers from either the current platform itself or from remote
web services (e.g. WMS). It provides a tool to disseminate certain information
as pre-defined maps to soil experts, stakeholders, policy makers or other inter-
ested non-professionals. The functionality of the given GeoExplorer instance as
presented in figure 5 almost equals the map preview of the Layers section.
Figure 4: Lower part of the layer details page – Selected metadata
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Appendix B
.3 R packages
This section lists essential R packages applied in the frame of this thesis. For
details refer to the respective package-sites at http://cran.r-project.org. R itself
was run in version 3.0.2 on a pc with an Ubuntu 13.10 64-bit operating system.
Table 2: Applied R packages
Name Title / Purpose Version
car Companion to applied regression 2.0-19
caret Training and plotting classification and regression models 6.0-22
climatol Drawing wind rose and Walter and Lieth diagrams 2.2
compositions Functions for the consistent analysis of compositional data 2013.6.15
FactoMineR Multivariate exploratory data analysis and data mining 1.26
ggplot2 An implementation of the grammar of graphics 0.9.3.1
gstat Geostatistical modelling, prediction and simulation 1.0-16
gridExtra High-level functions for grid graphics 0.9.1
irr Various coefficients of inter-rater reliability and agreement 0.84
lattice High-level data visualization system 0.20-24
NeuralNetTools Visualization and analysis tools for neural networks 1.0.1
plotrix Various plots, labelling, axis and color scaling functions 3.5-3
plyr Tools for splitting, applying and combining data 1.8
RColorBrewer Provides color schemes for maps and other graphics 1.0-5
rgdal Bindings for the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library 0.8-15
RSAGA SAGA geoprocessing and terrain analysis in R 0.93-6
RSNNS NNs in R using the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator 0.4-6
soiltexture Functions for soil texture plot, classification and transformation 1.2.13
sp Classes and methods for spatial data 1.0-14
spdep Spatial dependence: weighting schemes, statistics and models 0.5-74
xtable Export tables to LaTeX or HTML 1.7-3
zoo Infrastructure for regular and irregular time series 1.7-10
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.4 R scripts
.4.1 cau climatedata calc vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Analysis of climate data from own weather station , Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 08.04.2014
7
8 # climate tower from CAU and LMU , supported by AGRIS Sardegna
9 # installed in October 2010, repaired in March 2011, deconstructed in March 2013
10 # EAST: 508589 , NORTH: 4362827 , EPSG: 32632
11
12 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
13 # contributions from: Jan Merkens (merkens@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
14
15 rm(list = ls())
16
17 # package "climatol" has been removed from CRAN --> installed from source ..
18 install.packages("climatol_2.2. tar.gz", repos = NULL , type = "source")
19
20 library(zoo); library(ggplot2); library(climatol); library(sp)
21 # R v3.0.2, zoo_1.7-10, ggplot2_0.9.3.1 , climatol_2.2, sp_1.0 -14
22
23 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input", "metstation_CAU_LMU_processed_v1.RData"
24 , sep = "/"))
25 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
26
27 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
28 ## Climate graph
29 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30
31 d.cl$date <- as.Date(paste(d.cl$year , d.cl$month , d.cl$day , sep = "-"))
32
33 # longer time series available from Cagliari/Elmas weather station:
34 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input",
35 "cagliari_elmas_metstation_1981_2010. RData", sep = "/"))
36
37 # precipitation:
38 p.agd <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl$PREC), d.cl$date , sum , na.rm = T)
39 p.agm <- aggregate(p.agd , as.yearmon(format(index(p.agd), "%Y-%m")), sum)
40 p.agmy <- aggregate(p.agm , as.numeric(format(index(p.agm), "%m")), mean)
41 prec2.agmy <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl2$PREC2),
42 as.numeric(format(as.yearmon(date2), "%m")), mean , na.rm = T)
43
44 # temperature:
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45 tmax.agd <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl$AIRTEMP200), d.cl$date , max)
46 tmax.agm <- aggregate(tmax.agd , as.yearmon(format(index(tmax.agd),"%Y-%m")),
47 mean , na.rm = T)
48 tmax.agmy <- aggregate(tmax.agm , as.numeric(format(index(tmax.agm),"%m")), mean)
49 tmin.agd <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl$AIRTEMP200), d.cl$date , min)
50 tmin.agm <- aggregate(tmin.agd , as.yearmon(format(index(tmin.agd),"%Y-%m")),
51 mean , na.rm = T)
52 tmin.agmy <- aggregate(tmin.agm , as.numeric(format(index(tmin.agm),"%m")), mean)
53 tmin.min <- aggregate(tmin.agd , as.yearmon(format(index(tmin.agd),"%Y-%m")),
54 min , na.rm = T)
55 tmin.miny <- aggregate(tmin.min , as.numeric(format(index(tmin.min),"%m")), min)
56
57 tmax2.agmy <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl2$TMAX2),
58 as.numeric(format(as.yearmon(date2), "%m")), mean , na.rm = T)
59 tmin2.agmy <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl2$TMIN2),
60 as.numeric(format(as.yearmon(date2), "%m")), mean , na.rm = T)
61 tmin2.miny <- aggregate(zoo(d.cl2$TMINABS2),
62 as.numeric(format(as.yearmon(date2), "%m")), min , na.rm = T)
63
64 # prepare plot , using diagwl function from climatol -package:
65 climate <- cbind(Prec = as.vector(p.agmy), Tmax = as.vector(tmax.agmy),
66 Tmin = as.vector(tmin.agmy), Min = as.vector(tmin.miny))
67 climate <- t(climate)
68 colnames(climate) <- c("Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", "Jul", "Aug",
69 "Sep", "Okt", "Nov", "Dec")
70
71 climate2 <- cbind(Prec = as.vector(prec2.agmy), Tmax = as.vector(tmax2.agmy),
72 Tmin = as.vector(tmin2.agmy), Min = as.vector(tmin2.miny))
73 climate2 <- t(climate2); climate2
74 colnames(climate2) <- c("Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", "Jul", "Aug",
75 "Sep", "Okt", "Nov", "Dec")
76
77 pdf(paste(path.fig , "wldiagr_v2.pdf", sep = "/"))
78 diagwl(climate , alt = 150, per = "Oct 2010 to Jan 2013", mlab = "en",
79 est = "CAU/LMU weather station , Azienda San Michele , Sardinia , Italy")
80 dev.off()
81
82 pdf(paste(path.fig , "wldiagr_165600_v1.pdf", sep = "/"))
83 diagwl(climate2 , alt = 4, per = "Jan 1981 to Dec 2010", mlab = "en",
84 est = "Cagliari/Elmas weather station , Lat 39.25 , Lon 9.05, Sardinia , Italy")
85 dev.off()
86
87 rm(climate , p.agd , p.agm , p.agmy , tmax.agd , tmax.agm ,
88 tmax.agmy , tmin.agd , tmin.agm , tmin.agmy , tmin.min , tmin.miny ,
89 climate2 , prec2.agmy , tmax2.agmy , tmin2.agmy , tmin2.miny)
90
91
92 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
93 ## windrose
94 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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95
96 # 500cm
97 testc <- aggregate(d.cl$WIND500 , list(dir = d.cl$WINDDIR2 ,
98 frq = ceiling(d.cl$WIND500)), FUN = function(x) sum(!is.na(x)))
99 testtab <- xtabs(x ~ frq + dir , testc)
100 testmatrix <- as.data.frame.matrix(testtab)
101
102 # calc. (and remove) % of circulating winds:
103 sum_rr0 <- sum(testmatrix [1,]); sum_rr <- sum(testmatrix)
104 per_rr0 <- round ((sum_rr0/sum_rr)*100, 1); testmatrix <- testmatrix [-1,]
105
106 # sort columns (otherwise wrong illustr .) --> clockwise from N to NNW:
107 testmatrix <- testmatrix[c("N", "NNE", "NE", "ENE", "E", "ESE", "SE", "SSE",
108 "S", "SSW", "SW", "WSW", "W", "WNW", "NW", "NNW")]
109
110 testmatrix1 <- testmatrix [1:2,]
111 testmatrix1 [1,] <- colSums(testmatrix [1:2 ,])
112 testmatrix1 [2,] <- colSums(testmatrix [3:4 ,])
113 testmatrix1 [3,] <- colSums(testmatrix [5:6 ,])
114 testmatrix1 [4,] <- colSums(testmatrix [7:8 ,])
115 testmatrix1 [5,] <- colSums(testmatrix [9:10 ,])
116 testmatrix1 [6,] <- colSums(testmatrix [11:12 ,])
117 testmatrix1 [7,] <- colSums(testmatrix [13:14 ,])
118 testmatrix1 [8,] <- colSums(testmatrix [15:16 ,])
119 testmatrix1 [9,] <- colSums(testmatrix [17:29 ,])
120 rownames(testmatrix1) <- c("0.1 to 2", "2.1 to 4", "4.1 to 6", "6.1 to 8",
121 "8.1 to 10", "10.1 to 12", "12.1 to 14", "14.1 to 16", "> 16.1")
122
123 # bpy.colors is supposed to be black -white printer friendly; requires sp-package
124 pdf(paste(path.fig , "windrose_v3.pdf", sep = "/"))
125 rosavent(testmatrix1 , fnum = 4, fint = 5, uni = "m/s", key = T,
126 margen = c(0, 0, 4, 0), col = rev(bpy.colors(n = 9)),
127 main = paste("Annual wind rose in a height of 5m above ground\n
128 circulating winds: ", per_rr0 , "%", sep = ""))
129 dev.off()
130
131 # end of script: cau_climatedata_calc_vDiss.R, 13.03.2014
.4.2 azienda dta2k5 vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Extraction of LSP using SAGA at field 21 and 33, Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 23.09.2014
7
8 # DTA based on "phd_calc_input/50000_548 wgs84_azienda2k5tinlin.tif"
9 # Derived from http://www.sardegnageoportale.it/ --> Catalogo Dati -->
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10 # Download --> Raccolte cartografiche --> Modello Digitale del Terreno SAR ,
11 # passo 10m --> Scarica il DTM --> ascii_50000_548. asc (last access: 11.01.2011)
12
13 # Preprocessing (partly done in ArcGIS 10):
14 # 1. assign EPSG :3003 (info from website) and convert into GeoTIFF format
15 # 2. transform into UTM -WGS84 (EPSG :32632) , +towgs84 =-225,-65,9
16 # 3. clip to fit the Azienda San Michele
17 # 4. create TIN , then convert into raster , method = LINEAR , cellsize = 2.5m
18 # --> 50000_548 wgs84p_azienda2k5tinlin.tif --> dem1
19 # 5. clip to fit the two fields only
20 # --> 50000_548 wgs84_fields2k5tinlin.tif --> demt
21
22 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
23 # reference: Tomislav Hengl - Analysis of DEMs in R+ILWIS/SAGA
24 # (from http://spatial -analyst.net/wiki/)
25
26 rm(list = ls())
27
28 library(rgdal); library(RSAGA); library(compositions)
29 # R v3.0.2, SAGA v2.0.8, rgdal_0.8-15, RSAGA v0.93-6, compositions_1.40 -1
30
31 myenv <- rsaga.env(path = "/usr/bin") # --> define , where SAGA is located ..
32 #myenv <- rsaga.env(path = "C:/Program Files (x86)/SAGA/saga_2.0.8_bin_msw_x64")
33
34 dem1 <- readGDAL(paste(
35 getwd (), "phd_calc_input", "50000_548 wgs84_azienda2k5tinlin.tif", sep = "/"))
36 names(dem1)[1] <- "ELEV"
37
38 # fields 21 and 33 only , target grid:
39 demt <- readGDAL(paste(
40 getwd (), "phd_calc_input", "50000_548 wgs84_fields2k5tinlin.tif", sep = "/"))
41 names(demt)[1] <- "ELEV"
42
43
44 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
45 ## Extraction of land -surface parameter (LSP)
46 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
47
48 # no long file -names are allowed (in SAGA)
49 # --> convert 50000_548 wgs84_azienda2k5tinlin.tif into dem1.asc prior to loading
50 rsaga.esri.to.sgrd(env = myenv , in.grids = "phd_calc_input/dem1.asc",
51 out.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_az2k5.sgrd", in.path = getwd())
52
53
54 # SAGA Wetness Index:
55 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 15, env = myenv ,
56 param = list(DEM = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_az2k5.sgrd",
57 C = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/catcharea1.sgrd",
58 GN = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/catchslope1.sgrd",
59 CS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/modcatcharea1.sgrd",
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60 SB = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sagawi1.sgrd", T = 10))
61
62 # primary attributes (local morphometry)
63 # after Zevenbergen & Thorne 1987 = METHOD 5:
64 # slope in rad (m/m):
65 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_morphometry", module = 0, env = myenv ,
66 param = list(ELEVATION = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_az2k5.sgrd",
67 SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sloperad1.sgrd",
68 ASPECT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/aspect1.sgrd",
69 HCURV = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/plancurv1.sgrd",
70 VCURV = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/profcurv1.sgrd",
71 METHOD = 5))
72
73 # convert curvatures from 1/m to 1/100m:
74 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "grid_calculus", module = 1, env = myenv ,
75 param = list(GRIDS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/profcurv1.sgrd",
76 RESULT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/profcurv1001.sgrd",
77 FORMULA = "g1*100", FNAME = T))
78 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "grid_calculus", module = 1, env = myenv ,
79 param = list(GRIDS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/plancurv1.sgrd",
80 RESULT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/plancurv1001.sgrd",
81 FORMULA = "g1*100", FNAME = T))
82
83 # convert aspect from rad to degree:
84 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "grid_calculus", module = 1, env = myenv ,
85 param = list(GRIDS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/aspect1.sgrd",
86 RESULT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/aspectdeg1.sgrd",
87 FORMULA = "g1*180/pi()", FNAME = T))
88
89 # convergence/divergence index:
90 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_morphometry", module = 2, env = myenv ,
91 param = list(ELEVATION = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_az2k5.sgrd",
92 CONVERGENCE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/convg1.sgrd",
93 RADIUS = 3, DISTANCE_WEIGHTING_WEIGHTING = 0, SLOPE = T))
94
95
96 # secondary attributes (topographic indices):
97 # topographic wetness index:
98 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 20, env = myenv ,
99 param = list(SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sloperad1.sgrd",
100 AREA = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/catcharea1.sgrd",
101 TWI = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/twi1.sgrd"))
102
103 # stream power index:
104 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 21, env = myenv ,
105 param = list(SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sloperad1.sgrd",
106 AREA = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/catcharea1.sgrd",
107 SPI = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/streampow1.sgrd"))
108
109 # LS-Factor (Moore et al. 1991, Erosivity = 1):
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110 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 22, env = myenv ,
111 param = list(SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sloperad1.sgrd",
112 AREA = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/catcharea1.sgrd",
113 LS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/ls1.sgrd",
114 CONV = 0, METHOD = 0, EROSIVITY = 1, STABILITY = 0))
115
116 # converting the resulting grids to ESRI -ASCII Grid:
117 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
118 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sloperad1.sgrd",
119 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sloperad1.asc",
120 prec = 6, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
121 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
122 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sagawi1.sgrd",
123 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/sagawi1.asc",
124 prec = 2, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
125 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
126 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/plancurv1001.sgrd",
127 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/plancurv1001.asc",
128 prec = 6, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
129 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
130 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/profcurv1001.sgrd",
131 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/profcurv1001.asc",
132 prec = 6, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
133 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
134 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/aspectdeg1.sgrd",
135 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/aspectdeg1.asc",
136 prec = 2, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
137 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
138 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/convg1.sgrd",
139 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/convg1.asc",
140 prec = 4, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
141 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
142 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/twi1.sgrd",
143 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/twi1.asc",
144 prec = 2, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
145 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
146 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/streampow1.sgrd",
147 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/streampow1.asc",
148 prec = 2, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
149 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
150 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/ls1.sgrd",
151 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/ls1.asc",
152 prec = 2, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
153
154
155 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
156 ## Creating dataset + target grid for digital soil mapping
157 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
158
159 # all dem1 -related relief parameter were clipped
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160 # in ArcGIS 10 to the boundaries of the fields 21 and 33, reload them:
161 j <- c("SAGAWI","SLOPE","ASPECT","PLANC","PROFC","CONVG","TWI","STREAMP","LS")
162 k <- c("sagawi1cl", "sloperad1cl", "aspectdeg1cl", "plancurv1001cl",
163 "profcurv1001cl", "convg1cl", "twi1cl", "streampow1cl", "ls1cl")
164 m = 1
165
166 for (i in k) {
167 demt@data[i] <- readGDAL(paste0("phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_az2k5/",
168 i, ".tif"))$band1
169 names(demt)[m+1] <- j[m]; m <- m + 1
170 }
171 rm(i,j,k,m)
172
173 # load the laboratory data:
174 d21.all <- read.csv2("phd_calc_input/field21_v6.csv", na.strings = " -999")
175 d.33 <- read.csv2("phd_calc_input/field33_v2.csv")
176
177 d21.A <- subset(d21.all , d21.all$HORIZON == "A")
178 d21.B <- subset(d21.all , d21.all$HORIZON == "B")
179
180 # sort IDs 7-13 from d21.A to d.33 as they are actually part of f33 ,
181 # but were sampled in 2010 along with f21 -sampling:
182 d.33 <- rbind(d.33, d21.A[which(d21.A$ID %in% 7:13) ,])
183 d.33$ID[which(d.33$FIELD == 21)] <- 37:43 # new IDs
184
185 # remove the moved:
186 d21.A <- d21.A[-which(d21.A$ID %in% 7:13) ,]
187 d21.B <- d21.B[-which(d21.B$ID %in% 7:13) ,]
188
189 d.21 <- d21.A; rm(d21.all ,d21.A)
190 # --> d.21: n = 43; d.33: n = 64
191
192 coordinates(d.21) <- ~ EAST + NORTH; coordinates(d.33) <- ~ EAST + NORTH
193 coordinates(d21.B) <- ~ EAST + NORTH
194
195 # ensure identical CRS (EPSG :32632):
196 proj4string(demt) <- CRS(NA)
197 proj4string(demt) <-
198 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
199 proj4string(d.33) <-
200 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
201 proj4string(d.21) <-
202 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
203 proj4string(d21.B) <-
204 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
205
206 # logratio transform to account for the compositional character of the targets:
207 d.comp <- acomp(d.21@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
208 d.alr <- alr(d.comp) # additive logratio transform!
209 d.21$CLAYalr <- d.alr[,1]; d.21$SILTalr <- d.alr[,2]
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210
211 d.comp <- acomp(d.33@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
212 d.alr <- alr(d.comp) # additive logratio transform!
213 d.33$CLAYalr <- d.alr[,1]; d.33$SILTalr <- d.alr[,2]
214
215 d.comp <- acomp(d21.B@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
216 d.alr <- alr(d.comp) # additive logratio transform!
217 d21.B$CLAYalr <- d.alr[,1]; d21.B$SILTalr <- d.alr[,2]
218
219 rm(d.alr ,d.comp)
220
221 d <- list(d.21, d.33, d21.B)
222 j <- c(
223 "ELEV","SAGAWI","SLOPE","ASPECT","PROFC","PLANC","CONVG","TWI","STREAMP","LS")
224 for (q in 1: length(d)) {
225 ov <- over(d[[q]], demt); d[[q]] @data[,j] <- ov[,j]
226 }
227 d.21 <- d[[1]]; d.33 <- d[[2]]; d21.B <- d[[3]]
228 rm(ov,d,dem1 ,myenv ,j,q)
229
230 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basisDTA.RData", sep = "/"))
231
232 # end of script , azienda_dta2k5_vDiss.R, 27.01.2012
.4.3 azienda geophysics2k5 vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Geophysical sensing data for digital soil mapping , Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 02.12.2014
7
8 # preparation of geophysical covariates at field scale
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(rgdal); library(gstat); library(RColorBrewer); library(ggplot2)
15 library(grid); library(gridExtra); library(gtable)
16 # R v3.0.2, rgdal_0.8-15, gstat_1.0-16, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, ggplot2_0.9.3.1
17 # gridExtra_0.9.1, gtable_0.1.2
18
19
20 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
21 ## Load geophysical sensor data
22 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
23
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24 # geophysical measurements , UFZ:
25 dgo <- read.table(paste(
26 getwd(), "phd_calc_input/ussana_gamma_1009 -1010_ g e s a m t f l c h e .txt", sep = "/")
,
27 sep = "\t", dec = ".", header = T)
28 coordinates(dgo) <- ~ E + N
29 writeOGR(dgo , paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"),
30 "dgo", driver = "ESRI Shapefile")
31 # (d)ata (g)amma (o)riginal
32 # received from Ulrike Werban , UFZ , 14.12.2010 via www.transfer.ufz.de
33
34 # problem: missing points in the North of field33
35 # manually completed from gamma_all.txt (using ArcGIS 10 - Select)
36 # clipped to field 21/33- boundaries (in ArcGIS 10)
37 dgo.21 <- readOGR(paste(
38 getwd(), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"), "dgo2_21")
39 dgo.33 <- readOGR(paste(
40 getwd(), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"), "dgo2_33")
41
42 demio.2 <- read.table(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/ussana_EM38_all_2.txt",
43 sep = "/"), sep = "\t", dec = ".", header = T)
44 #coordinates(demio .2) <- ~ E + N
45 #writeOGR(demio.2, paste(getwd (), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"),
46 # "demio2", driver = "ESRI Shapefile ")
47
48 demio.5 <- read.table(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/ussana_EM38_all_5.txt",
49 sep = "/"), sep = "\t", dec = ".", header = T)
50 #coordinates(demio .5) <- ~ E + N
51 #writeOGR(demio.5, paste(getwd (), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"),
52 # "demio5", driver = "ESRI Shapefile ")
53
54 demio.6 <- read.table(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/ussana_EM38_all_6.txt",
55 sep = "/"), sep = "\t", dec = ".", header = T)
56 #coordinates(demio .6) <- ~ E + N
57 #writeOGR(demio.6, paste(getwd (), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"),
58 # "demio6", driver = "ESRI Shapefile ")
59
60 # (d)ata (emi) (o)riginal
61 # received from Ulrike Werban , UFZ , 14.12.2010 via www.transfer.ufz.de
62 # ussana_EM38_all.txt with different col -length
63 # --> divided into subfiles using Notepad ++
64 # relevant for field 33:
65 # ussana_EM38_all_2.txt , ussana_EM38_all_5.txt , ussana_EM38_all_6.txt
66 # NA = NA, before loading: #WERT! replaced by NA in Notepad ++
67
68 # delete those points with NA -values in H and V column:
69 demio.2 <- demio .2[-which(is.na(demio.2$H)) ,]
70 demio.2 <- demio .2[-which(is.na(demio.2$V)) ,]
71
72 # same as for demio.2, but delete also columns: Hr , Hkor , Hur , H2 , H.1
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73 demio .5 <- demio .5[-which(is.na(demio.5$H)) ,1:13]
74 demio .5 <- demio .5[-which(is.na(demio.5$V)) ,]
75
76 # same as for demio.2, but delete also columns: V.1, H.1, V2, H2, V.2, H.2
77 demio .6 <- demio .6[-which(is.na(demio.6$H)) ,1:13]
78 demio .6 <- demio .6[-which(is.na(demio.6$V)) ,]
79
80 demio .2$SET <- 2; demio.5$SET <- 5; demio.6$SET <- 6
81
82 demio <- rbind(demio.2, demio.5, demio .6)
83 coordinates(demio) <- ~ E + N
84 proj4string(demio) <-
85 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
86 writeOGR(demio , paste(getwd (), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"),
87 "demio_33", driver = "ESRI Shapefile")
88
89 # demio1 is simply field 21, renamed to demio_21.shp
90 demio .21 <- readOGR(paste(
91 getwd (), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"), "demio_21")
92 demio .33 <- readOGR(paste(
93 getwd (), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"), "demio_33")
94
95 # --> work with dgo .21/dgo.33 and demio .21/demio .33
96 # --> concluded to fields2133_geophysics_raw_v1.RData
97 rm(demio ,demio.2,demio.5,demio.6,dgo)
98 save.image(paste(
99 getwd (), "phd_calc_input/fields2133_geophysics_raw_v1.RData", sep = "/"))
100
101
102 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
103 ## Generate geophysical covariates
104 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
105
106 # load DEMs:
107 # calculation is done for each field separately
108 dem.21 <- readGDAL(paste(
109 getwd(), "phd_calc_input/50000_548 wgs84_field21_2k5tinlin.tif", sep = "/"))
110 dem.33 <- readGDAL(paste(
111 getwd(), "phd_calc_input/50000_548 wgs84_field33_2k5tinlin.tif", sep = "/"))
112 names(dem .21) [1] <- "ELEV"; names(dem .33) [1] <- "ELEV"
113
114 zerodist(demio .21); zerodist(demio .33); zerodist(dgo .33); zerodist(dgo .21)
115 # --> only dgo .21 contains duplicate points , removed prior to interpolation:
116 dgo.21 <- dgo.21[-as.vector(zerodist(dgo .21)),]
117
118 # field 21:
119 # OK prediction of the EMI -covariates:
120 n <- dim(demio .21 @data)[1]
121 # random selection of validation points , 1/3:
122 v.id <- sample (1:dim(demio .21 @data)[1], dim(demio .21 @data)[1]/3)
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123 dco.v <- demio .21[v.id ,]
124 dco.c <- demio .21[!is.element (1:dim(demio .21 @data)[1], v.id),]
125 n.v <- length(v.id); n.c <- n - n.v
126
127 diag.bbox <- sqrt((bbox(demio .21) [1,1] -
128 bbox(demio .21) [1 ,2])^2 + (bbox(demio .21) [2,1] - bbox(demio .21) [2,2])^2)
129 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3 # --> distance of reliability between 144 and 217m
130 va.21.H <- variogram(H ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 180, width = 2.5)
131 vm.21.H <- vgm(34, "Sph", 110, 21)
132 vmf .21.H <- fit.variogram(va.21.H, vm.21.H, fit.method = 7)
133 va.21.V <- variogram(V ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 180, width = 2.5)
134 vm.21.V <- vgm(55, "Sph", 100, 8)
135 vmf .21.V <- fit.variogram(va.21.V, vm.21.V, fit.method = 7)
136
137 ok.out .21.H <- krige(H ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.21, model = vmf .21.H)
138 ok.out .21.V <- krige(V ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.21, model = vmf .21.V)
139
140 dem.21$EMIH <- ok.out .21.H$var1.pred; dem.21$EMIV <- ok.out .21.V$var1.pred
141
142 ok.cv.21.H <- krige(H ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .21.H)
143 ok.cv.21.V <- krige(V ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .21.V)
144
145 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$H ~ ok.cv.21.H$var1.pred))
146 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
147 r2.21.H <- sum.lm$r.squared # 0.55
148 rmse .21.H <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.21.H$var1.pred - dco.v$H)^2)); rmse .21.H # 4.528
149 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$V ~ ok.cv.21.V$var1.pred))
150 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
151 r2.21.V <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.21.V # 0.89
152 rmse .21.V <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.21.V$var1.pred - dco.v$V)^2)); rmse .21.V # 2.425
153
154 # field 33:
155 # OK prediction of the EMI -covariates:
156 n <- dim(demio .33 @data)[1]
157 # random selection of validation points , 1/3:
158 v.id <- sample (1: dim(demio .33 @data)[1], dim(demio .33 @data)[1]/3)
159 dco.v <- demio .33[v.id ,]
160 dco.c <- demio .33[!is.element (1:dim(demio .33 @data)[1], v.id),]
161 n.v <- length(v.id); n.c <- n - n.v
162
163 diag.bbox <- sqrt((bbox(demio .33) [1,1] -
164 bbox(demio .33) [1 ,2])^2 + (bbox(demio .33) [2,1] - bbox(demio .33) [2,2])^2)
165 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3 # --> distance of reliability between 210 and 317m
166 va.33.H <- variogram(H ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 260, width = 2.5)
167 vm.33.H <- vgm(50, "Sph", 50, 0)
168 vmf .33.H <- fit.variogram(va.33.H, vm.33.H)
169 vm.33.H <- vgm(20, "Sph", 200, add.to = vmf .33.H)
170 vmf2 .33.H <- fit.variogram(va.33.H, vm.33.H, fit.method = 6)
171 va.33.V <- variogram(V ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 260, width = 2.5)
172 vm.33.V <- vgm(50, "Sph", 50, 0)
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173 vmf .33.V <- fit.variogram(va.33.V, vm.33.V)
174 vm.33.V <- vgm(20, "Sph", 200, add.to = vmf .33.V)
175 vmf2 .33.V <- fit.variogram(va.33.V, vm.33.V, fit.method = 6)
176
177 ok.out .33.H <- krige(H ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.33, model = vmf2 .33.H)
178 ok.out .33.V <- krige(V ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.33, model = vmf2 .33.V)
179
180 dem.33$EMIH <- ok.out .33.H$var1.pred; dem.33$EMIV <- ok.out .33.V$var1.pred
181
182 ok.cv.33.H <- krige(H ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf2 .33.H)
183 ok.cv.33.V <- krige(V ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf2 .33.V)
184
185 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$H ~ ok.cv.33.H$var1.pred))
186 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
187 r2.33.H <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.33.H # 0.986
188 rmse .33.H <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.33.H$var1.pred - dco.v$H)^2)); rmse .33.H # 0.917
189 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$V ~ ok.cv.33.V$var1.pred))
190 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
191 r2.33.V <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.33.V # 0.996
192 rmse .33.V <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.33.V$var1.pred - dco.v$V)^2)); rmse .33.V # 0.792
193
194 # field 21:
195 # OK prediction of the gamma -ray -covariates:
196 n <- dim(dgo .21 @data)[1]
197 # random selection of validation points , 1/3:
198 v.id <- sample (1:dim(dgo.21 @data)[1], dim(dgo.21 @data)[1]/3)
199 dco.v <- dgo .21[v.id ,]
200 dco.c <- dgo .21[!is.element (1: dim(dgo.21 @data)[1], v.id),]
201 n.v <- length(v.id); n.c <- n - n.v
202
203 diag.bbox <- sqrt((bbox(dgo .21) [1,1] -
204 bbox(dgo .21) [1,2])^2 + (bbox(dgo .21) [2,1] - bbox(dgo .21) [2,2])^2)
205 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3 # --> distance of reliability between 144 and 217m
206 va.21.K <- variogram(K ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 150, width = 2.5)
207 vm.21.K <- vgm(.3, "Sph", 90, 0.02)
208 vmf .21.K <- fit.variogram(va.21.K, vm.21.K, fit.method = 7)
209 va.21.U <- variogram(U ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 150, width = 2.5)
210 vm.21.U <- vgm(.25, "Sph", 90, 0.4)
211 vmf .21.U <- fit.variogram(va.21.U, vm.21.U, fit.method = 6)
212 va.21.TH <- variogram(TH ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 150, width = 2.5)
213 vm.21.TH <- vgm(3, "Sph", 90, 1)
214 vmf .21.TH <- fit.variogram(va.21.TH, vm.21.TH , fit.method = 7)
215 va.21.DR <- variogram(DR ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 150, width = 2.5)
216 vm.21.DR <- vgm(200, "Sph", 90, 5)
217 vmf .21.DR <- fit.variogram(va.21.DR, vm.21.DR , fit.method = 7)
218
219 ok.out .21.K <- krige(K ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.21, model = vmf .21.K)
220 ok.out .21.U <- krige(U ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.21, model = vmf .21.U)
221 ok.out .21.TH <- krige(TH ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.21, model = vmf .21.TH)
222 ok.out .21.DR <- krige(DR ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.21, model = vmf .21.DR)
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224 dem.21$GAMMAK <- ok.out .21.K$var1.pred; dem.21$GAMMATH <- ok.out .21.TH$var1.pred
225 dem.21$GAMMAU <- ok.out .21.U$var1.pred; dem.21$GAMMADR <- ok.out .21.DR$var1.pred
226
227 ok.cv.21.K <- krige(K ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .21.K)
228 ok.cv.21.U <- krige(U ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .21.U)
229 ok.cv.21.TH <- krige(TH ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .21.TH)
230 ok.cv.21.DR <- krige(DR ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .21.DR)
231
232 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$K ~ ok.cv.21.K$var1.pred))
233 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
234 r2.21.K <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.21.K # 0.83
235 rmse .21.K <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.21.K$var1.pred - dco.v$K)^2)); rmse .21.K # 0.180
236 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$U ~ ok.cv.21.U$var1.pred))
237 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
238 r2.21.U <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.21.U # 0.30
239 rmse .21.U <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.21.U$var1.pred - dco.v$U)^2)); rmse .21.U # 0.635
240 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$TH ~ ok.cv.21.TH$var1.pred))
241 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
242 r2.21.TH <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.21.TH # 0.63
243 rmse .21.TH <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.21.TH$var1.pred - dco.v$TH)^2)) # 1.046
244 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$DR ~ ok.cv.21.DR$var1.pred))
245 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
246 r2.21.DR <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.21.DR # 0.88
247 rmse .21.DR <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.21.DR$var1.pred - dco.v$DR)^2)) # 4.030
248
249 # field 33:
250 # OK prediction of the gamma -ray -covariates:
251 n <- dim(dgo .33 @data)[1]
252 # random selection of validation points , 1/3:
253 v.id <- sample (1: dim(dgo.33 @data)[1], dim(dgo.33 @data)[1]/3)
254 dco.v <- dgo .33[v.id ,]
255 dco.c <- dgo .33[!is.element (1: dim(dgo.33 @data)[1], v.id),]
256 n.v <- length(v.id); n.c <- n - n.v
257
258 diag.bbox <- sqrt((bbox(dgo .33) [1,1] -
259 bbox(dgo .33) [1,2])^2 + (bbox(dgo .33) [2,1] - bbox(dgo .33) [2 ,2])^2)
260 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3 # --> distance of reliability between 207 and 311m
261 va.33.K <- variogram(K ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 125, width = 2.5)
262 vm.33.K <- vgm(.1, "Sph", 70, 0.03)
263 vmf .33.K <- fit.variogram(va.33.K, vm.33.K, fit.method = 7)
264 va.33.U <- variogram(U ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 125, width = 2.5)
265 vm.33.U <- vgm(.2, "Sph", 60, 0.3)
266 vmf .33.U <- fit.variogram(va.33.U, vm.33.U, fit.method = 7)
267 va.33.TH <- variogram(TH ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 125, width = 2.5)
268 vm.33.TH <- vgm(1.5, "Sph", 80, 1)
269 vmf .33.TH <- fit.variogram(va.33.TH, vm.33.TH , fit.method = 7)
270 va.33.DR <- variogram(DR ~ 1, loc = dco.c, cutoff = 125, width = 2.5)
271 vm.33.DR <- vgm(65, "Sph", 80, 5)
272 vmf .33.DR <- fit.variogram(va.33.DR, vm.33.DR , fit.method = 7)
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273
274 ok.out .33.K <- krige(K ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.33, model = vmf .33.K)
275 ok.out .33.U <- krige(U ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.33, model = vmf .33.U)
276 ok.out .33.TH <- krige(TH ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.33, model = vmf .33.TH)
277 ok.out .33.DR <- krige(DR ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dem.33, model = vmf .33.DR)
278
279 dem.33$GAMMAK <- ok.out .33.K$var1.pred; dem.33$GAMMATH <- ok.out .33.TH$var1.pred
280 dem.33$GAMMAU <- ok.out .33.U$var1.pred; dem.33$GAMMADR <- ok.out .33.DR$var1.pred
281
282 ok.cv.33.K <- krige(K ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .33.K)
283 ok.cv.33.U <- krige(U ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .33.U)
284 ok.cv.33.TH <- krige(TH ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .33.TH)
285 ok.cv.33.DR <- krige(DR ~ 1, loc = dco.c, newdata = dco.v, model = vmf .33.DR)
286
287 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$K ~ ok.cv.33.K$var1.pred))
288 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
289 r2.33.K <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.33.K # 0.70
290 rmse .33.K <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.33.K$var1.pred - dco.v$K)^2)); rmse .33.K # 0.195
291 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$U ~ ok.cv.33.U$var1.pred))
292 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
293 r2.33.U <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.33.U # 0.16
294 rmse .33.U <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.33.U$var1.pred - dco.v$U)^2)); rmse .33.U # 0.644
295 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$TH ~ ok.cv.33.TH$var1.pred))
296 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
297 r2.33.TH <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.33.TH # 0.44
298 rmse .33.TH <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.33.TH$var1.pred - dco.v$TH)^2)) # 1.055
299 obs.vs.pred <- lm((dco.v$DR ~ ok.cv.33.DR$var1.pred))
300 sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
301 r2.33.DR <- sum.lm$r.squared; r2.33.DR # 0.80
302 rmse .33.DR <- sqrt(mean((ok.cv.33.DR$var1.pred - dco.v$DR)^2)) # 3.889
303
304 rm(sum.lm,v.id,obs.vs.pred ,n.v,n.c,n,diag.bbox ,dco.v,dco.c)
305
306 rm(list = ls(pattern = "va")); rm(list = ls(pattern = "vm"))
307 rm(list = ls(pattern = "ok"))
308 rm(list = ls(pattern = "r2")); rm(list = ls(pattern = "rmse"))
309
310 # K was in %, TH and U in ppm
311 dem.21$THKratio <- (dem.21$GAMMATH/1000000)/(dem.21$GAMMAK/100) * 1000000
312 dem.33$THKratio <- (dem.33$GAMMATH/1000000)/(dem.33$GAMMAK/100) * 1000000
313
314 dem.21$KTHratio <- (dem.21$GAMMAK/100)/(dem.21$GAMMATH/1000000) * 1000000
315 dem.33$KTHratio <- (dem.33$GAMMAK/100)/(dem.33$GAMMATH/1000000) * 1000000
316
317 dem.21$UKratio <- (dem .21$GAMMAU/1000000)/(dem.21$GAMMAK/100) * 1000000
318 dem.33$UKratio <- (dem .33$GAMMAU/1000000)/(dem.33$GAMMAK/100) * 1000000
319
320 dem.21$THUratio <- dem.21$GAMMATH/dem.21$GAMMAU
321 dem.33$THUratio <- dem.33$GAMMATH/dem.33$GAMMAU
322
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323
324 # combine results from DTA and geophysical interpolation:
325 dem33.save <- dem .33; dem21.save <- dem.21
326 demt.save <- demt; d21.save <- d.21; d33.save <- d.33
327
328 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "fields2133_diss_v2")
329
330 proj4string(catchm) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(dem .33) <- CRS(NA)
331 proj4string(dem .21) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(demt) <- CRS(NA)
332 proj4string(catchm) <-
333 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
334 proj4string(dem .33) <-
335 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
336 proj4string(dem .21) <-
337 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
338 proj4string(demt) <-
339 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
340
341 # from digital terrain analysis:
342 j <- c(
343 "ELEV","SAGAWI","SLOPE","ASPECT","PROFC","PLANC","CONVG","TWI","STREAMP","LS")
344 dem33.ov <- over(dem.33, demt); dem.33 @data[,j] <- dem33.ov[,j]
345 dem21.ov <- over(dem.21, demt); dem.21 @data[,j] <- dem21.ov[,j]
346
347 # set non -field values to NA:
348 asdf <- which(!is.na(over(dem.33, catchm [1,1]))); dem.33 <- dem.33[-asdf ,]
349 asdf <- which(!is.na(over(dem.21, catchm [2,1]))); dem.21 <- dem.21[-asdf ,]
350
351 # from geophysical sensors:
352 j.g <- c("EMIH", "EMIV", "GAMMAK", "GAMMATH", "GAMMAU", "GAMMADR", "THKratio",
353 "KTHratio", "UKratio", "THUratio")
354 dem33.ov <- over(d.33, dem .33); d.33 @data[,j.g] <- dem33.ov[,j.g]
355 dem21.ov <- over(d.21, dem .21); d.21 @data[,j.g] <- dem21.ov[,j.g]
356 dem21.ov <- over(d21.B, dem .21); d21.B@data[,j.g] <- dem21.ov[,j.g]
357
358
359 # plot EMI -covariates:
360 pts.21 <- list("sp.points", d.21, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
361 pts.33 <- list("sp.points", d.33, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
362
363 prof .21 <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "az_profiles11_pnts21")
364 prof .33 <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "az_profiles13_pnts33")
365
366 cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "DISS")
367 pt21 <- as.data.frame(pts .21); pt33 <- as.data.frame(pts .33)
368 prof21 <- as.data.frame(prof .21); prof33 <- as.data.frame(prof .33)
369 dem21.df <- as.data.frame(dem .21); dem33.df <- as.data.frame(dem .33)
370 dem <- rbind(dem21.df, dem33.df)
371 v.interest <- c("EMIH","EMIV", "x", "y")
372 dem.emiH <- dem[,v.interest]
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373 dem.emiH$VARS <- "EMI -H"; dem.emiH$VALUE <- dem.emiH$EMIH
374 dem.emiV <- dem[,v.interest]
375 dem.emiV$VARS <- "EMI -V"; dem.emiV$VALUE <- dem.emiV$EMIV
376 dem.emiH <- dem.emiH[,-c(1:2) ]; dem.emiV <- dem.emiV[,-c(1:2)]
377 demm <- rbind(dem.emiH , dem.emiV)
378
379 emi.min <- min(demm$VALUE , na.rm = TRUE); emi.min # 8.4
380 emi.max <- max(demm$VALUE , na.rm = TRUE); emi.max # 85.9
381
382 demm$CUTV <- cut(demm$VALUE , breaks = seq (0 ,90,10))
383 levels(demm$CUTV) <- c("0 - 10", "10 - 20", "20 - 30", "30 - 40", "40 - 50",
384 "50 - 60", "60 - 70", "70 - 80", "80 - 90")
385
386 map <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
387 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = CUTV), data = demm) +
388 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1,
389 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
390 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1,
391 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
392 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 2,
393 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
394 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 2,
395 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
396 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
397 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
398 coord_equal() +
399 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
400 scale_fill_manual(name = "ECa in mS/m", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))
) +
401 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
402 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
403 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
404 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 2) +
405 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
406 legend.text = element_text(size = 10),
407 legend.title = element_text(size = 10),
408 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
409 axis.text = element_text(size = 10), axis.title = element_text(size = 10))
410
411 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "azienda_emi_interpolOK_v1.pdf", sep = "/"), map ,
412 width = 8.27, height = 4.59)
413 print(map)
414 dev.off()
415 rm(emi.max ,emi.min ,map ,v.interest ,demm ,dem33.df,
416 dem21.df ,dem.emiH ,dem.emiV ,dem21.ov ,dem33.ov ,j,j.g)
417
418
419 # plot gamma -ray -covariates:
420 #dgo.21 <- readOGR(paste(
421 # getwd(), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"), "dgo2_21")
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422 #dgo.33 <- readOGR(paste(
423 # getwd(), "phd_calc_input/emi_shps", sep = "/"), "dgo2_33")
424 #dgo21 <- as.data.frame(dgo .21); dgo33 <- as.data.frame(dgo .33)
425 v.interest <- c("GAMMATH","GAMMAK", "GAMMAU", "GAMMADR", "x", "y")
426 dem.gamma <- dem[,v.interest]
427
428 gammaTH.min <- min(dem.gamma$GAMMATH , na.rm = TRUE); gammaTH.min # 2.7
429 gammaTH.max <- max(dem.gamma$GAMMATH , na.rm = TRUE); gammaTH.max # 9.1
430
431 dem.gamma$THCUTV <- cut(dem.gamma$GAMMATH , breaks = seq(2.7, 9.45, by = .75))
432 levels(dem.gamma$THCUTV) <- c("2.70 - 3.45", "3.45 - 4.20", "4.20 - 4.95",
433 "4.95 - 5.70", "5.70 - 6.45", "6.45 - 7.20", "7.20 - 7.95",
434 "7.95 - 8.70", "8.70 +")
435
436 map.TH <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
437 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = THCUTV), data = dem.gamma) +
438 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
439 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
440 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
441 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
442 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
443 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
444 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
445 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
446 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
447 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
448 coord_equal() +
449 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
450 scale_fill_manual(
451 name = "Thorium\nin ppm", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
452 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
453 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
454 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
455 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
456 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
457 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
458 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
459
460
461 gammaK.min <- min(dem.gamma$GAMMAK , na.rm = TRUE); gammaK.min # 0.6
462 gammaK.max <- max(dem.gamma$GAMMAK , na.rm = TRUE); gammaK.max # 2.5
463
464 dem.gamma$KCUTV <- cut(dem.gamma$GAMMAK , breaks = c(seq(.6, 2.2, by = .2), 2.5))
465 levels(dem.gamma$KCUTV) <- c("0.6 - 0.8", "0.8 - 1.0", "1.0 - 1.2",
466 "1.2 - 1.4", "1.4 - 1.6", "1.6 - 1.8", "1.8 - 2.0",
467 "2.0 - 2.2", "2.2 +")
468
469 map.K <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
470 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = KCUTV), data = dem.gamma) +
471 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
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472 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
473 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
474 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
475 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
476 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
477 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
478 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
479 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
480 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
481 coord_equal() +
482 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
483 scale_fill_manual(
484 name = "Potassium\nin %", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
485 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
486 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
487 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
488 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
489 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
490 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
491 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
492
493
494 gammaU.min <- min(dem.gamma$GAMMAU , na.rm = TRUE); gammaU.min # 0.9
495 gammaU.max <- max(dem.gamma$GAMMAU , na.rm = TRUE); gammaU.max # 2.8
496
497 dem.gamma$UCUTV <- cut(dem.gamma$GAMMAU , breaks = c(seq(.9, 2.5, by = .2), 2.8))
498 levels(dem.gamma$UCUTV) <- c("0.9 - 1.1", "1.1 - 1.3", "1.3 - 1.5",
499 "1.5 - 1.7", "1.7 - 1.9", "1.9 - 2.1", "2.1 - 2.3", "2.3 - 2.5", "2.5 +")
500
501 map.U <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
502 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = UCUTV), data = dem.gamma) +
503 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
504 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
505 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
506 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
507 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
508 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
509 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
510 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
511 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
512 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
513 coord_equal() +
514 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
515 scale_fill_manual(
516 name = "Uranium\nin ppm", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
517 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
518 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
519 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
520 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
521 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
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522 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
523 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
524
525
526 gammaDR.min <- min(dem.gamma$GAMMADR , na.rm = TRUE); gammaDR.min # 20
527 gammaDR.max <- max(dem.gamma$GAMMADR , na.rm = TRUE); gammaDR.max # 71
528
529 dem.gamma$DRCUTV <- cut(dem.gamma$GAMMADR , breaks = seq(20, 74, by = 6))
530 levels(dem.gamma$DRCUTV) <- c("20 - 26", "26 - 32", "32 - 38",
531 "38 - 44", "44 - 50", "50 - 56", "56 - 62", "62 - 68", "68 +")
532
533 map.DR <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
534 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = DRCUTV), data = dem.gamma) +
535 #geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1 , y = coords.x2), size = .35,
536 # data = dgo21 , shape = 19) +
537 #geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1 , y = coords.x2), size = .35,
538 # data = dgo33 , shape = 19) +
539 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
540 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
541 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
542 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
543 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
544 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
545 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
546 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
547 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
548 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
549 coord_equal() +
550 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
551 scale_fill_manual(
552 name = "Dose rate\nin nG/h", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
553 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
554 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
555 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
556 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
557 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
558 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
559 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
560
561
562 v.interest <- c("THKratio", "UKratio", "THUratio", "ELEV", "x", "y")
563 dem.gamma <- dem[,v.interest]
564
565 gammaELEV.min <- min(dem.gamma$ELEV , na.rm = TRUE); gammaELEV.min # 115
566 gammaELEV.max <- max(dem.gamma$ELEV , na.rm = TRUE); gammaELEV.max # 140
567
568 dem.gamma$ELEVCUTV <- cut(dem.gamma$ELEV , breaks = seq(115, 142, by = 3))
569 levels(dem.gamma$ELEVCUTV) <- c("115 - 118", "118 - 121", "121 - 124",
570 "124 - 127", "127 - 130", "130 - 133", "133 - 136", "136 - 139", "139 +")
571
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572 map.ELEV <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
573 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = ELEVCUTV), data = dem.gamma) +
574 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.5,
575 data = pt21 , shape = 19) +
576 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.5,
577 data = pt33 , shape = 19) +
578 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
579 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
580 coord_equal() +
581 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
582 scale_fill_manual(#guide = guide_legend(reverse = TRUE),
583 name = "Elevation in m", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
584 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
585 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
586 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
587 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
588 legend.text = element_text(size = 14), legend.key.size = unit(21, "pt"),
589 legend.title = element_text(size = 14),
590 axis.text = element_text(size = 14), axis.title = element_text(size = 14))
591
592 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "azienda_ELEV_v3.pdf", sep = "/"), map.ELEV ,
593 width = 8.27, height = 7.57)
594 print(map.ELEV)
595 dev.off()
596
597 # prepare 4 gamma -plots for coupled export (vertical and legend harmonized):
598 gTH <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.TH))
599 gK <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.K))
600 gU <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.U))
601 gDR <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.DR))
602
603 legTH <- with(gTH$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
604 legK <- with(gK$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
605 legU <- with(gU$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
606 legDR <- with(gDR$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
607
608 gTH$widths; gK$widths; gU$widths; gDR$widths # --> max. legend width: Th
609
610 # set the widths to max. (= Th):
611 gK$widths <- gTH$widths; gU$widths <- gTH$widths; gDR$widths <- gTH$widths
612
613 # add an empty column of "abs(diff(widths)) mm"
614 # width on the right of legend box for the smaller legend box:
615 gK$grobs [[8]] <-
616 gtable_add_cols(gK$grobs [[8]], unit(abs(diff(c(legTH , legK))), "mm"))
617 gU$grobs [[8]] <-
618 gtable_add_cols(gU$grobs [[8]], unit(abs(diff(c(legTH , legU))), "mm"))
619 gDR$grobs [[8]] <-
620 gtable_add_cols(gDR$grobs [[8]], unit(abs(diff(c(legTH , legDR))), "mm"))
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622 gg <- arrangeGrob(gTH , gK, gU, gDR , nrow = 2)
623
624 # clone ggsave and bypass the class check:
625 ggsave <- ggplot2 :: ggsave; body(ggsave) <- body(ggplot2 :: ggsave)[-2]
626
627 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "azienda_gamma_interpolOK_v4.pdf", sep = "/"), gg,
628 width = 10.79, height = 8.69)
629 dev.off()
630
631 rm(emi.max ,emi.min ,map ,pts.21,pts.33,v.interest ,pt21 ,pt33 ,demm ,dem33.df,
632 dem21.df ,dem.emiH ,dem.emiV ,dem ,cat ,dem21.ov,dem33.ov,j,j.g)
633
634 rm(demio.21,demio.33,dgo.21,dgo.33,asdf ,catchm ,d21.save ,d33.save ,demt.save ,
635 dem21.save ,dem33.save)
636
637 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basis.RData", sep = "/"))
638
639 # end of script , azienda_geophysics2k5_vDiss.R, 23.09.2013
.4.4 azienda eda vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### EDA of soil textural fractions at field 21 and 33, Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 30.11.2014
7
8 # numerical and graphical summaries (of target variables)
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(xtable); library(lattice); library(RColorBrewer); library(rgdal)
15 # R v3.0.2, xtable_1.7-3, lattice_0.20-24, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, rgdal_0.8-15
16
17 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basis.RData", sep = "/"))
18 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
19
20 n <- c(dim(d.21)[1], dim(d.33) [1]) # 43, 64
21
22
23 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24 ## Summary statistics
25 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26
27 source("descr_statistics.R")
28
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29 datasets <- list(d.21@data , d.33 @data)
30 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND", "CLAYalr", "SILTalr")
31
32 descr.d <- summary_stats(data = datasets , vars = z, export.latex = TRUE ,
33 path.to = c(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", paste0(
34 "az_descr", n[1], "_v1", ".tex"), sep = "/"),
35 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", paste0(
36 "az_descr", n[2], "_v1", ".tex"), sep = "/")))
37
38 # Shapiro -Wilk normality test:
39 j <- c("W", "p"); shap.d <- NULL
40 for (q in 1: length(datasets)) {
41 dd <- datasets [[q]]; k <- 1
42 shap <- data.frame(z, 1: length(z), 1: length(z))
43 names(shap) <- c("Target variables", j) # variable names
44 for (i in z) {
45 shap[k,"W"] <- round(shapiro.test(dd[,i])$statistic , 2)
46 shap[k,"p"] <- round(shapiro.test(dd[,i])$p.value , 3)
47 k <- k + 1
48 }
49 shap.d[[q]] <- shap
50 }
51 rm(i,j,k,q,dd ,shap ,datasets) # new objects from this section: descr.d, shap.d
52
53
54 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
55 ## Check the representativity of d.21 and d.33 for each other
56 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
57
58 x <- as.matrix(d.21 @data[c("CLAY","SILT","SAND")])
59 y <- as.matrix(d.33 @data[c("CLAY","SILT","SAND")])
60 mx <- apply(x, 2, mean); my <- apply(y, 2, mean)
61 sx <- cov(x); sy <- cov(y); p <- dim(x)[2]
62 s.pooled <- ((n[1] - 1) * sx + (n[2] - 1) * sy) / (n[1] - 1 + n[2] - 1)
63
64 # two -sample Hotelling ’s T-squared test for differences in 2 multivariate means:
65 D2 <- t(mx - my) %*% solve(s.pooled) %*% (mx - my) * n[1] * n[2]/(n[1] + n[2])
66 # transforming Hotelling ’s T-square statistic into an F-statistic:
67 m <- (n[1] + n[2] - dim(x)[2] - 1) / (dim(x)[2] * (n[1] + n[2] - 2)); m
68 hF <- m * D2; hF
69 # calculating p-value for the given F-statistic and degrees of freedom:
70 p.value <- pf(hF, dim(x)[2], n[1] + n[2] - dim(x)[2] - 1, lower.tail = FALSE)
71
72 # h0: 1 = 2 , F-statistic = 15.331 , p.value (X > hF) = 2.56e-08
73
74 # Bartlett ’s test of homogeneity of variance -covariance matrices:
75 bcf <- 1 + (2*p^2 + 3*p - 1)/(6*(p + 1)) *
76 ((1/(n[1] - 1)) + (1/(n[2] - 1)) - (1/(n[1] + n[2] - 2))); bcf
77 bL <- (1/bcf) * ((n[1] + n[2] - 2) * log(det(s.pooled)) -
78 (n[1] - 1) * log(det(sx)) - (n[2] - 1) * log(det(sy))); bL
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79
80 p.value2 <- pchisq(bL, p * (p + 1)/2, lower.tail = FALSE); p.value2
81 # h0: Sigma1 = Sigma2 , test -statistic = 9.925, p.value = 0.1278
82
83 rm(D2,s.pooled ,sx ,sy,x,y,bcf ,m,mx,my ,p)
84
85
86 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
87 ## Exploratory graphics
88 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
89
90 # density histograms , untransformed contents of fractions:
91 # class width based on Scott ’s rule (1979)
92 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_histogr_soilsep_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
93 width = 11.69, height = 8.27, pointsize = 18)
94 par(mfrow = c(2,3), las = 1, cex.main = 1, font.main = 2,
95 mar = c(4,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0))
96
97 # CLAY for field 21 (n = 43), Azienda San Michele:
98 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.21$CLAY) * n[2]^( -1/3) # hk = 5.740
99 hd <- hist(d.21$CLAY , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,55), ylim = c(0 ,0.1),
100 breaks = seq (18,54,6), xlab = "Clay content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
101 main = "a) Clay , N = 43", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
102 shap.d[[2]][1 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][1 ,3] , sep = ""))
103 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.21$CLAY), sd(d.21$CLAY)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
104 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
105 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
106 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
107 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
108
109 # SILT for field 21 (n = 43), Azienda San Michele:
110 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.21$SILT) * n[2]^( -1/3) # hk = 3.871
111 hd <- hist(d.21$SILT , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,40), ylim = c(0 ,0.1),
112 breaks = seq (16,36,4), xlab = "Silt content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
113 main = "b) Silt , N = 43", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
114 shap.d[[2]][2 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][2 ,3] , sep = ""))
115 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.21$SILT), sd(d.21$SILT)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
116 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
117 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
118 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
119 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
120
121 # SAND for field 21 (n = 43), Azienda San Michele:
122 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.21$SAND) * n[2]^( -1/3) # hk = 7.230
123 hd <- hist(d.21$SAND , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,60), ylim = c(0 ,0.1),
124 breaks = seq (28,56,7), xlab = "Sand content in %", axes = F, ylab = "",
125 main = "c) Sand , N = 43", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
126 shap.d[[2]][3 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][3 ,3] , sep = ""))
127 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.21$SAND), sd(d.21$SAND)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
128 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
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129 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
130 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
131 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
132
133 # CLAY for field 33 (n = 64), Azienda San Michele:
134 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.33$CLAY) * n[3]^( -1/3) # hk = 5.661
135 hd <- hist(d.33$CLAY , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,55), ylim = c(0 ,0.1),
136 breaks = seq (18,54,6), xlab = "Clay content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
137 main = "d) Clay , N = 64", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
138 shap.d[[3]][1 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[3]][1 ,3] , sep = ""))
139 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.33$CLAY), sd(d.33$CLAY)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
140 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
141 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
142 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
143 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
144
145 # SILT for field 33 (n = 64), Azienda San Michele:
146 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.33$SILT) * n[3]^( -1/3); hk # hk = 4.283
147 hd <- hist(d.33$SILT , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,40), ylim = c(0 ,0.1),
148 breaks = seq(8,36,4), xlab = "Silt content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
149 main = "e) Silt , N = 64", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
150 shap.d[[3]][2 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[3]][2 ,3] , sep = ""))
151 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.33$SILT), sd(d.33$SILT)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
152 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
153 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
154 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
155 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
156
157 # SAND for field 33 (n = 64), Azienda San Michele:
158 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.33$SAND) * n[3]^( -1/3) # hk = 5.779
159 hd <- hist(d.33$SAND , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,60), ylim = c(0 ,0.1),
160 breaks = seq (24,60,6), xlab = "Sand content in %", axes = F, ylab = "",
161 main = "f) Sand , N = 64", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
162 shap.d[[3]][3 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[3]][3 ,3] , sep = ""))
163 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.33$SAND), sd(d.33$SAND)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
164 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
165 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
166 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
167 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
168 dev.off()
169
170 rm(hk,hd)
171
172
173 # box -and -whisker plot , Azienda San Michele:
174 # build upon code published under CC BY -SA by
175 # Tim Appelhans: Creating publication quality graphs in R
176 # http://teachpress.environmentalinformatics -marburg.de/2013/07/
177 # creating -publication -quality -graphs -in-r-7/ (visited on 06/10/14)
178 d <- rbind(d.21,d.33)
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179 d$FIELDS <- factor(d$FIELD , labels = c("Field 21", "Field 33"))
180 x <- d@data[c("FIELDS","CLAY","SILT","SAND")]
181 names(x) <- c("field", "text1", "text2", "text3")
182 t = reshape(x, direction = "long", varying = 2:4, sep = "")
183 t$textcl[which(t$time == 1)] <- "Clay"; t$textcl[which(t$time == 2)] <- "Silt"
184 t$textcl[which(t$time == 3)] <- "Sand"
185
186 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_boxplot_soilsep_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
187 width = 6.75, height = 4, pointsize = 14)
188 bpl <- bwplot(text ~ factor(textcl , levels = c("Clay","Silt","Sand")) |
189 as.character(field), data = t, layout = c(2,1),
190 main = "", xlab = "Soil textural fractions", ylab = "Content in %", asp = 1,
191 ylim = c(0 ,100), coef = 1.5, par.strip.text = list(cex = 1),
192 scales = list(y = list(at = c(0 ,20 ,40 ,60 ,80 ,100))))
193
194 th <- trellis.par.get()
195 th$box.dot$pch <- "|"
196 th$box.rectangle$col <- "black"; th$box.rectangle$lwd <- 2
197 th$box.rectangle$fill <- brewer.pal(3, "Dark2")
198 th$box.umbrella$lty <- 1; th$box.umbrella$col <- "black"
199 th$plot.symbol$col <- "grey40"; th$plot.symbol$pch <- "*"
200 th$plot.symbol$cex <- 2; th$strip.background$col <- "grey80"
201 th$par.xlab.text$cex <- 1; th$par.ylab.text$cex <- 1
202 th$fontsize$text <- 14; th$axis.text$cex <- 1
203 th$axis.components$left$tck <- .75; th$axis.components$right$tck <- .75
204 th$layout.widths$left.padding <- 0; th$layout.widths$right.padding <- 0
205 th$layout.heights$top.padding <- 0; th$layout.heights$bottom.padding <- 0
206
207 bpl.upd <- update(bpl , par.settings = th)
208 print(bpl.upd)
209 dev.off()
210 rm(t,x,th,bpl ,bpl.upd ,n,z)
211 # remaining objects: d, d.c, d.v, dem1 , descr.d, shap.d, path.fig
212
213 # end of script , azienda_eda_vDiss.R, 11.09.2014
.4.5 azienda ternaryd vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Ternary plot of soil texture at field 21 and 33, Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 30.11.2014
7
8 # plot textural soil classifications
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
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12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(soiltexture); library(compositions)
15 # R v3.0.2, soiltexture_1.2.13 , compositions_1.40 -1
16
17 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basis.RData", sep = "/"))
18 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
19
20 n <- c(dim(d.21)[1], dim(d.33) [1])
21
22
23 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24 ## Compare own measured values with previous studies at field 21
25 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26
27 # from Massimo Melis , AGRIS , 2005:
28 cly5a <- c(30 ,24 ,30 ,34 ,26 ,40 ,38 ,38 ,33); slt5a <- c(18 ,16 ,18 ,15 ,38 ,24 ,21 ,20 ,21)
29 snd5a <- c(53 ,61 ,52 ,52 ,37 ,36 ,42 ,42 ,46)
30
31 agris21.x <- c(508959 ,508824 ,508900 ,508826 ,508852 ,508821 ,508767 ,508824 ,508695)
32 agris21.y <- c(
33 4362593 ,4362468 ,4362598 ,4362520 ,4362615 ,4362663 ,4362602 ,4362736 ,4362606)
34
35 text.agris .21 <- data.frame(agris21.x,agris21.y,cly5a ,slt5a ,snd5a)
36 coordinates(text.agris .21) <- ~ agris21.x + agris21.y
37 proj4string(text.agris .21) <-
38 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
39
40 # from Ulrike Werban , UFZ , 2010:
41 text.ufz <- read.csv2(
42 "/home/mibla/Dokumente/phd_14/phd_calc/phd_calc_input/feld21_ufz.csv")
43 text.ufz.A <- subset(text.ufz , text.ufz$HORIZON == "A")
44
45 coordinates(text.ufz.A) <- ~ EAST + NORTH
46 proj4string(text.ufz.A) <-
47 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
48 proj4string(dem .21) <-
49 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
50
51 # take only those UFZ -measurements that are located at field 21:
52 dem21ufz.ov <- over(text.ufz.A, dem .21)
53 text.ufz.A@data[,"EMIH"] <- dem21ufz.ov[,"EMIH"]
54 text.ufz.A21 <- text.ufz.A[!is.na(text.ufz.A$EMIH),]
55
56 d.21. comp <- acomp(d.21@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
57 d.33. comp <- acomp(d.33@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
58 ufz21.comp <-
59 acomp(text.ufz.A21@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
60 agris21.comp <-
61 acomp(text.agris .21@data , parts = c("cly5a", "slt5a", "snd5a"), total = 100)
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62
63 #writeOGR(text.ufz.A21 [1:10] , driver = "ESRI Shapefile",
64 # dsn = paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", sep = "/"), layer = "f21_samplingUFZ10 ")
65
66 #pnts.ufz = list(
67 # "sp.points", text.ufz.A21 , pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
68 #pnts.agris = list(
69 # "sp.points", text.agris.21, pch = 19, col = "red", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
70 #spplot(dem .21[" EMIH"],
71 # scales = list(draw = T), sp.layout = list(pnts.ufz , pnts.agris))
72
73
74 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
75 ## Ternary plot based on USDA/FAO classification
76 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
77
78 # calculate compositional means:
79 st.cm.21 <- mean(d.21. comp)
80 st.cm.21 <- as.data.frame(rbind(st.cm .21[1:3] * 100))
81 st.cm.33 <- mean(d.33. comp)
82 st.cm.33 <- as.data.frame(rbind(st.cm .33[1:3] * 100))
83
84 names(st.cm.21) <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
85 names(st.cm.33) <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
86
87 st.cm.ufz <- mean(ufz21.comp)
88 st.cm.ufz <- as.data.frame(rbind(st.cm.ufz [1:3] * 100))
89 st.cm.agris <- mean(agris21.comp)
90 st.cm.agris <- as.data.frame(rbind(st.cm.agris [1:3] * 100))
91
92 names(st.cm.ufz) <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
93 names(st.cm.agris) <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
94
95 st.cm.agris; st.cm.ufz; st.cm.21
96 # 32.6, 20.7, 46.7 = Melis 2005 = sandy clay loam , n = 9
97 # 27.9, 29.3, 42.8 = UFZ 2010 = clay loam , n = 5
98 # 33.4, 26.1, 40.5 = CAU/LMU = clay loam , n = 43
99
100 # using the 2000-63-2 system for particle -size fractions
101 # FAO 06: Guidelines for soil description
102 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_ternary_soilsep_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
103 width = 8.5, height = 9.25, pointsize = 14)
104 stp <- TT.plot(class.sys = "USDA.TT", tri.data = d.33@data ,
105 pch = "*", col = "blue", cex = 1.3, cex.axis = 1, cex.lab = 1, main = "",
106 class.lab.show = "abr", class.p.bg.col = F, class.line.col = "gray50",
107 new.mar = c(2,1,0,0)+.1, grid.show = F, frame.bg.col = "white",
108 lwd.lab = 1.2, lwd.axis = 1.2, font.lab = 1, font.axis = 1,
109 css.lab = c("% Clay 0-2 m ", "% Silt 2-63 m ", "% Sand 63 -2000 m "))
110 stp.21 = TT.points(
111 tri.data = d.21@data , geo = stp , pch = "*", cex = 1.3, col = "red")
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112 stp.m.21 = TT.points(
113 tri.data = st.cm.21, geo = stp , pch = 18, cex = 1.3, col = "red")
114 stp.m.33 = TT.points(
115 tri.data = st.cm.33, geo = stp , pch = 18, cex = 1.3, col = "blue")
116 # --> on average: clay loam (equals German: Lts = sandig -toniger Lehm)
117 dev.off()
118
119 # extract soil texture class for each sample location:
120 stc.21 <- TT.points.in.classes(d.21@data , class.sys = "USDA.TT", PiC.type = "n")
121 stcl .21 <- 0
122 for (i in 1:n[1])
123 stcl .21[i] <- attributes(stc .21)$dimnames [[2]][ which(stc .21[i,] == 1)]
124
125 d.21$USDATEXTCL <- stcl .21
126 table(d.21$USDATEXTCL) # --> 25 points inside ClLo = clay loam class
127
128 stc.33 <- TT.points.in.classes(d.33@data , class.sys = "USDA.TT", PiC.type = "n")
129 stcl .33 <- 0
130 for (i in 1:n[2])
131 stcl .33[i] <- attributes(stc .33)$dimnames [[2]][ which(stc .33[i,] == 1)]
132
133 d.33$USDATEXTCL <- stcl .33
134 table(d.33$USDATEXTCL) # --> 33 points inside Cl = clay class
135
136 rm(dem21ufz.ov,stc.21,stc.33,st.cm.21,st.cm.33,st.cm.agris ,st.cm.ufz ,stp.m.21,
137 stp.m.33,stp.21,text.ufz ,agris21.comp ,agris21.x,agris21.y,cly5a ,d.21.comp ,
138 d.33.comp ,i,n,slt5a ,snd5a ,stcl.21,stcl.33,stp ,text.agris .21,text.ufz.A,
139 text.ufz.A21 ,ufz21.comp)
140
141 # end of script , costara_ternaryd_vDiss.R, 14.12.2011
.4.6 azienda corPCA vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Correlation and principal component analysis , Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 30.11.2014
7
8 # scatterplot matrix of target variables and relief parameter
9 # principal component analysis
10
11 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
12
13 rm(list = ls())
14
15 library(caret); library(plotrix); library(xtable)
16 # R v3.0.2, caret_6.0-22, plotrix_3.5-3, xtable_1.7-3
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17
18 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basis.RData", sep = "/"))
19 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
20
21 n <- c(dim(d.21)[1], dim(d.33) [1]) # 43, 64
22
23
24 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
25 ## Correlation coefficients and scatterplot -matrix
26 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
27
28 source("pearsons_cor_coeffs.R")
29
30 j <- c("EMIH", "EMIV", "GAMMAK", "GAMMATH", "GAMMAU", "THKratio",
31 "ELEV", "SLOPE", "SAGAWI")
32 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
33
34 #cor21.ll <- pearsons_corr(data = d.21@data , covars = j, targets = z)
35 cor21.ll <- pearsons_corr(data = d.21@data , covars = j, targets = z,
36 scatterplot.matrix = TRUE , cex.lab = 1.2,
37 path.to = paste(path.fig , "field21_scatterpl_v99.pdf", sep = "/"))
38
39 #cor33.ll <- pearsons_corr(data = d.33@data , covars = j, targets = z)
40 cor33.ll <- pearsons_corr(data = d.33@data , covars = j, targets = z,
41 scatterplot.matrix = TRUE , cex.lab = 1.2,
42 path.to = paste(path.fig , "field33_scatterpl_v99.pdf", sep = "/"))
43
44 d33.c <- d.33[ which(!is.na(d.33$CORG)) ,]
45 cor(d33.c$CaCO3 , d33.c$GAMMADR) # -0.9
46 # --> CaCO3 negatively related to gamma -ray (most signif .: DR = -0.9)
47
48 cor(d.33$GRAVEL , d.33$GAMMADR) # 0.37
49 # --> GRAVEL positively related to gamma -ray (appr. 0.4)
50
51 cor(d33.c$CORG , d33.c$GAMMAU) # -0.36
52 # --> CORG negatively related to gamma -ray (most signif .: U = -0.36)
53
54
55 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
56 ## Principal component analysis (PCA)
57 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
58
59 # remove ASPECT and CONVG (too many NA-values):
60 j <- c("ELEV","SAGAWI","SLOPE","PROFC","PLANC","TWI","STREAMP","LS",
61 "EMIH","EMIV","GAMMAK","GAMMATH","GAMMAU","THKratio","THUratio","UKratio")
62
63 # field 33:
64 dat1 <- dem .33 @data[,j]
65
66 # check that all covariates have the same number of NA -values:
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67 for (i in 1: length(j)) {
68 print(length(which(is.na(dat1[i]))))
69 }
70 dat1 <- dat1[which(!is.na(dat1$ELEV)) ,]
71
72 pc3 <- prcomp(dat1 , scale. = T)
73
74 # selection of the right number of factors:
75 # critical value after Karlis , Saporta and Spinakis (2003):
76 p <- sum((pc3$sdev)^2) # the first 16 factors explain 100%
77 ni <- dim(dat1)[1] # number of instances
78 cv <- 1 + 1.65 * sqrt((p - 1)/(ni - 1)) # 1.03
79
80 nf <- which ((pc3$sdev)^2 >= cv); nf # --> first six factors are significant
81
82 # convert the significant PCs to grids:
83 pc.comps <- as.data.frame(pc3$x)
84
85 # insert grid index:
86 dem.33$nrs <- seq(1, length(dem.33 @data [[1]]))
87 dem33.pnt <- as(dem .33["nrs"], "SpatialPointsDataFrame")
88
89 maskpoints <- as.numeric(attr(pc3$x, "dimnames")[[1]]) # mask NA grid nodes
90
91 # attach coordinates:
92 pc.comps$X <- dem33.pnt@coords[maskpoints , 1]
93 pc.comps$Y <- dem33.pnt@coords[maskpoints , 2]
94 coordinates(pc.comps) <- ~ X + Y
95
96 # overlay with existing dem .33:
97 proj4string(d.33) <-
98 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
99 proj4string(dem .33) <-
100 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
101 proj4string(pc.comps) <-
102 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
103
104 dem33.ov <- over(dem.33, pc.comps)
105 dem.33 @data$PC1 <- dem33.ov$PC1; dem.33 @data$PC2 <- dem33.ov$PC2
106 dem.33 @data$PC3 <- dem33.ov$PC3; dem.33 @data$PC4 <- dem33.ov$PC4
107 dem.33 @data$PC5 <- dem33.ov$PC5; dem.33 @data$PC6 <- dem33.ov$PC6
108
109 # overlay with d.33:
110 dem33.ov <- over(d.33, dem .33)
111 d.33 @data$PC1 <- dem33.ov$PC1; d.33 @data$PC2 <- dem33.ov$PC2
112 d.33 @data$PC3 <- dem33.ov$PC3; d.33 @data$PC4 <- dem33.ov$PC4
113 d.33 @data$PC5 <- dem33.ov$PC5; d.33 @data$PC6 <- dem33.ov$PC6
114
115 # loadings:
116 pc3$sdev^2
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117 pc3$rotation [,1: length(nf)]
118 aload <- abs(pc3$rotation [,1: length(nf)])
119 sweep(aload , 2, colSums(aload), "/") # --> relative contribution
120 # --> dim.1 influenced by SAGAWI , SLOPE , TWI , LS
121 # --> dim.2 influenced by THKratio , ELEV , GAMMAK , GAMMAU
122 # --> dim.3 influenced by UKratio , THUratio
123 # --> dim.4 influenced by EMIH , EMIV
124 # --> dim.5 influenced by EMIH , EMIV , THUratio , UKratio
125 # --> dim.6 influenced by PROFC , PLANC , THKratio
126
127 # export loading coefficients:
128 pcs <- (pc3$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dat1) - 1)))^2
129 ss.total <- sum((pc3$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dat1) - 1)))^2)
130 pcs <- pcs/ss.total * 100 # --> explained variance by each PC
131 # only for those PCs that cumulatively exceed half of the total variance:
132 loads.val <- round(pc3$rotation [,1: which(cumsum(pcs) >= 50)[1]], digits = 3)
133 loads.out <- xtable(loads.val , caption = "PC loadings", label = "tab:PCL33")
134 print.xtable(loads.out ,
135 file = paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", "f33_loadings_v1.tex", sep = "/"))
136
137 pca.33 <- pc3
138
139
140 # field 21:
141 dat1 <- dem .21 @data[,j]
142
143 # check that all covariates have the same number of NA -values:
144 for (i in 1: length(j)) {
145 print(length(which(is.na(dat1[i]))))
146 }
147 dat1 <- dat1[which(!is.na(dat1$ELEV)) ,]
148
149 pc3 <- prcomp(dat1 , scale. = T)
150
151 # selection of the right number of factors:
152 # critical value after Karlis , Saporta and Spinakis (2003):
153 p <- sum((pc3$sdev)^2) # the first 16 factors explain 100%
154 ni <- dim(dat1)[1] # number of instances
155 cv <- 1 + 1.65 * sqrt((p - 1)/(ni - 1)) # 1.05
156
157 nf <- which ((pc3$sdev)^2 >= cv); nf # --> first five factors are significant
158
159 # convert the significant PCs to grids:
160 pc.comps <- as.data.frame(pc3$x)
161
162 # insert grid index:
163 dem.21$nrs <- seq(1, length(dem.21 @data [[1]]))
164 dem21.pnt <- as(dem .21["nrs"], "SpatialPointsDataFrame")
165
166 maskpoints <- as.numeric(attr(pc3$x, "dimnames")[[1]]) # mask NA grid nodes
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167
168 # attach coordinates:
169 pc.comps$X <- dem21.pnt@coords[maskpoints , 1]
170 pc.comps$Y <- dem21.pnt@coords[maskpoints , 2]
171 coordinates(pc.comps) <- ~ X + Y
172
173 # overlay with existing dem .21:
174 proj4string(d.21) <-
175 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
176 proj4string(dem .21) <-
177 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
178 proj4string(pc.comps) <-
179 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
180
181 dem21.ov <- over(dem.21, pc.comps)
182 dem.21 @data$PC1 <- dem21.ov$PC1; dem.21 @data$PC2 <- dem21.ov$PC2
183 dem.21 @data$PC3 <- dem21.ov$PC3; dem.21 @data$PC4 <- dem21.ov$PC4
184 dem.21 @data$PC5 <- dem21.ov$PC5; dem.21 @data$PC6 <- dem21.ov$PC6
185
186 # overlay with d.21:
187 dem21.ov <- over(d.21, dem .21)
188 d.21 @data$PC1 <- dem21.ov$PC1; d.21 @data$PC2 <- dem21.ov$PC2
189 d.21 @data$PC3 <- dem21.ov$PC3; d.21 @data$PC4 <- dem21.ov$PC4
190 d.21 @data$PC5 <- dem21.ov$PC5; d.21 @data$PC6 <- dem21.ov$PC6
191
192 # loadings:
193 pc3$sdev^2
194 pc3$rotation [,1:5]
195 aload <- abs(pc3$rotation [ ,1:5])
196 sweep(aload , 2, colSums(aload), "/") # --> relative contribution
197 # --> dim.1 influenced by GAMMAK , GAMMATH , GAMMAU , EMIV , EMIH
198 # --> dim.2 influenced by TWI , SAGAWI
199 # --> dim.3 influenced by LS , STREAMP , SLOPE , THUratio
200 # --> dim.4 influenced by THUratio , ELEV , UKratio
201 # --> dim.5 influenced by PROFC , PLANC
202
203 pcs <- (pc3$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dat1) - 1)))^2
204 ss.total <- sum((pc3$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dat1) - 1)))^2)
205 pcs <- pcs/ss.total * 100 # --> explained variance by each PC
206 # only for those PCs that cumulatively exceed half of the total variance:
207 loads.val <- round(pc3$rotation [,1: which(cumsum(pcs) >= 50)[1]], digits = 3)
208 loads.out <- xtable(loads.val , caption = "PC loadings", label = "tab:PCL21")
209 print.xtable(loads.out ,
210 file = paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", "f21_loadings_v1.tex", sep = "/"))
211
212 pca.21 <- pc3
213
214
215 dat1 <- dem .33 @data[,j]
216 dat1 <- dat1[which(!is.na(dat1$ELEV)),]
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217 m33.means <- apply(dat1 , 2, mean)
218 m33.y <- sweep(dat1 , 2, m33.means)
219 m33.y <- m33.y/sqrt(nrow(m33.y) * ncol(m33.y)) # scaling (standardization)
220
221 dat1 <- dem .21 @data[,j]
222 dat1 <- dat1[which(!is.na(dat1$ELEV)) ,]
223 m21.means <- apply(dat1 , 2, mean)
224 m21.y <- sweep(dat1 , 2, m21.means)
225 m21.y <- m21.y/sqrt(nrow(m21.y) * ncol(m21.y)) # scaling (standardization)
226
227 # bi- and embedded screeplots:
228 pcs <- (pca .33$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dem.33 @data[,j]) - 1)))^2
229 ss.total <- sum((pca.33$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dem.33 @data[,j]) - 1)))^2)
230 pcs.p33 <- pcs/ss.total * 100 # --> explained variance by each PC
231 npcs <- length(pca.33$sdev)
232 xp.33 <- seq_len(npcs)
233 plot(xp.33, pcs.p33 , type = "b", axes = T,
234 main = "Eigenvalues", xlab = "eigenvalue number", ylab = "variance [in %]")
235
236 pcs <- (pca .21$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dem.21 @data[,j]) - 1)))^2
237 ss.total <- sum((pca.21$sdev * sqrt(max(1, nrow(dem.21 @data[,j]) - 1)))^2)
238 pcs.p21 <- pcs/ss.total * 100 # --> explained variance by each PC
239 npcs <- length(pca.21$sdev)
240 xp.21 <- seq_len(npcs)
241 plot(xp.21, pcs.p21 , type = "b", axes = T,
242 main = "Eigenvalues", xlab = "eigenvalue number", ylab = "variance [in %]")
243
244 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_biplot_v33.pdf", sep = "/"))
245 par(mar = c(4,4,3,3) + 0.1)
246 biplot(pca.33, col = c("gray50", "red"), cex = c(.65 ,.85), scale = 1,
247 xlim = c(-.0205, .0205) , ylim = c(-.0205, .0205) ,
248 xlabs = rep(".", times = length(pca .33$x[,1])),
249 ylabs = rep("+", times = length(pca .33$sdev)))
250 #draw.circle(0, 0, 1, border = "blue", col = "transparent", lty = 2)
251 text(c(.54 ,1 ,1 ,1.15 ,1 ,1.125 ,1.2 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1.1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1.37) *
252 pca.33$rotation %*% diag(pca.33$sdev *
253 sqrt(max(1, nrow(m33.y))))[,1],
254 c(1 ,.85 ,1.13 ,.7 ,1.3 ,1 ,1.39 ,.81 ,.68 ,1.2 ,.92 ,1.14 ,1.09 ,1.07 ,1.13 ,1) *
255 pca .33$rotation %*% diag(pca.33$sdev *
256 sqrt(max(1, nrow(m33.y))))[,2],
257 labels = colnames(dem.33 @data[,j]), col = 2, cex = 1.15)
258 boxed.labels (-27.5, -117, bg = "white", border = NA, cex = 1,
259 "centred , scaled to unit variance , partitioning factor = 1")
260 box()
261 par(fig = c(.66 ,.91 ,.66 ,.91), new = TRUE , mar = c(2,2,.5,.5), mgp = c(3 ,.25,0))
262 plot(xp.33, pcs.p33 , axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE ,
263 type = "p", pch = 16, tcl = -.1, cex = .65, cex.axis = .5)
264 box(which = "plot")
265 points(xp.33[6] , pcs.p33[6], type = "p", cex = .65, pch = 16, col = "red")
266 axis(side = 2, cex.axis = .5, padj = -.15, tcl = -.1)
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267 axis(side = 1, cex.axis = .5, padj = -1, tcl = -.1)
268 mtext(side = 2, text = "expl. variance", line = 1, cex = .65)
269 mtext(side = 1, text = "eigenvalue number", line = .5, cex = .65)
270 dev.off()
271
272 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_biplot_v21.pdf", sep = "/"))
273 par(mar = c(4,4,3,3) + 0.1)
274 biplot(pca.21, col = c("gray50", "red"), cex = c(.65 ,1.2), scale = 1,
275 xlabs = rep(".", times = length(pca .21$x[,1])),
276 ylabs = rep("+", times = length(pca .21$sdev)))
277 text(c( -12 ,1 ,1 ,2.75 ,1 ,.63 ,1 ,1.11 ,.98 ,.98 ,1 ,.785 ,1 ,1.38 ,1.63 ,1) *
278 pca.21$rotation %*% diag(pca.21$sdev *
279 sqrt(max(1, nrow(m21.y))))[,1],
280 c(1 ,.93 ,1.13 ,1.32 ,1.12 ,1 ,1.1 ,1 ,.75 ,1.2 ,1.21 ,1.06 ,.7 ,1 ,1.15 ,1.11) *
281 pca .21$rotation %*% diag(pca.21$sdev *
282 sqrt(max(1, nrow(m21.y))))[,2],
283 labels = colnames(dem.21 @data[,j]), col = 2, cex = 1.15)
284 boxed.labels(-8, -68, bg = "white", border = NA, cex = 1,
285 "centred , scaled to unit variance , partitioning factor = 1")
286 box()
287 par(fig = c(.66 ,.91 ,.66 ,.91), new = TRUE , mar = c(2,2,.5,.5), mgp = c(3 ,.25,0))
288 plot(xp.21, pcs.p21 , axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE ,
289 type = "p", pch = 16, tcl = -.1, cex = .65, cex.axis = .5)
290 box(which = "plot")
291 points(xp.21[5] , pcs.p21[5], type = "p", cex = .65, pch = 16, col = "red")
292 axis(side = 2, cex.axis = .5, padj = -.15, tcl = -.1)
293 axis(side = 1, cex.axis = .5, padj = -1, tcl = -.1)
294 mtext(side = 2, text = "expl. variance", line = 1, cex = .65)
295 mtext(side = 1, text = "eigenvalue number", line = .5, cex = .65)
296 dev.off()
297
298 rm(aload ,dat1 ,dem21.ov ,dem33.ov ,m21.y,m33.y,cv,dem21.pnt ,dem33.pnt ,i,j,
299 m21.means ,m33.means ,maskpoints ,nf,ni ,npcs ,p,pc.comps ,pc3 ,pcs.21,pcs.33,
300 pcs.p21 ,pcs.p33 ,ss.total ,xp.21,xp.33)
301
302 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basisPCs.RData", sep = "/"))
303
304 # end of script , azienda_corPCA_vDiss.R, 02.11.2014
.4.7 azienda explor sp vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### ESDA of soil textural fractions at field 21 and 33, Azienda S. Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 30.11.2014
7
8 # trend detection and variography (of target variables)
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9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(rgdal); library(RColorBrewer); library(sp); library(gstat)
15 # R v3.0.2, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, sp_1.0-14, gstat_1.0 -16
16
17 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basis.RData", sep = "/"))
18 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
19
20 n <- c(dim(d.21)[1], dim(d.33) [1]) # 43, 64
21
22
23 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24 ## Trend detection - Postplots
25 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26
27 # build upon code published by
28 # Richard E. Plant: Spatial data analysis in ecology and agriculture using R
29 # Taylor & Francis Group , 2012
30
31 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "fields2133_diss_v2")
32
33 d <- rbind(d.21,d.33)
34 soil.az <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "soilmap_azienda_mb")
35
36 proj4string(soil.az) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(d.21) <- CRS(NA)
37 proj4string(d.33) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(d) <- CRS(NA)
38 proj4string(soil.az) <-
39 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
40 proj4string(d.21) <-
41 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
42 proj4string(d.33) <-
43 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
44 proj4string(d) <-
45 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
46
47 soil.az.ov <- over(d.21, soil.az); d.21$SOILUNIT <- soil.az.ov$soilunit
48 soil.az.ov <- over(d.33, soil.az); d.33$SOILUNIT <- soil.az.ov$soilunit
49 soil.az.ov <- over(d, soil.az); d$SOILUNIT <- soil.az.ov$soilunit
50
51 d$color <- "#1B9E77"
52 d$color[which(d$SOILUNIT == 6)] <- "#D95F02"
53 d$color[which(d$SOILUNIT == 7)] <- "#7570B3"
54 d$color[which(d$SOILUNIT == 8)] <- "#E7298A"
55 d$color[which(d$SOILUNIT == 9)] <- "#66 A61E"
56
57 soil.units <- c("Brown soils on Miocenic marls", "Regosols on Miocenic marls",
58 "Soils on subrecent alluvial deposits ... with intact profiles",
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59 "... after moderate erosion", "... after intense erosion , with crusts")
60
61 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_postpl_soilsep_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
62 width = 15, height = 14, pointsize = 24)
63 #layout(matrix(c(4,1,1,5,2,2,3,3), 2, 4, byrow = TRUE))
64 layout(matrix(c(1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4), 2, 4, byrow = TRUE))
65 # layout.show (3)
66 par(mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
67 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2)
68
69 # clay , n = 107:
70 plot(catchm , bg = NA, lwd = 1, lty = 2, axes = FALSE , ylim = c(4362450 ,4363065))
71 abline(h = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250) ,
72 v = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250) , lty = 1, col = "grey80")
73 plot(d, pch = 20, col = d$color , asp = 1, axes = FALSE , add = TRUE ,
74 cex = d$CLAY * 3/max(d$CLAY))
75 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, at = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250) , labels = NA)
76 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, at = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250) , labels = NA)
77 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250))
78 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250))
79 title(main = "a) Clay content in %", xlab = "UTM -E/m", ylab = "UTM -N/m")
80 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
81 SpatialPolygonsRescale(layout.scale.bar(height = 0.065) , plot.grid = FALSE ,
82 offset = c(509200 ,4362480) , scale = 100, fill = c("white", "black"))
83 text (509200 ,4362500 , "0", cex = .75); text (509300 ,4362500 , "100 m", cex = .75)
84
85 # silt , n = 197:
86 plot(catchm , bg = NA, lwd = 1, lty = 2, axes = FALSE , ylim = c(4362450 ,4363065))
87 abline(h = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250) ,
88 v = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250) , lty = 1, col = "grey80")
89 plot(d, pch = 20, col = d$color , asp = 1, axes = FALSE , add = TRUE ,
90 cex = d$SILT * 3/max(d$SILT))
91 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, at = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250) , labels = NA)
92 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, at = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250) , labels = NA)
93 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250))
94 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250))
95 title(main = "b) Silt content in %", xlab = "UTM -E/m")
96 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
97 SpatialPolygonsRescale(layout.scale.bar(height = 0.065) , plot.grid = FALSE ,
98 offset = c(509200 ,4362480) , scale = 100, fill = c("white", "black"))
99 text (509200 ,4362500 , "0", cex = .75); text (509300 ,4362500 , "100 m", cex = .75)
100
101 # sand , n = 197:
102 plot(catchm , bg = NA, lwd = 1, lty = 2, axes = FALSE , ylim = c(4362450 ,4363065))
103 abline(h = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250) ,
104 v = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250) , lty = 1, col = "grey80")
105 plot(d, pch = 20, col = d$color , asp = 1, axes = FALSE , add = TRUE ,
106 cex = d$SAND * 3/max(d$SAND))
107 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, at = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250) , labels = NA)
108 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, at = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250) , labels = NA)
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109 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (508750 ,509300 ,250))
110 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (4362500 ,4363100 ,250))
111 title(main = "c) Sand content in %", xlab = "UTM -E/m", ylab = "UTM -N/m")
112 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
113 SpatialPolygonsRescale(layout.scale.bar(height = 0.065) , plot.grid = FALSE ,
114 offset = c(509200 ,4362480) , scale = 100, fill = c("white", "black"))
115 text (509200 ,4362500 , "0", cex = .75); text (509300 ,4362500 , "100 m", cex = .75)
116
117 plot(0, 0, type = "n", bty = "n", axes = FALSE , xlab = "", ylab = "")
118 legend("center", soil.units , cex = 1,
119 fill = brewer.pal(5, "Dark2"), bg = "white", ncol = 1)
120 dev.off()
121 rm(soil.units ,soil.az ,soil.az.ov)
122
123
124 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
125 ## Variography
126 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
127
128 # field 21:
129 diag.bbox <- sqrt(
130 (bbox(d.21) [1,1] - bbox(d.21) [1,2])^2 + (bbox(d.21) [2,1] - bbox(d.21) [2,2])^2)
131 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3
132 # 2 after Journel and Huijbregts 78, 3 = gstat ’s default
133 # --> distance of reliability between 127 and 191m
134
135 # using gstat (package) and methods -of -moments estimation:
136 # Clay:
137 va.cutoff <- 195; va.width <- 15
138 va.cutoff2 <- 135
139 cl.21.va <- variogram(
140 CLAY ~ 1, loc = d.21, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
141 cl.21. va2 <- variogram(
142 CLAY ~ 1, loc = d.21, cutoff = va.cutoff2 , width = va.width)
143 # initial variogram (s. Hengl09 , p.130): nugget = measurement error ,
144 # sill = sampled variance , range = 1/4 of the diagonal of the bounding box
145 a.ini <- sqrt(diff(d.21 @bbox["EAST" ,])^2 + diff(d.21 @bbox["NORTH" ,])^2)/4
146 psill.ini <- var(d.21$CLAY); nug.ini <- 0
147 cl.21.vm <- vgm(psill.ini , "Sph", a.ini , nug.ini)
148 cl.21. vmf <- fit.variogram(cl.21.va2 , cl.21.vm , fit.method = 7)
149 # Silt:
150 va.cutoff <- 195; va.width <- 15
151 si.21.va <- variogram(
152 SILT ~ 1, loc = d.21, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
153 a.ini <- sqrt(diff(d.21 @bbox["EAST" ,])^2 + diff(d.21 @bbox["NORTH" ,])^2)/4
154 psill.ini <- var(d.21$SILT); nug.ini <- 0
155 si.21.vm <- vgm(psill.ini , "Sph", a.ini , nug.ini)
156 si.21. vmf <- fit.variogram(si.21.va, si.21.vm , fit.method = 6)
157 # Sand:
158 va.cutoff <- 195; va.width <- 15
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159 va.cutoff2 <- 135
160 sa.21.va <- variogram(
161 SAND ~ 1, loc = d.21, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
162 sa.21. va2 <- variogram(
163 SAND ~ 1, loc = d.21, cutoff = va.cutoff2 , width = va.width)
164 a.ini <- sqrt(diff(d.21 @bbox["EAST" ,])^2 + diff(d.21 @bbox["NORTH" ,])^2)/4
165 psill.ini <- var(d.21$SAND); nug.ini <- 0
166 sa.21.vm <- vgm(psill.ini , "Exp", a.ini , nug.ini)
167 sa.21. vmf <- fit.variogram(sa.21.va2 , sa.21.vm , fit.method = 0)
168
169 # field 33:
170 diag.bbox <- sqrt(
171 (bbox(d.33) [1,1] - bbox(d.33) [1,2])^2 + (bbox(d.33) [2,1] - bbox(d.33) [2,2]) ^2)
172 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3
173 # --> distance of reliability between 178 and 268m
174 # Clay:
175 va.cutoff <- 255; va.width <- 15
176 cl.33.va <- variogram(
177 CLAY ~ 1, loc = d.33, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
178 a.ini <- sqrt(diff(d.33 @bbox["EAST" ,])^2 + diff(d.33 @bbox["NORTH" ,])^2)/4
179 psill.ini <- var(d.33$CLAY); nug.ini <- 0
180 cl.33.vm <- vgm(psill.ini , "Sph", a.ini , nug.ini)
181 cl.33. vmf <- fit.variogram(cl.33.va, cl.33.vm , fit.method = 7)
182 # Silt:
183 va.cutoff <- 255; va.width <- 15
184 si.33.va <- variogram(
185 SILT ~ 1, loc = d.33, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
186 a.ini <- sqrt(diff(d.33 @bbox["EAST" ,])^2 + diff(d.33 @bbox["NORTH" ,])^2)/4
187 psill.ini <- var(d.33$SILT); nug.ini <- 0
188 si.33.vm <- vgm(psill.ini , "Sph", a.ini , nug.ini)
189 si.33. vmf <- fit.variogram(si.33.va, si.33.vm , fit.method = 7)
190 nsr <- si.33. vmf[1,2]/(si.33. vmf[1,2] + si.33. vmf[2,2]) * 100 # 62.55
191 # Sand:
192 va.cutoff <- 270; va.width <- 15
193 sa.33.va <- variogram(
194 SAND ~ 1, loc = d.33, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
195 a.ini <- 135; psill.ini <- 55; nug.ini <- 8
196 sa.33.vm <- vgm(psill.ini , "Exp", a.ini , nug.ini)
197 sa.33. vmf <- fit.variogram(sa.33.va, sa.33.vm , fit.method = 0)
198 plot(sa.33.va, model = sa.33. vmf)
199
200 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_vario_soilsep_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
201 width = 8.27, height = 11.69, pointsize = 21)
202 par(mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
203 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2, las = 1, mfrow = c(3,2))
204
205 plot(cl.21.va$gamma ~ cl.21.va$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
206 xlim = c(0, max(cl.21.va$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0, max(cl.21.va$gamma)*1.1),
207 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
208 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,200 ,50))
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209 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq(0,60 ,20))
210 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,200 ,50),
211 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,200 ,50)))
212 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,60,20))
213 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m",
214 ylab = "Variance", main = "a) Clay , Field 21", sub = "")
215 lines(variogramLine(cl.21.vmf , maxdist = max(cl.21. va2$dist)),
216 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
217 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph", bty = "n")
218 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
219
220 plot(cl.33.va$gamma ~ cl.33.va$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
221 xlim = c(0, max(cl.33.va$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0, max(cl.21.va$gamma)*1.1),
222 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
223 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,250 ,50))
224 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq(0,60 ,20))
225 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,250 ,50),
226 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,250 ,50)))
227 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,60,20))
228 title(
229 xlab = "Lag distance in m", ylab = "", main = "b) Clay , Field 33", sub = "")
230 lines(variogramLine(cl.33.vmf , maxdist = max(cl.33.va$dist)),
231 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
232 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph", bty = "n")
233 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
234
235 plot(si.21.va$gamma ~ si.21.va$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
236 xlim = c(0, max(si.21.va$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0, max(si.33.va$gamma)*1.1),
237 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
238 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,200 ,50))
239 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq(0,30,5))
240 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,200 ,50),
241 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,200 ,50)))
242 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq(0,30,5))
243 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m",
244 ylab = "Variance", main = "c) Silt , Field 21", sub = "")
245 lines(variogramLine(si.21.vmf , maxdist = max(si.21.va$dist)),
246 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
247 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph", bty = "n")
248 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
249
250 plot(si.33.va$gamma ~ si.33.va$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
251 xlim = c(0, max(si.33.va$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0, max(si.33.va$gamma)*1.1),
252 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
253 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,250 ,50))
254 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq(0,30,5))
255 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,250 ,50),
256 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,250 ,50)))
257 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq(0,30,5))
258 title(
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259 xlab = "Lag distance in m", ylab = "", main = "d) Silt , Field 33", sub = "")
260 lines(variogramLine(si.33.vmf , maxdist = max(si.33.va$dist)),
261 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
262 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph", bty = "n")
263 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
264
265 plot(sa.21.va$gamma ~ sa.21.va$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
266 xlim = c(0, max(sa.21.va$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0, max(sa.21.va$gamma)*1.1),
267 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
268 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,200 ,50))
269 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,120 ,20))
270 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,200 ,50),
271 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,200 ,50)))
272 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,120 ,20))
273 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m",
274 ylab = "Variance", main = "e) Sand , Field 21", sub = "")
275 lines(variogramLine(sa.21.vmf , maxdist = max(sa.21. va2$dist)),
276 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
277 legend("bottomright", "Exp", bty = "n")
278 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
279
280 plot(sa.33.va$gamma ~ sa.33.va$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
281 xlim = c(0, max(sa.33.va$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0, max(sa.21.va$gamma)*1.1),
282 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
283 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,250 ,50))
284 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,120 ,20))
285 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,250 ,50),
286 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,250 ,50)))
287 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,120 ,20))
288 title(
289 xlab = "Lag distance in m", ylab = "", main = "f) Sand , Field 33", sub = "")
290 lines(variogramLine(sa.33.vmf , maxdist = max(sa.33.va$dist)),
291 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
292 legend("bottomright", "Exp", bty = "n")
293 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
294 dev.off()
295
296 rm(h.max ,cl.21.va ,cl.21.va2 ,cl.21.vm ,cl.21.vmf ,cl.33.va,cl.33.vm ,cl.33.vmf ,
297 sa.21.va ,sa.21.va2 ,sa.21.vm,sa.21.vmf ,sa.33.va,sa.33.vm,sa.33.vmf ,a.ini ,
298 si.21.va ,si.21.vm ,si.21.vmf ,si.33.va ,si.33.vm ,si.33.vmf ,nug.ini ,psill.ini ,
299 diag.bbox ,va.cutoff ,va.cutoff2 ,va.width)
300
301 # end of script , azienda_explor_sp_vDiss.R, 11.06.2014
.4.8 azienda rcok2k5 vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Regression cokriging soil text. at field 21 and 33, Azienda S. Michele ####
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4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 09.04.2015
7
8 # regression modelling and residual cokriging
9 # of alr -transformed soil separates at field scale
10
11 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
12
13 rm(list = ls())
14
15 library(rgdal); library(gstat); library(RColorBrewer); library(compositions)
16 library(caret); library(ggplot2)
17 library(grid); library(gridExtra); library(gtable)
18 # R v3.0.2, gstat_1.0-16, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, compositions_1.40-1
19 # caret_6.0-22, ggplot2_0.9.3.1 , gridExtra_0.9.1, gtable_0.1.2
20
21 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/az_basisPCs.RData", sep = "/"))
22 #path.fig <- paste(getwd (), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
23
24 #n <- c(dim(d.21)[1], dim(d.33) [1]) # 43, 64
25
26
27 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
28 ## Define target grid size:
29 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30
31 # as proposed by T. Hengl 2006 - Finding the right pixel size:
32 # based on inspection density/working scale:
33 ezg.area <- c(.0486 ,.1074) # km^2
34 obs <- 2.5 # observations per 1cm^2 of the map = recommended compromise
35
36 sn <- sqrt(obs * ezg.area * 1e6/n) * 100 # working scale = appr. 1:5.000
37
38 # the scale number can be used to estimate the grid resolution:
39 p <- sqrt(obs * ezg.area * 1e6/n) * 100 * .0005; p
40 # --> grid resolution = appr. 2.5m (f21: 2.7 vs. f33: 3.2)
41
42 rm(ezg.area ,obs ,sn,p)
43
44
45 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
46 ## Maps of first four PCs:
47 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
48
49 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "fields2133_diss_v2")
50
51 proj4string(catchm) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(dem .33) <- CRS(NA)
52 proj4string(dem .21) <- CRS(NA)
53 proj4string(catchm) <-
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54 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
55 proj4string(dem .33) <-
56 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
57 proj4string(dem .21) <-
58 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
59
60 pts.21 <- list("sp.points", d.21, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
61 pts.33 <- list("sp.points", d.33, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
62
63 prof .21 <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "az_profiles11_pnts21")
64 prof .33 <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "az_profiles13_pnts33")
65
66 cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "DISS")
67 pt21 <- as.data.frame(pts .21); pt33 <- as.data.frame(pts .33)
68 prof21 <- as.data.frame(prof .21); prof33 <- as.data.frame(prof .33)
69 dem21.df <- as.data.frame(dem .21); dem33.df <- as.data.frame(dem .33)
70 dem <- rbind(dem21.df, dem33.df)
71 v.interest <- c("PC1", "PC2", "PC3", "x", "y")
72
73 pc1.min <- min(dem$PC1 , na.rm = TRUE); pc1.min # -6.9
74 pc1.max <- max(dem$PC1 , na.rm = TRUE); pc1.max # 6.6
75
76 dem$PC1CUTV <- cut(dem$PC1 , breaks = c(-8.25, seq ( -6.6 ,6.6 ,1.65)))
77 levels(dem$PC1CUTV) <- c("below -6.6", " -6.6 to -4.95", " -4.95 to -3.30",
78 " -3.30 to -1.65", " -1.65 to 0", "0 to 1.65", "1.65 to 3.30",
79 "3.30 to 4.95", "4.95 to 6.60")
80
81 map.PC1 <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
82 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = PC1CUTV), data = dem) +
83 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
84 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
85 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
86 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
87 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
88 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
89 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
90 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
91 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
92 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
93 coord_equal() +
94 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
95 scale_fill_manual(
96 name = "PC1", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
97 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
98 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
99 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
100 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
101 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
102 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
103 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
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104
105 pc2.min <- min(dem$PC2 , na.rm = TRUE); pc2.min # -5.6
106 pc2.max <- max(dem$PC2 , na.rm = TRUE); pc2.max # 7.3
107
108 dem$PC2CUTV <- cut(dem$PC2 , breaks = c(seq ( -5.6 ,5.6 ,1.4), 7.3))
109 levels(dem$PC2CUTV) <- c(" -5.6 to -4.2", " -4.2 to -2.8", " -2.8 to -1.4",
110 " -1.4 to 0", "0 to 1.4", "1.4 to 2.8", "2.8 to 4.2",
111 "4.2 to 5.6", "5.6 +")
112
113 map.PC2 <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
114 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = PC2CUTV), data = dem) +
115 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
116 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
117 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
118 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
119 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
120 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
121 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
122 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
123 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
124 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
125 coord_equal() +
126 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
127 scale_fill_manual(
128 name = "PC2", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
129 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
130 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
131 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
132 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
133 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
134 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
135 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
136
137 pc3.min <- min(dem$PC3 , na.rm = TRUE); pc3.min # -10.9
138 pc3.max <- max(dem$PC3 , na.rm = TRUE); pc3.max # 11.5
139
140 dem$PC3CUTV <- cut(dem$PC3 , breaks = c(seq ( -11 ,11 ,2.75) ,13.75))
141 levels(dem$PC3CUTV) <- c(
142 " -11 to -8.25", " -8.25 to -5.50", " -5.50 to -2.75", " -2.75 to 0",
143 "0 to 2.75", "2.75 to 5.50", "5.50 to 8.25", "8.25 to 11", "11 +")
144
145 map.PC3 <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
146 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = PC3CUTV), data = dem) +
147 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
148 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
149 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
150 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
151 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
152 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
153 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
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154 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
155 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
156 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
157 coord_equal() +
158 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
159 scale_fill_manual(
160 name = "PC3", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
161 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
162 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
163 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
164 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
165 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
166 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
167 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
168
169 pc4.min <- min(dem$PC4 , na.rm = TRUE); pc4.min # -8.3
170 pc4.max <- max(dem$PC4 , na.rm = TRUE); pc4.max # 5.9
171
172 dem$PC4CUTV <- cut(dem$PC4 , breaks = c(-8.3, seq(-6,6,1.5)))
173 levels(dem$PC4CUTV) <- c("below -6.0", " -6.0 to -4.5", " -4.5 to -3.0",
174 " -3.0 to -1.5", " -1.5 to 0", "0 to 1.5", "1.5 to 3.0",
175 "3.0 to 4.5", "4.5 to 6.0")
176
177 map.PC4 <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
178 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = PC4CUTV), data = dem) +
179 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
180 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
181 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.4,
182 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
183 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
184 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
185 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
186 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
187 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 3,
188 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
189 coord_equal() +
190 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
191 scale_fill_manual(
192 name = "PC4", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
193 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
194 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
195 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
196 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
197 legend.text = element_text(size = 11), legend.key.size = unit(18, "pt"),
198 legend.title = element_text(size = 11),
199 axis.text = element_text(size = 11), axis.title = element_text(size = 11))
200
201 # prepare 4 PC-plots for coupled export (vertical and legend harmonized):
202 gPC1 <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.PC1))
203 gPC2 <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.PC2))
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204 gPC3 <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.PC3))
205 gPC4 <- ggplot_gtable(ggplot_build(map.PC4))
206
207 legPC1 <- with(gPC1$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
208 legPC2 <- with(gPC2$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
209 legPC3 <- with(gPC3$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
210 legPC4 <- with(gPC4$grobs [[8]], grobs [[1]]$widths [[4]])
211
212 gPC1$widths; gPC2$widths; gPC3$widths; gPC4$widths # --> max. legend width: Th
213
214 # set the widths to max. (= PC1):
215 gPC2$widths <- gPC1$widths; gPC3$widths <-gPC1$widths; gPC4$widths <-gPC1$widths
216
217 # add an empty column of "abs(diff(widths)) mm"
218 # width on the right of legend box for the smaller legend box:
219 gPC2$grobs [[8]] <-
220 gtable_add_cols(gPC2$grobs [[8]], unit(abs(diff(c(legPC1 , legPC2))), "mm"))
221 gPC3$grobs [[8]] <-
222 gtable_add_cols(gPC3$grobs [[8]], unit(abs(diff(c(legPC1 , legPC3))), "mm"))
223 gPC4$grobs [[8]] <-
224 gtable_add_cols(gPC4$grobs [[8]], unit(abs(diff(c(legPC1 , legPC4))), "mm"))
225
226 gg <- arrangeGrob(gPC1 , gPC2 , gPC3 , gPC4 , nrow = 2)
227
228 # clone ggsave and bypass the class check:
229 ggsave <- ggplot2 :: ggsave; body(ggsave) <- body(ggplot2 :: ggsave)[-2]
230
231 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "azienda_PCmaps4_v1.pdf", sep = "/"), gg,
232 width = 10.79, height = 8.69)
233 dev.off()
234
235
236 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
237 ## (Stepwise) regression modelling
238 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
239
240 # field 33:
241 explana <- c("PC1", "PC2", "PC3", "PC4", "PC5", "PC6")
242 # stepwise regression:
243 regr.start <- lm(
244 paste0("CLAYalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+")), data = d.33)
245 regr <- step(regr.start , direction = "backward")
246 regr.fwd <- step(
247 lm(CLAYalr ~ 1, d.33), scope = list(lower = CLAYalr ~ 1, upper = paste0(
248 "CLAYalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+"))), direction = "forward")
249 # --> forward and backward lead to the same result: CLAYalr ~ PC1 + PC2 + PC3
250
251 regr.start2 <- lm(CLAYalr ~ PC3 + PC1 + PC5 + PC2 + PC6 + PC4 , data = d.33)
252 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward")
253 # --> another order yields the same result as above --> very good
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254 rm(regr.start ,regr.fwd ,regr.start2 ,regr2); summary(regr) # r2 = 0.32
255
256 regr.start2 <- lm(
257 paste0("SILTalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+")), data = d.33)
258 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward")
259 regr.fwd <- step(
260 lm(SILTalr ~ 1, d.33), scope = list(lower = SILTalr ~ 1, upper = paste0(
261 "SILTalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+"))), direction = "forward")
262 # forward and backward lead to the same result: SILTalr ~ PC1 + PC2
263
264 regr.start3 <- lm(SILTalr ~ PC3 + PC1 + PC5 + PC2 + PC6 + PC4 , data = d.33)
265 regr3 <- step(regr.start3 , direction = "backward")
266 # --> another order yields the same result as above --> very good
267 rm(regr.start2 ,regr.fwd ,regr.start3 ,regr3); summary(regr2) # r2 = 0.17
268
269 regr .33.cl <- regr; regr .33.si <- regr2
270
271
272 # field 21:
273 d.21$x <- d.21$EAST; d.21$y <- d.21$NORTH
274
275 explana <- c("PC1", "PC2", "PC3", "PC4", "PC5", "x", "y")
276 # stepwise regression:
277 regr.start <- lm(
278 paste0("CLAYalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+")), data = d.21)
279 regr <- step(regr.start , direction = "backward")
280 regr.fwd <- step(
281 lm(CLAYalr ~ 1, d.21), scope = list(lower = CLAYalr ~ 1, upper = paste0(
282 "CLAYalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+"))), direction = "forward")
283 # --> forward and backward lead to the same result: CLAYalr ~ PC1 + x + y
284
285 regr.start2 <- lm(CLAYalr ~ PC3 + y + PC1 + PC5 + PC2 + x + PC4 , data = d.21)
286 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward")
287 # --> another order yields the same result as above --> very good
288 rm(regr.start ,regr.fwd ,regr.start2 ,regr2); summary(regr) # r2 = 0.67
289
290 regr.start2 <- lm(
291 paste0("SILTalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+")), data = d.21)
292 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward")
293 regr.fwd <- step(
294 lm(SILTalr ~ 1, d.21), scope = list(lower = SILTalr ~ 1, upper = paste0(
295 "SILTalr ~ ", paste(explana , collapse = "+"))), direction = "forward")
296 # forward and backward lead to the same result: SILTalr ~ PC1 + x + y
297
298 regr.start3 <- lm(SILTalr ~ PC3 + y + PC1 + PC5 + PC2 + x + PC4 , data = d.21)
299 regr3 <- step(regr.start3 , direction = "backward")
300 # --> another order yields the same result as above --> very good
301 rm(regr.start2 ,regr.fwd ,regr.start3 ,regr3); summary(regr2) # r2 = 0.74
302 rm(explana)
303
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304 regr .21.cl <- regr; regr .21.si <- regr2; rm(regr ,regr2)
305
306
307 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
308 ## Regression diagnostics
309 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
310
311 datasets .21 <- list(regr .21.cl, regr .21.si)
312 datasets .33 <- list(regr .33.cl, regr .33.si)
313
314 z <- c("CLAYalr", "SILTalr")
315
316 source("regr_diagnostics.R")
317 rd.21 <- regr_diagn(lm.obj = datasets .21, sp.obj = d.21, vars = z, nk = 4)
318 rd.33 <- regr_diagn(lm.obj = datasets .33, sp.obj = d.33, vars = z, nk = 4)
319 rd.21; rd.33
320 rm(z,regr_diagn ,datasets .21, datasets .33)
321
322
323 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
324 ## Regression Cokriging (RCOK)
325 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
326
327 d.33.rm <- d.33[c(
328 which(d.33$ID == 68), which(d.33$ID == 77), which(d.33$ID == 92)),]
329
330 d.33 <- d.33[-c(
331 which(d.33$ID == 68), which(d.33$ID == 77), which(d.33$ID == 92)),]
332 n <- c(dim(d.21)[1], dim(d.33) [1]); n # 43, 61
333
334 # field 33:
335 # to derive the beta -gls by debug.level = 32 from predict.gstat -function:
336 # just one unknown location , for better overview
337 d33.pt <- as.data.frame(dem .33) [14000 , c("PC1", "PC2", "PC3", "x", "y")]
338 coordinates(d33.pt) <- ~ x + y
339 proj4string(d33.pt) <-
340 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
341 proj4string(d.33) <-
342 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
343 proj4string(dem .33) <-
344 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
345
346 rva <- variogram(formula(regr .33.cl), loc = d.33, cutoff = 270, width = 30)
347 rvm <- vgm(.1, "Sph", 240, 0)
348 rvmf <- fit.variogram(rva , rvm , fit.method = 7)
349
350 g.33 <- gstat(NULL , id = "CLAYalr", form = formula(regr .33.cl), data = d.33)
351 g.33 <- gstat(g.33, id = "SILTalr", form = formula(regr .33.si), data = d.33)
352
353 va.cross .33 <- variogram(g.33, cutoff = 270, width = 30)
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354 g.33 <- gstat(g.33, id = "CLAYalr", model = rvm , fill.all = T)
355 g.33 <- fit.lmc(va.cross .33, g.33)
356 plot(va.cross .33, g.33)
357 # nugget , partial sill and (constant) range parameter:
358 g.33$model$CLAYalr [1,2];g.33$model$SILTalr [1,2];g.33$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr [1,2]
359 g.33$model$CLAYalr [2,2];g.33$model$SILTalr [2,2];g.33$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr [2,2]
360 g.33$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr [2,3]
361 # Nugget -to -sill -ratios (NSR) after Cambardella94
362 g.33$model$CLAYalr [1,2] /
363 (g.33$model$CLAYalr [1,2] + g.33$model$CLAYalr [2,2]) * 100
364 g.33$model$SILTalr [1,2] /
365 (g.33$model$SILTalr [1,2] + g.33$model$SILTalr [2,2]) * 100
366
367 pt.ucok <- predict.gstat(g.33, d33.pt, debug.level = 32) # debug.level = 32
368 # --> GLS -parameter for field 33:
369 beta.gls.33 <- c( -0.0406837499 , 0.0509900831 , 0.0561748569 , 0.0395800627 ,
370 -0.626983275 , 0.0180864224 , 0.0639881452)
371
372 # derive the GLS residuals:
373 cl.est.gls33 <- beta.gls .33[1] + beta.gls .33[2] * d.33$PC1 +
374 beta.gls .33[3] * d.33$PC2 + beta.gls .33[4] * d.33$PC3
375 cl.res.gls33 <- d.33$CLAYalr - cl.est.gls33
376 si.est.gls33 <-
377 beta.gls .33[5] + beta.gls .33[6] * d.33$PC1 + beta.gls .33[7] * d.33$PC2
378 si.res.gls33 <- d.33$SILTalr - si.est.gls33
379 cor.t <- cor.test(
380 cl.res.gls33 , si.res.gls33 , method = "pearson", alternative = "two.sided")
381 round(cor.t$estimate , 2); round(cor.t$p.value , 2) # 0.18/0.16
382
383 ucok.out <- predict.gstat(g.33, dem .33)
384
385 dem.33$CLAY_UCOKALR2 <- ucok.out$CLAYalr.pred
386 dem.33$SILT_UCOKALR2 <- ucok.out$SILTalr.pred
387
388 # backtranform (biased!!!) = additive generalized logistic (agl) transform:
389 dem .33. alr <- matrix(c(dem .33$CLAY_UCOKALR2 , dem .33$SILT_UCOKALR2),
390 nrow = length(dem.33$CLAY_UCOKALR2), ncol = 2,
391 dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
392
393 dem.comp.back <- alrInv(dem .33. alr)
394
395 dem.33$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2 <- dem.comp.back[,1] * 100
396 dem.33$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2 <- dem.comp.back[,2] * 100
397 dem.33$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2 <- dem.comp.back[,3] * 100
398
399
400 # field 21:
401 d21.pt <- as.data.frame(dem .21) [14000 , c("PC1", "x", "y")]
402 coordinates(d21.pt) <- ~ x + y
403 proj4string(d21.pt) <-
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404 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
405 proj4string(d.21) <-
406 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
407 proj4string(dem .21) <-
408 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
409
410 rva <- variogram(formula(regr .21.cl), loc = d.21, cutoff = 189, width = 21)
411 rvm <- vgm(.035, "Sph", 75, 0.007)
412 rvmf <- fit.variogram(rva , rvm , fit.method = 7)
413
414 g.21 <- gstat(NULL , id = "CLAYalr", form = formula(regr .21.cl), data = d.21)
415 g.21 <- gstat(g.21, id = "SILTalr", form = formula(regr .21.si), data = d.21)
416
417 va.cross .21 <- variogram(g.21, cutoff = 189, width = 21)
418 g.21 <- gstat(g.21, id = "CLAYalr", model = rvmf , fill.all = T)
419 g.21 <- fit.lmc(va.cross.21, g.21)
420 plot(va.cross .21, g.21)
421 # nugget , partial sill and (constant) range parameter:
422 g.21$model$CLAYalr [1,2];g.21$model$SILTalr [1,2];g.21$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr [1,2]
423 g.21$model$CLAYalr [2,2];g.21$model$SILTalr [2,2];g.21$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr [2,2]
424 g.21$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr [2,3]
425 # Nugget -to -sill -ratios (NSR) after Cambardella94
426 g.21$model$CLAYalr [1,2] /
427 (g.21$model$CLAYalr [1,2] + g.21$model$CLAYalr [2,2]) * 100
428 g.21$model$SILTalr [1,2] /
429 (g.21$model$SILTalr [1,2] + g.21$model$SILTalr [2,2]) * 100
430
431 pt.ucok <- predict.gstat(g.21, d21.pt, debug.level = 32) # debug.level = 32
432 # --> GLS -parameter for field 21:
433 beta.gls.21 <- c( -10392.3092 , -0.028691496 , -0.0019463484 , 0.00260909128 ,
434 -7906.86297 , -0.049241787 , -0.00155911801 , 0.0019941555)
435
436 # derive the GLS residuals:
437 cl.est.gls21 <- beta.gls .21[1] + beta.gls .21[2] * d.21$PC1 +
438 beta.gls .21[3] * d.21$x + beta.gls .21[4] * d.21$y
439 cl.res.gls21 <- d.21$CLAYalr - cl.est.gls21
440 si.est.gls21 <- beta.gls .21[5] + beta.gls .21[6] * d.21$PC1 +
441 beta.gls .21[7] * d.21$x + beta.gls .21[8] * d.21$y
442 si.res.gls21 <- d.21$SILTalr - si.est.gls21
443 cor.t <- cor.test(
444 cl.res.gls21 , si.res.gls21 , method = "pearson", alternative = "two.sided")
445 round(cor.t$estimate , 2); round(cor.t$p.value , 2) # 0.28/0.07
446
447 ucok.out <- predict.gstat(g.21, dem .21)
448
449 dem.21$CLAY_UCOKALR2 <- ucok.out$CLAYalr.pred
450 dem.21$SILT_UCOKALR2 <- ucok.out$SILTalr.pred
451
452 dem .21. alr <- matrix(c(dem .21$CLAY_UCOKALR2 , dem.21$SILT_UCOKALR2),
453 nrow = length(dem.21$CLAY_UCOKALR2), ncol = 2,
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454 dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
455
456 dem.comp.back <- alrInv(dem .21. alr)
457
458 dem.21$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2 <- dem.comp.back[,1] * 100
459 dem.21$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2 <- dem.comp.back[,2] * 100
460 dem.21$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2 <- dem.comp.back[,3] * 100
461
462
463 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
464 ## Plot regression cokriging estimates at field 21 and 33
465 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
466
467 # residual (cross -) variograms of alr -transformed targets:
468 pdf(paste(path.fig , "azienda_crossvario_MLRres_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
469 width = 15, height = 7, pointsize = 21)
470 par(mfrow = c(1,2), mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
471 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2, las = 1)
472
473 plot(va.cross .21$gamma [19:27] ~ va.cross .21$dist [19:27] , pch = 16, cex = .75,
474 xlim = c(0,max(va.cross .21$dist)*1.05), col = "black", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
475 ylim = c(0 ,0.057),
476 xlab = "lag distance in m", ylab = "(cross)-variance", main = "a) field 21",
477 axes = FALSE)
478 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
479 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, at = c("0.00", "0.01", ".02", ".03",
480 "0.04", "0.05"), labels = NA)
481 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,250 ,50),
482 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,250 ,50)))
483 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = c("0.00", "0.01", ".02", ".03",
484 "0.04", "0.05"), labels = c("0.00", "0.01", ".02", ".03", ".04", "0.05"))
485 lines(variogramLine(g.21$model$CLAYalr , maxdist = max(va.cross .21$dist [19:27])),
486 col = "black", lwd = 1.35)
487 lines(variogramLine(g.21$model$SILTalr , maxdist = max(va.cross .21$dist [10:18])),
488 col = "black", lwd = 1.35, lty = 2)
489 lines(variogramLine(g.21$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr ,
490 maxdist = max(va.cross .21$dist [1:9])), col = "black", lwd = 1.35, lty = 4)
491 points(va.cross .21$dist [10:18] , va.cross .21$gamma [10:18] ,
492 col = "black", pch = 22, cex = .65)
493 points(va.cross .21$dist [1:9], va.cross .21$gamma [1:9],
494 col = "black", pch = 17, cex = .65)
495 legend("topleft", c("alr CLAY", "alr SILT", "Cross"),
496 col = c("black"), pch = c(16, 22, 17), cex = .75)
497 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
498
499 plot(va.cross .33$gamma [19:27] ~ va.cross .33$dist [19:27] , pch = 16, cex = .75,
500 xlim = c(0,max(va.cross .33$dist)*1.05), col = "black", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
501 ylim = c(-0.01,max(va.cross .33$gamma)*1.2),
502 xlab = "lag distance in m", ylab = "", main = "b) field 33",
503 axes = FALSE)
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504 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
505 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
506 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,250 ,50),
507 labels = c("0.1", seq (50 ,250 ,50)))
508 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = c("0.00", "0.02", ".04", ".06",
509 "0.08", "0.10"), labels = c("0.00", "0.02", "0.04", "0.06", "0.08", "0.10"))
510 lines(variogramLine(g.33$model$CLAYalr , maxdist = max(va.cross .33$dist [19:27])),
511 col = "black", lwd = 1.35)
512 lines(variogramLine(g.33$model$SILTalr , maxdist = max(va.cross .33$dist [10:18])),
513 col = "black", lwd = 1.35, lty = 2)
514 lines(variogramLine(g.33$model$CLAYalr.SILTalr ,
515 maxdist = max(va.cross .33$dist [1:9])), col = "black", lwd = 1.35, lty = 4)
516 points(va.cross .33$dist [10:18] , va.cross .33$gamma [10:18] ,
517 col = "black", pch = 22, cex = .75)
518 points(va.cross .33$dist [1:9], va.cross .33$gamma [1:9],
519 col = "black", pch = 17, cex = .75)
520 legend("topleft", c("alr CLAY","alr SILT","Cross"),
521 col = c("black"), lty = c(1,2,4), cex = .75)
522 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
523 dev.off()
524
525 # Regression cokriging estimates of soil separates:
526 dem.21$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2[which(is.na(dem .21$EMIH))] <- NA
527 dem.33$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2[which(is.na(dem .33$EMIH))] <- NA
528
529 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "fields2133_diss_v2")
530
531 proj4string(catchm) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(dem .33) <- CRS(NA)
532 proj4string(dem .21) <- CRS(NA); proj4string(demt) <- CRS(NA)
533 proj4string(catchm) <-
534 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
535 proj4string(dem .33) <-
536 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
537 proj4string(dem .21) <-
538 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
539 proj4string(demt) <-
540 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
541
542 pts.21 <- list("sp.points", d.21, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
543 pts.33 <- list("sp.points", d.33, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
544 pts .33.rm <- list(
545 "sp.points", d.33.rm , pch = 13, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
546
547 prof .21 <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "az_profiles11_pnts21")
548 prof .33 <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "az_profiles13_pnts33")
549
550 cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "DISS")
551 pt21 <- as.data.frame(pts .21); pt33 <- as.data.frame(pts .33)
552 pt33.rm <- as.data.frame(pts .33.rm)
553 prof21 <- as.data.frame(prof .21); prof33 <- as.data.frame(prof .33)
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554 dem21.df <- as.data.frame(dem .21); dem33.df <- as.data.frame(dem .33)
555 dem <- rbind(dem21.df, dem33.df)
556 v.interest <-
557 c("CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2","SILT_UCOKALRBACK2", "SAND_UCOKALRBACK2", "x", "y")
558 dem.clay <- dem[,v.interest]
559 dem.clay$VARS <- "Clay"; dem.clay$VALUE <- dem.clay$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2
560 dem.silt <- dem[,v.interest]
561 dem.silt$VARS <- "Silt"; dem.silt$VALUE <- dem.silt$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2
562 dem.sand <- dem[,v.interest]
563 dem.sand$VARS <- "Sand"; dem.sand$VALUE <- dem.sand $SAND_UCOKALRBACK2
564 dem.clay <- dem.clay[,-c(1:3) ]; dem.silt <- dem.silt[,-c(1:3)]
565 dem.sand <- dem.sand[,-c(1:3)]
566 demm <- rbind(dem.clay , dem.silt , dem.sand)
567
568 ucok.min <- min(demm$VALUE , na.rm = TRUE); ucok.min # 13
569 ucok.max <- max(demm$VALUE , na.rm = TRUE); ucok.max # 55
570
571 demm$CUTV <- cut(demm$VALUE , breaks = c(seq (13 ,49 ,4.5) ,55))
572 levels(demm$CUTV) <- c(
573 "13.0 - 17.5", "17.5 - 22.0", "22.0 - 26.5", "26.5 - 31.0",
574 "31.0 - 35.5", "35.5 - 40.0", "40.0 - 44.5", "44.5 - 49.0", "49.0 +")
575
576 # change plot order of facet grid by changing the order of levels with factor ():
577 demm$VARS <- factor(demm$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
578
579 map <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
580 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = CUTV), data = demm) +
581 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.3,
582 data = pt21 , shape = 21) +
583 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.3,
584 data = pt33 , shape = 21) +
585 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.3,
586 data = pt33.rm , shape = 21, fill = "blue") +
587 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 2.3,
588 data = prof21 , shape = 18) +
589 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = coords.x1, y = coords.x2), size = 2.3,
590 data = prof33 , shape = 18) +
591 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "solid", color = "black",
592 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
593 coord_equal() +
594 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
595 scale_fill_brewer(name = "Content in %", palette = "YlOrBr") +
596 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
597 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
598 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
599 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 2) +
600 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5, size = 12),
601 axis.title = element_text(size = 12),
602 axis.title.x = element_text(hjust = .25),
603 axis.text = element_text(size = 12),
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604 legend.position = c(.75 ,.25), legend.text = element_text(size = 12),
605 legend.title = element_text(size = 12),
606 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 14),
607 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
608
609 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "azienda_ucok_predmaps_vPCA_v8.pdf", sep = "/"), map ,
610 width = 7.02, height = 8.27)
611 print(map)
612 dev.off()
613
614 rm(regr .21.cl ,regr .21.si,regr .33.cl ,regr .33.si,ucok.out ,pt.ucok ,dem.comp.back ,
615 va.cross.21,va.cross.33,rva ,rvm ,rvmf ,dem .33.alr ,dem .21. alr)
616 rm(v.interest ,ucok.max ,ucok.min ,pts.21,pts.33,pts .33.rm ,prof.21,prof.33,map ,
617 d21.pt,d33.pt ,catchm ,pt21 ,pt33 ,pt33.rm,prof21 ,prof33 ,demm ,dem21.df,
618 dem33.df ,dem.silt ,dem.sand ,dem.clay ,dem ,cat)
619
620
621 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
622 ## Export:
623 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
624
625 # remove interim results from final objects:
626 drop.c <- c("CLAY_UCOKALR2","SILT_UCOKALR2")
627 dem.33 @data <- dem.33 @data[,!(names(dem .33) %in% drop.c)]
628 dem.21 @data <- dem.21 @data[,!(names(dem .21) %in% drop.c)]
629 rm(drop.c)
630
631 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/az_rcokResults.RData", sep = "/"))
632
633 writeGDAL(dem .33["CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
634 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/rcokclay33.tif", sep = "/"),
635 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
636
637 writeGDAL(dem .33["SILT_UCOKALRBACK2"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
638 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/rcoksilt33.tif", sep = "/"),
639 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
640
641 writeGDAL(dem .33["SAND_UCOKALRBACK2"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
642 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/rcoksand33.tif", sep = "/"),
643 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
644
645 writeGDAL(dem .21["CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
646 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/rcokclay21.tif", sep = "/"),
647 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
648
649 writeGDAL(dem .21["SILT_UCOKALRBACK2"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
650 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/rcoksilt21.tif", sep = "/"),
651 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
652
653 writeGDAL(dem .21["SAND_UCOKALRBACK2"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
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654 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/rcoksand21.tif", sep = "/"),
655 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
656
657 # end of script , azienda_ucok2k5_vDiss.R, 03.09.2012
.4.9 azienda valid vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Validation of regression cokriging at field scale , Azienda San Michele ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 07.05.2015
7
8 # validate regression cokriging of alr -transformed soil separates
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(rgdal); library(gstat); library(RColorBrewer); library(compositions)
15 library(caret); library(ggplot2)
16 # R v3.0.2, gstat_1.0-16, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, compositions_1.40-1
17 # caret_6.0-22, ggplot2_0.9.3.1
18
19 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/az_rcokResults.RData", sep = "/"))
20
21
22 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
23 ## Leave -one -out cross -validation:
24 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
25
26 # field 21:
27 ucok.cv <- gstat.cv(g.21, remove.all = T, all.residuals = T, verbose = T)
28
29 d.21$CLAY_UCOKALR2 <- d.21$CLAYalr - ucok.cv$CLAYalr
30 d.21$SILT_UCOKALR2 <- d.21$SILTalr - ucok.cv$SILTalr
31
32 d2.alr <- matrix(c(d.21$CLAY_UCOKALR2 , d.21$SILT_UCOKALR2),
33 nrow = length(d.21$CLAYalr), ncol = 2,
34 dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
35
36 d.comp.back <- alrInv(d2.alr)
37
38 d.21$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2 <- d.comp.back[,1] * 100
39 d.21$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2 <- d.comp.back[,2] * 100
40 d.21$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2 <- d.comp.back[,3] * 100
41
42 # field 33:
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43 ucok.cv <- gstat.cv(g.33, remove.all = T, all.residuals = T, verbose = T)
44 # all.residuals = T --> residuals for all variables are returned
45
46 d.33$CLAY_UCOKALR2 <- d.33$CLAYalr - ucok.cv$CLAYalr
47 d.33$SILT_UCOKALR2 <- d.33$SILTalr - ucok.cv$SILTalr
48
49 # backtranform (biased!!!) = additive generalized logistic (agl) transform:
50 d2.alr <- matrix(c(d.33$CLAY_UCOKALR2 , d.33$SILT_UCOKALR2),
51 nrow = length(d.33$CLAYalr), ncol = 2,
52 dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
53
54 d.comp.back <- alrInv(d2.alr)
55
56 d.33$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2 <- d.comp.back[,1] * 100
57 d.33$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2 <- d.comp.back[,2] * 100
58 d.33$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2 <- d.comp.back[,3] * 100
59
60 rm(d.comp.back ,d2.alr ,ucok.cv)
61
62
63 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
64 ## Univariate validation (residual -based + association -based):
65 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
66
67 source("valid_measures.R")
68
69 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
70 methods <- "RCOK"; methods2 <- "UCOKALRBACK2"
71
72 val.msr.21 <- univar_error_metrics(data = d.21@data , targets = z,
73 methods.nm = methods , methods.attr1 = methods2 , sp.obj = d.21); val.msr .21
74
75 val.msr.33 <- univar_error_metrics(data = d.33@data , targets = z,
76 methods.nm = methods , methods.attr1 = methods2 , sp.obj = d.33); val.msr .33
77
78 rm(univar_error_metrics)
79
80
81 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
82 ## Combined goodness of estimation measure:
83 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
84
85 nm <- length(methods); methods3 <- methods2
86 stress.msr .21 <- data.frame(STRESS = rep(1,nm))
87 rownames(stress.msr .21) <- methods
88
89 delta.ij <- NULL; delta.z0.ij <- NULL; j <- 2
90 for (q in 1: length(methods2)) {
91 x <- acomp(d.21@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
92 y <- acomp(d.21@data , parts = c(paste(z[1], methods2[q], sep = "_"),
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93 paste(z[2], methods2[q], sep = "_"),
94 paste(z[3], methods3[q], sep = "_")), total = 100)
95 delta.ij <- NULL; delta.z0.ij <- NULL; j <- 2
96 for (i in 1:( length(x[,1]) -1)) {
97 delta.ij[i] <- sum((clr(x[i,]) - clr(x[j,]))^2)
98 delta.z0.ij[i] <- sum((clr(y[i,]) - clr(y[j,]))^2)
99 j <- j + 1
100 }
101 stress.msr .21[q,1] <- sqrt(sum((delta.ij - delta.z0.ij)^2)/sum(delta.ij^2))
102 }; stress.msr .21 # 0.82
103
104 stress.msr .33 <- data.frame(STRESS = rep(1,nm))
105 rownames(stress.msr .33) <- methods
106
107 delta.ij <- NULL; delta.z0.ij <- NULL; j <- 2
108 for (q in 1: length(methods2)) {
109 x <- acomp(d.33@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
110 y <- acomp(d.33@data , parts = c(paste(z[1], methods2[q], sep = "_"),
111 paste(z[2], methods2[q], sep = "_"),
112 paste(z[3], methods3[q], sep = "_")), total = 100)
113 delta.ij <- NULL; delta.z0.ij <- NULL; j <- 2
114 for (i in 1:( length(x[,1]) -1)) {
115 delta.ij[i] <- sum((clr(x[i,]) - clr(x[j,]))^2)
116 delta.z0.ij[i] <- sum((clr(y[i,]) - clr(y[j,]))^2)
117 j <- j + 1
118 }
119 stress.msr .33[q,1] <- sqrt(sum((delta.ij - delta.z0.ij)^2)/sum(delta.ij^2))
120 }; stress.msr .33 # 0.89
121 rm(i,j,q,x,y,delta.ij ,delta.z0.ij,nm ,methods3)
122
123
124 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
125 ## Scatterplots of obs vs. pred regression:
126 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
127
128 # field 21:
129 lr1 <- lm((d.21$CLAY ~ d.21$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2))
130 lr2 <- lm((d.21$SILT ~ d.21$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2))
131 lr3 <- lm((d.21$SAND ~ d.21$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2))
132
133 yx <- NULL; yx.lm <- list(NULL); lines = list(NULL); y <- NULL; x <- NULL
134 for (i in 1: length(z)){
135 y <- d.21 @data[,z[i]]
136 x <- d.21 @data[,paste(z[i], methods2 [1], sep = "_")]
137 yx[[i]] <- data.frame(Y = y, X = x, VARS = z[i])
138 yx[[i]]$VARS <- as.character(yx[[i]]$VARS)
139 yx.lm[[i]] <- lm(y ~ x)
140 # preparing elements for 1:1 and regression lines in scatterplots:
141 lines[[i]] <- as.data.frame(cbind(as.numeric(yx.lm[[i]]$coefficients [2]),
142 as.numeric(yx.lm[[i]]$coefficients [1]),
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143 as.numeric(summary(yx.lm[[i]])$r.squared)))
144 colnames(lines [[i]]) <- c("SLOPE_LM", "INTERC_LM", "RSQUARED_LM")
145 }
146
147 yx3 <- rbind(yx[[1]], yx[[2]] , yx [[3]])
148 line.e <- rbind(lines [[1]] , lines [[2]] , lines [[3]])
149
150 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "CLAY"),"VARS"] <- "Clay"
151 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "SILT"),"VARS"] <- "Silt"
152 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "SAND"),"VARS"] <- "Sand"
153
154 line.e$VARS <- c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand")
155
156 yx3$VARS <- factor(yx3$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
157 line.e$VARS <- factor(line.e$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
158
159 regr.sc <- ggplot(data = yx3 , aes(y = Y, x = X)) +
160 geom_point(shape = 1, size = 2) +
161 geom_abline(data = line.e,
162 mapping = aes(slope = SLOPE_LM , intercept = INTERC_LM)) +
163 geom_abline(
164 yintercept = 0, slope = 1, linetype = "dashed", colour = "gray50") +
165 scale_x_continuous(limits = c(0, 60)) +
166 scale_y_continuous(limits = c(0, 60)) +
167 labs(x = "\nPredicted value in %", y = "Observed value in %\n") +
168 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 3) +
169 coord_equal() +
170 theme_bw(base_size = 12, base_family = "Helvetica") +
171 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size = 12),
172 axis.title = element_text(size = 13),
173 axis.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
174 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
175 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
176 print(regr.sc)
177
178 regr.sc2 <- regr.sc +
179 geom_text(data = line.e, aes(x = 2.5, y = 55,
180 label = paste0("y = ", round(SLOPE_LM , 2), "x+", round(INTERC_LM, 2))),
181 vjust = .5, hjust = 0, parse = FALSE , size = 4) +
182 geom_text(data = line.e, aes(x = 57.5, y = 5,
183 label = paste0("R^2 == ", round(RSQUARED_LM , 2))),
184 vjust = .5, hjust = 1, parse = TRUE , size = 4)
185 print(regr.sc2)
186
187 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "field21_valScatter_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
188 regr.sc2 , width = 8.27, height = 3.64)
189 print(regr.sc2)
190 dev.off()
191
192 # field 33:
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193 lr1 <- lm((d.33$CLAY ~ d.33$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK2))
194 lr2 <- lm((d.33$SILT ~ d.33$SILT_UCOKALRBACK2))
195 lr3 <- lm((d.33$SAND ~ d.33$SAND_UCOKALRBACK2))
196
197 yx <- NULL; yx.lm <- list(NULL); lines = list(NULL); y <- NULL; x <- NULL
198 for (i in 1: length(z)){
199 y <- d.33 @data[,z[i]]
200 x <- d.33 @data[,paste(z[i], methods2 [1], sep = "_")]
201 yx[[i]] <- data.frame(Y = y, X = x, VARS = z[i])
202 yx[[i]]$VARS <- as.character(yx[[i]]$VARS)
203 yx.lm[[i]] <- lm(y ~ x)
204 # preparing elements for 1:1 and regression lines in scatterplots:
205 lines[[i]] <- as.data.frame(cbind(as.numeric(yx.lm[[i]]$coefficients [2]),
206 as.numeric(yx.lm[[i]]$coefficients [1]),
207 as.numeric(summary(yx.lm[[i]])$r.squared)))
208 colnames(lines [[i]]) <- c("SLOPE_LM", "INTERC_LM", "RSQUARED_LM")
209 }
210
211 yx3 <- rbind(yx[[1]], yx[[2]] , yx [[3]])
212 line.e <- rbind(lines [[1]] , lines [[2]] , lines [[3]])
213
214 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "CLAY"),"VARS"] <- "Clay"
215 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "SILT"),"VARS"] <- "Silt"
216 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "SAND"),"VARS"] <- "Sand"
217
218 line.e$VARS <- c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand")
219
220 yx3$VARS <- factor(yx3$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
221 line.e$VARS <- factor(line.e$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
222
223 regr.sc <- ggplot(data = yx3 , aes(y = Y, x = X)) +
224 geom_point(shape = 1, size = 2) +
225 geom_abline(data = line.e,
226 mapping = aes(slope = SLOPE_LM , intercept = INTERC_LM)) +
227 geom_abline(
228 yintercept = 0, slope = 1, linetype = "dashed", colour = "gray50") +
229 scale_x_continuous(limits = c(0, 60)) +
230 scale_y_continuous(limits = c(0, 60)) +
231 labs(x = "\nPredicted value in %", y = "Observed value in %\n") +
232 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 3) +
233 coord_equal() +
234 theme_bw(base_size = 12, base_family = "Helvetica") +
235 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size = 12),
236 axis.title = element_text(size = 13),
237 axis.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
238 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
239 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
240 print(regr.sc)
241
242 regr.sc2 <- regr.sc +
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243 geom_text(data = line.e, aes(x = 2.5, y = 55,
244 label = paste0("y = ", round(SLOPE_LM , 2), "x+", round(INTERC_LM, 2))),
245 vjust = .5, hjust = 0, parse = FALSE , size = 4) +
246 geom_text(data = line.e, aes(x = 57.5, y = 5,
247 label = paste0("R^2 == ", round(RSQUARED_LM , 2))),
248 vjust = .5, hjust = 1, parse = TRUE , size = 4)
249 print(regr.sc2)
250
251 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "field33_valScatter_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
252 regr.sc2 , width = 8.27, height = 3.64)
253 print(regr.sc2)
254 dev.off()
255
256 rm(line.e,yx3 ,i,lines ,lr1 ,lr2 ,lr3 ,regr.sc ,regr.sc2 ,x,y,yx,yx.lm ,methods ,nm)
257
258
259 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
260 ## Bubble plots of validation residuals:
261 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
262
263 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "fields2133_diss_v2")
264 cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "DISS")
265
266 d.33$x <- d.33$EAST; d.33$y <- d.33$NORTH
267 dv <- rbind(d.21,d.33)
268 bmx <- dv; dv.id <- as.data.frame(dv[,1]); msc <- list(NULL)
269 for (i in 1: length(z)){
270 bmx@data[paste(z[i], "RES", sep = "_")] <-
271 dv@data[,z[i]] - dv@data[,paste(z[i], methods2 [1], sep = "_")]
272 msc[[i]] <- as.data.frame(
273 cbind(bmx$ID, bmx@data[,paste(z[i], "RES", sep = "_")]))
274 colnames(msc[[i]]) <- c("PNTID", "RES")
275 msc[[i]]$EAST <- dv.id[,2]; msc[[i]]$NORTH <- dv.id[,3]
276 # define whether the model over - or under -estimates:
277 msc[[i]]$SIGN <- ifelse(msc[[i]]$RES > 0,
278 msc[[i]]$SIGN <- "Underestimated", msc[[i]]$SIGN <- "Overestimated")
279 msc[[i]]$VARS <- z[i] # needed for facets in ggplot2
280 }
281
282 msc3 <- rbind(msc [[1]] , msc[[2]], msc [[3]])
283 msc3[which(msc3$VARS == "CLAY"),"VARS"] <- "Clay"
284 msc3[which(msc3$VARS == "SILT"),"VARS"] <- "Silt"
285 msc3[which(msc3$VARS == "SAND"),"VARS"] <- "Sand"
286 msc3$SIGN <- factor(msc3$SIGN)
287 msc3$VARS <- factor(msc3$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
288
289 pr.br <- pretty(c(min(abs(msc3$RES)), max(abs(msc3$RES))))
290
291 val.r <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
292 geom_point(data = msc3 , aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH , size = abs(RES),
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293 fill = SIGN), shape = 21, colour = "black") +
294 scale_size_area(breaks = pr.br, max_size = 6) +
295 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
296 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
297 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 2) +
298 coord_equal() +
299 theme_bw(base_size = 15, base_family = "Helvetica") +
300 guides(fill = guide_legend(order = 2, override.aes = list(size = 4,
301 shape = 21)), size = guide_legend(order = 1, override.aes = list(
302 colour = "black", shape = 21))) +
303 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n", fill = "Misprediction",
304 size = "Absolute residual\ncontent in %") +
305 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4362600 ,4362800 ,4363000)) +
306 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508800 ,509000 ,509200)) +
307 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5, size = 12),
308 axis.title = element_text(size = 12),
309 axis.title.x = element_text(hjust = .25),
310 axis.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
311 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 14),
312 legend.position = c(.75 ,.25), legend.box = "vertical",
313 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
314
315 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "azienda_resBubble_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
316 val.r, width = 7.02, height = 8.27)
317 print(val.r)
318 dev.off()
319 rm(msc3 ,bmx ,i,methods2 ,z,msc ,pr.br,val.r,dv,cat ,dv.id,catchm)
320 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/az_validResults.RData", sep = "/"))
321
322 # end of script , azienda_valid_vDiss.R, 27.07.2014
.4.10 costara dta20 vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Extraction of land -surface parameter using SAGA GIS , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 01.12.2014
7
8 # digital terrain analysis based on "phd_calc_input/dem_cos20.asc"
9 # = aggregated from "dem_cos3cl.asc"
10 # = extracted (clip) from "ascii_50000_548. asc"
11 # = derived from http://www.sardegnageoportale.it/ --> Catalogo Dati -->
12 # Download --> Raccolte cartografiche --> Modello Digitale del Terreno SAR ,
13 # passo 10m --> Scarica il DTM (last access: 11.01.2011)
14
15 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
16 # reference: Tomislav Hengl - Analysis of DEMs in R+ILWIS/SAGA
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17 # (from http://spatial -analyst.net/wiki/)
18
19 rm(list = ls())
20
21 library(rgdal); library(RSAGA); library(compositions)
22 library(ggplot2); library(grid); library(RColorBrewer)
23 # R v3.0.2, SAGA v2.0.8, rgdal_0.8-15, RSAGA v0.93-6, compositions_1.40 -1
24 # ggplot2_0.9.3.1 , RColorBrewer_1.0-5
25
26 myenv <- rsaga.env(path = "/usr/bin") # --> define , where SAGA is located ..
27 #myenv <- rsaga.env(path = "C:/Program Files (x86)/SAGA/saga_2.0.8_bin_msw_x64")
28
29 dem1 <- readGDAL(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input", "dem_cos20.asc", sep = "/"))
30 names(dem1)[1] <- "ELEV"
31
32
33 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 ## Extraction of land -surface parameter
35 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
36
37 rsaga.esri.to.sgrd(env = myenv , in.grids = "phd_calc_input/dem_cos20.asc",
38 out.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_cos20.sgrd", in.path = getwd())
39
40 # SAGA Wetness Index:
41 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 15, env = myenv ,
42 param = list(DEM = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_cos20.sgrd",
43 C = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/catcharea1.sgrd",
44 GN = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/catchslope1.sgrd",
45 CS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/modcatcharea1.sgrd",
46 SB = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sagawi1.sgrd", T = 10))
47
48 # primary attributes (local morphometry)
49 # after Zevenbergen & Thorne 1987 = METHOD 5:
50 # slope in rad (m/m):
51 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_morphometry", module = 0, env = myenv ,
52 param = list(ELEVATION = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_cos20.sgrd",
53 SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sloperad1.sgrd",
54 ASPECT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/aspect1.sgrd",
55 HCURV = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/plancurv1.sgrd",
56 VCURV = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/profcurv1.sgrd",
57 METHOD = 5))
58
59 # convert curvatures from 1/m to 1/100m:
60 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "grid_calculus", module = 1, env = myenv ,
61 param = list(GRIDS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/profcurv1.sgrd",
62 RESULT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/profcurv1001.sgrd",
63 FORMULA = "g1*100", FNAME = T))
64 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "grid_calculus", module = 1, env = myenv ,
65 param = list(GRIDS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/plancurv1.sgrd",
66 RESULT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/plancurv1001.sgrd",
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67 FORMULA = "g1*100", FNAME = T))
68
69 # convert aspect from rad to degree:
70 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "grid_calculus", module = 1, env = myenv ,
71 param = list(GRIDS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/aspect1.sgrd",
72 RESULT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/aspectdeg1.sgrd",
73 FORMULA = "g1*180/pi()", FNAME = T))
74
75 # convergence/divergence index:
76 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_morphometry", module = 2, env = myenv ,
77 param = list(ELEVATION = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_cos20.sgrd",
78 CONVERGENCE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/convg1.sgrd",
79 RADIUS = 3, DISTANCE_WEIGHTING_WEIGHTING = 0, SLOPE = T))
80
81
82 # secondary attributes (topographic indices):
83 # topographic wetness index:
84 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 20, env = myenv ,
85 param = list(SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sloperad1.sgrd",
86 AREA = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/catcharea1.sgrd",
87 TWI = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/twi1.sgrd"))
88
89 # stream power index:
90 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 21, env = myenv ,
91 param = list(SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sloperad1.sgrd",
92 AREA = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/catcharea1.sgrd",
93 SPI = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/streampow1.sgrd"))
94
95 # LS-Factor (Moore et al. 1991, Erosivity = 1):
96 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_hydrology", module = 22, env = myenv ,
97 param = list(SLOPE = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sloperad1.sgrd",
98 AREA = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/catcharea1.sgrd",
99 LS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/ls1.sgrd",
100 CONV = 0, METHOD = 0, EROSIVITY = 1, STABILITY = 0))
101
102 # incoming solar radiation:
103 rsaga.geoprocessor(lib = "ta_lighting", module = 2, env = myenv ,
104 param = list(GRD_DEM = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dem_cos20.sgrd",
105 GRD_DIRECT = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/directins1.sgrd",
106 GRD_DIFFUS = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/diffusins1.sgrd",
107 GRD_TOTAL = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/insolat1.sgrd",
108 LATITUDE = 39, DHOUR = 4, PERIOD = 2, DDAYS = 10, DAY_A = 20,
109 MON_A = 2, DAY_B = 19, MON_B = 2, METHOD = 2, LUMPED = 70))
110
111 # converting the resulting grids to ESRI -ASCII Grid:
112 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
113 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sloperad1.sgrd",
114 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sloperad1.asc",
115 prec = 6, out.path = getwd(), env = myenv)
116 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
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117 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sagawi1.sgrd",
118 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/sagawi1.asc",
119 prec = 2, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
120 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
121 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/plancurv1001.sgrd",
122 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/plancurv1001.asc",
123 prec = 6, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
124 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
125 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/profcurv1001.sgrd",
126 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/profcurv1001.asc",
127 prec = 6, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
128 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
129 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/aspectdeg1.sgrd",
130 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/aspectdeg1.asc",
131 prec = 2, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
132 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
133 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/convg1.sgrd",
134 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/convg1.asc",
135 prec = 4, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
136 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
137 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/twi1.sgrd",
138 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/twi1.asc",
139 prec = 2, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
140 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
141 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/streampow1.sgrd",
142 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/streampow1.asc",
143 prec = 2, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
144 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
145 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/ls1.sgrd",
146 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/ls1.asc",
147 prec = 2, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
148 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
149 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/directins1.sgrd",
150 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/directins1.asc",
151 prec = 4, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
152 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
153 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/diffusins1.sgrd",
154 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/diffusins1.asc",
155 prec = 4, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
156 rsaga.sgrd.to.esri(
157 in.sgrds = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/insolat1.sgrd",
158 out.grids = "phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/insolat1.asc",
159 prec = 4, out.path = getwd (), env = myenv)
160
161
162 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
163 ## Creating dataset + target grid for digital soil mapping
164 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
165
166 # loading covariates:
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167 j <- c("SAGAWI","SLOPE","ASPECT","PLANC","PROFC",
168 "CONVG","TWI","STREAMP","LS","DIRECT","DIFFUS","INSOLAT")
169 k <- c("sagawi1","sloperad1","aspectdeg1","plancurv1001","profcurv1001",
170 "convg1","twi1","streampow1","ls1","directins1","diffusins1","insolat1")
171 m = 1
172
173 for (i in k) {
174 dem1@data[i] <- readGDAL(paste("phd_calc_out/demanalysis_r2/dtaout_cos20/",
175 i, ".asc", sep = ""))$band1
176 names(dem1)[m+1] <- j[m]; m <- m + 1
177 }
178 rm(i,j,k,m)
179
180 # extracting the overlaying geoltype for each grid cell of dem1:
181 geol <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input/costara_geology",
182 layer = "mannu_geol_map_v2")
183 dem2 <- dem1
184 proj4string(geol) <-
185 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
186 proj4string(dem2) <-
187 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
188 dem1.ov <- over(dem2 , geol)
189 dem1$GEOLTYPE <- dem1.ov$geoltype
190 dem1$GEOLTYPE[which(dem1$GEOLTYPE == -99)] <- NA
191
192 # create indicator variables of the four main geological units:
193 dem1$GEOL1 <- 0; dem1$GEOL2 <- 0; dem1$GEOL4 <- 0; dem1$GEOL5 <- 0
194 dem1$GEOL1[which(dem1$GEOLTYPE == 1)] <- 1
195 dem1$GEOL2[which(dem1$GEOLTYPE == 2)] <- 1
196 dem1$GEOL4[which(dem1$GEOLTYPE == 4)] <- 1
197 dem1$GEOL5[which(dem1$GEOLTYPE == 5)] <- 1
198
199 # extracting the overlaying GEOPPR for each grid cell of dem1:
200 dem1$GEOPPR <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR
201
202 # create indicator variables of the six most frequent GEOPPR units:
203 dem1$GEOPPR12 <- 0; dem1$GEOPPR18 <- 0; dem1$GEOPPR22 <- 0; dem1$GEOPPR470 <- 0
204 dem1$GEOPPR1233 <- 0; dem1$GEOPPR1465 <- 0
205 dem1$GEOPPR12[which(dem1$GEOPPR == 12)] <- 1
206 dem1$GEOPPR18[which(dem1$GEOPPR == 18)] <- 1
207 dem1$GEOPPR22[which(dem1$GEOPPR == 22)] <- 1
208 dem1$GEOPPR470[which(dem1$GEOPPR == 470)] <- 1
209 dem1$GEOPPR1233[which(dem1$GEOPPR == 1233)] <- 1
210 dem1$GEOPPR1465[which(dem1$GEOPPR == 1465)] <- 1
211
212 rm(dem2 , geol , dem1.ov, myenv)
213
214 # load the laboratory data:
215 d.all <- read.csv2("phd_calc_input/costara_cau_soilp_lab_v4.csv",
216 na.strings = " -999,000")
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217
218 # restrict dataset to A-horizon:
219 d <- subset(d.all , d.all$HORIZON == "A"); str(d)
220 str(d.all)
221
222 # logratio transform to account for the compositional character of the targets:
223 d.comp <- acomp(d@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
224 d.alr <- alr(d.comp) # additive logratio transform!
225 d$CLAYalr <- d.alr[,1]; d$SILTalr <- d.alr[,2]
226
227 # loading soil bulk density data (n.total = 83, n.mannu = 34):
228 n <- length(d$CORG)
229 d.db <- read.csv2("phd_calc_input/sardinia10_dB_importR_vers1.csv")
230 j <- 1
231 for (i in 1:n) {
232 ifelse(d$ID[i] == d.db$ID[j], {d$BULKDENSAV[i] <- d.db$BULKDENSAV[j];
233 j <- j + 1}, d$BULKDENSAV[i] <- NA)
234 }
235 # --> 49 of 197 locations were analysed for soil bulk density
236
237 coordinates(d) <- ~ EAST + NORTH
238
239 dem1.ov <- over(d, dem1)
240 d$ELEV <- dem1.ov$ELEV
241 d$SLOPE <- dem1.ov$SLOPE; d$PROFC <- dem1.ov$PROFC; d$PLANC <- dem1.ov$PLANC
242 d$ASPECT <- dem1.ov$ASPECT; d$CONVG <- dem1.ov$CONVG; d$LS <- dem1.ov$LS
243 d$SAGAWI <- dem1.ov$SAGAWI;d$TWI <- dem1.ov$TWI; d$INSOLAT <- dem1.ov$INSOLAT
244 d$DIRECT <- dem1.ov$DIRECT; d$DIFFUS <- dem1.ov$DIFFUS
245 d$STREAMP <- dem1.ov$STREAMP; d$GEOLTYPE <- dem1.ov$GEOLTYPE
246 d$GEOL1 <- dem1.ov$GEOL1; d$GEOL2 <- dem1.ov$GEOL2; d$GEOL4 <- dem1.ov$GEOL4
247 d$GEOL5 <- dem1.ov$GEOL5; d$GEOPPR <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR
248 d$GEOPPR12 <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR12; d$GEOPPR18 <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR18
249 d$GEOPPR22 <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR22; d$GEOPPR470 <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR470
250 d$GEOPPR1233 <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR1233; d$GEOPPR1465 <- dem1.ov$GEOPPR1465
251
252 rm(i,j,m,n,n.db,x,d.db ,dem1.ov,d.all ,d.alr ,d.comp)
253
254 proj4string(d) <-
255 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
256 proj4string(dem1) <-
257 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
258
259 pts <- list("sp.points", d, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
260
261 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "costara_catchm_v1")
262 proj4string(catchm) <-
263 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
264
265 dem2 <- dem1; asdf <- which(!is.na(over(dem2 , catchm))); dem3 <- dem2[asdf ,]
266
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267 cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "NAME")
268 pt <- as.data.frame(pts)
269 dem <- as.data.frame(dem3)
270
271 v.interest <- c("ELEV", "x", "y")
272 dem.gamma <- dem[,v.interest]
273
274 gammaELEV.min <- min(dem.gamma$ELEV , na.rm = TRUE); gammaELEV.min # 84
275 gammaELEV.max <- max(dem.gamma$ELEV , na.rm = TRUE); gammaELEV.max # 271
276
277 dem.gamma$ELEVCUTV <- cut(dem.gamma$ELEV , breaks = seq(84,273, by = 21))
278 levels(dem.gamma$ELEVCUTV) <- c("84 - 105", "105 - 126", "126 - 147",
279 "147 - 168", "168 - 189", "189 - 210", "210 - 231", "231 - 252", "252 +")
280
281 map.ELEV <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
282 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = ELEVCUTV), data = dem.gamma) +
283 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1.5,
284 data = pt , shape = 19) +
285 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
286 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
287 coord_equal() +
288 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
289 scale_fill_manual(
290 guide = guide_legend(direction = "horizontal", title.position = "top",
291 nrow = 2),
292 name = "Elevation in m", values = rev(brewer.pal(9,"Spectral"))) +
293 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
294 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4361000 ,4363000)) +
295 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508000 ,510000 ,512000 ,514000)) +
296 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
297 legend.direction = "horizontal", legend.position = "bottom",
298 legend.text = element_text(size = 14), #legend.key.width = unit(42, "pt"),
299 legend.key.width = unit(21, "pt"), #legend.text.align = .5,
300 legend.key.height = unit(21, "pt"),
301 legend.title = element_text(size = 14),
302 axis.text = element_text(size = 14), axis.title = element_text(size = 14))
303
304 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "costara_ELEV_v9.pdf", sep = "/"), map.ELEV ,
305 width = 8.27, height = 7.57)
306 print(map.ELEV)
307 dev.off()
308
309 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/cos_basis20.RData", sep = "/"))
310
311 # end of script , costara_dta20_vDiss.R, 24.07.2012
.4.11 costara eda vDiss.R
1 #
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2 ################################################################################
3 #### Exploratory data analysis of soil textural fractions , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 30.11.2014
7
8 # numerical and graphical summaries (of target variables)
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(xtable); library(lattice); library(RColorBrewer)
15 # R v3.0.2, xtable_1.7-3, lattice_0.20-24, RColorBrewer_1.0-5
16
17 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/cos_basis20.RData", sep = "/"))
18 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
19
20 d.c <- d[-c(122:145 ,181:197) ,] # n = 156
21 d.v <- d[c(122:145 ,181:197) ,] # n = 41
22
23 n <- c(dim(d)[1], dim(d.c)[1], dim(d.v)[1]); n
24
25
26 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
27 ## Summary statistics
28 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
29
30 source("descr_statistics.R")
31
32 datasets <- list(d@data , d.c@data , d.v@data)
33 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND", "CLAYalr", "SILTalr")
34
35 descr.d <- summary_stats(data = datasets , vars = z, export.latex = TRUE ,
36 path.to = c(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", paste0(
37 "costara_descr", n[1], "_v1", ".tex"), sep = "/"),
38 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", paste0(
39 "costara_descr", n[2], "_v1", ".tex"), sep = "/"),
40 paste(getwd (), "phd_calc_out", paste0(
41 "costara_descr", n[3], "_v1", ".tex"), sep = "/")))
42
43 # Shapiro -Wilk normality test:
44 j <- c("W", "p"); shap.d <- NULL
45 for (q in 1: length(datasets)) {
46 dd <- datasets [[q]]; k <- 1
47 shap <- data.frame(z, 1: length(z), 1: length(z))
48 names(shap) <- c("Target variables", j) # variable names
49 for (i in z) {
50 shap[k,"W"] <- round(shapiro.test(dd[,i])$statistic , 2)
51 shap[k,"p"] <- round(shapiro.test(dd[,i])$p.value , 3)
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52 k <- k + 1
53 }
54 shap.d[[q]] <- shap
55 }
56 rm(i,j,k,q,dd ,shap ,datasets) # new objects from this section: descr.d, shap.d
57
58
59 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
60 ## Check the representativity of d.v and d.c for each other
61 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
62
63 x <- as.matrix(d.c@data[c("CLAY","SILT","SAND")])
64 y <- as.matrix(d.v@data[c("CLAY","SILT","SAND")])
65 mx <- apply(x, 2, mean); my <- apply(y, 2, mean)
66 sx <- cov(x); sy <- cov(y); p <- dim(x)[2]
67 s.pooled <- ((n[2] - 1) * sx + (n[3] - 1) * sy) / (n[2] - 1 + n[3] - 1)
68
69 # two -sample Hotelling ’s T-squared test for differences in 2 multivariate means:
70 D2 <- t(mx - my) %*% solve(s.pooled) %*% (mx - my) * n[2] * n[3]/(n[2] + n[3])
71 # transforming Hotelling ’s T-square statistic into an F-statistic:
72 m <- (n[2] + n[3] - dim(x)[2] - 1) / (dim(x)[2] * (n[2] + n[3] - 2)); m
73 hF <- m * D2; hF
74 # calculating p-value for the given F-statistic and degrees of freedom:
75 p.value <- pf(hF, dim(x)[2], n[2] + n[3] - dim(x)[2] - 1, lower.tail = FALSE)
76
77 # h0: 1 = 2 , F-statistic = 2.2925 , p.value (X > hF) = 0.07942
78
79 # Bartlett ’s test of homogeneity of variance -covariance matrices:
80 bcf <- 1 + (2*p^2 + 3*p - 1)/(6*(p + 1)) *
81 ((1/(n[2] - 1)) + (1/(n[3] - 1)) - (1/(n[2] + n[3] - 2))); bcf
82 bL <- (1/bcf) * ((n[2] + n[3] - 2) * log(det(s.pooled)) -
83 (n[2] - 1) * log(det(sx)) - (n[3] - 1) * log(det(sy))); bL
84
85 p.value2 <- pchisq(bL, p * (p + 1)/2, lower.tail = FALSE); p.value2
86 # h0: Sigma1 = Sigma2 , test -statistic = 6.425532 , p.value = 0.3772458
87
88 rm(D2,s.pooled ,sx ,sy,x,y,bcf ,m,mx,my ,p)
89
90
91 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
92 ## Exploratory graphics
93 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
94
95 # density histograms , untransformed contents of fractions:
96 # class width based on Scott ’s rule (1979)
97 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_histogr_soilsep_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
98 width = 8.75, height = 8.75, pointsize = 13)
99 par(mfrow = c(3,3), las = 1, cex.main = 1, font.main = 2,
100 mar = c(4,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0))
101
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102 # CLAY for all samples (n = 197), Rio di Costara:
103 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d$CLAY) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 6.358
104 hd <- hist(d$CLAY , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,70), ylim = c(0 ,0.05),
105 breaks = seq(0,66,6), xlab = "Clay content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
106 main = "a) Clay , N = 197", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
107 shap.d[[1]][1 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[1]][1 ,3] , sep = ""))
108 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d$CLAY), sd(d$CLAY)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
109 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
110 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
111 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
112 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
113
114 # SILT for all samples (n = 197), Rio di Costara:
115 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d$SILT) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 4.008
116 hd <- hist(d$SILT , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,56), ylim = c(0 ,0.08),
117 breaks = seq(4,52,4), xlab = "Silt content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
118 main = "b) Silt , N = 197", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
119 shap.d[[1]][2 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[1]][2 ,3] , sep = ""))
120 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d$SILT), sd(d$SILT)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
121 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
122 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
123 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
124 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
125
126 # SAND for all samples (n = 197), Rio di Costara:
127 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d$SAND) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 7.327
128 hd <- hist(d$SAND , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,100), ylim = c(0 ,0.04),
129 breaks = seq (7.5 ,97.5 ,7.5), xlab = "Sand content in %", axes = F, ylab = "",
130 main = "c) Sand , N = 197", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
131 shap.d[[1]][3 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[1]][3 ,3] , sep = ""))
132 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d$SAND), sd(d$SAND)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
133 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
134 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
135 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
136 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
137
138 # CLAY for calibration set (n = 156), Rio di Costara:
139 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.c$CLAY) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 6.0765
140 hd <- hist(d.c$CLAY , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,70), ylim = c(0 ,0.05),
141 breaks = seq(0,66,6), xlab = "Clay content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
142 main = "d) Clay , N = 156", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
143 shap.d[[2]][1 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][1 ,3] , sep = ""))
144 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.c$CLAY), sd(d.c$CLAY)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
145 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
146 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
147 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
148 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
149
150 # SILT for calibration set (n = 156), Rio di Costara:
151 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.c$SILT) * n[1]^( -1/3); hk # hk = 3.8683
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152 hd <- hist(d.c$SILT , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,56), ylim = c(0 ,0.08),
153 breaks = seq(4,52,4), xlab = "Silt content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
154 main = "e) Silt , N = 156", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
155 shap.d[[2]][2 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][2 ,3] , sep = ""))
156 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.c$SILT), sd(d.c$SILT)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
157 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
158 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
159 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
160 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
161
162 # SAND for calibration set (n = 156), Rio di Costara:
163 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.c$SAND) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 6.7976
164 hd <- hist(d.c$SAND , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,100), ylim = c(0 ,0.04),
165 breaks = seq (7.5 ,97.5 ,7.5), xlab = "Sand content in %", axes = F, ylab = "",
166 main = "f) Sand , N = 156", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
167 shap.d[[2]][3 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][3 ,3] , sep = ""))
168 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.c$SAND), sd(d.c$SAND)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
169 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
170 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
171 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
172 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
173
174 # CLAY for validation set (n = 41), Rio di Costara:
175 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.v$CLAY) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 7.4094
176 hd <- hist(d.v$CLAY , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,70), ylim = c(0 ,0.05),
177 breaks = seq(0,66,6), xlab = "Clay content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
178 main = "g) Clay , N = 41", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
179 shap.d[[3]][1 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[3]][1 ,3] , sep = ""))
180 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.v$CLAY), sd(d.v$CLAY)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
181 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
182 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
183 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
184 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
185
186 # SILT for validation set (n = 41), Rio di Costara:
187 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.v$SILT) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 4.4730
188 hd <- hist(d.v$SILT , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,56), ylim = c(0 ,0.08),
189 breaks = seq(4,52,4), xlab = "Silt content in %", axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
190 main = "h) Silt , N = 41", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
191 shap.d[[3]][2 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[3]][2 ,3] , sep = ""))
192 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.v$SILT), sd(d.v$SILT)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
193 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
194 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
195 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
196 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
197
198 # SAND for validation set (n = 41), Rio di Costara:
199 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.v$SAND) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 9.0885
200 hd <- hist(d.v$SAND , freq = F, col = "grey", xlim = c(0 ,100), ylim = c(0 ,0.04),
201 breaks = seq (7.5 ,97.5 ,7.5), xlab = "Sand content in %", axes = F, ylab = "",
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202 main = "i) Sand , N = 41", sub = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
203 shap.d[[3]][3 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[3]][3 ,3] , sep = ""))
204 curve(dnorm(x, mean(d.v$SAND), sd(d.v$SAND)), add = T, lwd = 2, lty = 2)
205 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
206 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
207 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
208 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
209 dev.off(); rm(hk ,hd)
210
211 # density histograms , alr -transformed contents of fractions:
212 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_histogr_alr156_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
213 width = 8.27, height = 4.19, pointsize = 13)
214 par(mfrow = c(1,2), las = 1, cex.main = 1, font.main = 2,
215 mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0))
216
217 # alr CLAY for calibration set (n = 156), Rio di Costara:
218 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.c$CLAYalr) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 0.3675
219 #txt <- paste0 ("Min = ", descr.d[[2]][4 ,2] , "\nMax = ", descr.d[[2]][4 ,3] ,
220 # "\n1st Qu. = ", descr.d[[2]][4 ,4] , "\ nMedian = ", descr.d[[2]][4 ,5] ,
221 # "\n3rd Qu. = ", descr.d[[2]][4 ,6])
222 hd <- hist(d.c$CLAYalr , freq = TRUE , col = "grey", xlim = c(-2.5,2),
223 ylim = c(0,80), breaks = seq(-2.5,2,.5), axes = FALSE , ylab = "Counts",
224 main = "a) alr Clay , N = 156", xlab = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
225 shap.d[[2]][4 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][4 ,3] , sep = ""))
226 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
227 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
228 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
229 #text (.75, 45, txt , pos = 4, cex = .75)
230 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
231
232 # alr SILT for calibration set (n = 156), Rio di Costara:
233 hk <- 3.49 * sd(d.c$SILTalr) * n[1]^( -1/3); hk # hk = 0.2811
234 #txt2 <- paste0 ("Min = ", descr.d[[2]][5 ,2] , "\nMax = ", descr.d[[2]][5 ,3] ,
235 # "\n1st Qu. = ", descr.d[[2]][5 ,4] , "\ nMedian = ", descr.d[[2]][5 ,5] ,
236 # "\n3rd Qu. = ", descr.d[[2]][5 ,6])
237 hd <- hist(d.c$SILTalr , freq = TRUE , col = "grey", xlim = c(-2.5,2),
238 ylim = c(0,80), breaks = seq(-2.5,2,.5), axes = FALSE , ylab = "",
239 main = "b) alr Silt , N = 156", xlab = paste("Shapiro -Wilk test: W = ",
240 shap.d[[2]][5 ,2] , ", p = ", shap.d[[2]][5 ,3] , sep = ""))
241 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
242 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
243 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35); axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35)
244 #text (.75, 45, txt2 , pos = 4, cex = .75)
245 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
246 dev.off(); rm(hk ,hd)
247
248
249 # box -and -whisker plot , Rio di Costara:
250 # build upon code published under CC BY-SA by
251 # Tim Appelhans: Creating publication quality graphs in R
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252 # http://teachpress.environmentalinformatics -marburg.de/2013/07/
253 # creating -publication -quality -graphs -in-r-7/ (visited on 06/10/14)
254 d$GEOLTYP <- d$GEOLTYPE
255 d$GEOLTYP[which(d$GEOLTYPE == 4)] <- 5
256 d$GeolFac <- factor(d$GEOLTYP , labels = c("Quaternary deposits",
257 "Oligo -Miocene sediments", "Paleozoic basement"))
258 x <- d@data[c("GeolFac","CLAY","SILT","SAND")]
259 names(x) <- c("geolt", "text1", "text2", "text3")
260 t = reshape(x, direction = "long", varying = 2:4, sep = "")
261 t$textcl[which(t$time == 1)] <- "Clay"; t$textcl[which(t$time == 2)] <- "Silt"
262 t$textcl[which(t$time == 3)] <- "Sand"
263
264 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_boxplot_soilsep_v1.pdf", sep = "/"),
265 width = 10, height = 4, pointsize = 14)
266 bpl <- bwplot(text ~ factor(textcl , levels = c("Clay","Silt","Sand")) |
267 as.character(geolt), data = t, layout = c(3,1),
268 main = "", xlab = "Soil textural fractions", ylab = "Content in %", asp = 1,
269 ylim = c(0 ,100), coef = 1.5, par.strip.text = list(cex = 1),
270 scales = list(y = list(at = c(0 ,20 ,40 ,60 ,80 ,100))))
271
272 th <- trellis.par.get()
273 th$box.dot$pch <- "|"
274 th$box.rectangle$col <- "black"; th$box.rectangle$lwd <- 2
275 th$box.rectangle$fill <- brewer.pal(3, "Dark2")
276 th$box.umbrella$lty <- 1; th$box.umbrella$col <- "black"
277 th$plot.symbol$col <- "grey40"; th$plot.symbol$pch <- "*"
278 th$plot.symbol$cex <- 2; th$strip.background$col <- "grey80"
279 th$par.xlab.text$cex <- 1; th$par.ylab.text$cex <- 1
280 th$fontsize$text <- 14; th$axis.text$cex <- 1
281 th$axis.components$left$tck <- .75; th$axis.components$right$tck <- .75
282 th$layout.widths$left.padding <- 0; th$layout.widths$right.padding <- 0
283 th$layout.heights$top.padding <- 0; th$layout.heights$bottom.padding <- 0
284
285 bpl.upd <- update(bpl , par.settings = th)
286 print(bpl.upd)
287 dev.off()
288 rm(t,x,th,bpl ,bpl.upd ,n,z)
289 # remaining objects: d, d.c, d.v, dem1 , descr.d, shap.d, path.fig
290
291 # investigate distributions of target variables by geological unit:
292 j <- c("Median", "Skewness", "Octile skew")
293 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND", "CLAYalr", "SILTalr")
294 g <- c("Oligo -Miocene sediments", "Paleozoic basement", "Quaternary deposits")
295 descr.dg <- NULL
296 for (i in 1: length(z)) {
297 k <- 1; a <- 1
298 descr <- data.frame(g, 1: length(g), 1: length(g), 1: length(g))
299 names(descr) <- c("Target variables", j) # variable names
300 for (q in g) {
301 dd <- d@data[which(d$GeolFac == q),z[i]]
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302 descr[k,"Median"] <- round(median(dd), 2)
303 descr[k,"Skewness"] <-
304 round((sum((dd - mean(dd))^3) / length(dd)) / sd(dd)^3, 2)
305 a <- quantile(
306 dd , probs = c(.125 ,.5 ,.875), na.rm = FALSE , names = TRUE , type = 7)
307 descr[k,"Octile skew"] <- round (((a[3]-a[2]) - (a[2]-a[1]))/(a[3]-a[1]), 2)
308 k <- k + 1
309 }
310 descr.dg[[i]] <- descr
311 }
312 rm(a,dd ,descr ,i,j,k,q)
313
314 # end of script , costara_eda_vDiss.R, 10.06.2014
.4.12 costara ternaryd vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Ternary diagram/Triangle plot of soil texture , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 04.09.2014
7
8 # plot textural soil classifications --> one figure: costara_ternary_soilsep_v..
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(soiltexture); library(compositions)
15 # R v3.0.2, soiltexture_1.2.13 , compositions_1.40 -1
16
17 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/cos_basis20.RData", sep = "/"))
18 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
19
20 d.comp <- acomp(d@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
21 d.alr <- alr(d.comp) # additive logratio transform!
22 d$CLAYalr <- d.alr[,1]; d$SILTalr <- d.alr[,2]
23
24 n <- dim(d)[1]
25
26
27 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
28 ## Ternary plot based on USDA/FAO classification
29 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30
31 # using the 2000-63-2 system for particle -size fractions
32 # FAO 06: Guidelines for soil description
33 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_ternary_soilsep_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
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34 width = 8.5, height = 9.25, pointsize = 14)
35 stp <- TT.plot(class.sys = "USDA.TT", tri.data = d@data ,
36 pch = "*", cex = 1.3, cex.axis = 1, cex.lab = 1, main = "",
37 class.lab.show = "none", class.p.bg.col = F, class.line.col = "gray50",
38 new.mar = c(2,1,0,0)+.1, grid.show = F, frame.bg.col = "white",
39 lwd.lab = 1.2, lwd.axis = 1.2, font.lab = 1, font.axis = 1,
40 css.lab = c("% Clay 0-2 m ", "% Silt 2-63 m ", "% Sand 63 -2000 m "))
41
42 # add compositional mean:
43 st.cm <- mean(d.comp); st.cm <- as.data.frame(rbind(st.cm[1:3] * 100))
44 names(st.cm) <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
45 stp.m =
46 TT.points(tri.data = st.cm, geo = stp , pch = "*", cex = 1.3, col = "red")
47 # --> on average: clay loam (equals German: Lts = sandig -toniger Lehm)
48
49 # add compositional mahalanobis distances as contour lines:
50 mahal <- TT.mahalanobis(geo = stp , n = 100, tri.data = d@data , alr = TRUE)
51 stp.mahal <- TT.contour(x = mahal , geo = stp , main = "", lwd = 1, col = "blue",
52 levels = c(0.5,1,2,4,8,16,32), add = TRUE , lty = 2, labcex = .8)
53 dev.off()
54
55 # extract soil texture class for each sample location:
56 stc <- TT.points.in.classes(d@data , class.sys = "USDA.TT", PiC.type = "n")
57 stcl <- 0
58 for (i in 1:n)
59 stcl[i] <- attributes(stc)$dimnames [[2]][ which(stc[i,] == 1)]; stcl
60
61 d$USDATEXTCL <- stcl
62 table(d$USDATEXTCL) # --> 68 points inside ClLo = clay loam class
63
64 rm(st.cm ,stp.m,mahal ,n,stp ,stp.mahal ,d.alr ,d.comp ,i,stcl ,stc)
65
66 # end of script , costara_ternaryd_vDiss.R, 14.12.2011
.4.13 costara corFA vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Correlation and factor analysis + variable selection , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 30.11.2014
7
8 # scatterplot matrix of target variables and relief parameter
9 # (co -) variable selection for interpolation
10 # factor analysis of mixed data
11
12 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
13
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14 rm(list = ls())
15
16 library(caret); library(FactoMineR)
17 # R v3.0.2, caret_6.0-22, FactoMineR_1.26
18
19 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/cos_basis20.RData", sep = "/"))
20 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
21
22 n <- dim(d)[1]
23
24
25 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26 ## Correlation coefficients and scatterplot -matrix
27 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
28
29 source("pearsons_cor_coeffs.R")
30
31 j <- c("ELEV", "SLOPE", "PROFC", "PLANC", "ASPECT",
32 "CONVG", "TWI", "SAGAWI", "INSOLAT")
33 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
34
35 #cor.ll <- pearsons_corr(data = d@data , covars = j, targets = z)
36 cor.ll <- pearsons_corr(data = d@data , covars = j, targets = z,
37 scatterplot.matrix = TRUE , cex.lab = 1.5,
38 path.to = paste(path.fig , "costara_scatterpl_v1.pdf", sep = "/"))
39
40 # LS+SLOPE , ELEV+DIFFUS , DIRECT+INSOLAT are highly correlated (r = .97, 1, 1)
41 # --> LS, DIFFUS and DIRECT are removed from further analysis
42 # STREAMP: uncomfortable distribution (very strong outliers) --> removed
43
44
45 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
46 ## Variable selection
47 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
48
49 # repeat correlation analysis for alr -transformed target variables:
50 # logratio transform to account for the compositional character of the targets:
51
52 z2 <- c("CLAYalr", "SILTalr")
53 cor.l.alr <- pearsons_corr(data = d@data , covars = j, targets = z2)
54
55 j.signif <- NULL; signif.explan <- NULL; signif.explan.corr.matrix <- NULL
56 highly.corr.signif.explan <- NULL; nm.signif.uncorr.explan <- list(NULL)
57 for (i in 1: length(z2)) {
58 # select only the significant covariates:
59 j.signif <- as.character(
60 cor.l.alr[[i]]$COVAR[which(cor.l.alr[[i]]$SIGNIFICANCE != "-")])
61 # determine highly correlated variables
62 # and suggests those for removal with the largest mean absolute correlation:
63 signif.explan <- d[,j.signif]
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64 signif.explan.corr.matrix <- cor(signif.explan@data)
65 highly.corr.signif.explan <-
66 findCorrelation(signif.explan.corr.matrix , cutoff = .65)
67 # keep those that are not selected for removal:
68 nm.signif.uncorr.explan [[i]] <-
69 names(signif.explan@data[-highly.corr.signif.explan ])
70 }
71 # --> critical corr -level: 0.65, critical significance level: p.value < 0.05
72
73 nm.signif.uncorr.explan
74 # CLAYalr --> ELEV , TWI , DIRECT
75 # SILTalr --> ASPECT , SAGAWI , DIFFUS , INSOLAT
76
77 # --> ELEV , SAGAWI , INSOLAT (selection based on correlations)
78
79 # + GEOLOGY (as dummy variables):
80 nm.signif.uncorr.explan2 <- c("ELEV", "SAGAWI", "INSOLAT")
81 prd.in <- c(nm.signif.uncorr.explan2 ,
82 "GEOPPR12", "GEOPPR22", "GEOPPR470", "GEOPPR1465") # defined predictors
83
84 rm(cor.c,cor.test.p,i,j,k,q,n,z2,j.signif ,signif.explan ,
85 highly.corr.signif.explan ,signif.explan.corr.matrix ,nm.signif.uncorr.explan)
86 # remaining objects: cor.l, nm.signif.uncorr.explan2 , prd.in, path.fig , d, dem1
87
88
89 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
90 ## Factor analysis for mixed data
91 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
92
93 t.dem1.geoppr <- table(dem1$GEOPPR)
94 # --> 7 ,9 ,12 ,18 ,19 ,22 ,52 ,470 ,472 ,824 ,833 ,1233 ,1465 ,2000
95 dem1$GEOPPRz <- dem1$GEOPPR
96 # summarize geological units with less than 500 pixels as -99:
97 under500 <- NULL; k <- 1
98 for (i in 1: length(t.dem1.geoppr)) {
99 if(t.dem1.geoppr [[i]] <= 500) {
100 under500[k] <- as.numeric(names(t.dem1.geoppr)[i]); k <- k + 1
101 }
102 }
103 dem1$GEOPPRz[which(!is.na(match(dem1$GEOPPRz , under500)))] <- -99
104 t.dem1.geopprz <- table(dem1$GEOPPRz)
105
106 dem1$GEOPPRz <- as.factor(dem1$GEOPPRz) # categorical variable needed as factor
107 datd <- dem1@data[,c(1:3 ,5:8 ,13 ,26)] # no ASPECT (as it contains NA-values)
108 famd <- FAMD(datd , ncp = 15, graph = FALSE) # this takes some time
109
110 # selection of the right number of factors:
111 # after usual Kaiser -Guttman rule (cutoff = 1):
112 cv <- 1
113 nf <- which(famd$eig[,1] >= cv) # --> first six factors are significant
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114
115 # critical value after Karlis , Saporta and Spinakis (2003):
116 p <- sum(famd$eig[,1]) # the first 14 factors explain 100%
117 ni <- dim(datd)[1] # number of instances
118 cv <- 1 + 1.65 * sqrt((p - 1)/(ni - 1))
119
120 nf <- which(famd$eig[,1] >= cv) # --> first five factors are significant
121
122 # variable coordinates:
123 # describes the influence of variables in the determination of the factors
124 famd$var$coord [ ,1:6] # square of correlation coefficient
125 # --> dim.1 influenced by SAGAWI , TWI , SLOPE , GEOPPRz , ELEV
126 # --> dim.2 influenced by PROFC , CONVG , PLANC
127 # --> dim.3 influenced by GEOPPRz , INSOLAT
128 # --> dim.4/dim.5/dim.6 influenced by GEOPPRz
129
130 # convert the derived factors into grids:
131 famd.comps <- as.data.frame(famd$ind$coord)
132 # insert grid index:
133 dem <- dem1
134 dem$nrs <- seq(1, length(dem@data [[1]]))
135 dem.pnt <- as(dem["nrs"], "SpatialPointsDataFrame")
136 # mask NA grid nodes:
137 maskpoints <- as.numeric(attr(famd$ind$coord , "dimnames")[[1]])
138 # attach coordinates:
139 famd.comps$X <- dem.pnt@coords[maskpoints ,1]
140 famd.comps$Y <- dem.pnt@coords[maskpoints ,2]
141 coordinates(famd.comps) <- ~ X + Y
142
143 # convert to a grid:
144 gridded(famd.comps) <- TRUE
145 famd.comps <- as(famd.comps , "SpatialGridDataFrame")
146 proj4string(famd.comps) <- dem@proj4string
147 names(famd.comps)
148
149 dem@data$FAMDa <- famd.comps@data$Dim .1; dem@data$FAMDb <- famd.comps@data$Dim.2
150 dem@data$FAMDc <- famd.comps@data$Dim .3; dem@data$FAMDd <- famd.comps@data$Dim.4
151 dem@data$FAMDe <- famd.comps@data$Dim .5; dem@data$FAMDf <- famd.comps@data$Dim.6
152
153 # overlay the points and factors:
154 dem.ov <- over(d, dem)
155 d@data$FAMDa <- dem.ov$FAMDa; d@data$FAMDb <- dem.ov$FAMDb
156 d@data$FAMDc <- dem.ov$FAMDc; d@data$FAMDd <- dem.ov$FAMDd
157 d@data$FAMDe <- dem.ov$FAMDe; d@data$FAMDf <- dem.ov$FAMDf
158
159 rm(dem.pnt ,dem.ov ,famd.comps ,maskpoints)
160
161 # end of script , costara_corFA_vDiss.R, 30.08.2013
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.4.14 costara explor sp vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Exploratory spatial data analysis of soil separates , Rio di Costara #####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 09.12.2014
7
8 # trend detection and variography (of target variables)
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(rgdal); library(RColorBrewer); library(sp); library(gstat)
15 # R v3.0.2, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, sp_1.0-14, gstat_1.0 -16
16
17 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/cos_basis20.RData", sep = "/"))
18 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
19
20 n <- dim(d)[1]
21
22
23 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24 ## Spatial evaluation of stratification used in soil sampling
25 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26
27 # build upon code published by
28 # Richard E. Plant: Spatial data analysis in ecology and agriculture using R
29 # Taylor & Francis Group , 2012
30
31 s <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input/costara_geology",
32 layer = "geolmapUNDdtaintersect_1ha1_costara_ENDCLdissolve")
33
34 # relative size of each (geological) strata:
35 sg.1 <- s[s$endclass > 100 & s$endclass < 200,]
36 sg.2 <- s[s$endclass > 200 & s$endclass < 400,]
37 sg.4 <- s[s$endclass > 400 & s$endclass < 500,]
38 sg.5 <- s[s$endclass > 500 & s$endclass < 600,]
39
40 # summarize area of each (geological) strata:
41 quatern.area <- 0; oligomeso.area <- 0;
42 paleozintru.area <- 0; paleozmetam.area <- 0
43 for (i in 1: length(sg.1))
44 quatern.area <- quatern.area + slot(slot(sg.1,"polygons")[[i]],"area")
45 for (i in 1: length(sg.2))
46 oligomeso.area <- oligomeso.area + slot(slot(sg.2,"polygons")[[i]],"area")
47 for (i in 1: length(sg.4))
48 paleozintru.area <- paleozintru.area + slot(slot(sg.4,"polygons")[[i]],"area")
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49 for (i in 1: length(sg.5))
50 paleozmetam.area <- paleozmetam.area + slot(slot(sg.5,"polygons")[[i]],"area")
51
52 # calculate total area:
53 total.area <- 0
54 for (i in 1: length(s))
55 total.area <- total.area + slot(slot(s, "polygons")[[i]], "area")
56
57 frac.q <- quatern.area/total.area; frac.om <- oligomeso.area/total.area
58 frac.pi <- paleozintru.area/total.area; frac.pm <- paleozmetam.area/total.area
59
60 # double -check:
61 total.area - (quatern.area + oligomeso.area +
62 paleozmetam.area + paleozintru.area) # should be zero
63 sum(frac.q, frac.om, frac.pi , frac.pm) # should be 1
64
65 sampled.size <- 197
66 des.size <- round(c(frac.q, frac.om , frac.pi , frac.pm) * sampled.size , 0)
67 # --> N(Quaternary) = 104, N(OligoMiocene) = 69, N(Paleozoic) = 24 (1 intrusive)
68
69 # actual sample points per (geological) strata:
70 n.geol <- by(d$CLAY , d$GEOLTYPE , length)
71 # --> N(Quaternary) = 92, N(Oligo -Miocene) = 77, N(Paleozoic) = 28 (3 intrusive)
72
73 rm(s,sg.1,sg.2,sg.4,sg.5,total.area ,quatern.area ,oligomeso.area ,i,
74 paleozintru.area ,paleozmetam.area ,sampled.size ,frac.q,frac.om,frac.pi,frac.pm)
75 # remaining objects from this section: des.size , n.geol
76
77
78 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
79 ## Trend detection - Postplots
80 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
81
82 # build upon code published by
83 # Richard E. Plant: Spatial data analysis in ecology and agriculture using R
84 # Taylor & Francis Group , 2012
85
86 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "costara_catchm_v1")
87
88 d$color[which(d$GEOLTYPE == 1)] <- "#1B9E77"
89 d$color[which(d$GEOLTYPE == 2)] <- "#D95F02"
90 d$color[which(d$GEOLTYPE == 4)] <- "#E7298A"
91 d$color[which(d$GEOLTYPE == 5)] <- "#7570B3"
92
93 geol.units <- c("Quaternary deposits", "Oligo -Miocene sedimentary deposits",
94 "Paleozoic metamorphic basement", "Paleozoic intrusive rocks")
95
96 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_postpl_soilsep_v99.pdf", sep = "/"),
97 width = 15, height = 14, pointsize = 22)
98 layout(matrix(c(1,1,2,2,3,3,4,4), 2, 4, byrow = TRUE))
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99 # layout.show (3)
100 par(mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
101 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2)
102
103 # clay , n = 197:
104 plot(catchm , bg = NA, lwd = 1, lty = 2, axes = FALSE)
105 abline(h = seq (4359000 ,4365000 ,2000) ,
106 v = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000) , lty = 1, col = "grey80")
107 plot(d, pch = 20, col = d$color , asp = 1, axes = FALSE , add = TRUE ,
108 cex = d$CLAY * 3/max(d$CLAY))
109 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, at = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000) , labels = NA)
110 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, at = seq (4361000 ,4363000 ,2000) , labels = NA)
111 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000))
112 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (4361000 ,4363000 ,2000))
113 title(main = "a) Clay content in %", xlab = "UTM -E/m", ylab = "UTM -N/m")
114 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
115 SpatialPolygonsRescale(layout.scale.bar(height = 0.065) , plot.grid = FALSE ,
116 offset = c(507500 ,4359175) , scale = 1000, fill = c("white", "black"))
117 text (507500 ,4359375 , "0", cex = .75); text (508500 ,4359375 , "1000 m", cex = .75)
118 text (511533 , 4362047 + 135, "511", cex = .75)
119 text (512313 - 300, 4361110 , "735", cex = .75)
120
121 # silt , n = 197:
122 plot(catchm , bg = NA, lwd = 1, lty = 2, axes = FALSE)
123 abline(h = seq (4359000 ,4365000 ,2000) ,
124 v = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000) , lty = 1, col = "grey80")
125 plot(d, pch = 20, col = d$color , asp = 1, axes = FALSE , add = TRUE ,
126 cex = d$SILT * 3/max(d$SILT))
127 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, at = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000) , labels = NA)
128 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, at = seq (4361000 ,4363000 ,2000) , labels = NA)
129 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000))
130 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (4361000 ,4363000 ,2000))
131 title(main = "b) Silt content in %", xlab = "UTM -E/m")
132 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
133 SpatialPolygonsRescale(layout.scale.bar(height = 0.065) , plot.grid = FALSE ,
134 offset = c(507500 ,4359175) , scale = 1000, fill = c("white", "black"))
135 text (507500 ,4359375 , "0", cex = .75); text (508500 ,4359375 , "1000 m", cex = .75)
136
137 # sand , n = 197:
138 plot(catchm , bg = NA, lwd = 1, lty = 2, axes = FALSE , ylim = c(4360500 ,4363500))
139 abline(h = seq (4359000 ,4365000 ,2000) ,
140 v = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000) , lty = 1, col = "grey80")
141 plot(d, pch = 20, col = d$color , asp = 1, axes = FALSE , add = TRUE ,
142 cex = d$SAND * 3/max(d$SAND))
143 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, at = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000) , labels = NA)
144 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, at = seq (4361000 ,4363000 ,2000) , labels = NA)
145 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (508000 ,514000 ,2000))
146 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (4361000 ,4363000 ,2000))
147 title(main = "c) Sand content in %", xlab = "UTM -E/m", ylab = "UTM -N/m")
148 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
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149 SpatialPolygonsRescale(layout.scale.bar(height = 0.065) , plot.grid = FALSE ,
150 offset = c(507500 ,4359175) , scale = 1000, fill = c("white", "black"))
151 text (507500 ,4359375 , "0", cex = .75); text (508500 ,4359375 , "1000 m", cex = .75)
152 plot(0, 0, type = "n", bty = "n", axes = FALSE , xlab = "", ylab = "")
153 legend("center", geol.units , cex = 1,
154 fill = brewer.pal(4, "Dark2"), bg = "white", ncol = 1)
155 dev.off()
156
157
158 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
159 ## Variography
160 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
161
162 h.max <- range(dist(coordinates(d)))[2] # max. distance between 2 pnts: 6559.2m
163
164 diag.bbox <-
165 sqrt((bbox(d)[1,1] - bbox(d)[1,2])^2 + (bbox(d)[2,1] - bbox(d)[2 ,2])^2)
166 diag.bbox/2; diag.bbox/3 # 2 after Journel and Huijbregts 78,3 = gstat ’s default
167 # --> distance of reliability between 2445 and 3670m
168
169 va.cutoff <- 3625; va.width <- 125
170 # classical "methods of moments" estimation using gstat -package:
171 va.cl <- variogram(CLAY ~ 1, loc = d, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
172 vm.cl <- vgm(80, "Sph", 750, 15); vmf.cl <- fit.variogram(va.cl, vm.cl)
173 vm.cl <- vgm(40, "Sph", 2250, add.to = vmf.cl)
174 vmf2.cl <- fit.variogram(va.cl, vm.cl)
175
176 va.si <- variogram(SILT ~ 1, loc = d, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
177 vm.si <- vgm(35, "Sph", 2500, 15); vmf.si <- fit.variogram(va.si, vm.si)
178
179 va.sa <- variogram(SAND ~ 1, loc = d, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
180 vm.sa <- vgm(80, "Sph", 750, 15); vmf.sa <- fit.variogram(va.sa, vm.sa)
181 vm.sa <- vgm(40, "Lin", add.to = vmf.sa)
182 vmf2.sa <- fit.variogram(va.sa, vm.sa)
183
184 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_vario_soilsep_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
185 width = 15, height = 14, pointsize = 31)
186 layout(matrix(c(1,1,2,2,4,3,3,5), 2, 4, byrow = TRUE))
187 par(mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
188 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2, las = 1)
189
190 plot(va.cl$gamma ~ va.cl$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
191 xlim = c(0,max(va.cl$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0,max(va.sa$gamma)*1.1),
192 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
193 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000))
194 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA)
195 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000),
196 labels = c("0.1", seq (1000 ,4000 ,1000)))
197 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,200 ,50))
198 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m", ylab = "Variance", main = "a) Clay", sub = "")
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199 lines(variogramLine(vmf2.cl, maxdist = max(va.cl$dist)),
200 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
201 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph + Sph", bty = "n")
202 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
203
204 plot(va.sa$gamma ~ va.sa$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
205 xlim = c(0,max(va.sa$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0,max(va.sa$gamma)*1.1),
206 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
207 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000))
208 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA)
209 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000),
210 labels = c("0.1", seq (1000 ,4000 ,1000)))
211 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,200 ,50))
212 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m", ylab = "", main = "b) Sand", sub = "")
213 lines(variogramLine(vmf2.sa, maxdist = max(va.sa$dist)),
214 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
215 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph + Lin", bty = "n")
216 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
217
218 plot(va.si$gamma ~ va.si$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
219 xlim = c(0,max(va.si$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0,max(va.si$gamma)*1.2),
220 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
221 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000))
222 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq(0,60,20))
223 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,3000 ,1000),
224 labels = c("0.1", seq (1000 ,3000 ,1000)))
225 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,60,20))
226 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m", ylab = "Variance", main = "c) Silt", sub = "")
227 lines(variogramLine(vmf.si , maxdist = max(va.si$dist)),
228 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
229 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph", bty = "n")
230 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
231 dev.off()
232
233 # variogram of alr -transformed target variables at calibration sites:
234 d.c <- d[-c(122:145 ,181:197) ,] # n = 156
235 d.v <- d[c(122:145 ,181:197) ,] # n = 41
236
237 va.cutoff <- 3250
238 # classical "methods of moments" estimation using gstat -package:
239 va.cl.alr <-
240 variogram(CLAYalr ~ 1, loc = d.c, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
241 vm.cl.alr <- vgm(.2, "Sph", 750, .05)
242 vmf.cl.alr <- fit.variogram(va.cl.alr , vm.cl.alr)
243 vm.cl.alr <- vgm(.2, "Lin", add.to = vmf.cl.alr)
244 vmf2.cl.alr <- fit.variogram(va.cl.alr , vm.cl.alr)
245
246 va.si.alr <-
247 variogram(SILTalr ~ 1, loc = d.c, cutoff = va.cutoff , width = va.width)
248 vm.si.alr <- vgm (.075 , "Sph", 250, .045)
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249 vmf.si.alr <- fit.variogram(va.si.alr , vm.si.alr , fit.method = 0)
250 vm.si.alr <- vgm(.1, "Lin", add.to = vmf.si.alr)
251 vmf2.si.alr <- fit.variogram(va.si.alr , vm.si.alr)
252
253 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_vario_alr156_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
254 width = 15, height = 7, pointsize = 21)
255 par(mfrow = c(1,2), mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
256 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2, las = 1)
257
258 plot(va.cl.alr$gamma ~ va.cl.alr$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
259 xlim = c(0,max(va.cl.alr$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0,max(va.cl.alr$gamma)*1.2),
260 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
261 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000))
262 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA)
263 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000),
264 labels = c("0.1", seq (1000 ,4000 ,1000)))
265 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,.5,.1))
266 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m",
267 ylab = "Variance", main = "a) Clay , alr -transformed", sub = "")
268 lines(variogramLine(vmf2.cl.alr , maxdist = max(va.cl.alr$dist)),
269 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
270 legend("topleft", paste0("N = ", dim(d.c)[1]), bty = "n", inset = c(-.05,0))
271 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph + Lin", bty = "n")
272 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
273
274 plot(va.si.alr$gamma ~ va.si.alr$dist , pch = 20, cex = 1.25, col = "black",
275 xlim = c(0,max(va.si.alr$dist)*1.05), ylim = c(0,max(va.cl.alr$gamma)*1.2),
276 axes = FALSE , ann = FALSE , xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i")
277 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000))
278 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, labels = NA , at = seq(0,.5 ,.1))
279 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,4000 ,1000),
280 labels = c("0.1", seq (1000 ,4000 ,1000)))
281 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,.5,.1))
282 title(xlab = "Lag distance in m",
283 ylab = "", main = "b) Silt , alr -transformed", sub = "")
284 lines(variogramLine(vmf2.si.alr , maxdist = max(va.si.alr$dist)),
285 col = "black", lwd = 1.25)
286 legend("topleft", paste0("N = ", dim(d.c)[1]), bty = "n", inset = c(-.05,0))
287 legend("bottomright", "Nug + Sph + Lin", bty = "n")
288 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
289 dev.off()
290
291 rm(h.max ,va.cl,va.si,va.sa ,vm.cl,vm.si,vm.sa,vmf.cl,vmf.si,vmf.sa,geol.units ,
292 vmf2.cl ,vmf2.sa,va.cl.alr ,va.si.alr ,vm.cl.alr ,vm.si.alr ,vmf.cl.alr ,vmf.si.alr ,
293 vmf2.cl.alr ,vmf2.si.alr ,diag.bbox ,va.cutoff ,va.width)
294
295 # end of script , costara_explor_sp_vDiss.R, 11.06.2014
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.4.15 costara nnrck20 vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Neural Network Residual Cokriging of soil separates , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 27.03.2015
7
8 # neural network residual cokriging of alr -transformed soil separates
9
10 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
11
12 rm(list = ls())
13
14 library(rgdal); library(gstat); library(RColorBrewer); library(compositions)
15 library(caret); library(RSNNS); library(RANN); library(spdep)
16 library(ggplot2); library(plyr)
17 # R v3.0.2, gstat_1.0-16, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, compositions_1.40-1
18 # caret_6.0-22, RSNNS_0.4-6, RANN_2.3.0 , spdep_0.5-74, ggplot2_0.9.3.1 , plyr_1.8
19
20 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_input/cos_nnBasis20a.RData", sep = "/"))
21 path.fig <- paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_figures", sep = "/")
22
23 n <- dim(d)[1]
24 # from costara_cor_vDiss.R:
25 nm.signif.uncorr.explan <- c("ELEV", "SAGAWI", "INSOLAT")
26 prd.in <- c(nm.signif.uncorr.explan ,
27 "GEOPPR12", "GEOPPR22", "GEOPPR470", "GEOPPR1465") # defined predictors
28
29
30 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
31 ## Split data into training/validation/test sets:
32 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
33
34 nzv <- nearZeroVar(d@data , freqCut = 95/5, saveMetrics = TRUE) # requires caret
35 # --> GEOPPR18 + 1233 are near -zero -variance predictors
36
37 # logratio transform to account for the compositional character of the targets:
38 d.comp <- acomp(d@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
39 d.alr <- alr(d.comp) # additive logratio transform!
40 d$CLAYalr <- d.alr[,1]; d$SILTalr <- d.alr[,2]
41
42 cor(d$CLAYalr , d$SILTalr) # 0.742
43
44 dv <- d[c(122:145 ,181:197) ,] # N = 41 = 500er und 800er
45 dc <- d[-c(122:145 ,181:197) ,] # N = 156
46
47 source("kennard_stone_func.R")
48
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49 dcvi <- ks.galv(X = cbind(dc@data[,nm.signif.uncorr.explan [1]],
50 dc@data[,nm.signif.uncorr.explan [2]], dc@data[,nm.signif.uncorr.explan [3]]),
51 y = cbind(dc@data[,"CLAYalr"], dc@data["SILTalr"]),
52 nc = length(dc)/5, dist.calc = "mahal")
53
54 dcc <- dc[-dcvi ,]; dcv <- dc[dcvi ,] # N = 125/31
55 # dcv = 1/5 of the dc-subset , as proposed in Saptoro12 , p.9: 80% vs 20%)
56
57 rm(ks.galv ,nzv ,d.comp ,d.alr)
58
59
60 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
61 ## Export training/validation/test sets and relevant predictors:
62 #------------------------------------------------------------------------------
63
64 dem1$GEOPPRe <- as.character(dem1$GEOPPRz)
65 dem1$GEOPPRe[dem1$GEOPPRe %in% c("18","1233")] <- -99
66 dem1$GEOPPRe[which(dem1$GEOPPRe == " -99")] <- NA
67 dem1$GEOPPRe <- as.integer(dem1$GEOPPRe)
68
69 proj4string(dem1) <-
70 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
71
72 exp.covar <- c(prd.in[1:3] , "GEOPPRe")
73 for (i in exp.covar) {
74 writeGDAL(dem1[i], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
75 paste(getwd(), paste0("phd_calc_out/cos_", tolower(i), ".tif"), sep = "/"),
76 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
77 }
78
79 proj4string(dcc) <-
80 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
81 proj4string(dcv) <-
82 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
83 proj4string(dv) <-
84 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
85
86 exp.d <- c("dv", "dcc", "dcv"); exp.dlist <- list(dv,dcc ,dcv)
87 for (i in 1: length(exp.d)) {
88 writeOGR(exp.dlist [[i]]["ID"], driver = "ESRI Shapefile",
89 dsn = paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out", sep = "/"),
90 layer = paste0("cos_", exp.d[i]))
91 }
92 rm(exp.d, exp.dlist , i, exp.covar)
93
94
95 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
96 ## Define target grid size:
97 #------------------------------------------------------------------------------
98
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99 # as proposed by T. Hengl 2006 - Finding the right pixel size:
100 # based on inspection density/working scale:
101 ezg.area <- 16.44 # km^2
102 obs <- 2.5 # observations per 1cm^2 of the map = recommended compromise
103
104 sn <- sqrt(obs * ezg.area * 1e6/n) * 100 # working scale = appr. 1:50.000
105
106 # the scale number can be used to estimate the grid resolution:
107 p <- sqrt(obs * ezg.area * 1e6/n) * 100 * .0005; p # grid resolution = appr. 20m
108
109 rm(ezg.area ,obs ,sn,p)
110
111
112 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
113 ## Multi -layer perceptron:
114 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
115
116 # prepare data for mlp in RSNNS:
117 dcc.nn <- as.data.frame(dcc); dcv.nn <- as.data.frame(dcv)
118 dv.nn <- as.data.frame(dv)
119 # training datasets:
120 dcc.nn.in <- dcc.nn[,prd.in]; dcc.nn.out <- dcc.nn[,c("CLAYalr", "SILTalr")]
121 # test datasets:
122 dcv.nn.in <- dcv.nn[,prd.in]; dcv.nn.out <- dcv.nn[,c("CLAYalr", "SILTalr")]
123 # validation dataset:
124 dv.nn.in <- dv.nn[,prd.in]
125
126 # standardize input variables (zero mean , unit variance (1)):
127 dcc.nn.in.nrm <- normalizeData(dcc.nn.in[1:3] , type = "norm")
128 dcv.nn.in.nrm <- normalizeData(dcv.nn.in[1:3] , type = attr(dcc.nn.in.nrm ,
129 "normParams")) # the same normalization parameters as training set required
130 dcc.nn.in[,1:3] <- dcc.nn.in.nrm [ ,1:3]; dcv.nn.in[,1:3] <- dcv.nn.in.nrm [,1:3]
131
132 dv.nn.in.nrm <-
133 normalizeData(dv.nn.in[1:3], type = attr(dcc.nn.in.nrm , "normParams"))
134 dv.nn.in[ ,1:3] <- dv.nn.in.nrm [,1:3]
135
136 # mlp training:
137 # test for different size (number of hidden neurons) and maxit (number of runs):
138 n.size <- c(5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15); n.maxit <- c(20, 40, 60); n.rep <- 10
139
140 te <- data.frame(iterr = rep(1,length(n.size) * length(n.maxit) * n.rep),
141 group = rep("A",length(n.size) * length(n.maxit) * n.rep),
142 mlp = rep("A",length(n.size) * length(n.maxit) * n.rep)); j <- 1
143 te$group <- as.character(te$group); te$mlp <- as.character(te$mlp)
144 for (i in 1: length(n.size)) {
145 n.size.name <- as.character(n.size[i])
146 for (q in n.maxit) {
147 n.maxit.name <- q
148 for (z in 1:n.rep) {
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149 mlp <- mlp(dcc.nn.in, dcc.nn.out , size = c(n.size[i]),
150 initFunc = "Randomize_Weights", initFuncParams = c(-2,2),
151 maxit = q, learnFunc = "Rprop", learnFuncParams = c(.1 ,30,5),
152 updateFunc = "Topological_Order", updateFuncParams = c(0),
153 hiddenActFunc = "Act_TanH", shufflePatterns = FALSE ,
154 linOut = TRUE , inputsTest = dcv.nn.in , targetsTest = dcv.nn.out)
155 te$iterr[j] <- mlp$IterativeTestError[q]
156 te$group[j] <- paste("mlp", n.size.name , n.maxit.name , sep = ".")
157 te$mlp[j] <- paste("mlp", n.size.name , n.maxit.name , z, sep = ".")
158 j <- j + 1
159 assign(paste("mlp", n.size.name , n.maxit.name , z, sep = "."), mlp)
160 }
161 }
162 }
163
164 te$group <- as.factor(te$group)
165 ddply(te , .(group), summarize , mean = round(mean(iterr), 2))
166 # mlp .9.40 --> group with lowest average iterative test error
167 # mlp .9.40.4 --> best run in mlp .9.40 --> used for prediction!
168 te[which(te$iterr == min(te$iterr[which(te$group == "mlp .9.40")])) ,3]
169 mlp .9.40.4$IterativeTestError [40] # 26.0893
170
171 save(list = ls(pattern = "mlp."),
172 file = paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_nnModels.RData", sep = "/"))
173
174 mlp <- mlp .9.40.4
175
176 rm(famd ,n.size ,n.maxit ,n.rep ,i,q,z,j)
177 rm(list = ls(pattern = "mlp."))
178
179 sum((mlp$fittedTestValues - dcv.nn.out)^2); mlp$IterativeTestError [40] # check!!
180
181 #--- check how mlp propagates information:
182 # activation of single particular hidden unit:
183 # note how bias is included ..
184 extractNetInfo(mlp) # --> weights and biases ..
185 extr.m <- extractNetInfo(mlp)$fullWeightMatrix
186 tanh(c(extractNetInfo(mlp)$unitDefinitions [8,4],as.vector(extr.m[1:7 ,8])) %*%
187 rbind(1,t(as.vector(dcv.nn.in[31,])))) # unit h1 = 0.9998203
188 extractNetInfo(mlp)$unitDefinitions [8,3] # 0.99982
189
190 tanh(c(extractNetInfo(mlp)$unitDefinitions [9,4],as.vector(extr.m[1:7 ,9])) %*%
191 rbind(1,t(as.vector(dcv.nn.in[31,])))) # unit h1 = -0.9689528
192 extractNetInfo(mlp)$unitDefinitions [9,3] # -0.96895
193 #---
194
195 dcc$CLAY_NNFIT <- mlp$fitted.values [,1]; dcc$SILT_NNFIT <- mlp$fitted.values [,2]
196 dcv$CLAY_NNFIT <- mlp$fittedTestValues [,1]
197 dcv$SILT_NNFIT <- mlp$fittedTestValues [,2]
198 dcn <- rbind(dcc , dcv)
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199 dcn$CLAY_NNRES <- dcn$CLAYalr - dcn$CLAY_NNFIT
200 dcn$SILT_NNRES <- dcn$SILTalr - dcn$SILT_NNFIT
201
202
203 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
204 ## Ordinary Cokriging of MLP -residuals:
205 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
206
207 cor(dcn$CLAY_NNRES , dcn$SILT_NNRES) # 0.62 --> cokriging strongly justified
208
209 # Moran ’s I to check remaining autocorrelation in MLP -residuals:
210 nlistk4 <- knn2nb(knearneigh(dcn , k = 8)); w <- nb2listw(nlistk4 , style = "B")
211 clay.res.mi <-
212 moran.test(dcn$CLAY_NNRES , w, randomisation = F, alternative = "two.sided")
213 silt.res.mi <-
214 moran.test(dcn$SILT_NNRES , w, randomisation = F, alternative = "two.sided")
215 clay.res.mi # 0.067/1.966/0.049
216 silt.res.mi # 0.073/2.138/0.032
217 rm(nlistk4 ,w) # remaining objects: clay.res.mi, silt.res.mi
218
219 # fitting linear model of coregionalization to (cross -) variograms:
220 g <- gstat(NULL , id = "CLAY_NNRES", form = CLAY_NNRES ~ 1, data = dcn)
221 g <- gstat(g, id = "SILT_NNRES", form = SILT_NNRES ~ 1, data = dcn)
222 va.cross <- variogram(g, cutoff = 1000, width = 125)
223 va <- variogram(CLAY_NNRES ~ 1, loc = dcn , cutoff = 1000, width = 125)
224 vm <- vgm(.15, "Sph", 500, .05); vmf <- fit.variogram(va, vm , fit.method = 7)
225 g <- gstat(g, id = "CLAY_NNRES", model = vmf , fill.all = T)
226 g <- fit.lmc(va.cross , g)
227 # nugget , partial sill and (constant) range parameter:
228 g$model$CLAY_NNRES [1,2]; g$model$SILT_NNRES [1,2]
229 g$model$CLAY_NNRES.SILT_NNRES [1,2]
230 g$model$CLAY_NNRES [2,2]; g$model$SILT_NNRES [2,2]
231 g$model$CLAY_NNRES.SILT_NNRES [2,2]
232 g$model$CLAY_NNRES.SILT_NNRES [2,3]
233 # Nugget -to -sill -ratios (NSR) after Cambardella94
234 g$model$CLAY_NNRES [1,2] /
235 (g$model$CLAY_NNRES [1,2] + g$model$CLAY_NNRES [2 ,2]) * 100
236 g$model$SILT_NNRES [1,2] /
237 (g$model$SILT_NNRES [1,2] + g$model$SILT_NNRES [2 ,2]) * 100
238
239 pdf(paste(path.fig , "costara_crossvario_MLPres_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
240 width = 15, height = 14, pointsize = 31)
241 par(mar = c(3,3,2,0)+.1, oma = c(.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5), mgp = c(2,1,0),
242 cex.main = 1, font.main = 2, las = 1)
243 plot(va.cross$gamma [17:24] ~ va.cross$dist [17:24] , pch = 16, cex = .75,
244 xlim = c(0, max(va.cross$dist) * 1.05), col = "black", xaxs = "i", yaxs = "i",
245 ylim = c(0, max(va.cross$gamma) * 1.2), axes = FALSE ,
246 xlab = "lag distance in m", ylab = "(cross -) variance", main = "")
247 axis(side = 1, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
248 axis(side = 2, tck = -.02, cex.axis = 1, labels = NA)
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249 axis(side = 1, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = seq (0 ,800 ,200),
250 labels = c("0.1", seq (200 ,800 ,200)))
251 axis(side = 2, lwd = 0, line = -.35, at = c("0.00", "0.05", ".10", ".15",
252 "0.20", "0.25"), labels = c("0.00", "0.05", ".10", ".15", "0.20", "0.25"))
253 box(which = "plot", lty = "solid", col = "black")
254 lines(variogramLine(g$model$CLAY_NNRES , maxdist = max(va.cross$dist [17:24])),
255 col = "black", lwd = 1.35)
256 lines(variogramLine(g$model$SILT_NNRES , maxdist = max(va.cross$dist [9:16])),
257 col = "black", lwd = 1.35, lty = 2)
258 lines(variogramLine(g$model$CLAY_NNRES.SILT_NNRES ,
259 maxdist = max(va.cross$dist [1:8])), col = "black", lwd = 1.35, lty = 4)
260 points(va.cross$dist [9:16] , va.cross$gamma [9:16] ,
261 col = "black", pch = 22, cex = .75)
262 points(va.cross$dist [1:8] , va.cross$gamma [1:8],
263 col = "black", pch = 17, cex = .75)
264 legend("bottomright", c("alr CLAY","alr SILT","Cross"),
265 col = c("black"), pch = c(16 ,22 ,17), cex = .75)
266 legend("topleft", c("alr CLAY","alr SILT","Cross"),
267 col = c("black"), lty = c(1,2,4), cex = .75)
268 dev.off()
269 rm(va,vm ,vmf) # remaining objects: g, va.cross
270
271
272 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
273 ## NNRCK -predictions at unknown locations:
274 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
275
276 dem1.nn <- as.data.frame(dem1); dem1.nn.in <- dem1.nn[,prd.in]
277
278 dem1.nn.in.nrm <-
279 normalizeData(dem1.nn.in[1:3] , type = attr(dcc.nn.in.nrm , "normParams"))
280 dem1.nn.in[,1:3] <- dem1.nn.in.nrm[ ,1:3]
281
282 # ensure unique CRS:
283 proj4string(dcn) <-
284 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
285 proj4string(dem1) <-
286 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
287 proj4string(g$data$CLAY_NNRES$data) <-
288 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
289 proj4string(g$data$SILT_NNRES$data) <-
290 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
291
292 prd.dem1 <- predict(mlp , dem1.nn.in); nnrck.dem1 <- predict.gstat(g, dem1)
293 dem1$CLAY_NNRCOKALR <- prd.dem1[,1] + nnrck.dem1$CLAY_NNRES.pred
294 dem1$SILT_NNRCOKALR <- prd.dem1[,2] + nnrck.dem1$SILT_NNRES.pred
295
296 dem1.alr <- matrix(c(dem1$CLAY_NNRCOKALR , dem1$SILT_NNRCOKALR),
297 nrow = length(dem1$ELEV), ncol = 2, dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
298 dem1.comp.back <- alrInv(dem1.alr)
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299 dem1$CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,1] * 100
300 dem1$SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,2] * 100
301 dem1$SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,3] * 100
302
303 # set all pixels outside the catchment boundaries to NA:
304 catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "costara_catchm_v1")
305 proj4string(catchm) <-
306 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
307 dem2 <- dem1; asdf <- which(!is.na(over(dem2 , catchm))); dem3 <- dem2[asdf ,]
308
309 # calculate max/min -values for comparable prediction maps:
310 nnrck.min <- min(apply(dem3@data[,c("CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK", "SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK",
311 "SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK")], 2, min , na.rm = TRUE)); nnrck.min # 8.4
312 nnrck.max <- max(apply(dem3@data[,c("CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK", "SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK",
313 "SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK")], 2, max , na.rm = TRUE)); nnrck.max # 79.4
314
315 pts.c <- list("sp.points", dc, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
316 pts.v <- list("sp.points", dv, pch = 21, col = "black", alpha = 1, cex = .6)
317
318 cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "NAME")
319 ptc <- as.data.frame(pts.c); ptv <- as.data.frame(pts.v)
320 dem <- as.data.frame(dem3);
321 v.interest <-
322 c("CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK","SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK", "SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK", "x", "y")
323 dem.clay <- dem[,v.interest]
324 dem.clay$VARS <- "Clay"; dem.clay$VALUE <- dem.clay$CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK
325 dem.silt <- dem[,v.interest]
326 dem.silt$VARS <- "Silt"; dem.silt$VALUE <- dem.silt$SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK
327 dem.sand <- dem[,v.interest]
328 dem.sand$VARS <- "Sand"; dem.sand$VALUE <- dem.sand $SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK
329 dem.clay <- dem.clay[,-c(1:3) ]; dem.silt <- dem.silt[,-c(1:3)]
330 dem.sand <- dem.sand[,-c(1:3)]
331 demm <- rbind(dem.clay , dem.silt , dem.sand)
332
333 demm$CUTV <- cut(demm$VALUE , breaks = seq(0,81,9)) # 81 from nnrck.max
334 levels(demm$CUTV) <- c("0 - 9", "9 - 18", "18 - 27", "27 - 36", "36 - 45",
335 "45 - 54", "54 - 63", "63 - 72", "72 - 81")
336
337 # change plot order of facet grid by changing the order of levels with factor ():
338 demm$VARS <- factor(demm$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
339
340 map <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
341 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = CUTV), data = demm) +
342 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1,
343 data = ptc , shape = 19) +
344 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1,
345 data = ptv , shape = 21) +
346 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
347 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
348 coord_equal() +
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349 theme_bw(base_size = 9, base_family = "Helvetica") +
350 scale_fill_brewer(name = "Content in %", palette = "YlOrBr") +
351 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
352 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4361000 ,4363000)) +
353 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508000 ,510000 ,512000 ,514000)) +
354 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 2) +
355 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
356 legend.position = c(.625 ,.25) , legend.text = element_text(size = 10),
357 legend.title = element_text(size = 10), legend.key.size = unit(14, "pt"),
358 axis.title.x = element_text(hjust = .25),
359 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
360 axis.text = element_text(size = 10), axis.title = element_text(size = 10))
361
362 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "costara_nnrck_predmaps_v1.pdf", sep = "/"), map ,
363 width = 8.27, height = 5.19)
364 print(map)
365 dev.off()
366
367 rm(dv.nn.in.nrm ,dcc.nn.in.nrm ,dcv.nn.in.nrm)
368 rm(pts.c,pts.v,nnrck.dem1 ,dem1.comp.back ,dem1.alr ,dem ,dem1 ,dem2 ,asdf ,prd.dem1 ,
369 dem1.nn.in.nrm ,dem.clay ,dem.sand ,dem.silt ,v.interest ,map ,nnrck.max ,nnrck.min)
370 # remaining objects: cat , demm , ptc , ptv
371
372
373 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
374 ## Validation preparation (holdout method):
375 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
376
377 # final (NNRCK) predictions at validation points:
378 prd <- predict(mlp , dv.nn.in); cok.out <- predict.gstat(g, dv)
379 dv$CLAY_NNRCOKALR <- prd[,1] + cok.out$CLAY_NNRES.pred
380 dv$SILT_NNRCOKALR <- prd[,2] + cok.out$SILT_NNRES.pred
381
382 # backtranform (biased) = additive generalized logistic (agl) transform:
383 dv.alr <- matrix(c(dv$CLAY_NNRCOKALR , dv$SILT_NNRCOKALR),
384 nrow = length(dv$CLAYalr), ncol = 2, dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
385 d.comp.back <- alrInv(dv.alr)
386 dv$CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,1] * 100
387 dv$SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,2] * 100
388 dv$SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,3] * 100
389
390 rm(d.comp.back ,dv.alr ,cok.out ,prd ,
391 dcc.nn,dcc.nn.in,dcc.nn.out ,dcv.nn,dcv.nn.in,dcv.nn.out ,dv.nn,dv.nn.in)
392
393
394 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
395 ## Export:
396 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
397
398 # remove interim results from final objects:
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399 drop.c <- c("CLAY_NNRCOKALR","SILT_NNRCOKALR")
400 dv@data <- dv@data[,!(names(dv) %in% drop.c)]
401 dem3@data <- dem3@data[,!(names(dem3) %in% drop.c)]
402 rm(drop.c)
403
404 rm(silt.res.mi, clay.res.mi,dem1.nn,dem1.nn.in)
405 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_nnrckResults.RData", sep = "/"))
406
407 writeGDAL(dem3["CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
408 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/nnrckclay.tif", sep = "/"),
409 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
410
411 writeGDAL(dem3["SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
412 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/nnrcksilt.tif", sep = "/"),
413 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
414
415 writeGDAL(dem3["SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK"], drivername = "GTiff", type = "Float32",
416 paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/nnrcksand.tif", sep = "/"),
417 mvFlag = -9999, options = c("TFW = YES", "DECIMAL_PRECISION = 3"))
418
419 # end of script , costara_nnrck20_vDiss.R, 04.07.2014
.4.16 costara nnEval vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Validation of various digital soil mapping techniques , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 22.03.2015
7
8 # evaluate neural network modelling of alr -transformed soil separates
9 # neural interpretation diagram , relative importance of inputs
10
11 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
12
13 rm(list = ls())
14
15 library(NeuralNetTools); library(ggplot2)
16 # R v3.1.3, NeuralNetTools_1.0.1, ggplot2_1.0.0
17
18 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_nnResults.RData", sep = "/"))
19
20 # neural interpretation diagram:
21 # https://
22 # beckmw.wordpress.com/2013/11/14/visualizing -neural -networks -in-r-update/
23
24 z <- c("CLAYalr", "SILTalr")
25 zn <- c("alr Clay", "alr Silt")
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26
27 pdf("costara_nid_v5.pdf", width = 8.27, height = 5.69)
28 #par(mar = numeric (4), family = "serif")
29 par(mar = numeric (4))
30 plotnet(mlp , rel_rsc = 4, cex_val = 1, alpha_val = .65, bord_col = "black",
31 x_lab = prd.in , y_lab = zn, circle_col = as.list(c("black", "gray60")))
32 dev.off()
33
34
35 # relative importance of input variables using Garson ’s algorithm:
36 gs <- NULL
37 gs[[1]] <- garson(mlp , "Output_1", bar_plot = FALSE)
38 gs[[2]] <- garson(mlp , "Output_2", bar_plot = FALSE)
39 # output -var must be named as in mlp$snnsObject$getUnitDefinitions ()
40
41 n.garson <- length(prd.in) * length(z); n.garson
42 j <- 1
43
44 # prepare data.frame for ggplot2:
45 garson <- data.frame(
46 RI = rep(1,n.garson), METHOD = rep(1,n.garson), VARS = rep(1,n.garson))
47 for (t in 1: length(z)) {
48 for (i in 1: length(prd.in)) {
49 garson[j,"RI"] <- gs[[t]][i,"rel_imp"]
50 garson[j,"METHOD"] <- prd.in[i]
51 garson[j,"VARS"] <- z[t]
52 j <- j + 1
53 }
54 }
55
56 garson[which(garson$VARS == "CLAYalr"),"VARS"] <- "alr Clay"
57 garson[which(garson$VARS == "SILTalr"),"VARS"] <- "alr Silt"
58
59 # change plot order of facet grid by changing the order of levels with factor ():
60 garson$METHOD <- factor(garson$METHOD , levels = prd.in)
61 garson$VARS <- factor(garson$VARS , levels = zn)
62
63 garson [,1] <- garson [,1] * 100 # --> in percent
64
65 garson
66
67 p.garson <- ggplot(data = garson ,
68 aes(x = METHOD , y = RI, width = .75)) +
69 geom_bar(stat = "identity", fill = "black") +
70 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 2) +
71 labs(x = "\nNN/MLP input variables", y = "Relative importance in %\n") +
72 theme_bw(base_size = 12) +
73 theme(strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
74 axis.text.y = element_text(size = 12),
75 axis.title = element_text(size = 12),
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76 axis.text.x = element_text(angle = 45, size = 12, hjust = 1),
77 panel.grid.major.x = element_blank ())
78 print(p.garson)
79
80 ggsave("costara_garson_v1.pdf", p.garson , width = 8.27, height = 6.19)
81 print(p.garson)
82 dev.off()
83
84 # end of script , costara_nnEval_vDiss.R, 21.03.2015
.4.17 costara modelcomp20 vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Comparison of various digital soil mapping techniques , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 09.04.2015
7
8 # compare neural network residual cokriging of alr -transformed soil separates
9 # with five (common) DSM techniques (IDW , OK , RK , COK , UCOK)
10
11 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
12
13 rm(list = ls())
14
15 library(rgdal); library(gstat); library(RColorBrewer); library(compositions)
16 library(caret); library(ggplot2); library(spdep); library(soiltexture)
17 library(irr); library(directlabels) # irr = inter -rater reliability
18 # R v3.0.2, gstat_1.0-16, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, compositions_1.40-1
19 # caret_6.0-22, ggplot2_0.9.3.1 , spdep_0.5-74, soiltexture_1.2.13 , irr_0.84
20 # directlabels_2013.6.15
21
22 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_nnrckResults.RData", sep = "/"))
23 dem1 <- dem3
24 proj4string(dc) <-
25 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
26 proj4string(dv) <-
27 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
28 proj4string(dem1) <-
29 CRS("+proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
30
31
32 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
33 ## Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW):
34 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
35
36 # with fixed idp -value = 2.0:
37 idp.opt <- 2.0; idp.opt2 <- 2.0
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38
39 idw.out <- idw(CLAY ~ 1, dc, dem1 , idp = idp.opt)
40 idw.out2 <- idw(SILT ~ 1, dc , dem1 , idp = idp.opt2)
41 idw.dv <- idw(CLAY ~ 1, dc, dv, idp = idp.opt)
42 idw.dv2 <- idw(SILT ~ 1, dc, dv , idp = idp.opt2)
43
44 dem3$CLAY_IDW <- idw.out$var1.pred; dem3$SILT_IDW <- idw.out2$var1.pred
45 dv$CLAY_IDW <- idw.dv$var1.pred; dv$SILT_IDW <- idw.dv2$var1.pred
46
47 # sand , calculated as difference from predicted clay + silt:
48 dem3$SAND_IDWd <- 100 - dem3$SILT_IDW - dem3$CLAY_IDW
49 dv$SAND_IDWd <- 100 - dv$SILT_IDW - dv$CLAY_IDW
50
51 dem3$CLAY_IDW[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
52 dem3$SILT_IDW[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
53 dem3$SAND_IDWd[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
54
55 rm(idp.opt ,idp.opt2 ,idw.out ,idw.out2 ,idw.dv,idw.dv2)
56
57
58 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
59 ## Ordinary Kriging (OK):
60 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
61
62 va.cl <- variogram(CLAY ~ 1, loc = dc, cutoff = 4250, width = 125)
63 vm.cl <- vgm(80, "Sph", 750, 15); vmf.cl <- fit.variogram(va.cl, vm.cl)
64 vm.cl <- vgm(40, "Sph", 2250, add.to = vmf.cl)
65 vmf2.cl <- fit.variogram(va.cl, vm.cl)
66
67 va.si <- variogram(SILT ~ 1, loc = dc, cutoff = 4250, width = 125)
68 vm.si <- vgm(35, "Sph", 2500, 15)
69 vmf.si <- fit.variogram(va.si, vm.si , fit.method = 7)
70
71 ok.out <- krige(CLAY ~ 1, dc , dem1 , model = vmf2.cl)
72 ok.out2 <- krige(SILT ~ 1, dc , dem1 , model = vmf.si)
73 ok.dv <- krige(CLAY ~ 1, dc, dv , model = vmf2.cl)
74 ok.dv2 <- krige(SILT ~ 1, dc , dv , model = vmf.si)
75
76 dem3$CLAY_OK <- ok.out$var1.pred; dem3$SILT_OK <- ok.out2$var1.pred
77 dv$CLAY_OK <- ok.dv$var1.pred; dv$SILT_OK <- ok.dv2$var1.pred
78
79 # sand , calculated as difference from predicted clay + silt:
80 dem3$SAND_OKd <- 100 - dem3$SILT_OK - dem3$CLAY_OK
81 dv$SAND_OKd <- 100 - dv$SILT_OK - dv$CLAY_OK
82
83 dem3$CLAY_OK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
84 dem3$SILT_OK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
85 dem3$SAND_OKd[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
86
87 rm(ok.out ,ok.out2 ,ok.dv,ok.dv2 ,va.cl ,va.si,vm.cl,vmf.cl,vmf2.cl ,vm.si,vmf.si)
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88
89
90 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
91 ## Regression Kriging (RK) = Kriging with external drift (KED):
92 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
93
94 #prd.in <- c(nm.signif.uncorr.explan ,
95 # "GEOPPR12", "GEOPPR22", "GEOPPR470", "GEOPPR1465 ") # defined predictors
96 # stepwise regression:
97 regr.start <- lm(CLAY ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
98 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465 , data = dc) # adj -r.squared = 0.14
99 regr <- step(regr.start , direction = "backward") # adj -r.squared = 0.16
100 regr.fwd <- step(lm(CLAY ~ 1, dc), scope = list(lower = CLAY ~ 1,
101 upper = CLAY ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
102 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465), direction = "forward")
103 # forward and backward lead to the same result: CLAY ~ ELEV + GEOPPR1465
104
105 regr.start <- lm(CLAY ~ GEOPPR22 + SAGAWI + GEOPPR1465 + GEOPPR12 + ELEV +
106 GEOPPR470 + INSOLAT , data = dc); summary(regr.start)
107 regr <- step(regr.start , direction = "backward"); summary(regr)
108 # another order yields the same result as above --> very good
109
110 regr.start2 <- lm(SILT ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
111 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465 , data = dc); summary(regr.start2) # adj -r.squared =
0.22
112 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward"); summary(regr2) # 0.22
113 regr.fwd2 <- step(lm(SILT ~ 1, dc), scope = list(lower = SILT ~ 1,
114 upper = SILT ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
115 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465), direction = "forward"); summary(regr.fwd2)
116 # final regression formula: SILT ~ ELEV + INSOLAT + GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465
117
118 regr.start2 <- lm(SILT ~ GEOPPR22 + SAGAWI + GEOPPR1465 + GEOPPR12 + ELEV +
119 GEOPPR470 + INSOLAT , data = dc); summary(regr.start2)
120 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward"); summary(regr2)
121 # another order yields the same result as above
122
123 regr <- lm(CLAY ~ ELEV + GEOPPR1465 , data = dc) # r.squared = 0.17
124 regr2 <- lm(SILT ~ ELEV + INSOLAT + GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465 , data = dc) # r2: .24
125
126 rva.cl <- variogram(formula(regr), loc = dc , cutoff = 4250, width = 125)
127 rvm.cl <- vgm(60,"Exp" ,750,15); rvmf.cl <- fit.variogram(rva.cl, rvm.cl)
128
129 rva.si<- variogram(formula(regr2), loc = dc, cutoff = 4250, width = 125)
130 rvm.si <- vgm(30, "Exp", 750, vmf.si[1,2])
131 rvmf.si <-
132 fit.variogram(rva.si, rvm.si, fit.sills = c(F,T), fit.method = 6) # 6 = OLS
133
134 ked.out <- krige(formula(regr), dc, dem1 , model = rvmf.cl)
135 ked.out2 <- krige(formula(regr2), dc , dem1 , model = rvmf.si)
136 ked.dv <- krige(formula(regr), dc, dv, model = rvmf.cl)
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137 ked.dv2 <- krige(formula(regr2), dc, dv , model = rvmf.si)
138
139 dem3$CLAY_KED <- ked.out$var1.pred; dem3$SILT_KED <- ked.out2$var1.pred
140 dv$CLAY_KED <- ked.dv$var1.pred; dv$SILT_KED <- ked.dv2$var1.pred
141
142 # sand , calculated as difference from predicted clay + silt:
143 dem3$SAND_KEDd <- 100 - dem3$SILT_KED - dem3$CLAY_KED
144 dv$SAND_KEDd <- 100 - dv$SILT_KED - dv$CLAY_KED
145
146 dem3$CLAY_KED[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
147 dem3$SILT_KED[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
148 dem3$SAND_KEDd[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
149
150 rm(regr ,regr2 ,rva.cl,rvm.cl ,rvmf.cl ,rva.si,rvm.si ,rvmf.si,
151 ked.dv,ked.dv2 ,ked.out ,ked.out2 ,regr.fwd ,regr.fwd2 ,regr.start ,regr.start2)
152
153
154 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
155 ## Ordinary Cokriging (COK):
156 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
157
158 # fitting linear model of coregionalization to (cross -) variograms:
159 g <- gstat(NULL , id = "CLAYalr", form = CLAYalr ~ 1, data = dc)
160 g <- gstat(g, id = "SILTalr", form = SILTalr ~ 1, data = dc)
161
162 va.cross <- variogram(g, cutoff = 4250, width = 125)
163 va <- variogram(CLAY ~ 1, loc = dc, cutoff = 4250, width = 125)
164 vm <- vgm(80, "Sph", 750, 15); vmf <- fit.variogram(va, vm)
165 vm <- vgm(40, "Sph", 2250, add.to = vmf)
166 vmf2 <- fit.variogram(va , vm)
167
168 va.cross <- variogram(g, cutoff = 3000, width = 125)
169 va <- variogram(CLAY ~ 1, loc = dc, cutoff = 3000, width = 125)
170 vm <- vgm(80, "Sph", 750, 15); vmf <- fit.variogram(va, vm)
171 vm <- vgm(40, "Lin", 3000, add.to = vmf)
172 vmf2 <- fit.variogram(va , vm)
173
174 g <- gstat(g, id = "CLAYalr", model = vmf2 , fill.all = T)
175 g <- fit.lmc(va.cross , g)
176
177 g.cok <- g; va.cross.cok <- va.cross
178
179 cok.out <- predict.gstat(g, dem1)
180 dem1$CLAY_COKALR <- cok.out$CLAYalr.pred
181 dem1$SILT_COKALR <- cok.out$SILTalr.pred
182
183 dem1.alr <- matrix(c(dem1$CLAY_COKALR , dem1$SILT_COKALR),
184 nrow = length(dem1$ELEV), ncol = 2, dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
185 dem1.comp.back <- alrInv(dem1.alr)
186 dem3$CLAY_COKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,1] * 100
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187 dem3$SILT_COKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,2] * 100
188 dem3$SAND_COKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,3] * 100
189
190 dem3$CLAY_COKALRBACK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
191 dem3$SILT_COKALRBACK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
192 dem3$SAND_COKALRBACK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
193
194
195 cok.dv <- predict.gstat(g, dv)
196 dv$CLAY_COKALR <- cok.dv$CLAYalr.pred
197 dv$SILT_COKALR <- cok.dv$SILTalr.pred
198
199 # backtranform (biased) = additive generalized logistic (agl) transform:
200 dv.alr <- matrix(c(dv$CLAY_COKALR , dv$SILT_COKALR),
201 nrow = length(dv$CLAYalr), ncol = 2, dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
202 d.comp.back <- alrInv(dv.alr)
203 dv$CLAY_COKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,1] * 100
204 dv$SILT_COKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,2] * 100
205 dv$SAND_COKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,3] * 100
206
207 rm(va,vm ,vmf ,vmf2 ,va.cross ,cok.dv,cok.out ,d.comp.back ,dem1.comp.back ,g)
208
209
210 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
211 ## Regression cokriging (RCOK):
212 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
213
214 #prd.in <- c(nm.signif.uncorr.explan ,
215 # "GEOPPR12", "GEOPPR22", "GEOPPR470", "GEOPPR1465 ") # defined predictors
216 # stepwise regression:
217 regr.start <- lm(CLAYalr ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
218 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465 , data = dc)
219 regr <- step(regr.start , direction = "backward"); summary(regr) # 0.20
220 # CLAYalr ~ ELEV + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 + GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465
221
222 regr.start2 <- lm(SILTalr ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
223 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465 , data = dc)
224 regr2 <- step(regr.start2 , direction = "backward"); summary(regr2) # 0.26
225 # SILTalr ~ ELEV + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 + GEOPPR470
226
227 # fitting linear model of coregionalization to (cross -) variograms:
228 g <- gstat(NULL , id = "CLAYalr", form = formula(regr), data = dc)
229 g <- gstat(g, id = "SILTalr", form = formula(regr2), data = dc)
230 va.cross <- variogram(g, cutoff = 1000, width = 125)
231 va <- variogram(CLAYalr ~ ELEV + SAGAWI + INSOLAT + GEOPPR12 + GEOPPR22 +
232 GEOPPR470 + GEOPPR1465 , loc = dc, cutoff = 1000, width = 125)
233 vm <- vgm(.15, "Sph", 500, .05); vmf <- fit.variogram(va, vm , fit.method = 7)
234 g <- gstat(g, id = "CLAYalr", model = vmf , fill.all = T)
235 g <- fit.lmc(va.cross , g)
236
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237 ucok.out <- predict.gstat(g, dem1)
238 dem1$CLAY_UCOKALR <- ucok.out$CLAYalr.pred
239 dem1$SILT_UCOKALR <- ucok.out$SILTalr.pred
240
241 dem1.alr <- matrix(c(dem1$CLAY_UCOKALR , dem1$SILT_UCOKALR),
242 nrow = length(dem1$ELEV), ncol = 2, dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
243 dem1.comp.back <- alrInv(dem1.alr)
244 dem3$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,1] * 100
245 dem3$SILT_UCOKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,2] * 100
246 dem3$SAND_UCOKALRBACK <- dem1.comp.back[,3] * 100
247
248 dem3$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
249 dem3$SILT_UCOKALRBACK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
250 dem3$SAND_UCOKALRBACK[which(is.na(dem3$ELEV))] <- NA
251
252
253 ucok.dv <- predict.gstat(g, dv)
254 dv$CLAY_UCOKALR <- ucok.dv$CLAYalr.pred
255 dv$SILT_UCOKALR <- ucok.dv$SILTalr.pred
256
257 # backtranform (biased) = additive generalized logistic (agl) transform:
258 dv.alr <- matrix(c(dv$CLAY_UCOKALR , dv$SILT_UCOKALR),
259 nrow = length(dv$CLAYalr), ncol = 2, dimnames = list(NULL , c("CLAY", "SILT")))
260 d.comp.back <- alrInv(dv.alr)
261 dv$CLAY_UCOKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,1] * 100
262 dv$SILT_UCOKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,2] * 100
263 dv$SAND_UCOKALRBACK <- d.comp.back[,3] * 100
264
265 rm(va,vm ,vmf ,va.cross ,ucok.dv,ucok.out ,d.comp.back ,dem1.comp.back ,g,
266 va.cross.cok ,g.cok ,regr ,regr2 ,regr.start ,regr.start2)
267
268
269 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
270 ## Prediction maps:
271 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
272
273 #catchm <- readOGR(dsn = "phd_calc_input", layer = "costara_catchm_v1")
274 #proj4string(catchm) <-
275 # CRS("+ proj=utm +zone =32 +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 +units=m +no_defs")
276
277 #pts.c <- list("sp.points", dc, pch = 19, col = "black", cex = .6, alpha = 1)
278 #pts.v <- list("sp.points", dv, pch = 21, col = "black", alpha = 1, cex = .6)
279
280 #cat <- fortify(catchm , region = "NAME")
281 #ptc <- as.data.frame(pts.c); ptv <- as.data.frame(pts.v)
282 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
283 methods <- c("NNRCK", "IDW", "OK", "RK", "COK", "RCOK")
284 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
285 methods3 <-
286 c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDWd", "OKd", "KEDd", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
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287 dem <- as.data.frame(dem3)
288
289 cmap <- list(NULL)
290 for (i in 1: length(z)) {
291 #i <- 2
292 if(z[i] == "SAND") methods2 <- methods3
293 cdemm <- dem[,c(paste(z[i], methods2 [1], sep = "_"),"x","y")]
294 cdemm$METHOD <- methods [1]
295 colnames(cdemm) <- c("VALUE", "x", "y", "METHOD")
296 for (q in 2: length(methods)) {
297 x <- dem[,c(paste(z[i], methods2[q], sep = "_"),"x","y")]
298 x$METHOD <- methods[q]; colnames(x) <- c("VALUE", "x", "y", "METHOD")
299 cdemm <- rbind(cdemm , x)
300 }
301 # grap the overall maximum value from all model predictions involved:
302 max.max <- max(apply(dem[,c(paste(z[i], methods2 , sep = "_"))], 2, max))
303 # create the legend for the desired map collection (classify automatically):
304 brks <- seq(0,ceiling(max.max/9) * 9, ceiling(max.max/9))
305 brks1 <- brks [1: length(brks) - 1]; brks2 <- brks [2: length(brks)]
306 cdemm$CUTV <- cut(cdemm$VALUE , breaks = brks)
307 levels(cdemm$CUTV) <- c(paste0(brks1 , " - ", brks2))
308 # change plot order of facets by changing the order of levels with factor ():
309 cdemm$METHOD <- factor(cdemm$METHOD , levels = methods)
310
311 cmap[[i]] <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
312 geom_raster(aes(x, y, fill = CUTV), data = cdemm) +
313 geom_point(mapping = aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH), size = 1,
314 data = ptv , shape = 21) +
315 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
316 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
317 coord_equal() +
318 theme_bw(base_size = 12, base_family = "Helvetica") +
319 scale_fill_brewer(name = "Content in %", palette = "YlOrBr") +
320 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n") +
321 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4361000 ,4363000)) +
322 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508000 ,510000 ,512000 ,514000)) +
323 facet_wrap(~ METHOD , ncol = 2) +
324 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5),
325 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12))
326
327 ggsave(paste(path.fig ,
328 paste("costara_modelcompMaps_", tolower(z[i]), "_v4.pdf", sep = ""),
329 sep = "/"), cmap[[i]], width = 8.27, height = 6.19)
330 print(cmap[[i]])
331 dev.off()
332 }
333 rm(x,brks ,brks1 ,brks2 ,cmap ,i,max.max ,methods2 ,q)
334 # remaining objects: z, methods , methods3 , cdemm
335
336
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337 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
338 ## Count of best predictions for different methods in percentage terms:
339 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
340
341 # very similar to what is proposed by Vasat et al. 2013:
342 # Mapping the Topsoil pH and Humus Quality of Forest Soils in the North Bohemian
343 # J i z e r s k hory Mts. Region with Ordinary , Universal , and Regression Kriging:
344 # Cross -Validation Comparison
345
346 meth.r <- 1:6
347 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
348
349 best.model <- rep(list(NULL), 3) # initialize a list
350 for (i in 1: length(z)) {
351 for (q in 1: length(dv)) {
352 res.p <- NULL
353 for (t in 1: length(methods)) {
354 if(z[i] == "SAND") methods2 <- methods3
355 res.p[t] <- abs(
356 dv@data[q,z[i]] - dv@data[q,paste(z[i], methods2[t], sep = "_")])
357 }
358 best.model[[i]][q] <- meth.r[which(res.p == min(res.p))]
359 }
360 }
361
362 round(table(best.model [[1]])*100/length(dv), 0)
363 round(table(best.model [[2]])*100/length(dv), 0)
364 round(table(best.model [[3]])*100/length(dv), 0)
365
366 rm(i,q,res.p,meth.r,methods2 ,t) # keep: best.model
367
368
369 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
370 ## Histograms of model residuals:
371 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
372
373 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
374 xh <- rep(list(data.frame(NNRCK = rep(1,length(dv)), IDW = rep(1,length(dv)),
375 OK = rep(1,length(dv)), RK = rep(1,length(dv)),
376 COK = rep(1,length(dv)), RCOK = rep(1,length(dv)))), 3)
377 for (i in 1: length(z)) {
378 for (q in 1: length(methods2)) {
379 if(z[i] == "SAND") methods2 <- methods3
380 xh[[i]][q] <- dv@data[,paste(z[i], methods2[q], sep = "_")] - dv@data[,z[i]]
381 }
382 }
383
384 hk <- 3.49 * sd(xh [[1]][ ,1]) * n[1]^( -1/3) # hk = 4.965 --> appr. 5
385
386 n.hist <- length(dv) * length(methods) * length(z)
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387 j <- 1
388
389 # prepare data.frame for ggplot2:
390 hist <- data.frame(VALUE = rep(1,n.hist), METHOD = rep(1,n.hist),
391 VARS = rep(1,n.hist))
392 for (t in 1: length(z)) {
393 for (i in 1: length(methods)) {
394 for (q in 1: length(dv)) {
395 hist[j,"VALUE"] <- xh[[t]][q,i]
396 hist[j,"METHOD"] <- methods[i]
397 hist[j,"VARS"] <- z[t]
398 j <- j + 1
399 }
400 }
401 }
402
403 hist[which(hist$VAR == "CLAY"),"VARS"] <- "Clay"
404 hist[which(hist$VAR == "SILT"),"VARS"] <- "Silt"
405 hist[which(hist$VAR == "SAND"),"VARS"] <- "Sand"
406
407 # change plot order of facet grid by changing the order of levels with factor ():
408 hist$METHOD <- factor(hist$METHOD ,
409 levels = c("NNRCK", "IDW", "OK", "RK", "COK", "RCOK"))
410 hist$VARS <- factor(hist$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
411
412 hist.r <- ggplot(data = hist , aes(x = VALUE)) +
413 geom_histogram(aes(y = ..count ..), binwidth = 5) +
414 facet_grid(METHOD ~ VARS) +
415 labs(x = "\nResidual content in %", y = "Counts\n") +
416 scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(0,15,5)) +
417 scale_x_continuous(limits = c(-40,40), breaks = seq(-20,40,20)) +
418 theme_bw(base_size = 12, base_family = "Helvetica") +
419 theme(strip.text = element_text(size = 14),
420 axis.text.y = element_text(size = 14),
421 axis.title = element_text(size = 14),
422 axis.text.x = element_text(size = 14),
423 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
424
425 # add mean and standard deviation as text elements into the histogram plots:
426 n.num <- length(methods) * length(z)
427
428 res.num <- data.frame(MEAN = rep(1,n.num), SD = rep(1,n.num),
429 METHOD = rep(1,n.num), VARS = rep(1,n.num))
430 res.num$MEAN <- c(round(colMeans(xh [[1]]) ,3), round(colMeans(xh [[2]]) ,3),
431 round(colMeans(xh [[3]]) ,3))
432 res.num$SD <- c(round(sapply(xh[[1]],sd) ,3), round(sapply(xh[[2]],sd) ,3),
433 round(sapply(xh[[3]] ,sd) ,3))
434 res.num$METHOD <- rep(names(sapply(xh[[1]],sd)) ,3)
435 res.num$VARS <- c(rep("Clay" ,6), rep("Silt" ,6), rep("Sand" ,6))
436
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437 hist.r2 <- hist.r +
438 geom_text(data = res.num , aes(x = -38.5, y = 16.25 ,
439 label = paste("mu == ", round(MEAN ,2), sep = "")),
440 vjust = 0.5, hjust = 0, parse = TRUE , size = 4) +
441 geom_text(data = res.num , aes(x = -38.5, y = 13.25 ,
442 label = paste("sigma == ", round(SD ,2), sep = "")),
443 vjust = 0.5, hjust = 0, parse = TRUE , size = 4)
444 print(hist.r2)
445
446 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "costara_resHists_v3.pdf", sep = "/"),
447 hist.r2 , width = 8.27, height = 11.69)
448 print(hist.r2)
449 dev.off()
450 rm(i,q,t,methods2 ,xh,hist ,n.num ,n.hist ,j,hk,res.num ,hist.r,hist.r2)
451
452
453 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
454 ## Evaluation of spatial agreement:
455 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
456
457 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
458 # using kappa statistics (Cohen 1960):
459 # classify according to the USDA classification:
460 tri <- list()
461 tri.nm <- as.data.frame(matrix(ncol = 6,
462 nrow = length(which(!is.na(dem3$CLAY_IDW)))))
463 colnames(tri.nm) = methods
464 for (i in 1: length(methods)) {
465 df <- dem3@data[which(!is.na(dem3$CLAY_IDW)),
466 c(paste(z[1], methods2[i], sep = "_"), paste(z[2], methods2[i], sep = "_"),
467 paste(z[3], methods3[i], sep = "_"))]
468 colnames(df) <- z
469 tri[[i]] <- TT.points.in.classes(tri.data = df,class.sys = "USDA.TT",
470 base.css.ps.lim = c(0 ,2 ,63 ,2000))
471 for (q in 1:dim(tri [[1]]) [1]) {
472 tri.nm[q,methods[i]] <- names(which(tri[[i]][q,] == 1))
473 }
474 } # this takes some time
475
476 # calculate Cohen ’s kappa statistic for each method -combination:
477 kappa <- matrix(ncol = length(methods), nrow = length(methods))
478 colnames(kappa) <- methods; rownames(kappa) <- methods; kappa
479
480 for (i in 1: length(methods)) {
481 for (q in 2: length(methods)) {
482 kappa[i,q] <- round(kappa2(tri.nm[,c(i,q)],"unweighted")$value ,3)
483 }
484 }
485 diag(kappa) <- 1.0; kappa[lower.tri(kappa)] <- NA; kappa
486 rm(i,q,tri ,tri.nm ,lang.par2 ,df) # keep: kappa
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487
488
489 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
490 ## Bubble plots of validation residuals:
491 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
492
493 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
494 bmx <- dv; dv.id <- as.data.frame(dv[,1]); msc <- list(NULL)
495 for (i in 1: length(z)){
496 bmx@data[paste(z[i], "RES", sep = "_")] <-
497 dv@data[,z[i]] - dv@data[,paste(z[i], methods2 [1], sep = "_")]
498 msc[[i]] <- as.data.frame(
499 cbind(bmx$ID, bmx@data[,paste(z[i], "RES", sep = "_")]))
500 colnames(msc[[i]]) <- c("PNTID", "RES")
501 msc[[i]]$EAST <- dv.id[,2]; msc[[i]]$NORTH <- dv.id[,3]
502 # define whether the model over - or under -estimates:
503 msc[[i]]$SIGN <- ifelse(msc[[i]]$RES > 0,
504 msc[[i]]$SIGN <- "Underestimated", msc[[i]]$SIGN <- "Overestimated")
505 msc[[i]]$VARS <- z[i] # needed for facets in ggplot2
506 }
507
508 msc3 <- rbind(msc[[1]] , msc[[2]], msc [[3]])
509 msc3[which(msc3$VARS == "CLAY"),"VARS"] <- "Clay"
510 msc3[which(msc3$VARS == "SILT"),"VARS"] <- "Silt"
511 msc3[which(msc3$VARS == "SAND"),"VARS"] <- "Sand"
512 msc3$VARS <- factor(msc3$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
513
514 pr.br <- pretty(c(min(abs(msc3$RES)), max(abs(msc3$RES))))
515
516 val.r <- ggplot(cat , aes(long , lat)) +
517 geom_point(data = msc3 , aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH , size = abs(RES),
518 fill = SIGN), shape = 21, colour = "black") +
519 scale_size_area(breaks = pr.br, max_size = 9) +
520 geom_polygon(size = .5, linetype = "dashed", color = "black",
521 fill = "grey40", alpha = 0) +
522 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 2) +
523 coord_equal() +
524 theme_bw(base_size = 15, base_family = "Helvetica") +
525 guides(fill = guide_legend(order = 2, override.aes = list(size = 4,
526 shape = 21)), size = guide_legend(order = 1, override.aes = list(
527 colour = "black", shape = 21))) +
528 labs(x = "\nUTM -E/m", y = "UTM -N/m\n", fill = "Misprediction",
529 size = "Absolute residual\ncontent in %") +
530 scale_y_continuous(breaks = c(4361000 ,4363000)) +
531 scale_x_continuous(breaks = c(508000 ,510000 ,512000 ,514000)) +
532 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(angle = 90, hjust = .5, size = 14),
533 axis.title = element_text(size = 14),
534 axis.text.x = element_text(size = 14),
535 axis.title.x = element_text(hjust = .25),
536 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 15),
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537 legend.position = c(.75 ,.25), legend.box = "horizontal",
538 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
539
540 pnt511.lab <- data.frame(EAST = 511258 , NORTH = 4362297 ,
541 VARS = factor("Clay",levels = c("Clay","Silt","Sand"))); pnt511.lab
542
543 val.r2 <- val.r +
544 geom_text(data = pnt511.lab , aes(x = EAST , y = NORTH , label = "511"), size =
4)
545
546 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "costara_resBubble_v5.pdf", sep = "/"),
547 val.r2, width = 11.69, height = 7.07)
548 print(val.r2)
549 dev.off()
550 rm(msc3 ,bmx ,i,methods2 ,msc ,pr.br,val.r,val.r2)
551
552 rm(dem1.alr ,dv.alr ,z,methods ,methods3)
553 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_modelcompResults.RData",sep = "/"))
554
555
556 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
557 ## Examine OK/COK differences:
558 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
559
560 ind <- which(dv$SAND >= 70); ind
561 dv[ind , c("ID","SAND","SAND_OKd","SAND_COKALRBACK")] # 513, 816
562 mean(abs(dv$SAND_OKd - dv$SAND_COKALRBACK)) # 1.53
563 mean(abs(dv$SAND_OKd[-ind] - dv$SAND_COKALRBACK[-ind])) # 1.41
564 dv@data[ind ,"SAND_OKd"] - dv@data[ind ,"SAND_COKALRBACK"]
565 # --> -4.43/ -3.62; 88.64/80.70 (true) vs. 67.71/63.23 (OK) vs. 72.15/66.85 (COK)
566
567 plot(as.factor(dv$ID), dv$SAND)
568 points(dv$SAND_OKd , col = "red"); points(dv$SAND_COKALRBACK , col = "blue")
569
570 # end of script , costara_modelcomp20_vDiss.R, 25.07.2014
.4.18 costara valid vDiss.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Validation of various digital soil mapping techniques , Rio di Costara ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 07.05.2015
7
8 # validate neural network residual cokriging of alr -transformed soil separates
9 # compare with five common DSM techniques (IDW , OK, RK, COK , UCOK)
10
11 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
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12
13 rm(list = ls())
14
15 library(rgdal); library(gstat); library(RColorBrewer); library(compositions)
16 library(caret); library(ggplot2); library(spdep)
17 # R v3.0.2, gstat_1.0-16, rgdal_0.8-15, RColorBrewer_1.0-5, compositions_1.40-1
18 # caret_6.0-22, ggplot2_0.9.3.1 , spdep_0.5-74
19
20 load(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_modelcompResults.RData", sep = "/"))
21
22
23 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24 ## Univariate validation (residual -based + association -based):
25 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
26
27 source("valid_measures.R")
28
29 z <- c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND")
30 methods <- c("NNRCK", "IDW", "OK", "RK", "COK", "RCOK")
31 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
32 methods3 <-
33 c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDWd", "OKd", "KEDd", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
34
35 val.msr <- univar_error_metrics(data = dv@data , targets = z,
36 methods.nm = methods , methods.attr1 = methods2 , methods.attr2 = methods3 ,
37 sp.obj = dv)
38
39
40 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
41 ## Combined goodness of estimation measure:
42 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
43
44 methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK", "IDW", "OK", "KED", "COKALRBACK", "UCOKALRBACK")
45 nm <- length(methods2)
46 stress.msr <- data.frame(STRESS = rep(1,nm)); rownames(stress.msr) <- methods
47
48 delta.ij <- NULL; delta.z0.ij <- NULL; j <- 2
49 for (q in 1: length(methods2)) {
50 x <- acomp(dv@data , parts = c("CLAY", "SILT", "SAND"), total = 100)
51 y <- acomp(dv@data , parts = c(paste(z[1], methods2[q], sep = "_"),
52 paste(z[2], methods2[q], sep = "_"),
53 paste(z[3], methods3[q], sep = "_")), total = 100)
54 delta.ij <- NULL; delta.z0.ij <- NULL; j <- 2
55 for (i in 1:( length(x[,1]) -1)) {
56 delta.ij[i] <- sum((clr(x[i,]) - clr(x[j,]))^2)
57 delta.z0.ij[i] <- sum((clr(y[i,]) - clr(y[j,]))^2)
58 j <- j + 1
59 }
60 stress.msr[q,1] <- sqrt(sum((delta.ij - delta.z0.ij)^2)/sum(delta.ij^2))
61 }; stress.msr
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62 rm(i,j,q,x,y,delta.ij ,delta.z0.ij,methods ,methods2)
63
64
65 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
66 ## Scatterplots of obs vs. pred regression:
67 #-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
68
69 # NNRCK only:
70 lr1 <- lm((dv$CLAY ~ dv$CLAY_NNRCOKALRBACK))
71 lr2 <- lm((dv$SILT ~ dv$SILT_NNRCOKALRBACK))
72 lr3 <- lm((dv$SAND ~ dv$SAND_NNRCOKALRBACK))
73
74 methods <- c("NNRCK"); methods2 <- c("NNRCOKALRBACK")
75
76 yx <- NULL; yx.lm <- list(NULL); lines = list(NULL); y <- NULL; x <- NULL
77 for (i in 1: length(z)){
78 y <- dv@data[,z[i]]
79 x <- dv@data[,paste(z[i], methods2 [1], sep = "_")]
80 yx[[i]] <- data.frame(Y = y, X = x, VARS = z[i])
81 yx[[i]]$VARS <- as.character(yx[[i]]$VARS)
82 yx.lm[[i]] <- lm(y ~ x)
83 # preparing elements for 1:1 and regression lines in scatterplots:
84 lines[[i]] <- as.data.frame(cbind(as.numeric(yx.lm[[i]]$coefficients [2]),
85 as.numeric(yx.lm[[i]]$coefficients [1]),
86 as.numeric(summary(yx.lm[[i]])$r.squared)))
87 colnames(lines [[i]]) <- c("SLOPE_LM", "INTERC_LM", "RSQUARED_LM")
88 }
89
90 yx3 <- rbind(yx[[1]], yx[[2]] , yx [[3]])
91 line.e <- rbind(lines [[1]] , lines [[2]] , lines [[3]])
92
93 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "CLAY"),"VARS"] <- "Clay"
94 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "SILT"),"VARS"] <- "Silt"
95 yx3[which(yx3$VARS == "SAND"),"VARS"] <- "Sand"
96
97 line.e$VARS <- c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand")
98
99 yx3$VARS <- factor(yx3$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
100 line.e$VARS <- factor(line.e$VARS , levels = c("Clay", "Silt", "Sand"))
101
102 regr.sc <- ggplot(data = yx3 , aes(y = Y, x = X)) +
103 geom_point(shape = 1, size = 2) +
104 geom_abline(data = line.e,
105 mapping = aes(slope = SLOPE_LM , intercept = INTERC_LM)) +
106 geom_abline(
107 yintercept = 0, slope = 1, linetype = "dashed", colour = "gray50") +
108 scale_x_continuous(limits = c(0, 90)) +
109 scale_y_continuous(limits = c(0, 90)) +
110 labs(x = "\nPredicted value in %", y = "Observed value in %\n") +
111 facet_wrap(~ VARS , ncol = 3) +
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112 coord_equal() +
113 theme_bw(base_size = 12, base_family = "Helvetica") +
114 theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size = 12),
115 axis.title = element_text(size = 13),
116 axis.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
117 strip.text.x = element_text(size = 12),
118 panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
119 print(regr.sc)
120
121 regr.sc2 <- regr.sc +
122 geom_text(data = line.e, aes(x = 2.5, y = 85,
123 label = paste0("y = ", round(SLOPE_LM , 2), "x", round(INTERC_LM, 2))),
124 vjust = .5, hjust = 0, parse = FALSE , size = 4) +
125 geom_text(data = line.e, aes(x = 87.5, y = 5,
126 label = paste0("R^2 == ", round(RSQUARED_LM , 2))),
127 vjust = .5, hjust = 1, parse = TRUE , size = 4)
128 print(regr.sc2)
129
130 ggsave(paste(path.fig , "costara_valScatter_v2.pdf", sep = "/"),
131 regr.sc2 , width = 8.27, height = 3.64)
132 print(regr.sc2)
133 dev.off()
134
135 rm(line.e,yx3 ,i,lines ,lr1 ,lr2 ,lr3 ,
136 regr.sc ,regr.sc2 ,x,y,yx,yx.lm,z,methods ,methods2 ,methods3 ,nm)
137 save.image(paste(getwd(), "phd_calc_out/cos_validResults.RData", sep = "/"))
138
139 # end of script , costara_valid_vDiss.R, 27.07.2014
.4.19 descr statistics.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Calculate summary statistics as part of an exploratory data analysis ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 26.09.2014
7
8 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
9
10 summary_stats <- function(data , vars , export.latex = FALSE , path.to) {
11 j <- c("Min", "Max", "1st Qu.", "Median", "3rd Qu.", "Mean", "Std",
12 "Skewness", "Kurtosis", "Octile skew")
13 r <- 1; descr.d <- NULL
14 for (q in 1: length(data)) {
15 dd <- data[[q]]; k <- 1; a <- 1
16 descr <- data.frame(
17 z, 1: length(z), 1: length(z), 1: length(z), 1: length(z), 1: length(z),
18 1: length(z), 1: length(z), 1: length(z), 1: length(z), 1: length(z))
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19 names(descr) <- c("Target variables", j) # variable names
20 for (i in z) {
21 descr[k,"Min"] <- round(min(dd[,i]), digits = 2)
22 descr[k,"Max"] <- round(max(dd[,i]), 2)
23 descr[k,"1st Qu."] <- round(fivenum(dd[,i])[2], 2)
24 descr[k,"Median"] <- round(fivenum(dd[,i])[3], 2)
25 descr[k,"3rd Qu."] <- round(fivenum(dd[,i])[4], 2)
26 # fivenum --> hinges according to Tukey77 , same as used by bwplot function
27 descr[k,"Mean"] <- round(mean(dd[,i]), 2)
28 descr[k,"Std"] <- round(sd(dd[,i]), 2)
29 descr[k,"Skewness"] <-
30 round((sum((dd[,i] - mean(dd[,i]))^3) / length(dd[,i])) / sd(dd[,i])^3, 2)
31 descr[k,"Kurtosis"] <- round(
32 ((sum((dd[,i] - mean(dd[,i]))^4) / length(dd[,i])) / sd(dd[,i])^4) - 3, 2)
33 a <- quantile(
34 dd[,i], probs = c(.125 ,.5 ,.875), na.rm = FALSE , names = TRUE , type = 7)
35 descr[k,"Octile skew"] <- round (((a[3]-a[2]) - (a[2]-a[1]))/(a[3]-a[1]), 2)
36 k <- k + 1
37 }
38 descr.d[[q]] <- descr
39 }
40 if (export.latex == TRUE) {
41 library(xtable) # xtable_1.7-3
42 descr.out <- NULL
43 for (i in 1: length(descr.d)) {
44 descr.out <- xtable(descr.d[[i]], caption = "Summary statistics",
45 label = "tab:descr")
46 print.xtable(descr.out , file = path.to[i])
47 }
48 }
49 return(descr.d)
50 }
51 # end of function: summary_stats , 26.09.2014
.4.20 pearsons cor coeffs.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Calculate Pearsons correlation coefficients and scatterplot matrices ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 26.09.2014
7
8 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
9
10 pearsons_corr <- function(data , covars , targets , scatterplot.matrix = FALSE ,
11 cex.lab , path.to) {
12 cor.l <- NULL # initialize (cor)relation .(l)ist
13 for (q in 1: length(targets)) {
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14 k <- 1; cor.c <- data.frame(covars , 1: length(covars), 1: length(covars), NA)
15 names(cor.c) <- c("COVAR", "PEARSON", "PVALUE", "SIGNIFICANCE")
16 for (i in covars) {
17 cor.test.p <- cor.test(data[,targets[q]],
18 data[,i], method = "pearson", alternative = "two.sided")
19 cor.c[k,"PEARSON"] <- round(cor.test.p$estimate , 4)
20 cor.c[k,"PVALUE"] <- round(cor.test.p$p.value , 4)
21 ifelse(cor.test.p$p.value <= .001, cor.c[k,"SIGNIFICANCE"] <- "***",
22 ifelse(cor.test.p$p.value > .001 && cor.test.p$p.value <= .01,
23 cor.c[k,"SIGNIFICANCE"] <- "**",
24 ifelse(cor.test.p$p.value > .01 && cor.test.p$p.value < .05,
25 cor.c[k,"SIGNIFICANCE"] <- "*", cor.c[k,"SIGNIFICANCE"] <- "-")))
26 k <- k + 1
27 }
28 cor.l[[q]] <- cor.c
29 }
30 if (scatterplot.matrix == TRUE) {
31 # plot optimized for 12 variables
32 all.vars <- c(targets , covars)
33 pdf(path.to, width = 15, height = 15, pointsize = 15)
34 pairs(formula(paste0(" ~ ", paste(all.vars , collapse = "+"))),
35 data = data , main = "",
36 diag.panel = panel.hist , cex.labels = cex.lab , xaxt = "n", yaxt = "n",
37 font.labels = 2, lower.panel = panel.cor , upper.panel = panel.smooth)
38 dev.off()
39 }
40 return(cor.l)
41 }
42 # end of function: pearsons_corr , 26.09.2014
43
44 # histogram on the diagonal:
45 panel.hist <- function(x, ...) {
46 usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr)); par(usr = c(usr[1:2], 0, 1.5))
47 hd <- hist(x, plot = FALSE)
48 breaks <- hd$breaks
49 nB <- length(breaks)
50 y <- hd$counts
51 y <- y/max(y)
52 rect(breaks[-nB], 0, breaks[-1], y, col = "gray80", ...)
53 box()
54 }
55
56 # correlation coefficient in the lower panel:
57 panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, prefix = "", cex.cor , ...) {
58 usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr)); par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
59 r <- round(cor(x, y, method = "pearson"), 2)
60 c.test <- cor.test(x, y, method = "pearson", alternative = "two.sided")
61 ifelse(c.test$p.value <= .001, c.signif <- "***",
62 ifelse(c.test$p.value > .001 && c.test$p.value <= .01, c.signif <- "**",
63 ifelse(c.test$p.value > .01 && c.test$p.value < .05, c.signif <- "*",
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64 c.signif <- "")))
65 txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789) , digits = digits)[1]
66 txt <- paste(prefix , txt , sep = "")
67 if(missing(cex.cor)) cex <- 0.8/strwidth(txt)
68 text (0.5, 0.5, txt , cex = 1.9, font = 2)
69 text(1, .75, c.signif , cex = 1.9, pos = 2, col = "black")
70 }
71
72 # definition of points in the upper panel:
73 panel.smooth <- function (x, y,
74 col = "gray10", bg = NA , pch = 20, cex = 1, ...) {
75 points(x, y, pch = pch , col = col , bg = bg , cex = cex)
76 }
.4.21 kennard stone func.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Kennard -Stone algorithm to optimally split data into training/val. set ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 06.09.2014
7
8 # replacing Euclidean with Mahalanobis distance in SPXY -method from Galvao
9 # et al. 05 - A method for calibration and validation subset partitioning
10
11 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
12 # reference: Saptoro et al. 2012 - A Modified Kennard -Stone Algorithm for
13 # Optimal Division of Data for Developing Artificial Neural Network Models
14
15 # R v3.0.2
16
17 ks.galv <- function(X, y, nc, dist.calc = "euclidean") {
18 dminmax <- rep(0, times = nc) # initializes the vector of minimum distance
19 M <- nrow(X) # collects the number of objects in X (= nr of given samples)
20 samples <- 1:M
21 Dx <- mat.or.vec(nr = M, nc = M) # initializes the matrix of X-distances
22 Dy <- mat.or.vec(nr = M, nc = M) # initializes the matrix of y-distances
23 D <- mat.or.vec(nr = M, nc = M)
24 poss.dist.calc <- c("euclidean", "mahalanobis")
25 if (!is.na(pmatch(dist.calc , poss.dist.calc))) {
26 if (pmatch(dist.calc , poss.dist.calc) == 1) {
27 for (i in 1:(M - 1)) {
28 xa <- X[i,]; ya <- y[i,]
29 for (j in (i + 1):M) {
30 xb <- X[j,]; yb <- y[j,]
31 Dx[i,j] <- sqrt(sum((xa - xb)^2))
32 Dy[i,j] <- sqrt(sum((ya - yb)^2))
33 }
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34 }
35 Dxmax <- max(Dx) # returns the maximum value in Dx
36 Dymax <- max(Dy)
37
38 D <- Dx/Dxmax + Dy/Dymax # combines the X and y distances
39 } else if (pmatch(dist.calc , poss.dist.calc) == 2) {
40 # variance -covariance matrix:
41 X <- cbind(X,y)
42 Xm <- mat.or.vec(nr = (M * (M - 1))/2, nc = ncol(X))
43 k <- 1
44 for (i in 1:(M - 1)) {
45 xa <- X[i,]
46 for (j in (i + 1):M) {
47 xb <- X[j,]
48 Xm[k,] <- as.numeric(xa - xb)
49 k <- k + 1
50 }
51 } # calculates an n*(n-1)/2 x ncol(X) matrix
52 # each row represents the difference of a variable between two points
53 n.covar <- ncol(X)
54 vr <- apply(Xm , 2, var)
55 vcm <- mat.or.vec(nr = n.covar , nc = n.covar)
56 for (i in 1:(n.covar - 1)) {
57 xu <- Xm[,i]
58 for (j in (i + 1):n.covar) {
59 xv <- Xm[,j]
60 vcm[i,j] <- cov(xu , xv)
61 }
62 } # covariance written into upper -triangle of the variance -covariance matrix
63 diag(vcm) <- vr
64 vcm[lower.tri(vcm , diag = F)] <- t(vcm)[lower.tri(vcm , diag = F)]
65 for (i in 1:(M - 1)) {
66 xa <- X[i,]
67 for (j in (i + 1):M) {
68 xb <- X[j,]
69 D[i,j] <-
70 sqrt(rowSums ((as.numeric(xa - xb) %*% solve(vcm))*as.numeric(xa - xb)))
71 }
72 }
73 }
74 } else {
75 stop("invalid distance method")
76 }
77
78 # stepwise selection procedure similar to the KS algorithm:
79 maxD <- apply(D, 2, max)
80 index_row <- apply(D, 2, function(x) which(x == max(x))[1])
81 index_column <- which(maxD == max(maxD))
82
83 m <- c(index_row[index_column], index_column)
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84 for (i in 3:nc) {
85 pool <- setdiff(samples , m)
86 dmin <- rep(0, times = M - i + 1)
87 for (j in 1:(M - i + 1)) {
88 indexa <- pool[j]
89 ddd <- rep(0, times = i - 1)
90 for (k in 1:(i - 1)) {
91 indexb <- m[k]
92 if (indexa < indexb) {
93 ddd[k] <- D[indexa , indexb]
94 } else {
95 ddd[k] <- D[indexb , indexa]
96 }
97 }
98 dmin[j] <- min(ddd)
99 }
100 index <- which(dmin == max(dmin))
101 m[i] <- pool[index]
102 }; return(m)
103 }
104 # end of script , kennard_stone_func.R, 14.07.2013
.4.22 regr diagnostics.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Calculate selected numerical regression diagnostics + test statistics ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 22.02.2015
7
8 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
9
10 library(car); library(spdep); library(MASS)
11 # restricted to one SpatialPointsDataFrame per run
12
13 regr_diagn <- function(lm.obj , sp.obj , vars , nk) {
14 j <- c("W", "p<W"); k <- 1
15 diagn.f <- data.frame(vars , 1: length(vars), 1: length(vars))
16 names(diagn.f) <- c("Target variables", j) # variable names
17 for (q in 1: length(lm.obj)) {
18 dr <- lm.obj[[q]]; ds <- summary(dr)
19 # Shapiro -Wilk normality test:
20 diagn.f[k,"W"] <- round(shapiro.test(ds$residuals)$statistic , 4)
21 diagn.f[k,"p<W"] <- round(shapiro.test(ds$residuals)$p.value , 4)
22 # Breusch -Pagan test for homoscedasticity:
23 diagn.f[k,"ChiSquare"] <- round(ncvTest(dr)$ChiSquare , 4)
24 diagn.f[k,"p-value"] <- round(ncvTest(dr)$p, 4)
25 # Moran ’s I to check remaining spatial autocorrelation in lm -residuals:
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26 sp.obj$OLSRES <- dr$residuals
27 nlistk <- knn2nb(knearneigh(sp.obj , k = nk))
28 w <- nb2listw(nlistk , style = "B")
29 mi <- moran.test(
30 sp.obj$OLSRES , w, randomisation = FALSE , alternative = "two.sided")
31 diagn.f[k,"MORAN I"] <- round(mi$estimate [1], 4)
32 diagn.f[k,"STDEV"] <- round(mi$statistic , 4)
33 diagn.f[k,"p>STDEV"] <- round(mi$p.value , 4)
34 # residual summary statistics:
35 diagn.f[k,"R_MEAN"] <- round(mean(dr$residuals), 2)
36 diagn.f[k,"R_SD"] <- round(sd(dr$residuals), 2)
37 diagn.f[k,"R_MIN"] <- round(min(dr$residuals), 2)
38 diagn.f[k,"R_MAX"] <- round(max(dr$residuals), 2)
39 diagn.f[k,"STUD_MEAN"] <-round(mean(lmwork(dr)$studres), 2)
40 diagn.f[k,"STUD_SD"] <- round(sd(lmwork(dr)$studres), 2)
41 diagn.f[k,"STUD_MIN"] <- round(min(lmwork(dr)$studres), 2)
42 diagn.f[k,"STUD_MAX"] <- round(max(lmwork(dr)$studres), 2)
43 # Bonferroni p-values to evaluate studentized residuals for being outliers:
44 oT <- outlierTest(dr, cutoff = .05)
45 if (oT$signif == FALSE) print("No outliers detected!")
46 # maximum observed hat leverage value:
47 diagn.f[k,"HAT_MAX"] <- round(max(hatvalues(dr)), 4)
48 hat.val <- hatvalues(dr)
49 t.3 <- 3 * (( length(dr$coefficients) - 1) + 1)/dim(sp.obj)[1] # Belsley80
50 leverage.id <- as.vector(which(hat.val > t.3))
51 leverage.ID <- sp.obj$ID[leverage.id]
52 print(paste0("IDs of noteworthy hat values/leverage points: ", ifelse(
53 length(leverage.ID) == 0, "None", paste(leverage.ID, collapse = ", "))))
54 # effects of outliers + leverage points , detecting influential:
55 r.cooksD <- cooks.distance(dr)
56 t <- 4/(length(r.cooksD) - (( length(dr$coefficients) - 1) + 1))
57 influential.id <- as.vector(which(r.cooksD > t))
58 influential.ID <- sp.obj$ID[influential.id]
59 print(paste0("IDs of influential observations: ", ifelse(length(
60 influential.ID) == 0, "None", paste(influential.ID, collapse = ", "))))
61 k <- k + 1
62 }
63 return(diagn.f)
64 }
65 # end of function: regr_diagn , 17.01.2015
.4.23 valid measures.R
1 #
2 ################################################################################
3 #### Compute univariate error measures based on separate validation sample ####
4 ################################################################################
5 #
6 ## last update: 06.04.2015
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7
8 # author: Michael Blaschek (blaschek@geographie.uni -kiel.de)
9
10 library(spdep)
11
12 univar_error_metrics <- function(data , targets , methods.nm ,
13 methods.attr1 = methods.nm, methods.attr2 = methods.attr1 , sp.obj) {
14
15 nm <- length(methods.nm)
16 val.msr <- rep(list(data.frame(RMSE = rep(1,nm), BIAS = rep(1,nm),
17 MIN = rep(1,nm), MAX = rep(1,nm), MEAN = rep(1,nm), STD = rep(1,nm),
18 SKEW = rep(1,nm), r2 = rep(1,nm), EF = rep(1,nm), W = rep(1,nm),
19 pW = rep(1,nm), I = rep(1,nm), STDEV = rep(1,nm), pSTDEV = rep(1,nm))),
20 length(z))
21 rownames(val.msr [[1]]) <- methods.nm; rownames(val.msr [[2]]) <- methods.nm
22 rownames(val.msr [[3]]) <- methods.nm
23 nlistk <- knn2nb(knearneigh(sp.obj , k = 4))
24
25 # calculate validation measures:
26 # RMSE = root mean squared error ,
27 # r2 = coefficient of determination , EF = Nash -Sutcliffe coefficient
28 sum.lm <- NULL; x <- NULL; y <- NULL
29 for (i in 1: length(targets)) {
30 for (q in 1: length(methods.attr1)) {
31 if(targets[i] == "SAND") methods.attr1 <- methods.attr2
32 x <- data[,paste(targets[i], methods.attr1[q], sep = "_")]
33 y <- data[,targets[i]]
34 val.msr[[i]][q,"MIN"] <- round(min(x - y), digits = 2)
35 val.msr[[i]][q,"MAX"] <- round(max(x - y), digits = 2)
36 val.msr[[i]][q,"MEAN"] <- round(mean(x - y), digits = 2)
37 val.msr[[i]][q,"STD"] <- round(sd(x - y), digits = 2)
38 val.msr[[i]][q,"SKEW"] <- round(
39 (sum (((x - y) - mean((x - y)))^3) / length ((x - y))) / sd((x - y))^3, 2)
40 val.msr[[i]][q,"RMSE"] <- round(sqrt(mean((x - y)^2)), digits = 3)
41 val.msr[[i]][q,"BIAS"] <- round((mean(x) - mean(y)), 3)
42 obs.vs.pred <- lm((y ~ x)); sum.lm <- summary(obs.vs.pred)
43 val.msr[[i]][q,"r2"] <- round(sum.lm$r.squared , digits = 2)
44 val.msr[[i]][q,"EF"] <-
45 round ((1 - (sum((y - x)^2) / sum((y - mean(y))^2))), 2)
46 val.msr[[i]][q,"W"] <- round(shapiro.test(x - y)$statistic , 2)
47 val.msr[[i]][q,"pW"] <- round(shapiro.test(x - y)$p.value , 3)
48 sp.obj.2 <- sp.obj
49 sp.obj.2$MODRES <- x - y
50 w <- nb2listw(nlistk , style = "B")
51 mi <- moran.test(
52 sp.obj.2$MODRES , w, randomisation = FALSE , alternative = "two.sided")
53 val.msr[[i]][q,"I"] <- round(mi$estimate [1], 2)
54 val.msr[[i]][q,"STDEV"] <- round(mi$statistic , 2)
55 val.msr[[i]][q,"pSTDEV"] <- round(mi$p.value , 3)
56 }
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57 }
58 return(val.msr)
59 }
60 # end of function: univar_error_metrics , 06.04.2015

Appendix C
.5 Soil data
Appendix C provides all measurement values with regards to soil textural frac-
tions of the top 30 cm soil layer at both the field and the landscape scale. Covari-
ates from digital elevation models and geological maps can be reproduced using
the R-scripts given in the previous section. Meteorological time series as well as
geophysical data can be made available on demand.
Table 3: Measured soil data at field 21
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
1 508826 4362469 23.14 23.18 53.69
2 508833 4362538 30.46 24.28 45.26
3 508828 4362591 28.97 26.05 44.99
4 508828 4362643 34.95 31.47 33.58
5 508828 4362696 37.77 28.57 33.66
6 508823 4362745 38.02 26.90 35.07
14 508950 4362596 27.55 24.12 48.33
15 508908 4362648 33.67 26.75 39.59
16 508936 4362591 24.51 23.82 51.65
17 508886 4362591 41.22 22.41 36.37
18 508908 4362543 21.43 27.83 50.74
19 508859 4362541 27.28 24.77 47.95
20 508834 4362493 26.06 23.32 50.61
21 508809 4362542 32.93 22.80 44.28
22 508758 4362543 32.75 24.24 43.01
23 508784 4362595 34.88 28.67 36.44
24 508733 4362593 35.28 30.98 33.76
25 508758 4362646 34.00 34.51 31.49
26 508807 4362644 27.17 34.87 37.96
27 508857 4362644 30.45 33.58 35.97
28 508783 4362694 38.39 29.03 32.57
29 508759 4362742 33.67 29.74 36.59
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Table 3 – (Continued)
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
30 508808 4362742 35.91 28.07 36.03
51 508908 4362571 24.99 19.70 55.31
52 508927 4362603 27.32 23.13 49.55
53 508859 4362497 25.82 21.27 52.91
54 508871 4362525 26.81 19.31 53.88
55 508812 4362509 32.07 19.08 48.85
56 508776 4362758 35.22 28.15 36.63
57 508856 4362705 43.78 19.98 36.24
58 508771 4362768 34.69 28.98 36.33
59 508746 4362627 42.23 25.06 32.72
60 508779 4362667 44.52 24.46 31.02
61 508907 4362628 38.32 22.24 39.44
62 508778 4362727 38.61 25.42 35.97
63 508715 4362604 40.88 27.11 32.01
64 508713 4362623 35.63 25.88 38.49
66 508809 4362594 37.27 26.03 36.70
67 508848 4362636 37.02 22.87 40.11
68 508844 4362609 34.43 31.23 34.34
69 508773 4362618 39.12 25.22 35.66
71 508850 4362662 38.35 27.19 34.47
72 508884 4362664 32.79 25.55 41.66
Table 4: Measured soil data at field 33
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
1 508970 4363005 20.94 27.82 51.24
2 509035 4363005 27.56 23.02 49.42
3 508903 4362936 39.43 12.94 47.63
4 508970 4362939 33.09 18.28 48.63
5 509036 4362936 38.71 14.88 46.41
6 509098 4362939 43.42 15.77 40.81
7 508842 4362873 46.49 20.45 33.06
8 508904 4362872 51.63 13.47 34.90
9 508968 4362873 43.61 22.21 34.19
10 509035 4362873 29.41 19.64 50.94
11 509165 4362873 40.32 24.15 35.54
12 508839 4362808 41.19 22.86 35.95
13 508906 4362807 41.25 21.83 36.93
14 508966 4362807 32.09 23.66 44.26
15 509036 4362807 43.20 13.53 43.26
16 509101 4362808 32.88 23.61 43.51
17 509165 4362809 34.64 14.04 51.32
18 508905 4362746 39.93 21.56 38.51
19 509039 4362745 43.75 19.89 36.36
20 509099 4362743 41.90 14.47 43.63
21 508969 4362679 38.72 24.74 36.54
22 509036 4362677 48.55 22.67 28.77
51 508849 4362816 37.80 22.06 40.13
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Table 4 – (Continued)
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
52 508898 4362779 27.56 35.86 36.58
53 508808 4362815 42.34 24.35 33.31
54 508978 4362824 34.33 22.32 43.35
55 508889 4362813 42.30 20.36 37.34
56 508858 4362891 49.65 17.24 33.12
57 508913 4362836 43.58 20.10 36.32
58 508833 4362888 45.11 23.65 31.25
59 508942 4362762 40.34 22.52 37.14
60 509118 4362759 42.21 16.97 40.82
61 508992 4362739 42.48 25.33 32.19
62 508995 4362657 41.45 24.35 34.20
63 509032 4362790 44.09 10.79 45.12
64 509038 4362836 32.60 18.36 49.05
65 509058 4362675 44.54 23.28 32.17
66 508935 4362733 40.89 23.73 35.37
67 509080 4362695 40.93 20.11 38.95
68 509134 4362870 45.32 28.33 26.35
69 509008 4362899 25.32 19.38 55.31
70 509018 4362958 39.38 20.03 40.59
71 508890 4362941 48.03 20.11 31.85
72 508934 4362912 47.89 18.12 33.99
73 508993 4362926 48.89 11.75 39.36
74 509139 4362893 38.74 18.95 42.30
75 508942 4362988 32.28 19.80 47.92
76 508933 4362694 46.65 16.29 37.06
77 508901 4362700 39.75 17.07 43.18
91 508855 4362763 45.20 20.29 34.51
92 508902 4362718 36.59 18.33 45.08
93 508930 4362789 46.08 16.51 37.41
94 509011 4362696 48.91 22.36 28.73
95 509156 4362825 45.27 24.30 30.42
96 509085 4362897 27.83 23.71 48.46
97 508953 4362645 29.79 23.21 46.99
98 508821 4362850 42.34 23.71 33.94
37 508818 4362796 39.74 25.25 35.01
38 508813 4362835 36.46 32.07 31.46
39 508803 4362869 37.69 33.20 29.11
40 508870 4362787 39.94 22.21 37.85
41 508934 4362717 38.81 24.83 36.36
42 509005 4362643 35.71 29.57 34.71
43 508973 4362611 32.71 25.08 42.21
Table 5: Measured soil data at the Rio di Costara test site
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
101 508891 4363407 36.79 25.31 37.91
102 508430 4363418 11.26 30.70 58.04
103 508837 4363576 17.55 30.27 52.17
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Table 5 – (Continued)
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
104 509037 4363142 17.23 26.22 56.55
106 508695 4363256 33.04 28.71 38.25
107 510628 4362992 44.87 19.34 35.78
108 510685 4362948 40.27 22.76 36.97
109 507794 4362948 21.02 28.85 50.13
110 508180 4362760 24.53 21.53 53.94
111 510695 4362704 38.91 18.21 42.88
112 509541 4362777 15.93 33.45 50.61
113 510620 4362795 39.72 27.65 32.63
114 509018 4362470 38.32 21.24 40.44
115 509175 4362558 38.50 29.19 32.31
116 511882 4362507 43.45 23.89 32.66
117 511258 4362597 44.29 26.56 29.15
118 509210 4362510 43.44 26.22 30.33
119 509233 4362329 28.68 30.05 41.28
120 510565 4362182 23.77 38.89 37.34
121 511169 4362052 32.95 24.62 42.43
122 507859 4362036 22.79 27.59 49.63
123 510923 4361955 58.44 15.98 25.57
124 508272 4362963 27.25 29.69 43.07
125 507673 4361875 33.84 32.15 34.01
126 510498 4361774 26.71 35.39 37.90
127 508463 4362037 39.72 25.86 34.43
128 511913 4361795 44.41 15.93 39.66
129 510794 4361699 41.26 25.14 33.60
131 508017 4361559 49.87 14.99 35.15
132 508322 4361448 32.98 22.10 44.92
133 508474 4361345 37.38 25.96 36.66
134 511584 4361460 43.65 21.65 34.70
135 509094 4361338 27.39 32.08 40.53
136 509948 4361158 34.49 27.34 38.17
137 508570 4361412 28.70 32.88 38.41
138 508560 4361317 25.49 26.57 47.93
139 511550 4361092 41.33 28.38 30.30
140 512740 4361117 32.88 23.86 43.25
141 510563 4360890 36.19 40.76 23.05
142 513094 4361055 37.66 24.60 37.73
143 509927 4360871 36.84 30.84 32.32
144 512578 4360796 26.38 33.31 40.31
145 509468 4361555 38.86 31.25 29.88
146 511084 4360722 39.62 16.77 43.61
147 509440 4360871 45.82 30.64 23.54
149 509899 4360448 20.53 49.81 29.65
150 510013 4360776 39.90 32.22 27.89
151 510043 4360416 45.05 27.19 27.76
152 510197 4360457 21.37 50.23 28.40
154 508807 4363043 46.50 17.62 35.88
155 513605 4362828 18.16 12.69 69.14
156 508819 4362826 37.58 25.11 37.31
157 508460 4362688 37.95 30.15 31.90
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Table 5 – (Continued)
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
158 514010 4362862 12.10 11.31 76.59
159 513485 4362623 7.03 8.51 84.46
160 508344 4362527 25.62 19.67 54.72
161 512081 4362497 27.70 19.89 52.41
162 511079 4362363 50.45 23.79 25.75
163 509102 4362360 31.59 28.62 39.78
164 513080 4362399 16.43 11.33 72.25
165 513806 4362575 15.93 16.45 67.62
166 511894 4362300 32.69 20.12 47.19
167 510844 4362198 30.99 23.00 46.00
168 512020 4362155 32.91 20.40 46.69
169 512518 4362151 28.11 14.09 57.79
170 513572 4361983 30.43 19.26 50.31
171 512565 4361985 39.98 17.34 42.67
172 514082 4361919 22.38 18.90 58.72
173 513845 4362030 39.59 27.05 33.35
174 507853 4361816 36.03 30.94 33.03
175 513590 4361816 23.79 23.14 53.07
176 507605 4361779 30.30 31.55 38.15
177 513160 4361859 28.78 19.00 52.22
178 513143 4361786 39.78 20.22 40.00
179 511747 4361781 41.70 29.99 28.31
180 513449 4361756 29.78 22.81 47.41
181 511119 4361865 35.82 30.04 34.14
182 512941 4361614 23.48 24.41 52.11
183 509933 4361635 40.35 27.41 32.25
184 511440 4361605 37.89 25.26 36.85
185 513367 4361631 22.76 34.58 42.66
186 510742 4361725 39.04 32.82 28.13
187 513103 4361482 39.05 24.38 36.57
188 512285 4361808 41.70 23.97 34.33
189 513066 4361377 35.15 22.64 42.21
190 512622 4361446 34.90 21.93 43.18
191 510839 4361479 45.27 24.00 30.73
192 508658 4361460 39.28 26.07 34.65
193 511699 4360882 35.27 31.37 33.36
194 512797 4361473 34.33 21.77 43.90
195 510512 4360677 40.80 32.19 27.01
196 510945 4360565 32.62 33.96 33.42
197 512631 4360714 31.89 20.30 47.80
198 510471 4360495 30.79 22.38 46.83
199 510747 4360562 27.75 32.64 39.60
200 509142 4361106 29.89 25.09 45.02
201 509995 4360639 21.37 21.02 57.61
202 510339 4360719 24.72 25.39 49.89
203 509481 4360908 39.59 29.75 30.65
204 510171 4360569 30.90 37.20 31.90
205 511681 4360385 41.25 27.95 30.80
207 509282 4363335 15.34 29.47 55.20
208 509198 4363106 10.61 25.63 63.76
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Table 5 – (Continued)
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
216 511526 4363379 17.79 36.25 45.96
217 509394 4363318 20.26 25.04 54.70
219 512010 4363677 19.38 32.89 47.73
220 510615 4363205 21.74 31.93 46.32
222 511617 4363180 20.61 39.26 40.13
224 511378 4363056 19.87 27.45 52.68
226 510859 4363164 16.10 22.00 61.90
229 511473 4362994 25.92 32.36 41.72
231 513276 4362957 16.41 35.76 47.82
232 509600 4363345 19.98 29.73 50.29
233 510489 4363019 18.38 31.07 50.55
234 512122 4363051 19.31 26.62 54.08
236 510933 4363253 31.80 38.47 29.73
238 509781 4362815 18.86 27.98 53.16
240 510379 4362688 19.93 29.27 50.79
241 509742 4362817 21.77 31.91 46.32
242 509359 4362657 33.22 29.02 37.76
243 509960 4362278 37.35 29.88 32.76
501 507971 4362839 27.57 22.12 50.31
502 508069 4362626 30.32 17.82 51.86
503 510503 4362182 28.75 36.42 34.83
504 509438 4362247 25.40 36.26 38.34
505 509235 4361713 39.68 25.70 34.62
506 512233 4361533 31.16 23.41 45.42
507 511808 4361681 42.73 22.21 35.06
508 509777 4361485 33.12 27.75 39.13
509 512526 4360777 36.28 19.22 44.50
510 512483 4362396 25.23 14.45 60.32
511 511533 4362047 17.02 14.29 68.68
512 510383 4362029 25.36 36.41 38.23
513 513620 4362675 5.20 6.16 88.64
514 509277 4361034 37.10 42.59 20.31
515 511726 4360768 37.21 27.41 35.38
516 509180 4363554 21.82 25.24 52.94
517 509158 4363233 21.44 18.00 60.56
518 512168 4363579 17.39 31.12 51.48
520 511697 4363238 19.11 36.89 44.00
521 512234 4363208 15.31 32.21 52.48
523 511492 4363074 14.91 27.59 57.51
525 512417 4362877 19.65 28.57 51.78
526 512720 4362861 18.01 30.36 51.63
527 512753 4362760 25.07 20.63 54.30
700 511166 4362101 37.41 28.53 34.06
701 511230 4360502 42.14 22.78 35.08
702 511136 4360551 45.10 22.16 32.74
703 511476 4360461 34.61 24.10 41.29
704 510411 4360778 36.23 29.79 33.98
705 509497 4361037 40.49 32.14 27.37
706 509572 4361070 49.18 31.68 19.14
707 508009 4362483 27.84 27.63 44.53
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Table 5 – (Continued)
ID X Y CLAY SILT SAND
708 507525 4362089 29.11 25.67 45.22
709 511156 4362161 41.44 23.54 35.02
710 511159 4362089 36.48 23.46 40.06
711 511308 4362649 40.71 26.78 32.51
712 511397 4362640 44.13 29.84 26.03
713 510849 4362979 32.27 27.98 39.75
714 509642 4362077 43.59 27.09 29.31
715 510590 4362015 24.60 32.94 42.45
716 509872 4361935 23.78 32.86 43.36
717 511253 4360405 38.56 34.71 26.73
718 512996 4361056 38.44 24.86 36.70
719 509846 4360607 37.98 25.24 36.78
720 510635 4361659 55.69 27.98 16.33
722 510555 4361200 34.88 29.59 35.53
723 513205 4362359 21.85 17.44 60.72
724 513364 4361846 33.83 27.23 38.94
725 512180 4361918 31.88 31.56 36.56
726 512252 4361859 50.72 18.06 31.22
727 508950 4362695 40.71 24.22 35.07
728 512714 4361820 21.84 26.66 51.50
729 508318 4362158 26.46 32.87 40.67
730 508512 4362405 26.24 20.71 53.05
731 509845 4361749 41.76 28.23 30.01
732 508761 4361786 36.19 20.79 43.02
733 511346 4360923 26.36 33.39 40.25
734 511458 4360982 42.29 22.82 34.89
735 512313 4361110 63.19 28.08 8.73
801 512744 4361226 48.66 21.98 29.35
802 510426 4361459 36.87 31.27 31.86
803 510406 4360889 45.13 28.35 26.51
804 510927 4360875 38.03 27.35 34.61
805 511038 4361353 57.33 27.95 14.72
806 511176 4360586 43.08 22.20 34.72
807 511598 4360811 48.97 25.78 25.25
808 511215 4361710 42.18 25.89 31.94
809 511934 4361430 23.02 27.77 49.21
811 512873 4360909 42.49 22.34 35.17
812 511999 4361879 44.86 22.19 32.95
813 511530 4361470 52.93 20.81 26.25
814 513455 4361849 40.52 31.16 28.32
815 513519 4362245 42.01 17.40 40.59
816 513679 4362815 9.88 9.42 80.70
817 508107 4362121 35.61 20.87 43.52
818 508370 4362297 39.15 23.06 37.78
